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Tips to Help You Navigate This Summary Plan Description (SPD) 

This PDF includes active links and buttons to help you quickly and easily find the information you need. 
Here are some tips to help you.  

 
Click to Move Between Sections 
■ Click on the main sections listed under “Included in This Handbook” on page 5. These links will take you 

to a Table of Contents page for each section. From there, you can link to subtopics within the section.  
■ You can also open the Bookmarks navigation panel by clicking on the tab called “Bookmarks” on the left 

side of the screen. You’ll see a list of links to each main section.   
■ Once you are in a particular section, you can click the Back to Index link located at the top right side of 

every page to get back to the Table of Contents for that section.  
■ Click the Last page viewed button located at the bottom right side of every page to go back to the last 

page you were on.  
 
Search 
Search for a particular topic by clicking the Search button located at the top left side of every page.   
 
Print 
To print this entire booklet or a particular page or range of pages, go to File > Print or click the printer icon in 
your toolbar. Then, adjust the printer settings in the printer dialogue box to specify what you wish to print.  

 



Welcome to the 2008 Summary of Benefits Handbook 
This Handbook contains valuable information about the benefits the Company1 offers to you and 
your dependents under the following programs.   

• Benefit plans designed to provide health care coverage to you and your eligible dependents, 
including medical, dental and visions coverage, employee assistance plan, prescription drug 
benefits and mental health, alcohol and drug care. 

• Flexible spending accounts (FSAs) can help you pay for certain health care and dependent 
care expenses with pre-tax dollars.  PG&E offers two FSAs – the Health Care Reimbursement 
Account and the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account. 

• Time off with pay such as vacation days, company paid holidays, floating holidays and sick 
leave.   

• Disability benefits. 

• Life and Business Travel Insurance. 

• Work/Life Benefits, such as adoption assistance, the Commuter Transit Program, the Tuition 
Refund Plan, discounts on gas and electric services for your home, as well as other 
Company-negotiated discounts. 

• Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 

The information contained in this Handbook is also available to you online from the Plans, 
Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents section of the PG&E HR intranet.  

Keep this Handbook for your future reference when you want to find details about PG&E benefit 
plans and program.  When changes are made to these programs, PG&E communicates those 
changes to employees.  In many, but not all, instances, changes are communicated through 
Summaries of Material Modifications (SMMs).  SMMs are frequently part of the Open Enrollment 
materials.  Please keep the communications that notify you of changes in the employee benefit 
programs with this Handbook for future reference.  You can also access this handbook online 
from the HR intranet site.  Go to Plans, Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents and select 
the appropriate handbook. 

If you have any questions about your benefits that are not answered by this Handbook, you can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  You can also send an email to 
the Benefits Service Center at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com. 

 

                                                      

1 Throughout this Handbook, unless otherwise stated, reference to the “Company” includes 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, 
Inc., and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc., and any affiliate organization who has 
elected to participate in the Plan and whose participation has been approved by the Plan 
Sponsor. 

mailto:hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com
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Section A 

The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flex Plan, the terms of this Summary of 
Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Flex Plan and the documents which are Summaries of Material 
Modifications to the Flex Plan, govern the operation of the Flex Plan and comprise the Plan document.  If 
a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or documents, these 
plan documents shall govern the operation of the Flex Plan.  
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Flex Plan and has 
the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the plan documents, to resolve any 
conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or desirable for 
the administration of the Flex Plan. 
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FLEX PLAN 

Flex Plan 
Summary 
The Company1 offers Management and Administrative & Technical employees a variety of health 
and welfare benefits:  

• medical, dental, vision, prescription drug and mental health coverage as well as a health care 
reimbursement account to help you and your family maintain good health and pay for medical 
expenses, 

• a dependent care reimbursement account to help you and your family pay for childcare, and 

• life insurance to help you provide for others financially.    

However if you are like most of your fellow employees, you and your family members have special 
needs and preferences.  For example, you may have medical coverage through your spouse or 
domestic partner, and, therefore, you may not wish to enroll in a Company-sponsored medical 
plan.  The Flex Plan allows you to customize your benefit enrollments. 

Under the “Flex Plan,” the Company provides eligible employees with flexible credits, called 
“FlexDollars,” which you may apply towards the purchase of medical, dental, and life insurance 
coverage.  If you do not use all of your allocated FlexDollars for these benefits, the FlexDollars 
that you don’t spend on benefits will be paid to you monthly in your regular pay check and will be 
subject to both federal and state tax withholding.  If your FlexDollar allotment is not sufficient to 
“purchase” the desired benefits, you can pay the difference through payroll deductions from your 
pay on a pre-tax basis,   

Whether you have just joined the Company and are about to choose your Flex Plan benefits for 
the first time or you are considering changing your existing benefits elections, you should evaluate 
your options with care.  Be sure to consider your future as well as your present needs when 
making your coverage decisions.  

You complete your initial Flex Plan enrollment shortly after you are hired or are transferred to a 
Management or Administrative & Technical employee position.   Thereafter, you will be given the 
opportunity to make changes once each calendar year during the Open Enrollment period.  The 
choices you make during open enrollment stay in effect for the full calendar year, unless you have 
an eligible change-in-status event.  For example, getting married is considered a change-in-status 
event, so you may add your new spouse to your medical, dental, and vision coverage.  (See 
MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT/CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS under ENROLLMENT in this section for more 
information about how these rules may affect you.) 

                                                      
1 Throughout this Handbook, unless otherwise stated, reference to the “Company” includes 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, 
Inc., and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc., and any affiliate organization who has 
elected to participate in the Plan and whose participation has been approved by the Plan 
Sponsor. 
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You can only make a mid-year change to your Flex Plan elections if you have an eligible 
change-in-status event or qualify for a HIPAA special enrollment period.   The Flex Plan is a 
cafeteria plan which must be operated in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 125.  
Allowing you to make a mid-year change without a change-in-status or qualifying for a HIPAA 
special enrollment period could jeopardize the Company’s ability to offer pre-tax benefits – and 
make all your benefits and the benefits of other employees taxable. 

Eligibility 

Employees
You are eligible to enroll in the Flex Plan if you are a full-time or part-time Management or 
Administrative & Technical employee.  Participation in the Flex Plan begins on the first day of the 
month following receipt of your elections, provided you complete an enrollment form within 31 
days of your date of hire or transfer into a Management or Administrative & Technical position.  
For example, if you were hired on February 1 as a Management or Administrative & Technical 
employee, and you return a completed form on February 15, your elections would be effective on 
March 1.   

You are not eligible to join the Flex Plan if you are a contract, agency, bargaining unit, hiring hall 
employee or retiree of the Company. 

Flex Plan Benefits While on Workers’ Compensation 
Your participation in the Flex Plan generally continues while you are on Workers’ Compensation.  
The only exception is participating in the Health Care Reimbursement Account.  See IF YOU ARE ON 
LONG-TERM DISABILITY OR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION in the REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS section of the 
Handbook. 

If your workers’ compensation benefits end, and you go on a Leave or Absence (unpaid) or LTD, 
refer to FLEX PLAN BENEFITS WHILE ON A LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD in this section of the Handbook. 

Flex Plan Benefits While on a Leave of Absence or LTD 
Your Flex participation ends at the end of the month in which you go on an approved leave of 
absence (without pay) from the Company or when you go on Long-Term Disability (LTD).  When 
Flex participation ends, the following will occur: 

• Your salary contributions, if any, will no longer be deducted from your pay. 

• Salary contributions will no longer be contributed to your Reimbursement Account(s) (also 
known as Flexible Spending Accounts, or “FSAs”).  (See IF YOU TAKE A LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT 
PAY in the REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS section for more details about what happens to your 
Reimbursement Accounts when you go on a leave of absence.) 

• Unused FlexDollars paid as cash will stop until you return to work and Flex participation 
resumes.  
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• If you go on LTD, your medical coverage will continue and you will be responsible for making 
any required contributions. Dental, vision and life insurance coverages will continue and will be 
paid for by the Company. Your participation in the Health Care Reimbursement Account 
(HCRA) and/or the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account (DCRA) will end.  You may elect 
to continue your participation in the HCRA under COBRA.  See the COBRA AND CONVERSION TO AN 
INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL POLICY section for additional information.   

• If you go on an unpaid leave of absence, the medical, dental, vision and life insurance 
coverages you elected under the Flex Plan may continue and may be paid for by the Company, 
depending on the type of leave you are on. If you are on an unpaid personal or military leave, 
you must pay for your medical coverage after three months of being on leave.  Please refer to 
the chart entitled BENEFIT COVERAGES WHILE ON LEAVE under LEAVES OF ABSENCE in the TIME OFF 
section to see how your Flex Plan benefits are affected while you are on an unpaid leave of 
absence.  

• While on leave, you may change medical plans if you move to an area where your current 
medical plan is no longer available or if you qualify for a HIPAA special enrollment period.  If 
you move, you must notify the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of the move. 

• Vacation Buy Day contributions under the Vacation Buy Days Policy will stop and, if you do not 
return to work in the same calendar year, you will be paid out for any days purchased but not 
used or you will be billed for Vacation Buy Days used but not paid for. If you do return to work 
in the same calendar year, your Vacation Buy Day election will resume and you will have the 
balance of your Vacation Buy Day costs deducted over the remaining months in the year.  

If you are on a leave of absence, you may make certain changes during Open Enrollment, and the 
elections you make will become effective on January 1.  Employees on a leave of absence will be 
notified of the Open Enrollment period and provided with Open Enrollment materials. For 
information on Open Enrollment while on a leave of absence, you can access a copy of the most 
recent Open Enrollment materials online in the Plans, Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents 
section of the PG&E HR intranet, or you can request a copy by calling the Benefits Service Center 
at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 
1-800-788-2363. 

If you return to work before the end of the year in which your leave began, your current elections, 
including your DCRA, if applicable (or if your coverage is suspended, the elections you had prior to 
your leave), will automatically resume effective the first day of the month after your return to 
work.   

If you want to reinstate your participation in the HCRA, if applicable, you must call the Benefits 
Service Center within 31 days of your return to work. If you do not call within 31 days, you will not 
be enrolled in this account for the remainder of the year.  

Any elections you make during Open Enrollment will be pended (not put into effect) and you will 
automatically receive an Enrollment Worksheet to make Flex elections for the new plan year. At 
that time, you will also be able to enroll any eligible dependents you gained during your leave of 
absence, provided you contact the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of your return to work. If 
you do not complete a new worksheet when you return, your elections (or default coverage) from 
Open Enrollment will be effective. 
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Benefits Effective January 1st While Still on Leave in a New Year 
If you change your medical plan or add or drop any dependents during an Open Enrollment period, 
these changes will become effective January 1 of the New Year.  

If you do not make changes during Open Enrollment, you will default to the same medical, dental 
and vision coverage with the same dependents, effective January 1 of the New Year.  

When you return to work in the New Year, you will receive another enrollment packet. You can 
change your elections for the remainder of the New Year. Coverage will take effect the first of the 
month following receipt of your elections, provided they are received by the Benefits Service 
Center within 31 days of your return to work. At that time, you may also add any eligible 
dependents gained during your leave. If you do not make elections for yourself and your 
dependents within 31 days of your return to work, you will have the same coverage (or the default 
coverage described in the Open Enrollment materials) you elected during Open Enrollment. You 
will not be able to participate in the HCRA or DCRA.   

In addition, you will not be able to purchase Vacation Buy Days under the Vacation Buy Days 
policy. 

Your Flex Plan Benefits 

Summary Chart 
The Flex Plan gives you the opportunity to select from among a variety of benefits so you can 
tailor your benefits package to suit your own special needs. 

The Flex Plan offers you choices for important health protection coverage for medical, dental, 
vision and life insurance plans, as well as other options, such as tax-free Reimbursement 
Accounts, also known as Flexible Spending Accounts, for health care and dependent care 
expenses.  Any FlexDollars you don’t spend on these benefits will be paid monthly as taxable 
income in your regular pay check.   
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This chart summarizes your Flex Plan options as of January 1, 2008.  

FLEX BENEFITS COVERAGE OPTIONS 
MEDICAL COVERAGE 

 

Anthem Blue Cross-Administered Plans: 
NAP (Network Access Plan – PPO)  

(Eligibility depends on home ZIP Code) 
CAP (Comprehensive Access Plan – OOA) 

(Eligibility depends on home ZIP Code) 
Basic Plan 
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs):  
(Available if you live within the HMO’s service territory) 
Blue Shield 
Health Net 
Kaiser Permanente – Northern Region 
Kaiser Permanente – Southern Region 
No Medical Plan  
(See DECLINING MEDICAL , DENTAL AND/OR VISION COVERAGE in this 
section of the Handbook)

MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL 
AND DRUG CARE 
(automatically included 
with medical coverage) 

For Anthem Blue Cross-Administered Plan Members: 
Coverage provided through the Mental Health, Alcohol and 

Drug Care Program, administered by ValueOptions (VO) 
For Kaiser Members: 
Mental health and outpatient alcohol and drug care coverage 

provided through Kaiser 
Inpatient alcohol and drug care provided through the Mental 

Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program, administered by 
ValueOptions (VO) 

For Members of all other HMOs: 
Mental health coverage provided through the HMO. Call the 

HMO’s member services number for details. Alcohol and drug 
care coverage provided through the Mental Health, Alcohol 
and Drug Care Program administered by ValueOptions (VO). 

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 
(automatically included 
with medical coverage) 

For Anthem Blue Cross-Administered Plan Members: 
Medco Health Retail Pharmacy Service (retail) 
Medco Health Home Delivery Pharmacy Service™ (mail-order) 
For Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) Members: 
Drug coverage (retail and mail-order) through individual HMO 

plan (call the HMO’s member services number for details). 
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FLEX BENEFITS COVERAGE OPTIONS 
DENTAL COVERAGE Administered by Delta Dental of California: 

Dental 1 
Dental 2 
No Dental Plan  
(See DECLINING MEDICAL, DENTAL AND/OR VISION COVERAGE in this 
section of the Handbook) 

VISION COVERAGE Administered by Vision Service Plan (VSP) 
No Vision Plan 

(See DECLINING MEDICAL, DENTAL AND/OR VISION COVERAGE in this 
section of the Handbook) 

LIFE INSURANCE Metropolitan Life Insurance Company: 
Basic Life ($10,000) 
Standard Life ($50,000) 
Life 1 (Equal to 1 times annual pay) 
Life 2 (Equal to 2 times annual pay) 
Life 3 (Equal to 3 times annual pay) 
Life 4 (Equal to 4 times annual pay) 

HEALTH CARE 
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT $5,000 maximum contribution per individual  

DEPENDENT CARE 
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT 

$5,000 maximum contribution per individual or married couple 
filing a joint tax return (married individuals filing separate income 
tax returns may each contribute up to $2,500) 

UNUSED FLEXDOLLARS Cash 
Your Unused FlexDollars will be paid to you once a month in your 
paycheck as taxable income  
(See UNUSED FLEXDOLLARS under HOW THE FLEX PLAN WORKS in this 
section of the Handbook.) 

 

In addition to the Flex Plan benefits, the Company has a Vacation Buy Days Policy that is not part 
of the Flex Plan.  The Vacation Buy Days Policy lets you buy up to five additional days off from 
work each year with pre-tax dollars.  See the TIME OFF section for more information. 
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How the Flex Plan Works 

FlexDollars − Flex Prices = Your Additional Cost or 
Cash 

The Company contributes towards your benefit costs by giving you an allotment of pre-tax credits, 
called FlexDollars, to spend.  You use your FlexDollars to purchase the Plan coverage options that 
best meet your needs.  Each Flex Plan benefit option has a Flex price.  The Flex price is a 
subsidized pricetag determined by the Company and it is not the actual premium cost for the 
benefit.  If the total cost for the Flex Plan options you select is more than the total FlexDollar 
allotment you have, the balance will be deducted from your pay on a pre-tax basis each month.  
On the other hand, if you have any FlexDollars remaining after you have made all your Flex Plan 
selections, they will be paid to you in your pay as taxable income at the end of each month, as 
described under UNUSED FLEXDOLLARS in this section.  Your pay statements show the monthly 
FlexDollars credit as well as the deductions for each benefit plan. 

Since the Flex Plan is considered a “cafeteria” benefit plan under Internal Revenue Code Section 
125, any Flex Plan contributions are deducted from your paycheck before federal, state and 
Social Security taxes are calculated.  Being able to use before-tax dollars reduces the overall cost 
to you.   

Since you do not pay taxes on your contributions, you have more net income to directly apply to 
your benefit coverage.  In turn, this lowers the amount of your taxable income and the actual tax 
you owe. 

Your FlexDollar Allotment 
Each year, you will receive an annual base allotment of FlexDollars from the Company to help pay 
for your benefits. You also may receive additional FlexDollars as a Sick Leave Usage Award, a 
Transitional Bonus, or both, if you are eligible to receive them (see below).  Each month, you will 
receive 1/12 of your annual FlexDollars to use to pay for your benefits or to receive as taxable 
income.  All deductions and FlexDollar credits appear on your monthly pay statement 
(Management employees) or second bi-weekly statement (Administrative & Technical 
employees). 

The base allotment of FlexDollars is determined each year and is stated in the Open Enrollment 
materials.  The base amount of FlexDollars, not including any Sick Leave Bonus FlexDollars or 
Transitional Bonus FlexDollars (if applicable), is the same for all full-time Management or 
Administrative & Technical employees.  This amount may change from year to year.  

If you are a Pacific Gas and Electric Company employee, you may receive sick leave bonus 
FlexDollars if you used 32 or fewer hours of sick leave between October 1 of the previous year 
and September 30 of the current year.  Your paystatement shows how many sick hours you have 
used. 
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Here’s how Sick Leave Bonus FlexDollars are calculated: 

IF YOU USED... YOU WILL RECEIVE ADDITIONAL FLEXDOLLARS EQUAL TO: 
0-16 sick hours* 0.45% of annual base pay (= 1.2 day’s pay**) 

Up to 24 sick hours* 0.30% of annual base pay (= 0.8 day’s pay**) 

Up to 32 sick hours* 0.15% of annual base pay (= 0.4 day’s pay**) 

* Absences of less than four hours are not included in these calculations. 

**A “day’s pay” is based on an eight-hour workday; prorated for part-time employees. 

Note:   Only employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company are eligible for and receive Sick Leave 
Bonus FlexDollars.  All other employees are not eligible for Sick Leave Bonus FlexDollars.  

To help offset the increased cost of life insurance for older employees, the Company provides 
additional FlexDollars to employees who meet the following criteria: 

• You were at least 50 years old on January 1, 1989, and  

• You were actively employed by the Company or a subsidiary on January 1, 1989. 

If you are eligible to receive Transitional Bonus FlexDollars, you will receive an additional amount 
of FlexDollars based on 2.04% of annual pay.  

The total amount of FlexDollars allocated to each Management or Administrative & Technical 
employee is determined by adding together the following components: 

Base 
Allotment + Sick Leave 

Bonus + Transitional 
Bonus = Total 

FlexDollars 

If you are a part-time employee, you will receive a percentage of the base FlexDollar allotment, 
based on the number of straight-time hours you worked during the period between October 1 of 
the previous year and September 30 of the current year, as indicated in the chart below: 

HOURS WORKED 
OCTOBER 1 – SEPTEMBER 30 

% OF BASE FLEXDOLLAR 
ALLOCATION YOU WILL RECEIVE 

0 – 415 HOURS 0% 

416 –  831 HOURS 25% 

832 – 1,247 HOURS 50% 

1,248 – 1,663 HOURS 75% 

1,664 – 2,080 HOURS 100% 

Sick Leave Bonus and Transitional Bonus FlexDollars are also prorated for part-time employees, 
based on the number of straight-time hours worked. 
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If you were on a leave of absence at any time between October 1 of the previous year and 
September 30 of the current year, you will be credited with hours equivalent to those you would 
have if you had worked during the time you were on leave.  Your work schedule prior to going on 
leave will be used to determine the number of hours credited. 

If you are a part-time employee who changes to full-time status between October 1 and 
December 31 of the current year and you will remain full-time through the next calendar year, you 
are eligible for the full allotment of FlexDollars for the upcoming year.  You can contact the 
Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363, to inform a Benefits Representative that you are 
no longer a part-time employee, and an adjustment will be made to your base FlexDollar 
allotment.  

New Hires 
Full-time new hires are eligible to receive only the base allotment of FlexDollars. New hires are 
not eligible to receive Sick Leave Bonus or Transitional Bonus FlexDollars.  Your base allotment of 
FlexDollars is based on the number of months remaining in the year (see FLEX PRICES in this 
section).   

FlexDollars for full-time new hires are calculated as follows: 

Base Allotment 
of FlexDollars x Months Left in Year 

12 months = Total FlexDollars Allotted 

 

Total FlexDollars Allotted 
Months Left in Year = Monthly FlexDollars 

Part-time new hires receive a prorated allotment of base FlexDollars.  The proration is based on 
the following two factors: 

• the employee’s expected work schedule, and 

• the number of months remaining in the Plan year of the employee’s initial enrollment. 

Base FlexDollars for part-time new hires are calculated using the same formula as for 
full-time new hires and then prorated based on the expected work schedule (25%, 
50%, 75%, or 100%).   
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Here’s an example of the calculation: 

Mary is a part-time employee hired on April 16, 2007. Mary is scheduled to work 24 hours a 
week and becomes eligible for Flex on May 1, 2007. Mary is eligible for eight months of Flex 
benefits for 2007. 

Mary’s FlexDollars are prorated based on her 24 hour a week work schedule.  

Step 1 – Calculate the number of hours she is scheduled to work and determine her prorated 
FlexDollar allotment.   

(24 ÷ 40) X 2080 (Annual Full-Time Equivalent Hours) = 1,248 hours 

Flex Dollar Proration % = 75% 
(See chart under FLEXDOLLARS FOR PART–TIME EMPLOYEES.) 

Step 2 - Once the proration percentage is determined, it is applied to the monthly FlexDollar 
base allocation (see Full-Time calculation). 

75% (FlexDollar Proration %) X Monthly FlexDollars = Prorated Monthly FlexDollars 

 

Flex Prices 
Each benefit plan option has a Flex price that reflects the type of benefit plan and the level of 
coverage you select.  The Flex price for life insurance varies by your age, whether or not you are a 
smoker, and the amount of life insurance coverage you select. 

During Open Enrollment, Flex prices are shown as a monthly amount on your enrollment form. 

Unused FlexDollars 
Any FlexDollars which you have remaining after you make all your Flex Plan selections will be 
paid to you as income, subject to federal and states taxes.  If you are on a bi-weekly payroll cycle, 
you will receive your unused FlexDollars in the last paycheck of the month.  

Unused FlexDollars will not be paid to you during any full months in which you are on an unpaid 
leave of absence or receiving disability benefits.  For additional information, see FLEX PLAN 
BENEFITS WHILE ON A LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD. 
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Enrollment 
First-Time Enrollment 
New Hires 
When you first join the Company as a full-time or part-time employee, you are automatically 
enrolled and are eligible for medical coverage immediately under the Basic Plan, for yourself only. 
The Basic Plan is described in detail in the MEDICAL COVERAGE section.  There is no cost to you for 
this interim coverage. 

Your Flex Plan benefits will go into effect on the first day of the month following the Company’s 
receipt of your request to enroll, provided your request is received within 31 days of your hire 
date.  For example, if you were hired February 1, and the Company received your request to enroll 
on February 15, your Flex Plan coverage will be effective on March 1.   

A New Hire Benefits Packet will be sent to your home address within 10 days of your date of hire.  
Review the options available to you and make your selections. Complete the enrollment form 
included in your benefit enrollment kit and return it to the Benefits Service Center at the address 
indicated on the form. You’ll receive a confirmation when your form has been received, or if you 
made no elections and you’ve been defaulted into the coverages listed below. If you have any 
questions about enrolling in the Flex Plan, call the Benefits Service Center Company extension  
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free 1-800-788-2363. 

You must either fax or mail the completed form to the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of 
your hire date to avoid being placed in the limited Default Flex Coverage described in this section. 

Default Flex Coverage 
If you do not enroll within 31 days of your date of hire, you will be automatically assigned Default 
Flex Coverage.  Coverage will be for you only, as described in the chart which follows. 

DEFAULT FLEX COVERAGE 
** COVERAGE FOR EMPLOYEE ONLY** 

Basic Medical Plan (including Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care and Prescription Drugs) 
Dental 1 

Vision Plan 
Basic Life Insurance of $10,000 

No Reimbursement Account Contributions 
Unused FlexDollars will be paid to you in your paycheck as taxable income each month 

Once effective, your Default Flex Coverage will remain in effect for the entire calendar year.  You 
may not make changes to your coverage until the next open enrollment period, unless you have 
an eligible change-in-status or qualify for a HIPAA special enrollment period as described under 
MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT/CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS in this section. 

For additional information see VACATION BUY DAYS in the TIME OFF section of the Handbook. 
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Transfer from Bargaining Unit 
If you are a Bargaining Unit employee transferring into a Management or Administrative & 
Technical position, your Bargaining Unit benefits will continue until the end of the month in which 
you transfer.  Your Flex Plan coverage will begin on the first day of the month following the date of 
your transfer.   

Certain restrictions apply when transferring to a Management or Administrative & Technical 
position. 

• Medical coverage: 
 If your current medical plan is still available to you when you transfer, you may remain in 

your current medical plan, you may switch to the Basic Plan, or you may decline medical 
coverage; however, you may not switch to any other medical plan. 

 If your current medical plan is no longer available to you (for example, if you moved to a 
different area upon transferring), you must switch to another medical plan which is 
available in your area, based upon your home zip code or decline medical coverage.  

 If you were not enrolled in a medical plan prior to transferring, you may elect the Basic 
Plan or you may decline coverage. 

• You may choose the Dental 1 Plan, the Dental 2 Plan or you may decline dental coverage. 

• Your Vision Plan coverage will continue; if you were not enrolled in the Vision Plan prior to 
transferring, you may elect coverage.  

• You may choose up to four times your annual salary in Life Insurance coverage. 

• If you are contributing to a Health Care Reimbursement Account (HCRA) or Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account (DCRA) before you transfer, you cannot change your HCRA/DCRA 
annual contribution amount(s) when you transfer; your contribution amounts will automatically 
continue.  If your dependent care needs change as a result of your transfer, contact the 
Benefits Service Center within 31 days of your transfer. 

Your Flex elections must be made within 31 days of your transfer date.  If you don’t 
make your elections within 31 days of your transfer date, you will be assigned the 
following: 

• Medical coverage: 
 If your current plan is available to you when you transfer, you will remain in the same plan 

with the same dependent coverage. 
 If your current plan is not available to you when you transfer, your coverage will default to 

the Basic Plan. 
 If you had no medical coverage before you transferred, you will continue to have no 

medical coverage. 

• If you are enrolled in the Dental Plan when you transfer, you and any dependents that you 
covered will be assigned to the Flex Dental 2 Plan; if you were not enrolled in the Dental Plan 
before you transferred, you will continue to have no dental coverage. 

• You and any dependents that you covered under the Vision Plan immediately prior to your 
transfer will be enrolled in the Vision Plan. 
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• You will be assigned Basic Life Insurance with $10,000 of coverage. 

• HCRA/DCRA contributions, if applicable, will automatically continue. 

For additional information, see VACATION BUY DAYS in the TIME OFF section of this handbook.  

Declining Medical, Dental and/or Vision Coverage 
If you are covered under another medical plan, dental plan, and/or vision plan outside of the 
Company (for example, through a spouse’s employer), you may want to evaluate whether or not 
you need medical, dental and/or vision coverage through the Flex Plan. 

Employees covered by the Flex Plan can elect to decline medical coverage, dental coverage, 
and/or vision coverage by selecting the “opt out” elections:   NO MEDICAL PLAN, NO DENTAL 
PLAN or NO VISION PLAN.  If you decline medical, dental and/or vision coverage, you can spend 
the extra FlexDollars on other Flex options or have them paid to you in cash as taxable income.   

If you decline medical, dental and/or vision coverage, here is some important information you 
need to know: 

• Each Management and Administrative & Technical employee must enroll separately for 
Company-sponsored benefits.  You cannot be enrolled as a dependent of another Company 
employee. 

• You will not be able to re-enroll in a Company medical, dental and/or vision plan until the next 
open enrollment period, unless you have an eligible change-in-status or qualify for a HIPAA 
special enrollment period. 

If you have any questions about declining medical, dental and/or vision coverage, you can send 
an email to the Benefits Service Center at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or you can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   
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Annual Open Enrollment 
You will be given the opportunity to make new Flex Plan elections on an annual basis.  You may 
change your annual elections for medical, dental, vision, life insurance, and Reimbursement 
Accounts during the Open Enrollment period each fall, with your new elections taking effect on 
January 1 of the following year.  During Open Enrollment, you may add eligible dependents or 
delete dependents from your coverage.  (Remember, ineligible dependents must be deleted at 
the time when they lose eligibility.)   

If you do not enroll during the annual open enrollment period, you will automatically receive the 
following coverage: 

• Your current medical plan coverage1, if the Plan is still available where you live for the next 
calendar year.  If your current plan is not available for the next calendar year, you will be 
switched to the appropriate Anthem Blue Cross plan available in your ZIP Code. 

• Your current dental coverage1  

• Your current vision coverage1 

• Your current life insurance coverage level 

• No Reimbursement Account contributions 

• Unused FlexDollars (if any) will be paid to you in cash as taxable income. 

Once effective, your Flex elections will remain in effect for the entire calendar year.  You may not 
make changes to your coverage during the Flex Plan year unless you have an eligible 
change-in-status event, you qualify for a HIPAA special enrollment period, or you move out of your 
medical plan’s service area, as described under MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT below.  

For additional information, see VACATION BUY DAYS in the TIME OFF section of the handbook. 

Mid-Year Enrollment Changes 
You may NOT make changes during the calendar year unless you have an eligible 
change-in-status event or qualify for a HIPAA Special Enrollment Period, or if you retire. Any 
mid-year change is for the remaining months in the Plan year unless you have another 
Change-in-Status Event or qualify for another HIPAA Special Enrollment Period.  See HIPAA 
SPECIAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD under YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in the HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section of 
the Handbook. 

                                                      
1 For you and your covered dependents, as listed on your Flex Enrollment Worksheet. 
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Change-in-Status Events 
If you have a change-in-status event as described below, you may make changes in your Flex 
coverage that are generally consistent with your change-in-status event. For example, if you get 
divorced, you must disenroll your ex-spouse; however, you may not add other dependents or 
change plans. In addition, with certain status changes, you can either join a plan if you are not 
already in one (see HIPAA SPECIAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD under YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in the 
HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section), or you can “opt out” of a plan by declining coverage (see DECLINING 
MEDICAL, DENTAL AND/OR VISION COVERAGE under ENROLLMENT in the FLEX PLAN section).  

Some change-in-status events are listed in the chart below.  Also see:  CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS 
AND OTHER CHANGES INVOLVING A DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP in this section, and BIRTH OR ADOPTION 
CHANGE-IN-STATUS PROVISIONS, MOVE OUT OF HMO SERVICE AREA, and HIPAA SPECIAL ENROLLMENT 
PERIOD all of which are under MID-YEAR HEALTH CARE ENROLLMENT CHANGES under YOUR HEALTH CARE 
BENEFITS in the HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section of the Handbook. 

CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS 
Marriage or the establishment or a registered domestic partnership, divorce (must be final), 

annulment, final legal separation, or the termination of a registered domestic partnership.  
Please note that you cannot cover your ex-spouse, common-law spouse, or 
legally-separated spouse or former domestic partner on your Company-sponsored health 
care plans even if a court orders you to provide coverage. 

Birth or adoption of a child, or your court-ordered appointment of legal guardianship for a 
child. 

Your dependent child loses or regains eligibility. 
Your child or your registered domestic partner’s child reaches the plan’s age limit, gets married, 

or enters the military. 
A change in your spouse’s/registered domestic partner’s or dependent’s employment that 

results in a gain or loss of health care coverage. 
A change to or from full-time or part-time employment by you or your spouse/registered 

domestic partner or dependent, if health plan eligibility is affected. 
An unpaid leave of absence taken by you or your spouse/registered domestic partner that 

significantly impacts the cost of your benefits. 
The death of your spouse/registered domestic partner or dependent child. 
A change of caregivers, or a change in the cost for the services of a caregiver who is not a 

relative (for DCRA purposes only). 
A move out of your medical plan’s service area (applies to change of medical plan only). 
A Management or Administrative & Technical employee on an unpaid leave of absence can 

cancel their Flex coverage and enroll under the Flex coverage of their PG&E spouse or 
domestic partner for medical, dental and vision. 

 
[NOTE:  Events that relate to a domestic partnership, such as the establishment or dissolution of 
that partnership, are not change-in-status events which permit a change in your pre-tax 
contributions unless your domestic partner is your tax dependent or the children of your 
domestic partner are your tax dependents.  See CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS AND OTHER CHANGES 
INVOLVING A DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP 
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Call the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of any change-in-status event (60 days for births or 
adoptions) which may affect your benefits. Written documentation may be requested.   After 31 
days (60 days for births or adoptions), you will not be able to add dependents, or change the 
amount you contribute to your Health Care Reimbursement Account/Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account until the next open enrollment period.  Provided you notify the Benefits 
Service Center within 31 days of any change-in-status event (60 days for births or adoptions), the 
change in coverage for all newly-enrolled dependents will take effect: 

• on the date of birth of your newborn or newly-adopted child(ren); or 

• on the date you assume physical custody or financial responsibility for an adopted child; or 

• on the first day of the month following notification of your change-in-status event for all other 
status changes. 

Change-in-Status Events and Other Changes Involving a Domestic Partnership 
You may request benefit changes if you establish a domestic partnership or experience a change 
in your domestic partnership.  However, because federal law does not generally recognize 
domestic partnerships, changes you request may not change your cost for benefits paid for with 
pre-tax contributions.  For example, if you are participating in a medical plan and, as a result of 
establishing a domestic partnership, your domestic partner adds you to his/her medical coverage; 
you may not drop medical coverage for yourself because the change would reduce your pre-tax 
contributions.  If the change you request results in an increased cost, such as adding a new 
domestic partner to your medical coverage, the amount of increase must be paid with after-tax 
contributions.  You may make a change to benefits paid on an after-tax basis. 

The exception to this rule is if your domestic partner or the children of your domestic partner are 
your tax dependents.  If the event affects their status as your tax dependents, you may be able to 
make a change on a pre-tax basis which is consistent with the change-in-status event. 

If you have a change in a domestic partnership, contact the Benefits Service Center to determine 
what changes, if any, you may be allowed to make and what you must do to elect a change. 
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Timeline for Enrollment 
The following chart lists the time frames within which you must enroll for various types of events, 
and the consequences of not meeting these time frames. 

TYPE OF ENROLLMENT TIME FRAME CONSEQUENCE OF NOT MEETING 
TIME FRAME 

FIRST-TIME ENROLLMENT 
Changes are effective the first day of the month following receipt of your elections, provided 
you complete an enrollment form within 31 days of your date of hire or transfer. 
NEW HIRE You may enroll yourself and 

eligible dependents within 31 
days of hire. 

You will receive Default Flex 
Coverage for yourself only (see 
DEFAULT FLEX COVERAGE under 
FIRST-TIME ENROLLMENT). 

TRANSFER FROM 
BARGAINING UNIT 

You may enroll yourself and 
eligible dependents within 31 
days of transfer. 

You will receive limited coverage, 
as described under TRANSFER FROM 
BARGAINING UNIT under FIRST-TIME 
ENROLLMENT.  

CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS 
Changes are effective the first day of the month following timely notification.  (See 
CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS and OTHER CHANGES INVOLVING A DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP for additional 
information.)  
NOTE:  Changes in domestic partnership status and children of domestic partnership changes 
do not qualify as a Change-in-Status event unless the individual is your tax dependent.  See 
CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS and OTHER CHANGES INVOLVING A DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP. 
MARRIAGE OR 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A 
REGISTERED DOMESTIC 
PARTNERSHIP 

You may add yourself or 
eligible dependents within 31 
days of marriage or 
establishment of a registered 
domestic partnership. 

You will not be able to enroll in or 
add eligible dependents to the 
medical, dental, or vision plans until 
the next open enrollment period, 
unless you have another eligible 
change-in-status event or qualify for 
a HIPAA special enrollment period, 
and the change is consistent with 
the event. 

DIVORCE OR LEGAL 
SEPARATION (MUST BE 
FINAL), ANNULMENT OR 
TERMINATION OF A 
REGISTERED DOMESTIC 
PARTNERSHIP 

You must drop your 
ex-spouse, step-children, 
and any other former 
dependents within 31 days 
of final decree or 
termination of a registered 
domestic partnership.  You 
may also drop other 
dependents. 

If you cover ineligible dependents, 
you will be required to pay the 
Company an amount equal to the 
cost of the insured or HMO 
premiums (or self-insured premium 
equivalents) for the period of time 
during which an ineligible 
dependent is enrolled, up to a 
maximum of two years of premiums 
or premium equivalents.   
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TYPE OF ENROLLMENT TIME FRAME CONSEQUENCE OF NOT MEETING 
TIME FRAME 

BIRTH OR ADOPTION OF 
CHILD 

You may add yourself, your 
spouse, the newborn or 
adopted child, and other 
eligible dependents within 60 
days of birth or adoption 
(assumption of physical 
custody or financial 
responsibility). 

Anthem Blue Cross-Administered 
Plans —Your newborn or 
newly-adopted child’s medical 
coverage will terminate on the 60th 
day. While your child is not enrolled, 
no medical expenses for the child 
will be covered by the Plan.  You will 
not be able to enroll in or add 
eligible dependents to the medical, 
dental or vision plans until the next 
open enrollment period unless you 
have another eligible 
change-in-status event or qualify for 
a HIPAA special enrollment period, 
and the change is consistent with 
the event. 
HMOs —You must wait for the next 
open enrollment period to enroll 
your newborn or newly-adopted 
child or other eligible dependents in 
your medical, dental, and vision 
plans if you miss the 60-day 
deadline, unless you have another 
change-in-status event or qualify for 
a HIPAA special enrollment period, 
and the change is consistent with 
the event.  In addition, your 
newborn or newly-adopted child’s 
medical expenses will not be 
covered from the date of birth or 
adoption; please check with your 
HMO for more details on coverage 
for newborn and newly-adopted 
children. 
No Medical Plan — You will not be 
able to enroll in or add eligible 
dependents to the medical, dental 
or vision plans until the next open 
enrollment period unless you have 
another eligible change-in-status 
event or qualify for a HIPAA special 
enrollment period, and the change 
is consistent with the event.   
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TYPE OF ENROLLMENT TIME FRAME CONSEQUENCE OF NOT MEETING 
TIME FRAME 

EMPLOYEE’S COURT 
APPOINTMENT OF LEGAL 
GUARDIANSHIP 

You may add your legal 
ward within 31 days of 
appointment of legal 
guardianship. 

You will not be able to enroll eligible 
dependents in the medical, dental 
or vision plans until the next open 
enrollment period unless you have a 
change-in-status event and the 
change is consistent with the event. 

DROPPING ENROLLMENT 
DUE TO DEATH OF 
DEPENDENT 

You must drop enrollment of 
your deceased dependent 
within 31 days of your 
dependent‘s death. 

If you cover ineligible dependents, 
you will be required to pay the 
Company an amount equal to the 
cost of the insured or HMO 
premiums (or self-insured premium 
equivalents) for the period of time 
during which an ineligible 
dependent is enrolled, up to a 
maximum of two years of premiums 
or premium equivalents. 

DROPPING ENROLLMENT 
DUE TO DEPENDENT’S 
LOSS OF ELIGIBILITY 

You must drop enrollment of 
your ineligible dependent 
within 31 days of your 
dependent‘s loss of eligibility. 

If you cover ineligible dependents, 
you will be required to pay the 
Company an amount equal to the 
cost of the insured or HMO 
premiums (or self-insured premium 
equivalents) for the period of time 
during which an ineligible 
dependent is enrolled, up to a 
maximum of two years of premiums 
or premium equivalents.   

DEPENDENT REGAINS 
ELIGIBILITY 

You may add a dependent 
within 31 days of the date on 
which your dependent 
regains eligibility. 

You will not be able to enroll in or 
add eligible dependents to the 
medical, dental or vision plans until 
the next open enrollment period 
unless you have another eligible 
change-in-status event and the 
change is consistent with the event.  

START OR END OF 
SPOUSE’S/REGISTERED 
DOMESTIC PARTNER’S 
EMPLOYMENT 

You may add or drop your 
spouse/registered domestic 
partner within 31 days of the 
start/end of 
spouse‘s/registered 
domestic partner’s 
employment. 

You will not be able to add or drop 
your spouse/ registered domestic 
partner until the next annual open 
enrollment period unless you have 
another change-in-status event or 
qualify for a HIPAA special 
enrollment period and the change 
is consistent with the event.  
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TYPE OF ENROLLMENT TIME FRAME CONSEQUENCE OF NOT MEETING 
TIME FRAME 

YOU OR YOUR SPOUSE/ 
REGISTERED DOMESTIC 
PARTNER CHANGES 
FROM FULL-TIME TO 
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
OR VICE VERSA 

You may add or drop your 
spouse /registered domestic 
partner and other eligible 
dependents within 31 days 
of change. 

You will not be able to add or drop 
your spouse/ registered domestic 
partner until the next annual open 
enrollment period unless you have 
another change-in-status event or 
qualify for a HIPAA special 
enrollment period and the change 
is consistent with the event. 

SPOUSE/REGISTERED 
DOMESTIC PARTNER HAS 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 
OF HEALTH COVERAGE 
AT PLACE OF 
EMPLOYMENT 

You may add or drop 
yourself, your 
spouse/registered domestic 
partner, and other 
dependents as consistent 
with the change within 31 
days of change. 

You will not be able to add or drop 
your spouse/ registered domestic 
partner until the next annual open 
enrollment period unless you have 
another change-in-status event or 
qualify for a HIPAA special 
enrollment period and the change 
is consistent with the event. 

MOVE OUT OF HMO 
AREA 

You must change plans 
within 31 days of the move 
or the date in which your 
enrolled child begins school 
outside of the service 
territory. 

You or your child may not be 
eligible for services under your 
health plan, or you may receive 
lower benefits.  Contact the 
Member Services of the plan you 
are enrolled for information on 
services for dependent students 
who are away from home.  

ANNUAL OPEN ENROLLMENT 

ANNUAL OPEN 
ENROLLMENT (FOR NEXT 
CALENDAR YEAR) 

You may add or drop 
yourself and eligible 
dependents within the 
designated open enrollment 
period. 

Your current elections (if the plans 
are available) and dependent 
coverage will continue into the 
following year, with the exception of 
the Health Care Reimbursement 
Account and the Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account, if 
applicable. If you want to 
contribute to one or both of the 
Reimbursement Accounts, you must 
enroll during open enrollment. 
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Changing Your Address 
You may update your home address by using the Company’s intranet. At the PG&E@Work home 
page, log on to PG&E@Work for Me using your PG&E LAN ID and password.  Follow the 
instructions on the About Me screens, where you’ll be able to update your home address and 
phone number. 

You may update your address by contacting the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  Your 
new address will be forwarded to the claims administrators, insurance carriers and other benefit 
administrators, if applicable.  

If You Have Questions 
If you have any questions about your Flex Plan options, dependent eligibility or any other benefits, 
you can send an email to the Benefits Service Center at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, 
or you can contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Claims and Appeals 

Claims 
If you believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be entitled under the Flex Plan, 
you should call the Benefits Service Center first to see if the issue can be resolved informally.  
Otherwise, you may submit a claim to the Plan Administrator.  Please remember, however, in all 
cases, the Flex Plan will be operated in accordance with the rules and regulations of Section 125 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with the outcome of your contact with the Benefits Service Center, you may 
appeal your claim to the Plan Administrator by writing to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Plan Administrator Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may present the 
pertinent facts and other information in any words which you believe will further your appeal. 
Please note, however, that it is the obligation of the Plan Administrator to administer the Plan 
fairly, consistently, and in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 
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If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will receive a written response which will 
include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a list of any material or information you may need to obtain approval of your claim, if 
appropriate, and why the information or material is needed; and 

• an explanation of additional claims procedures. 

The Benefits Department must respond to you within 60 days of receipt of your appeal unless, 
due to special circumstances, the Benefits Department requires additional time to respond, up to 
another 60 days.  

If you are not satisfied with the Benefits Department’s decision, you may then submit a written 
appeal to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), the final adjudicator in the appeals 
process, stating the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all documentation and any additional 
information to support your appeal.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within a reasonable period of time, but not more than 60 
days after EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to special circumstances, EBAC requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 60 days.  If an extension of time is required, EBAC will 
notify you within the initial 60 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when 
EBAC expects to render its decision. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claims 
for benefits; and  

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flex Plan is sponsored by: 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

EMPLOYER 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the Plan 
sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  
 

PLAN NAME  The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flex Plan for Management 
Employees 
 

PLAN NUMBER 525 
 

PLAN TYPE Section 125 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN ADMINISTRATORS The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 
c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, and 
making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions that may 
be necessary for administration of the Plans.  The Plan Administrator 
has the discretionary authority to interpret, construe, and define the 
terms of the Plan.  
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AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable 
claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the 
Plan Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

Your Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flex Plan is a “cafeteria” 
plan under Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code.   
 

FUNDING The Company is the administrator and pays the actual costs of the 
Plan directly from the Company’s general assets, as the costs are 
incurred. 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Flex Plan or the termination of the Plan will 
not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was changed or ended, 
but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, or higher levels of 
employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may also be terminated judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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Section B 

The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active Employees 
(the “Health Care Plan”) incorporates the terms of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to 
the Health Care Plan, the documents that are Summaries of Material Modifications to the Health Care 
Plan, which may include open enrollment guides, and the Health Maintenance Organization and 
Employee Assistance Program Evidences of Coverage.  If a conflict exists between these Health Care 
Plan documents and any other communications or documents, the terms of these Health Care Plan 
documents shall govern the operation of the Health Care Plan. 
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Health Care Plan 
and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Health Care Plan, to resolve 
any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or 
desirable for the administration of the Health Care Plan. 
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Health Care Benefits 
Included in this Section 
Sub-Section 

B-I Your Health Care Benefits 

B-II Medical Coverage 

B-III Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Coverage 

B-IV Employee Assistance Program Coverage 

B-V Prescription Drug Coverage 

B-VI Dental Coverage 

B-VII Vision Coverage 

B-VIII ERISA Information 

B-IX More About Your Health Care Benefits 
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Your Health Care Benefits 
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Your Health Care Benefits 
Summary 
The information included in B-1 through B-IX of this HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section of the Handbook, 
is a summary description of The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active 
Employees – Plan #541.   

Throughout this section of the Handbook, unless otherwise stated, reference to the “Company” 
includes Pacific Gas and Electric Company, PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support 
Services, Inc., and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc., and any affiliate organization who 
has elected to participate in the Plan and whose participation has been approved by the Plan 
Sponsor. 

Eligibility 

Employees 
You are eligible to enroll for health care coverage if you are a full-time or part-time Management 
or Administrative & Technical employee.  Participation begins on the first day of the month 
following receipt of your elections, provided you complete an enrollment form within 31 days of 
your date of hire or transfer into a Management or Administrative & Technical position.  For 
example, if you were hired on February 1 as a Management or Administrative & Technical 
employee, and you return a completed form on February 15, your elections would be effective on 
March 1.   

Interns are eligible for the Basic Medical Plan, the Mental Health, Alcohol & Drug Care Program, 
the Mail-Order Prescription Drug Plan, and the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) upon hire.   

You are not eligible to enroll for health care coverage if you are a contract, agency, bargaining 
unit, hiring hall employee or retiree of the Company. 

Eligible Dependents 
You may also enroll your eligible dependents in the health care plans. Eligible dependents 
include: 

• Your legally married spouse; 

• Your registered domestic partner;  

• Your unmarried, dependent children who are under age 19, including step-children, children 
born during a domestic partner union, foster children, legally-adopted children and children for 
whom you have been permanently appointed legal guardianship by a court (does not include 
the legal wards of your spouse);  
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• The unmarried, dependent children of your registered domestic partner who are under age 19, 
including legally-adopted children (a child for whom your registered domestic partner is the 
legal guardian is not an eligible dependent); 

• Your unmarried, dependent children or those of your spouse/registered domestic partner who 
are age 19 through 23 and meet the IRS definition of a tax dependent, whether or not you 
claim them as dependents on your income tax returns; or 

• Your disabled dependent children or those of your spouse/registered domestic partner who 
are age 19 or older, who are certified as disabled by a Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) or Doctor of 
Osteopathy (D.O.) and who have been approved by one of the Company’s medical vendors for 
continued coverage (see DISABLED DEPENDENTS in this section for more information). 

If your spouse/registered domestic partner is also a Company employee, each of you must enroll 
separately as an employee.  An employee cannot be covered as a dependent of another 
employee or retiree.  If both you and your spouse/domestic partner work at the Company and 
have dependent children, only one of you may enroll each child as a dependent under any one 
benefit plan. 

Domestic Partners 
Domestic partners of employees are eligible for coverage under the Company’s medical, dental 
and vision care plans. Both same-sex and opposite-sex domestic partners are recognized. In 
addition, because of limitations under federal law, same-sex spouses are treated as domestic 
partners. 

To be eligible for domestic partner benefits, the domestic partnership must be registered with a 
government entity (e.g., the City and County of San Francisco), pursuant to state or local law 
authorizing such registration, or be a same sex marriage performed by a government entity.   For 
a partial list of municipalities that currently offer a domestic partner registry, you can access an 
online copy of “Your Guide to Domestic Partner Benefits at Pacific Gas and Electric Company” in 
the Plans, Policies & Forms > Life Changes section of the PG&E HR intranet, or you can request a 
copy by calling the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at  
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  If you wish to cover your domestic 
partner under any Company-sponsored benefit plans, you must contact the Benefits Service 
Center within 31 days of your registration date to enroll your domestic partner.  If you fail to do so, 
you must wait until the next open enrollment period to enroll your domestic partner.  You may be 
required to provide proof of domestic partnership or a certificate of same sex marriage to the 
Company upon request. 
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Federal Taxation of Domestic Partner Coverage 

The value of coverage provided to your domestic partner and any covered dependent children of a 
domestic partner, minus the amount of your contributions for that coverage, will be included or 
“imputed” in your gross income.  The amount of “imputed income” includes the amount that the 
Company contributes towards such coverage.  The amount can be substantial and will vary 
depending on the plans selected and the number of dependents covered.  Imputed income is 
subject to federal income tax withholding and employment taxes and will be reported on your 
Form W-2. 

However, in limited circumstances, your domestic partner and/or the children of your domestic 
partner may qualify as a tax dependent for health coverage purposes.  In that instance, the 
amount paid by the Company will not be included in your gross income.  You must verify the 
dependent status of your domestic partner and your domestic partner’s children by submitting a 
completed Certification of Tax Dependency form to the Benefits Service Center.  You will need to 
complete a new Certification of Tax Dependency Form during each Open Enrollment. 

You are encouraged to consult a tax professional before claiming that your domestic partner 
and/or the children of your domestic partner qualify as your tax dependent. 

State Taxation of Domestic Partner Coverage 

The state taxation of coverage for domestic partners and their dependents varies from state to 
state.   

California partnerships that are registered with California’s Secretary of State may be exempt 
from state income tax on the value of domestic partner benefits.  In order to qualify for this 
exemption, the following conditions must be met: 

1. you and your partner are in a same sex partnership, or  

2. you or your partner of the opposite sex is age 62 or older. 

A copy of your State of California domestic partnership declaration, complete with the State’s file 
date stamp and file number, must be sent to: 

Benefits Service Center 
Domestic Partner Benefits 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

If you reside in a state other than California that recognizes domestic partners, you must satisfy 
that state’s registration requirements.  Exemption of state income tax on the imputed income will 
be based on that state’s tax code. 

Employees can find out more about eligibility and general information regarding taxation for 
domestic partner benefits by accessing an online copy of “Your Guide to Domestic Partner 
Benefits at Pacific Gas and Electric Company” in the Plans, Policies & Forms > Life Changes 
section of the PG&E HR intranet, or you can request a copy by calling the Benefits Service Center 
at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at  
1-800-788-2363.  However, employees are encouraged to seek advice from a tax professional for 
any questions they may have. 
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Also see CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS and OTHER CHANGES INVOLVING A DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP in THE FLEX 
PLAN section of the Handbook. 

Disabled Dependents 
You can arrange for coverage to continue past the customary age limits for an unmarried child 
who is incapable of self-support because of a physical or mental disability as certified by a Doctor 
of Medicine (M.D.) or Doctor of Osteopathy (D.O.), provided the child’s disability began and was 
certified before he or she was otherwise ineligible for coverage. Your child must depend chiefly on 
you for support in order to qualify for the continued coverage and must also meet the current IRS 
definition of an eligible dependent. 

You must apply for continued coverage for a disabled dependent within 31 days of the date on 
which your child’s coverage would ordinarily end. Written proof of your child’s continuing 
dependency must be provided upon request, but not more frequently than once a year after the 
two-year period following the child’s attainment of the limiting age    

For more information about whether or not a dependent is eligible for coverage, please contact 
your benefit plan vendor.  Contact information for each benefit plan vendor is listed under ERISA 
INFORMATION and MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFIT in this section of the Handbook.  

Ineligible Dependents 
Ineligible dependents include, but are not limited to: 

• A divorced, legally separated, or common-law spouse, even if a court orders you to provide 
health care coverage. 

• A domestic partner if your domestic partnership has not been formally registered with a valid 
registry, or a former domestic partner. 

• Parents, step-parents, parents-in-law, grandparents and step-grandparents. 

• Former step-children or the step-children of a former domestic partner, unless they were born 
or adopted during the course of the domestic partnership or you have been appointed 
permanent legal guardian for them by a court. 

• Children age 19 through 23 who do not meet the current IRS definition of an eligible 
dependent. 

• Children age 24 and over, unless they have been approved for continued coverage under the 
Disabled Dependent provision. 

• Your disabled dependent children if they have not been certified as disabled by a physician 
while covered under a Company-sponsored medical plan before they would otherwise cease to 
qualify as a dependent or if they have not been approved by a Company-sponsored medical 
plan vendor for continued coverage. 

• Married children or children who have entered any military service (regardless of age or 
disability status). 

• Children covered as dependents under the plan of another Company employee or retiree of the 
Company. 
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• Grandchildren, nieces, nephews or other family members, unless you have legally adopted 
them or have been appointed permanent legal guardian for them by a court. 

• A family member who is a non-union-represented Company employee. Each 
non-union-represented employee must enroll separately as an employee.  

If both you and your spouse or registered domestic partner are an employee or retiree of the 
Company, only one of you may enroll each child as an eligible family member under any one 
benefit plan. 

If a dependent loses eligibility, you must drop the dependent from your Company plans within 
31 days of loss of eligibility.  

 

If you have any questions about whether or not a dependent is eligible for coverage, you can send 
an email to the Benefits Service Center at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or you can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   

Mid-Year Health Care Enrollment Changes 

Birth or Adoption Change-in-Status Provision 
Under the Anthem Blue Cross-administered plans, you must notify the Benefits Service Center of 
your child’s birth or adoption within 60 days, or your newborn or newly-adopted child’s coverage 
will terminate on the 60th day. No late enrollments will be accepted. 

Under the HMO plans, you must notify the Benefits Service Center within 60 days of your child’s 
birth or adoption.  If you do not, your newborn or newly-adopted child’s medical expenses will not 
be covered from the date of birth or adoption.  Please check with your HMO for more details on 
coverage for newborn and newly-adopted children.  No late enrollments will be accepted. 

To avoid the possibility of uncovered expenses, you must enroll your newborn or adopted child 
promptly by notifying the Benefits Service Center within 60 days of your child’s birth or adoption. 

Move Out of HMO Service Area 
If you move out of your HMO’s service area, you must re-enroll in a different medical plan. You 
may select from any available carriers in the new area based on your ZIP Code. Be sure to notify 
the Benefits Service Center of your change of address within 31 days of your move.  If you notify 
the Company of your move within 31 days, enrollment in your new medical plan will take effect 
on the first day of the month following your notification.  If you do not notify the Company within 
31 days, you may not be eligible for services under your health plan, or you may receive lower 
benefits.  If you are currently enrolled in an Anthem Blue Cross-administered plan, for example 
NAP with eligibility based on ZIP Code, you will automatically be moved to an Anthem Blue 
Cross-administered plan based on your home ZIP Code.  
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HIPAA Special Enrollment Period 
A HIPAA Special Enrollment Period may be available to you and your Eligible Dependents if you 
declined coverage under a Company-sponsored health care plan (medical, dental or vision) 
because you had other coverage and you: 

• Lost eligibility for the other coverage (or if the employer stops contributing towards the other 
coverage), or 

• Had a newly Eligible Dependent due to marriage, domestic partnership, birth, adoption or 
placement for adoption. 

You must request enrollment by contacting the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of the date 
of your marriage or domestic partnership registration, and within 60 days of the birth, adoption or 
placement for adoption of a child.  

Loss of Other Coverage Provision 
The conditions making you eligible for a HIPAA Special Enrollment Period due to loss of other 
coverage are: 

• Loss of eligibility under the other health coverage because: 

 of a legal separation (but only if it causes a loss of coverage); 

 of a divorce, loss of dependent status due to age, death, termination of employment or 
reduction in hours; 

 you, or your Eligible Dependent Children, are covered by an HMO through your spouse’s 
employer and you no longer reside in the HMO service area and have no other available 
plan option; or 

 the plan no longer offers benefits to similarly situated individuals. 

• Termination of employer contributions under the other health care plan. 

• If the other health care coverage was through COBRA, and you have exhausted COBRA 
coverage. 

• If you meet or exceed a lifetime limit on all benefits under another health plan. 

If you are eligible for a HIPAA Special Enrollment Period due to the loss of other coverage, you are 
eligible to elect coverage for yourself and your Eligible Dependent(s) in a medical plan, a dental 
plan, and/or the Vision Plan within 31 days from the date of the loss of other coverage. Coverage 
resulting from this HIPAA Special Enrollment period will be effective on the first day of the month 
following receipt of your enrollment.  If you do not enroll within the 31 day enrollment period, you 
will not be covered under the Company medical, dental and vision plans and you must wait until 
the next open enrollment period to enroll.    
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Newborn and Adoption Provision 
If you are eligible for a HIPAA Special Enrollment Period due to the birth, adoption or placement 
for adoption of a child, you are eligible to elect coverage for yourself and your Eligible Dependents 
in a medical plan, a dental plan, and/or the Vision Plan within 60 days from the date the child’s 
birth, adoption or placement for adoption. Coverage resulting from this HIPAA Special Enrollment 
period will be effective as of the date of birth, adoption or placement for adoption.  If you do not 
enroll within the 60 day enrollment period, you and your eligible dependents will not be covered 
under the Company medical, dental or vision plan and you must wait until the next open 
enrollment period to enroll. 

If you are eligible for a HIPAA Special Enrollment Period due to marriage, you are eligible to elect 
coverage for yourself and your Eligible Dependents in a medical plan, a dental plan, and/or the 
Vision Plan within 31 days from the date of marriage. Coverage resulting from this HIPAA Special 
Enrollment Period will be effective as of the first day of the month following receipt of your 
enrollment.  If you do not enroll within the 31-day enrollment period, you and your eligible 
dependents will not be covered under the Company medical, dental or vision plan and you must 
wait until the next open enrollment period to enroll.  
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Medical Coverage 
Summary 
Whether you have just joined the Company1 and are enrolling in a Company-sponsored medical 
plan for the first time or you are considering changing your existing medical coverage, you should 
evaluate the medical plans based on your needs and experience. Be sure to consider your future 
as well as your present medical needs when selecting your plan. 

When you first begin work at the Company, you are covered immediately by the BASIC PLAN 
(described later in this MEDICAL COVERAGE section), with coverage for yourself only.  Soon after you 
are hired, you will be eligible to enroll in a different medical plan and elect coverage for your 
eligible dependents.  Your medical coverage elections for you and your eligible dependents begins 
on the first day of the month following receipt of your elections, provided you complete and return 
an enrollment form within 31 days of your date of hire or transfer into a Management or 
Administrative & Technical employee position.  For example, if you were hired on February 1 and 
you return a completed form on February 15, you would be eligible for different medical plan 
benefits for you and any eligible dependents you choose to cover on March 1. 

Depending on where you live, you are eligible to enroll in one of the following medical plans 
administered by Anthem Blue Cross:  the Network Access Plan (NAP) or the Comprehensive 
Access Plan (CAP). As an alternative, you may choose the Basic Plan (also administered by 
Anthem Blue Cross) regardless of where you live, a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) if one 
is available where you live, or you may elect to decline (“opt out of”) medical coverage.    

You are not eligible for medical coverage if you are a contract worker, agency worker or hiring hall 
employee. 

                                                      
1 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

Network Access Plan (NAP) 
Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) 

Eligibility 
Eligibility for the Network Access Plan (NAP) – Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) is dependent 
upon where you live. Anthem Blue Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health Insurance 
Company (Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health) is the Claims Administrator.  The Claims 
Administrator is referred to as “Anthem Blue Cross” in this document. 

If your home ZIP code meets the following access criteria, you are eligible to enroll in the Network 
Access Plan (NAP).  If your home ZIP code does not meet the criteria, you are instead eligible to 
enroll in the Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP)). See COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN (CAP) for further 
details. 

AREA NETWORK ACCESS PLAN (NAP) 
ACCESS STANDARDS 

URBAN One hospital within 10 miles 

Two primary care physicians within 8 miles 

Two OB/GYNs within 8 miles 

Two pediatricians within 8 miles 

SUBURBAN One hospital within 15 miles 

Two primary care physicians within 15 miles 

Two OB/GYNs within 15 miles 

Two pediatricians within 15 miles 

RURAL One hospital within 30 miles 

Two primary care physicians  within 30 miles 

Two OB/GYNs within 30 miles 

Two pediatricians within 30 miles 

For assistance in locating a network provider in your area or to obtain a Prudent Buyer Plan PPO 
network provider directory, contact Anthem Blue Cross Member Services at 1-800-964-0530. You 
may also visit the Anthem Blue Cross Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge or 

/ca, selecting the Prudent Buyer Network option.www.anthem.com
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

Summary of NAP Plan Benefits 
This is a summary of the Network Access Plan (NAP) benefits. Please refer to NAP PLAN COVERED 
SERVICES in this section for more information on covered services and exclusions. 

The information in this chart is intended as a summary of benefits as of January 1, 2008.    The 
information contained in an applicable service provider agreement between Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company and Anthem Blue Cross shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and 
the service provider agreement.  Please refer to the most recent information about your medical 
plan benefit options, which are updated annually in the open enrollment materials. 

NETWORK ACCESS PLAN (NAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS 

PROVISIONS 

NETWORK NON-NETWORK 

GENERAL Care provided by network 
providers.  $100 annual 
deductible, up to a family 
maximum of $300; annual 
out-of-pocket maximum of $750 
per individual, up to family 
maximum of $1,500 (includes 
deductible); no lifetime 
maximum on benefits. No 
pre-existing condition exclusions. 
All plan benefits and 
out-of-pocket maximums are 
based on Eligible Expenses only.5

Care provided by non-network 
providers.  $200 annual deductible 
per individual, up to family 
maximum of $600; annual 
out-of-pocket maximum of $1,000 
per individual, up to family 
maximum of $2,000 (includes 
deductible); no lifetime maximum.  
No pre-existing condition exclusions. 
All plan benefits and out-of-pocket 
maximums are based on Eligible 
Expenses only.1

HOSPITAL STAY 100% after $100 copay; 
pre-authorization required for 
non-emergency care, $300 
penalty if not obtained; covers 
semi-private room (private if 
Medically Necessary); includes 
intensive care. 

70%; pre-authorization required for 
non-emergency care, $300 penalty 
if not obtained; covers semi- private 
room (private if Medically 
Necessary); includes intensive care. 

SKILLED 
NURSING FACILITY 

90% for semi-private room after 3 
days in hospital; re-authorization 
required, $300 penalty if not 
obtained. Excludes custodial 
care. 

70% for semi-private room after 3 
days in hospital; pre-authorization 
required, $300 penalty if not 
obtained. Excludes custodial care. 

                                                      
5 For the definition of “Eligible Expenses” see DEFINITIONS following BASIC PLAN information in this 

section of the Handbook. 
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

NETWORK ACCESS PLAN (NAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS 

PROVISIONS 

NETWORK NON-NETWORK 

OUTPATIENT 
HOSPITAL 
AND EMERGENCY 
ROOM CARE 

100% after $35 copay for 
medical emergency or 
outpatient surgery; waived if 
admitted. 

100% after $35 copay for 
emergency room care, waived if 
admitted; 70% for outpatient 
surgery. 

MATERNITY CARE Covered as any other condition. 
Pre-authorization of delivery stays 
beyond 48 hours for normal 
delivery and 96 hours for 
cesarean section; $300 penalty if 
not obtained. 

Covered as any other condition. 
Pre-authorization of delivery stays 
beyond 48 hours for normal delivery 
and 96 hours for cesarean section; 
$300 penalty if not obtained. 

WELL-BABY CARE Covered as any other condition. Covered as any other condition. 

OFFICE VISITS Primary care - 100% after $10 
copay; Specialist (including 
OB/GYN) – 100% after $20 
copay. 

70% 

URGENT CARE VISITS Primary care - 100% after $10 
copay; Specialist (including 
OB/GYN) – 100% after $20 
copay. 

70% 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

Primary care – 100% after $10 
copay; Specialist – 100% after 
$20 copay; lab/X-ray covered 
separately. 

70% 

IMMUNIZATIONS 
AND INJECTIONS 

95% 70% 

EYE EXAMINATIONS Not covered. Not covered. 

X-RAYS AND 
LAB TESTS 

90% 70% 

PRE-ADMISSION 
TESTING 

95% 70% 

HOME HEALTH CARE 
& HOME HOSPICE 
CARE 

90%; requires prior authorization; 
$300 penalty if not obtained. 
Excludes custodial care. 

70%; requires prior authorization; 
$300 penalty if not obtained. 
Excludes custodial care. 

OUTPATIENT 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 

80% 70% 
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

NETWORK ACCESS PLAN (NAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS 

PROVISIONS 

NETWORK NON-NETWORK 

OUTPATIENT 
PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Covered by separate drug plan 
administered by Medco Health. 

Covered by separate drug plan 
administered by Medco Health. 

MENTAL HEALTH 
- INPATIENT CARE 
- OUTPATIENT CARE 

Covered by separate Mental 
Health Program administered by 
ValueOptions. 

Covered by separate Mental Health 
Program administered by 
ValueOptions. 

INPATIENT AND 
OUTPATIENT 
ALCOHOL AND 
DRUG CARE 

Covered by separate Alcohol 
and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions. 

Covered by separate Alcohol and 
Drug Care Program with referral by 
ValueOptions. 

DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

80%; pre-authorization required 
for purchase or cumulative rental 
over $1,000; $300 penalty if not 
obtained. 

70%; pre-authorization required for 
purchase or cumulative rental over 
$1,000; $300 penalty if not obtained. 

CHIROPRACTIC 
CARE 

80% for care approved by 
American Specialty Health 
Network (ASHN) using ASHN 
provider.  See CHIROPRACTIC CARE 
under NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 

70% for up to 15 visits for Medically 
Necessary care. 

ACUPUNCTURE 80% for up to 20 visits per year 
from licensed acupuncturist or 
M.D. 

70% for up to 15 visits per year from 
licensed acupuncturist or M.D. 

OTHER BENEFITS Infertility—Paid according to 
type of benefit; $7,000 lifetime 
maximum. Balances from prior 
plans carry forward. Transplant 
Services—100% when performed 
at a Center of Expertise (COE); 
70% when performed at a 
non-COE, Network facility; 
pre-authorization required. 

Infertility—Paid according to type of 
benefit; $7,000 lifetime maximum. 
Balances from prior plans carry 
forward. Transplant Services—Not 
covered. 

For the definition of “Eligible Expenses” see DEFINITIONS following BASIC PLAN information in this 
section of the Handbook.   
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

How the NAP Plan Works 
Anthem Blue Cross is the Claims Administrator for the NAP Plan.  The NAP Plan offers you a 
choice each time you seek medical care. You may: 

• obtain medical care through a NAP Plan  network provider and receive network benefits, or 

• obtain medical care through any provider you choose and receive lower non-network benefits if 
the provider does not participate in the network. 

Network Providers 
The NAP Plan provides in-network coverage through a preferred provider organization, or “PPO.”  
A PPO consists of a network of doctors, hospitals, laboratories and other providers who have 
agreed to provide services at negotiated rates.  The NAP Plan uses the Anthem Blue Cross 
Prudent Buyer Plan PPO network in California.  For chiropractic services in California, the Anthem 
Blue Cross PPO chiropractors are contracted through American Specialty Health Network (ASHN).    

Outside of California, the NAP Plan uses the BlueCard PPO network of providers across the 
country who have agreed to provide services at negotiated rates.  These providers participate in 
one of the local Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield plan PPO networks and are available to you 
through the BlueCard Program, but do not contract directly with Anthem Blue Cross.  Also 
available are Traditional Providers who might not participate in a BlueCard PPO network, but have 
agreed to provide PPO members with health care services at a discounted rate.  To locate 
BlueCard PPO providers, you may: 

• call Anthem Blue Cross Member Services at 1-800-964-0530; or  

• visit the Anthem Blue Cross Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge or www.anthem.com/ca.   

Under the NAP Plan, you may go directly to any provider or specialist of your choice without 
authorization from a primary care physician. The NAP plan encourages the use of the Anthem 
Blue Cross Prudent Buyer Plan PPO network by offering a higher level of reimbursement when 
members use network providers.     

Non-Network Providers 
Under the NAP Plan, you may also go to any non-network doctor or hospital at any time. However, 
these doctors and hospitals do not participate in the Prudent Buyer PPO network and have not 
agreed to negotiated rates. If you seek care from a provider who does not participate in the 
network, you receive reimbursement at a lower level. 

Please remember, you have a responsibility to work together with the physician(s) you select to 
ensure that all your medical needs are appropriately met, and to notify the appropriate Medical 
Management Program when necessary.  (See MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS in this section for 
more information.) 

NAP Plan physicians and hospitals who participate in the Anthem Blue Cross Prudent Buyer Plan 
PPO network have agreed to charge members certain negotiated rates. If you receive care from a 
network provider who charges more than the negotiated rate, you will be held harmless for those 
charges above the negotiated rate. The same will be true if a NAP Plan network provider has 
referred you to a non-network provider. You will not be responsible for fees over the Customary 
and Reasonable Charge. 
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

However, if you receive treatment from a doctor who does not participate in the Prudent Buyer 
Plan PPO network, you may be responsible for any amounts over the Customary and Reasonable 
(Eligible Expense) limits. You should discuss this with your physician. 

Deductibles 
The annual deductible is the amount you must pay before the Plan starts paying for benefits. 

 NETWORK NON-NETWORK 

PER PERSON $100 $200 

FAMILY $300 $600 

Penalties for not obtaining authorization, amounts over Customary and Reasonable, and flat 
dollar copayments (for example, for doctor office visits, emergency room visits, or hospital 
admissions) do not apply toward the annual deductible. 

Examples of How Copayments Work With the Annual Deductible 
(Assuming NAP Plan Member Uses Network Providers for All Three Office Visits) 

Visit #1 To Primary Care Physician:  Provider charges $100 for 
the office visit.  The claim will be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $100 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT) 

 $  75 

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN OFFICE VISIT COPAY   $  10 

AMOUNT APPLIED TO CALENDAR YEAR DEDUCTIBLE  $  65 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $  75 

CALENDAR YEAR DEDUCTIBLE REMAINING TO BE MET  $  35 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $    0 
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Visit #2 To OB/GYN Specialist:  Provider charges $150 for the 
office visit.  The claim will be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $150 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT) 

 $100 

SPECIALIST OFFICE VISIT COPAY  $  20 

ALLOWED AMOUNT REMAINING AFTER COPAY  $  80 

AMOUNT APPLIED TO REMAINING  CALENDAR YEAR 
DEDUCTIBLE WHICH IS NOW MET 

 $  35 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $  55 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $  45 

 

Visit #3 To Dermatology Specialist:  Provider charges $165 for 
the office visit.  The claim will be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $165 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT)  

 $125 

SPECIALIST OFFICE VISIT COPAY   $  20 

ALLOWED AMOUNT REMAINING AFTER COPAY  $105 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $  20 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $105 
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Network Access Plan (NAP) 

Plan Maximums 
Out-of-Pocket Maximums 
The NAP Plan has an out-of-pocket maximum which limits the amounts you pay for covered 
services. The out-of-pocket maximum is the maximum amount you pay each calendar year for 
covered expenses, including deductibles, copayments and coinsurance. 

 NETWORK PROVIDERS NON-NETWORK PROVIDERS
PER PERSON $750  $1,000 

FAMILY $1,500  $2,000 

Charges for non-covered services, charges above Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible 
Expenses), and penalties for non-notification do not apply toward the annual out-of-pocket 
maximum. 

Lifetime Maximums 
The Plan does not have an overall lifetime maximum benefit, but there are lifetime maximums 
for the following services or supplies:   

SERVICE OR SUPPLY LIFETIME MAXIMUM 
FERTILITY TREATMENTS $7,000 combined for all Anthem Blue Cross–

administered plans or prior claims 
administrators.  

ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRAVEL SERVICES 

TRANSPORTATION, LODGING AND MEAL 
EXPENSES FOR THE TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT 
AND COMPANION(S) 

$10,000 combined for all travel expenses 
(IRS limit). 

Copayments and Benefit Percentages 
Coinsurance (percentage coverage) does not begin until after the annual deductible has been 
met.  The copayments for office visits apply before the annual deductible.  The copayments and 
percentages of reimbursement are listed under the SUMMARY OF NAP PLAN BENEFITS.  

Eligible Expenses will be reimbursed based on negotiated rates for network providers and 
Customary and Reasonable Charges for non-network providers, after any copayments and after 
meeting the annual deductible.  If your non-network provider bills an amount above the 
Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), you will be responsible for paying this 
difference along with your coinsurance.  Network providers have agreed not to charge you more 
than the negotiated rate, so you will not be responsible for any amount in excess of the 
negotiated rate for Covered Health Services.   
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Outpatient Hospital Services 
The NAP Plan provides coverage for outpatient hospital services including outpatient surgery, 
radiation therapy, chemotherapy and hemodialysis. For outpatient hospital emergency room 
visits, you must pay a $35 copayment for each visit. Your $35 copayment will count toward your 
annual out-of-pocket maximum (see ABOUT THE OUT-OF-POCKET MAXIMUMS).   

Physician Office Visit Copayment 
Benefits are provided for primary care physician office visits for illness or disease after you pay a 
$10 copayment per in-network visit and meet your annual deductible.  The in-network co-payment 
for a specialist visit is $20. No referral from your primary care physician will be required in order 
for you to see your specialist. The office visit copayment applies first, then the annual deductible.  
If you go to a non-network provider, the NAP Plan pays 70% of Customary and Reasonable (C&R) 
Charges (see HOW BENEFITS ARE DETERMINED). 

How Benefits are Determined 
Customary and Reasonable (C&R) Charges  
Customary and Reasonable Charges are those covered charges for services rendered by or on 
behalf of a non-network physician, for an amount not to exceed the amount determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross in accordance with the applicable fee schedule. 

A Customary and Reasonable Charge is a charge which falls within the common range of fees 
billed by a majority of physicians for a procedure in a given geographic region.  If it exceeds that 
range, the expense must be justified based on the complexity or severity of treatment for a 
specific case.   

Covered Health Services 
Covered Health Services are those health services, supplies or equipment provided for the 
purpose of preventing, diagnosing or treating a sickness, injury, covered medical condition, or 
their symptoms.  

A Covered Health Service is a Medically Necessary health care service or supply described under 
NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES as a Covered Health Service and which is not excluded under WHAT THE 
NAP PLAN DOES NOT COVER, including experimental or investigational services or unproven services. 

Covered Health Services must be provided: 

• When the Plan is in effect; 

• Prior to the effective date of any of the individual termination conditions set forth in this 
Summary Plan Description; and 

• Only when the person who receives services is a covered person and meets all eligibility 
requirements specified in the Plan. 

Decisions about whether to cover new technologies, procedures and treatments will be 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 
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Medically Necessary Services 
Those procedures, supplies, equipment or services which the Claims Administrator, Anthem Blue 
Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health, determines to be: 

• Appropriate and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of the medical condition; 

• Provided for the diagnosis or direct care and treatment of the medical condition; 

• Within standards of good medical practice within the organized medical community; 

• Not primarily for your convenience, or for the convenience of your physician or another 
provider; and 

• The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service which can safely be provided. 
The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service must satisfy the following 
requirements: 

 There must be valid scientific evidence demonstrating that the expected health benefits 
from the procedure, supply, equipment or service are clinically significant and produce a 
greater likelihood of benefit, without a disproportionately greater risk of harm or 
complications, for you with the particular medical condition being treated than other 
possible alternatives; and 

 Generally accepted forms of treatment that are less invasive have been tried and found to 
be ineffective or are otherwise unsuitable; and 

 For hospital stays, acute care as an inpatient is necessary due to the kind of services you 
are receiving or the severity of your condition, and safe and adequate care cannot be 
received by you as an outpatient or in a less intensified medical setting. 

The fact that a physician, licensed professional or other provider may prescribe, order, 
recommend, or approve a service or supply does not, in itself, make it Medically Necessary, even 
though it is not specifically listed as an exclusion or limitation.  The services or supplies must be 
ordered by the attending physician or licensed professional for the direct care and treatment of a 
covered illness, injury or condition.  Services must be standard medical practice where received 
for the illness, injury or condition being treated and must be legal in the United States.  
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Special Situations – Emergency Care and Treatment Away From Home 
Emergency Care 
If you or a covered family member experiences a medical emergency, seeking prompt care 
should be the first priority. Under the NAP Plan, emergency care is provided 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, anywhere in the world. 

A medical emergency is defined as a sudden and unforeseeable illness or injury of such a nature 
that failure to get immediate medical care could be life-threatening or cause serious harm to 
bodily function. 

Examples of medical emergencies include: 

• Apparent heart attack • Sudden vision loss 

• Severe shortness of breath • Severe or multiple injuries 

• Severe bleeding • Allergic reactions accompanied by swelling of the face 
and lips or wheezing in the chest 

• Apparent poisoning • Sudden loss of consciousness 

• Obvious fractures • Convulsions 

What to Do in Case of Emergency 
In case of a medical emergency, go immediately to the nearest hospital emergency room. For 
emergency room visits, you pay a $35 copayment for each visit and then the deductible applies. If 
hospitalization is required, your emergency room copayment will be waived; however, your 
hospital copayment of $100 will apply, then the deductible. 

Symptoms such as colds, earaches, sprains and rashes, although potentially serious, are not 
immediately life-threatening and, thus, may not require a visit to the emergency room. In these 
cases, you should always call your regular physician first. Emergency room visits for 
non-emergencies (as determined by Anthem Blue Cross) at non-network hospitals will be covered 
at the non-network benefit level. 
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Treatment Away From Home 
While Working Away From Home 
If you have a work assignment outside of your home area — where there are no PPO network 
providers — you will be covered at the higher level of benefits for non-routine medical care 
provided by any licensed physician, surgeon or general hospital. To receive network benefits, you 
should submit a letter with your first claim explaining the location and length of your assignment. 
Anthem Blue Cross will verify the assignment with the Benefits Service Center. You will then be 
eligible to receive the higher level of network benefits for Covered Health Services. 

While Traveling Away From Home 
If you are traveling away from home — where there are no PPO network providers — and you need 
non-emergency medical services, you may be eligible to receive the higher level of network 
benefits by sending a written appeal to Anthem Blue Cross. 

If you are traveling out of the country, you may seek care from any licensed provider. To receive 
higher level network benefits, submit your claim form to Anthem Blue Cross with a letter 
explaining that the claim was incurred while traveling outside the country. 

If you need treatment for a life-threatening emergency while traveling away from home, you 
should follow the steps under EMERGENCY CARE listed under SPECIAL SITUATIONS in this section. 

Dependent Children Living Away From Home 
Dependent children covered under the NAP Plan who are residing away from home (for example, 
while attending school) will receive benefits in accordance with the provisions of the NAP Plan. If 
your dependent children reside in an area where there are no PPO network providers or BlueCard 
providers– and they need non-emergency medical services, they may be eligible to receive the 
higher level of network benefits by sending a written appeal to Anthem Blue Cross. 

Medical Management Programs 
Benefits are provided only for medically necessary and appropriate services. Medical 
management programs are designed to work together with you and your provider to ensure you 
receive appropriate medical care and avoid unexpected out-of-pocket expenses. The Medical 
Management Programs at Anthem Blue Cross include the Utilization Review Program, 
Authorization Program and Personal Case Management.  The Utilization Review Program applies 
to inpatient hospital admissions.  The Authorization Program applies to certain specialized 
services or treatments (e.g., organ and tissue transplants, home health care, or admissions to a 
skilled nursing facility.)  The Personal Case Management Program helps you coordinate and 
manage long-term intensive medical care. 

No benefits are payable, however, unless your coverage is in force at the time services are 
rendered, and payment of benefits is subject to all the terms and requirements of the NAP Plan. If 
benefits are denied or reduced as a result of these programs, you may apply for consideration 
under the claims and appeal process. See CLAIM AND APPEAL PROCEDURES. 

Medical management requirements described in this section do not apply when coverage under 
this Plan is secondary to another plan providing benefits for you or your dependents. 
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Utilization Review Program 
The Utilization Review Program evaluates the medical necessity and appropriateness of care and 
the setting in which care is provided. You and your physician are advised if it has been determined 
that services can be safely provided in an outpatient setting, or if an inpatient stay is 
recommended. Services that are medically necessary and appropriate are certified by Anthem 
Blue Cross and monitored so that you know when it is no longer medically necessary and 
appropriate to continue those services. 

When services are performed by network PPO providers, it is your provider’s responsibility to start 
the utilization review process.  For non-network providers, it is your responsibility to see that your 
physician starts the utilization review process before scheduling you for any service subject to the 
Utilization Review Program. If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures set 
forth in this section, your benefits may be reduced.  

Utilization Review Requirements 
Services which require pre-authorization by Utilization Management include: 

• Inpatient hospital stays.  (A $300 penalty applies for not obtaining pre-authorization.) 

Exceptions:  Utilization review is not required for inpatient hospital stays for the following 
services: 

 Maternity care of 48 hours or less following a normal delivery or 96 hours or less following 
a cesarean section; and 

 Mastectomy and lymph node dissection. 

• Ambulatory Surgical Center and outpatient surgeries. 

• Home infusion. 

Review Stages 
There are three stages of utilization review: 

• Pre-Service review determines the medical necessity and appropriateness of scheduled, 
non-emergency inpatient hospital admissions. 

• Concurrent review determines whether services are medically necessary and appropriate when 
pre-service review is not required or when Anthem Blue Cross is notified while service is 
ongoing, for example, after an emergency admission to the hospital. 

• Retrospective review is performed to review services that have already been provided. 
This applies in cases when pre-authorization, pre-service or concurrent review was not 
completed, or in order to evaluate and audit medical documentation subsequent to services 
being provided. Retrospective review may also be performed for services that continued longer 
than originally certified. 
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Effect on Benefits 
In order for the full benefits of the Plan to be payable, the following criteria must be met:   

• The appropriate utilization reviews must be performed in accordance with the Plan. 

• When pre-service review is not performed as required for an anticipated inpatient hospital 
admission, a $300 penalty will be applied for both network and non-network care. The services 
must be medically necessary and appropriate.  
 
Inpatient hospital benefits will be provided only when an inpatient stay is medically necessary 
and appropriate. If you proceed to receive any services that have been determined to be not 
medically necessary or appropriate at any stage of the utilization review process, benefits will 
not be provided for those services.  

• Services that are not reviewed prior to or during service delivery will be reviewed 
retrospectively when the bill is submitted for benefit payment.  
 
If that review results in the determination that part or all of the services were not medically 
necessary or appropriate, benefits will not be paid for those services. Remaining benefits will 
be subject to previously noted reductions that apply when the required reviews are not 
obtained. 

How to Obtain Utilization Reviews 
Remember, when your physician is a network provider, it is your physician’s responsibility to 
confirm that the review has been performed.  When your physician is a non-network provider, it is 
your responsibility to confirm that the review has been performed.  

Pre-Service Reviews 
Penalties will result for failure to obtain pre-service review, before receiving scheduled services, as 
follows: 

• For all scheduled services that are subject to utilization review, you or your physician must 
initiate the pre-service review at least five working days prior to when you are scheduled to 
receive services. 

• Physicians who are network providers will initiate the review on your behalf. A non-network 
provider may initiate the review for you, or you may call Anthem Blue Cross directly.  The 
toll-free number for pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767.  This number 
is printed on your ID card. 

• If you do not receive the certified service within 60 days of the certification, or if the nature of 
the service changes, a new pre-service review must be obtained. 

• Anthem Blue Cross will certify services that are medically necessary and appropriate. For 
inpatient hospital stays, Anthem Blue Cross will, if appropriate, certify a specific length of stay 
for approved services.  You, your physician and the provider of the service will receive a written 
confirmation showing this information. 
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Concurrent Reviews 

• If pre-service review was not performed, Anthem Blue Cross must be contacted for concurrent 
review. For an emergency admission or procedure, Anthem Blue Cross must be notified within 
one working day of the admission or procedure, unless extraordinary circumstances6 prevent 
such notification within that time period. 

• When network providers have been informed of your need for utilization review, they will 
initiate the review on your behalf. You may ask a non-network provider to call the toll-free 
number printed on your identification card or you may call directly.  The toll-free number for 
pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767. 

• When it is determined that the service is medically necessary and appropriate, Anthem Blue 
Cross will, depending upon the type of treatment or procedure, certify the service for a period 
of time that is medically appropriate. Anthem Blue Cross will also determine the medically 
appropriate setting. 

If it is determined that the service is not medically necessary or appropriate, your physician will be 
notified by telephone no later than 24 hours following Anthem Blue Cross decision. Anthem Blue 
Cross will send written notice to you and your physician within two business days following the 
decision.  However, care will not be discontinued until your physician has been notified and a plan 
of care that is appropriate for your needs has been agreed upon.   

Retrospective Reviews 

• Retrospective review is performed when Anthem Blue Cross is not notified of the service you 
received, and is therefore unable to perform the appropriate review prior to your discharge 
from the hospital or completion of outpatient treatment. It is also performed when pre-service 
or concurrent review has been done, but services continue longer than originally certified. 

• Retrospective review may also be performed for the evaluation and audit of medical 
documentation after services have been provided, whether or not pre-service or concurrent 
review was performed. 

• Such services which have been retroactively determined to be not medically necessary or 
appropriate will be retrospectively denied certification. 

                                                      
6 In determining "extraordinary circumstances," Anthem Blue Cross may take into account 

whether or not your condition was severe enough to prevent you from notifying them, or 
whether or not a member of your family was available to notify Anthem Blue Cross for you. 
You may have to prove that such "extraordinary circumstances" were present at the time of 
the emergency. 
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Authorization Program 
The Authorization Program provides prior authorization for medical care or service from a 
non-network provider and for certain "special services." It is your responsibility to obtain 
authorization before you receive any service subject to the Authorization Program. Call Anthem 
Blue Cross pre-authorization and pre-service review toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767 which is 
printed on your ID card.   

If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures outlined in this section, your 
benefits will be reduced as shown under Effects on Benefits. 

Services Requiring Authorization 
Authorized Referrals 
In order for the maximum benefits of the Plan to be payable, advance authorization is required for 
services received from non-network providers. When the appropriate authorization is obtained, 
these services are called “authorized referral services.” 

Note:  Authorized referrals are not required for the services of physicians of a type not available 
within the Prudent Buyer Plan PPO network (for example, an audiologist). A physician's written 
referral is required, however, in order for the services of some physicians to be covered under the 
Plan. 

Special Services 
Pre-authorization is also required to obtain benefits for: 

• Organ and tissue transplants*; see NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 

• Transplant travel expense benefits; see NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 

• Home health care; hospice, or home hospice care*; see NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. Important:  
If both you and your spouse or registered domestic partner are an employee or retiree of the 
Company, only one of you may enroll each child as an eligible family member under any one 
benefit plan. 

• Admissions to a skilled nursing facility*; see NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 

• Purchase or rental of durable medical equipment that is equal to or greater than $1,000.* 

*A $300 penalty is assessed if pre-authorization is not obtained.  
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Effect on Benefits 
Authorized Referrals 

• For services requiring an Authorized Referral, the copayment for network providers will apply 
for medically necessary and appropriate authorized referral services received from a 
non-network provider.   

• The copayment for non-network providers will apply for referral services received from 
non-network providers that have not been authorized in advance. 

Special Services 

• A $300 penalty is assessed if pre-authorization is not obtained for the following special 
services received from either network or non-network providers:  skilled nursing facility 
admissions; home health care or home hospice care; or the purchase or cumulative rental of 
durable medical equipment equal to or over $1,000.  

When Authorization Will Be Provided 
Authorized Referrals 
Referrals to non-network providers will be authorized only when all of the following criteria are 
met: 

• There is not a network provider who:  
 Practices the appropriate specialty, or  
 Provides the required services, or  
 Has the necessary facilities within a 30-mile radius of your residence; 

• You are referred to the non-network provider by a physician who is a network provider; and 

• The services are authorized as medically necessary before services are received. 

Special Services 

• Organ and Tissue Transplants.  Authorizations for organ and tissue transplants will be provided 
as follows: 

 For kidney or cornea transplants, only if both of the following criteria are met: 

− The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 

− The physicians on the surgical team and the facility in which the transplant is to take 
place are approved for the transplant requested. 

 For transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas or bone marrow, 
including autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral stem cell replacement and 
similar procedures, only if all of the following criteria are met: 

− The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 

− The providers of related pre-operative and post-operative services are approved. 

Note:  Organ and Tissue Transplants are only covered in-network.  Coverage for transplants 
done at a network facility but not at a Center of Excellence (COE) is 70%.  See ORGAN AND 
TISSUE TRANSPLANTS under NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES for more details. 
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• Transplant Travel Expense Benefits.  Authorizations for transplant travel expense benefits will 
be provided for the recipient and one companion only if all of the following criteria are met: 

 The procedure is for transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas, 
kidney, cornea, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral 
stem cell replacement and similar procedures, and authorized by Anthem Blue Cross; 

 The organ transplant must be performed at a specific Center of Expertise (COE) or at a 
pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea transplant facility; and 

 The specific COE is 50 miles or more from the recipient’s home. 

• Home Health Care.  See NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 
Authorizations for home health care services will be provided only if all of the following criteria 
are met: 

 The services are medically necessary and appropriate and can be safely provided in the 
beneficiary's home, as certified by the attending physician; 

 The attending physician manages and directs the beneficiary's medical care at home; and 
 The attending physician must establish a definitive treatment plan which must be 

consistent with the beneficiary's medical needs and must list the services to be provided 
by the home health agency. 

• Skilled Nursing Facility.   See NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 
Anthem Blue Cross will authorize inpatient services provided in a skilled nursing facility only f 
all of the following criteria are met: 

 You require daily skilled nursing or rehabilitation, as certified by the attending physician; 
 You were an inpatient in a hospital for at least three consecutive days, and are to be 

admitted to the skilled nursing facility within 30 days of your discharge from the hospital;  
 You will be treated for the same condition for which you were treated in the hospital; and 
 The care that you will receive is medically necessary and is not custodial as determined by 

Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Durable Medical Equipment 
 Pre-authorization is required for the purchase or rental of durable medical equipment 

costing $1,000 or more. 

How to Obtain an Authorization 
For Authorized Referrals  
You or your physician must call the toll-free telephone number printed on your identification card 
prior to scheduling an admission to, or receiving the services of, a non-network provider. 

For Special Services  
To obtain authorization, you or your physician must call the Anthem Blue Cross pre-authorization 
and pre-service review toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767. 
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Medical Necessity Review Process 
Anthem Blue Cross will work with you and your health care providers to determine what is or is 
not medically necessary and appropriate care and services. While the types of services requiring 
review and the timing of the reviews may vary, Anthem Blue Cross is committed to ensuring that 
reviews are performed in a timely and professional manner.  

The review process follows the same procedures and timing as the benefit claim process. See 
CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCEDURES at the end of this section. In addition: 

• All pre-authorization, pre-service, concurrent and retrospective reviews for medical necessity 
are screened by clinically experienced, licensed personnel (called "Review Coordinators") using 
pre-established criteria and Anthem Blue Cross Medical Policy. These criteria and policies are 
developed and approved by practicing providers not employed by Anthem Blue Cross, and are 
evaluated at least annually and updated as standards of practice or technology changes. 
Requests satisfying these criteria are certified as medically necessary. Review Coordinators 
are able to approve most requests. 

• If the request fails to satisfy these criteria or medical policy, the request is referred to a Peer 
Clinical Reviewer. Peer Clinical Reviewers are health professionals who are clinically 
competent to evaluate the specific clinical aspects of the request and render an opinion 
specific to the medical condition, procedure and/or treatment under review. Peer Clinical 
Reviewers are licensed in California with the same license category as the requesting provider. 
When the Peer Clinical Reviewer is unable to certify the service, the requesting physician is 
contacted by telephone for a discussion of the case. In many cases, services can be certified 
after this discussion. If the Peer Clinical Reviewer is still unable to certify the service, your 
provider will be given the option of having the request reviewed by a different Peer Clinical 
Reviewer. 

• Only the Peer Clinical Reviewer may determine that the proposed services are not medically 
necessary or appropriate.  

• Reviewers may be Anthem Blue Cross employees or an independent third party chosen at the 
sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross. 

• You or your physician may request copies of specific criteria and/or medical policy by writing 
to the address shown on your Anthem Blue Cross identification card. Medical necessity review 
procedures may be disclosed to health care providers through provider manuals and 
newsletters. 

A determination of medical necessity does not guarantee payment or coverage. The 
determination that services are medically necessary is based on the clinical information provided. 
Payment is based on the terms of your coverage at the time of service. These terms include 
certain exclusions, limitations, and other conditions. Payment of benefits could be limited for a 
number of reasons, including: 

• The information submitted with the claim differs from that given by phone; 

• The service is excluded from coverage; or 

• You are not eligible for coverage when the service is actually provided. 
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Personal Case Management 
The Personal Case Management Program enables you to obtain medically appropriate care in a 
more economical, cost-effective and coordinated manner during prolonged periods of intensive 
medical care. Anthem Blue Cross, through a case manager, may recommend an alternative plan 
of treatment which may include services not typically covered under the Plan. Anthem Blue Cross 
does not have an obligation to provide personal case management. These services are provided 
at the sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross.  Examples of conditions7 that may fall 
under Personal Case Management include:  

• Burns • CVA • Migraine 

• Sickle Cell Disease • Trauma  

How Personal Case Management Works 
You may be identified for possible personal case management through the Plan's utilization 
review procedures, by the attending physician, hospital staff, or Anthem Blue Cross’ claims 
reports. You or your family may also call Anthem Blue Cross and request Personal Case 
Management. 

Benefits for personal case management will be considered only when all of the following criteria 
are met: 

• You require extensive long-term treatment; 

• Anthem Blue Cross anticipates that such treatment utilizing services or supplies covered under 
the Plan will result in considerable cost; 

• A cost-benefit analysis determines that the benefits payable under the Plan for the alternative 
plan of treatment can be provided at a lower overall cost than the benefits you would 
otherwise receive under the Plan while maintaining the same standards of care; and 

• You (or your legal guardian) and your physician agree, in a letter of agreement, with Anthem 
Blue Cross’ recommended substitution of benefits and with the specific terms and conditions 
under which alternative benefits are to be provided. 

Alternative Treatment Plan 
If Anthem Blue Cross determines that your needs could be met more efficiently, an alternative 
treatment plan may be recommended. This may include providing benefits typically not covered 
under the Plan. A case manager will review the medical records and discuss your treatment with 
the attending physician, you, and your family. 

                                                      
7 These conditions or diagnoses are not a guarantee of acceptance into the Personal Case 

Management Program.  Cases are reviewed and criteria applied to determine possible 
enrollment, and enrollment is contingent upon member consent. 
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Anthem Blue Cross makes treatment recommendations only; you and your physician make the 
decisions regarding treatment. The Plan will not compromise your freedom to make such 
decisions. 

The Effect Personal Case Management Has on Benefits 

• Any alternative benefits are accumulated toward the corresponding benefit maximums. 

• Benefits are provided for an alternative treatment plan on a case-by-case basis only. Anthem 
Blue Cross has absolute discretion in deciding whether or not to authorize services in lieu of 
benefits for any covered person, which alternatives may be offered and the terms of the offer. 

• The authorization of services in lieu of benefits in a particular case in no way commits the Plan 
to do so in another case or for any other covered person. 

• The Personal Case Management Program does not prevent Anthem Blue Cross from strictly 
applying the expressed benefits, exclusions and limitations of the Plan at any other time or for 
any other covered person. 

Anthem Blue Cross reserves the right to use the services of one or more third parties in the 
performance of the services outlined in the letter of agreement. No other assignment of any rights 
or delegation of any duties by either party is valid without the prior written consent of the other 
party. 

NAP Plan Covered Services 
This topic lists covered services and supplies that are frequently used.  If you have any questions 
on whether or not a specific service or supply is covered by the Plan, contact Anthem Blue Cross 
Member Services at 1-800-964-0530.  

For ease of reviewing, the NAP Plan Covered Services are listed in alphabetical order, with the 
exception of “Other Covered Services and Supplies,” which is listed last. 

Acupuncture 
Under the NAP plan, acupuncture services received from an M.D. or licensed acupuncturist who 
participates in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO network will be covered at 80% of the negotiated rate, 
after deductible, for up to 20 visits per year.  Acupuncture services received from a non-network 
acupuncturist will be covered at 70% of Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), 
after deductible, for up to 15 visits per year. 

Ambulance Services 
The following ambulance services are covered: 

Emergency Only: 

• Emergency ambulance transportation by a licensed ambulance service to the nearest hospital 
where emergency health services can be performed. 

Non-Emergency: 

• Transportation by professional ambulance, other than air ambulance, to and from a medical 
facility when Medically Necessary, unless air ambulance is equally cost-effective. 
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• Transportation by regularly-scheduled airline, railroad or air ambulance, to the nearest medical 
facility qualified to give the required treatment when Medically Necessary. 

Chiropractic Care 
The NAP Plan only covers chiropractic services which are deemed to be Covered Health Services. 
In addition, the NAP Plan only covers services that are expected to result in a significant 
improvement in the patient’s level of functioning. If a measurable increase in the patient’s level of 
function which is directly related to the skilled chiropractic therapy intervention does not occur, 
then the treatment is considered maintenance in nature and is not covered. The measurable 
increase in the patient’s level of function must be documented in treatment notes. 

Under the NAP Plan, pre-approval for chiropractic care is required. The office visits to a 
chiropractor are covered at 80% of the negotiated rate, after deductible, when visits are to a 
provider who participates in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO network and the care is pre-approved by 
American Specialty Health Network (ASHN).  In California, the Anthem PPO chiropractors are 
contracted through ASHN.  To obtain pre-approval, call ASHN at 1-800-678-9133. Non-network 
chiropractic care is covered at 70% of Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expense) and 
is limited to 15 visits per year.  

You can locate chiropractic providers who participate in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO network by 
calling Anthem Blue Cross Member Services at 1-800-964-0530 or you may visit the Anthem Blue 
Cross Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge or www.anthem/ca.  If there is not a network 
chiropractor within 30 road miles of your residence, you may seek care from a non-network 
provider and receive network benefits. If this is the case, call Anthem Blue Cross Member Services 
to verify there are no network chiropractors within 30 miles and request the network level of 
benefit reimbursement. 

Home Health Care and Hospice Care 
Home health care and hospice care under the NAP Plan are covered at 90% of the negotiated 
rate, after deductible, if you use an Anthem Blue Cross PPO network provider.  Pre-authorization 
is required. A penalty of $300 applies if no pre-authorization is obtained. 

Non-network home health care and hospice care is covered at 70% of Customary and Reasonable 
Charges (Eligible Expenses) after deductible. The NAP Plan will cover the services of an approved 
home health care agency or hospice agency, provided the services are Covered Health Services, 
not custodial in nature, ordered by your attending physician (whether network or non-network), 
and rendered under a written treatment plan approved by Anthem Blue Cross. Custodial care, 
which is not covered, is defined as care provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the 
activities of daily living including, but not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, 
preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and supervision over self-administration of 
medications not requiring constant attention of trained medical personnel. It is care that can be 
taught to a lay person who does not have any professional qualifications, skills or training. 

When your doctor recommends either home health or hospice care, he or she must contact 
Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767 for pre-authorization. 
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Services in Your Home — The NAP Plan covers the following services when rendered in the 
patient’s home, provided that the services are Covered Health Services and are not considered 
custodial care as determined by Anthem Blue Cross:   

• Nursing services provided by a registered nurse (R.N.), or a licensed vocational nurse (L.V.N.) or 
licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) when under the supervision of an R.N. 

• Services of a home health aide. 

• Physical, occupational, speech or respiratory therapy, medical social services, and nutritional 
counseling. 

• For a patient formally admitted to a hospice program:  homemaking services; counseling for 
the patient and covered family members; up to three days of respite care during a six-month 
period; and bereavement counseling by a certified social worker who is an employee of the 
hospice, for up to 12 months after the patient’s death. Bereavement counseling benefits are 
limited to $25 per visit, four visits per family.  

Hospice Facility — Covered Health Services in a hospice facility are covered when a patient in the 
latter stages of a terminal illness is formally admitted to an inpatient hospice program and 
Medical Management has approved the admission. 

The following inpatient hospice services are covered: 

• Bed, board and general nursing care. 

• Medical care provided by other professional providers employed by the facility. 

• Hospice facility services and supplies. 

• Family counseling related to the patient’s illness. 

• Bereavement counseling for the family after the patient’s death. 

Eligibility for hospice benefits begins on the date on which the patient’s physician certifies that 
the patient has a life expectancy of six months or less. 

The NAP Plan does not cover homemaking services, except as specifically provided above. Food 
or home-delivered meals and services by volunteers who do not regularly charge for their services 
are not covered. 

Coverage of physician, hospital, ambulance and hemodialysis services, purchase or rental of 
durable medical equipment, medical supplies, drugs and medicines is provided as described 
elsewhere in this Handbook. 
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Hospital Care -- Inpatient 
Inpatient hospital care is covered at 100% after a $100 copayment and after meeting the annual 
deductible, when you use a participating PPO network provider.  Non-network inpatient hospital 
care is covered at 70% of Eligible Expenses after meeting the deductible. For non-emergency 
inpatient hospital care, pre-authorization is required. A penalty of $300 applies if no 
pre-authorization is obtained.  When services are performed by a network provider, your provider 
will contact Anthem Blue Cross Medical Management for pre-authorization.  When services are 
performed by a non-network provider, it is your responsibility to contact Anthem Blue Cross 
Medical Management for pre-authorization or make sure your provider has obtained the 
necessary pre-authorization.  The hospital copayment does not apply to the annual deductible.   

Covered inpatient hospital services include: 

• Room and board in semi-private accommodations; private room if a Covered Health Service 
(as determined by standards set by Anthem Blue Cross — see NAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES).   

• Special care units. 

• Medical and surgical supplies. 

• General nursing care. 

• Use of operating and special treatment rooms. 

• Anesthesia and its administration by a salaried hospital employee. 

• Administration of blood and blood plasma, including the cost of unreplaced blood, blood 
products and blood processing. 

• Hospital ancillary services, including laboratory, cardiology, pathology, radiology and any 
professional components for such services. 

• Routine nursery care for a newborn if the child is enrolled in the NAP Plan. 

• Drugs, medicines and oxygen supplied by and used in the hospital. 

• Pre-admission testing performed within seven days before hospital admission or outpatient 
surgery. 

• Radiation therapy, chemotherapy, physical therapy, respiration therapy and 
hemodialysis treatment. 

• Short-term speech therapy for correction of speech impairments resulting from illness, injury, 
surgery or previous therapeutic processes. 

• Occupational therapy when furnished by the hospital in conjunction with physical therapy 
treatments. 

• Dental care when a hospital admission is required for dental surgery or extraction of teeth, 
general anesthesia is required, and a physician certifies that the hospitalization is a Covered 
Health Service. 
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Under federal law, the duration of benefits provided for any hospital stay in connection with 
childbirth for a mother or newborn child may not be restricted to less than 48 hours following a 
normal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a cesarean section.  However, this federal law 
generally does not prohibit the mother’s or newborn’s attending provider, after consulting with the 
mother, from discharging the mother or her baby earlier than 48 hours (or 96 hours as 
applicable). 

Hospital Care – Outpatient 
Covered outpatient hospital services include: 

• Outpatient surgical services. This includes Covered Health Services rendered in a freestanding 
ambulatory surgical center, a short-stay surgical unit or an outpatient department of a 
hospital. 

• Emergency hospital outpatient services for the first visit for emergency care and treatment of a 
sudden and unforeseeable illness or injury which, if not immediately diagnosed and treated, 
could be life-threatening or cause serious harm to bodily function. 

• Outpatient Covered Health Services for radiation therapy, chemotherapy and hemodialysis 
treatment. 

Organ and Tissue Transplants 
Organ and tissue transplants are covered at 100% of the negotiated rate, after deductible, when 
pre-authorized by Anthem Blue Cross and performed at an Anthem Blue Cross Centers of 
Expertise (COE) facility.  If members use a facility that participates in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO 
network, but is not a COE, organ and tissue transplant services are covered at 70% of the 
negotiated rate, after deductible.  Pre-authorization is required for all transplant services. 

Benefits are available for the following organ and tissue transplants when the transplant is 
ordered by a physician, meets the definition of a Covered Health Service and is not an unproven, 
experimental, or investigational service, as described under WHAT THE NAP PLAN DOES NOT COVER 
section. 

• Bone marrow transplants (either from you or from a compatible donor) and peripheral stem cell 
transplants, with or without high dose chemotherapy.  Not all bone marrow transplants meet 
the definition of a Covered Health Service.  

• Heart transplants • Heart/lung transplants 

• Lung transplants • Liver transplants 

• Kidney transplants • Kidney/pancreas transplants 

• Liver/small bowel transplants • Pancreas transplants 

• Small bowel transplants • Cornea transplants 

Organ or tissue transplants or multiple organ transplants, other than those listed above, are 
currently excluded from coverage. 
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Centers of Expertise (COE) Transplant Facilities 
In California, Anthem Blue Cross has established a Centers of Expertise (COE) network of 
transplant facilities to provide services for specified organ transplants (heart, liver, lung, 
heart-lung, kidney-pancreas, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, 
peripheral stem cell replacement and similar procedures). Equivalent approved transplant 
facilities are located outside of California. 

COE are health care providers which have a COE Agreement in effect with Anthem Blue Cross at 
the time services are rendered.  COE transplant facilities agree to accept the COE negotiated rate 
as payment in full for covered services. A participating provider in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO 
network is not necessarily a COE. A provider’s participation in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO 
network or other agreement with Anthem Blue Cross is not a substitute for a Centers of Expertise 
Agreement. 

Obtain Authorization from Anthem Blue Cross’ Authorization Program 
Authorization is required for all transplant services. You must call the Pre-Authorization and 
Pre-Service toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767 as soon as the possibility of a transplant arises.  
The Authorization Program will arrange for a pre-transplantation evaluation to be performed at a 
COE transplant facility. The Authorization Program also can discuss your benefit options and any 
special transplant guidelines. 

Transportation and Lodging 
The Authorization Program will assist the patient and family with travel and lodging arrangements 
associated with transplant procedures. Expenses for travel, lodging and meals for the transplant 
recipient and a companion are based on IRS guidelines and are as follows: 

• Travel and lodging expenses are only available if the transplant recipient resides more than 50 
miles from the Center of Expertise facility or a pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea 
transplant facility.  

• Transplant travel expense for an authorized,  specified transplant:  (recipient and companion 
transportation limited to six trips/episode & $250/person/trip for round–trip coach airfare, 
hotel limited to one room double occupancy and $100/day for 21 days/trip; meals limited to 
$25/day/person for 21 days/trip.  

• If the patient is a covered dependent minor child, the transportation expenses of two 
companions will be covered.  

• There is a combined overall lifetime maximum of $10,000 per covered person for all 
transportation, lodging and meal expenses incurred by the transplant recipient and 
companion(s) and reimbursed under this Plan in connection with all transplant procedures, per 
IRS regulations. 
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Prescription Drugs 
Inpatient Prescription Drugs 
Prescription drugs you receive while you are hospitalized, or “inpatient” drugs, are covered by your 
Anthem Blue Cross medical plan. If you are hospitalized in a PPO network hospital, prescription 
drugs are covered at 100%. If you are hospitalized in a non-network hospital, prescription drugs 
are covered at 70%. 

Outpatient Prescription Drugs 
Prescriptions dispensed and filled on an outpatient basis are covered under a separate plan, the 
Prescription Drug Plan, described in the section entitled PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS. Outpatient 
drugs are not covered by the Anthem Blue Cross medical plan unless dispensed as an infusion 
drug or injection that requires the expertise of trained medical personnel.  See the PRESCRIPTION 
DRUG BENEFITS section of this Handbook. 

Professional Services 
The following professional services are covered, if deemed to be Covered Health Services as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross: 

• Services of a physician, surgeon or assistant surgeon. 

• Services of an anesthetist or anesthesiologist in connection with surgery. 

• Services of a consulting physician when requested by your doctor. 

• Constant care services rendered by a physician when you are in critical condition. 

• Physician visits to a hospital or skilled nursing facility during a covered inpatient confinement.  

• Visits to your doctor’s office or physician house calls for treatment of illness, disease or injury. 

• Radiation therapy. 

• Outpatient diagnostic X-rays and lab exams. 

• Routine or diagnostic Pap smears and mammograms (covered by X-ray/lab benefit above). 

• Injections, inoculations and immunizations. 

• Physician services in the outpatient department of a hospital, ambulatory surgical facility or 
short-stay surgical unit.  

• Well-baby care.  

• Services of a licensed physical therapist for a covered inpatient hospital or skilled nursing 
facility confinement.  

Psychiatric Care and Substance Abuse Treatment 
Only detoxification which is considered medical care and which is deemed to be a Covered Health 
Service is covered by the NAP Plan. Psychiatric care and substance abuse treatment are covered 
under a separate plan—the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program—as described in the 
section entitled MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS. 
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Skilled Nursing Facility 
Skilled nursing facility services under the NAP Plan are covered at 90% of the negotiated rate, 
after deductible, when you use an Anthem Blue Cross PPO network provider.  Non-network skilled 
nursing facility services are covered at 70% of Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible 
Expenses) after the deductible.  Pre-authorization is required.  A penalty of $300 applies if no 
pre-authorization is obtained.  Remember, either you or your doctor must contact Anthem Blue 
Cross for pre-authorization (see MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS). 

The services provided must be Covered Health Services (and not considered custodial care) so as 
to require confinement in a skilled nursing facility, as determined by Anthem Blue Cross.  
(Custodial care is defined as care provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the 
activities of daily living including, but not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, 
preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and supervision over self-administration of 
medications not requiring constant attention of trained medical personnel. It is care that can be 
taught to a lay person who does not have any professional qualifications, skills or training.) 

Other Covered Services and Supplies 
Other covered services and supplies include: 

• Outpatient professional nursing services of a registered nurse (R.N.), licensed vocational nurse 
(L.V.N.) or licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) which are certified as Covered Health Services by 
your physician. 

• Services of a licensed midwife working under the direction of a physician. 

• Covered Health Services of a licensed physical or occupational therapist, when provided by 
someone other than a close relative or someone who resides in your home, when ordered by a 
participating physician, and when judged by the physician to be subject to significant 
improvement through such therapy.  The therapy must be expected to result in significant, 
objective, measurable physical improvement in the covered person’s condition within two 
months of the start of the treatment. 

• Non-experimental inpatient drugs and medicines which are approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). 

• Artificial limbs or eyes, when determined to be a Covered Health Service. 

• Rental or purchase of durable medical equipment (including prosthetic and orthotic devices) 
which is ordered by a physician, approved by Anthem Blue Cross, determined by Anthem Blue 
Cross to be a Covered Health Service, and is to be used solely by the patient. If an item is 
rented, the rental price for the entire rental period cannot be more than the purchase price. 
The rented item must be returned if the member switches plans.  Necessary repairs and 
maintenance of purchased equipment are also covered if not provided under a manufacturer’s 
warranty or purchase agreement. 

• Initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses prescribed by a doctor after eye surgery; eyeglasses 
or lenses when needed to replace loss of the natural lens. 

• Rental of dialysis equipment and all Covered Health Services and supplies required for 
hemodialysis treatment. 

• Oxygen, including its administration. 
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• Short-term speech therapy services rendered by a certified speech therapist when required due 
to surgery, illness, injury, or previous therapeutic processes, when ordered by a participating 
physician, and when judged by the physician to be subject to significant improvement through 
such therapy. Speech therapy due to functional nervous disorders is not covered.  The therapy 
must be expected to result in significant, objective, measurable improvement in the covered 
person’s condition within two months of the start of the treatment. 

• Diabetes self-management education programs. 

• Surgery to change an individual’s appearance when the purpose is: 
 to correct the result of an accidental injury; or 
 to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body organ. 

• Diagnostic procedures for the prenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders of the fetus when 
authorized by a participating physician in the case of high-risk pregnancy. 

• Surgical treatment of morbid obesity when authorized by a participating physician and 
approved by Anthem Blue Cross, when surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to 
treat another life-threatening condition involving morbid obesity, and when it has been 
documented that non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed. 

• Fertility treatments, up to a lifetime maximum of $7,000 combined for all plans administered 
by Anthem Blue Cross or prior claims administrators.  The benefit includes, but is not limited 
to, in vitro fertilization services, gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT), zygote intrafallopian 
transfer (ZIFT), and microinjection techniques.  Services provided must be considered safe and 
effective according to accepted clinical evidence reported by generally recognized medical 
professionals or publications.  

• Coverage for routine mammographies (given as preventative measures to detect problems 
when a physician does not have a specific reason to suspect a medical problem), in 
accordance with Anthem Blue Cross’ standard administrative policies.  Diagnostic 
mammographies, which are given when there is a suspected problem, are covered as well. 

• For a member receiving benefits in connection with a mastectomy and who elects breast 
reconstruction, the coverage will be provided in a manner determined in consultation with the 
attending physician and the patient for:   

 reconstruction of the breast on which the mastectomy was performed;  
 surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to produce a symmetrical appearance; and  
 prostheses and treatment of physical complications at all stages of the mastectomy, 

including lymphedemas.  

Notify Anthem Blue Cross five business days before receiving non-network services.  By 
notifying Anthem Blue Cross, it can be verified whether a service is a reconstructive procedure 
or a cosmetic procedure. 
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What the NAP Plan Does Not Cover 
Unless exceptions to the following are specifically noted elsewhere in this Handbook, no benefits 
are provided for the following: 

• Services or supplies received from a provider or supplier who is not licensed, registered or 
certified under state law to the extent required to provide such service or supply, or if the 
service or supply provided is not within the scope of the provider’s license, certificate or 
registration.  

• Services or supplies that are not Covered Health Services, which includes all services that are 
not Medically Necessary (see COVERED HEALTH SERVICES under DEFINITIONS) or that are 
educational in nature, as determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Charges in excess of the Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), as determined by Anthem 
Blue Cross (see ELIGIBLE EXPENSES in DEFINITIONS and HOW THE NAP PLAN WORKS), for services 
rendered by non-preferred providers. 

• Services that are provided or a hospitalization which begins before coverage begins, unless the 
coverage began under another Company-sponsored medical plan, or after it ends. 

• Hospitalization primarily for physical therapy or other rehabilitative care unless approved by 
Anthem Blue Cross as a Covered Health Service, except those benefits which would have been 
provided had the patient been treated on an outpatient basis. For example, charges for room 
and board during such a hospitalization are not covered. 

• Services or supplies in connection with custodial care. Custodial care is defined as care 
provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the activities of daily living including, but 
not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, preparation of special diets, changing 
catheters, and supervision over self-administration of medications not requiring constant 
attention of trained medical personnel. It is care that can be taught to a lay person who does 
not have any professional qualifications, skills or training. 

• Services or supplies which would not have been rendered or furnished if the NAP Plan did not 
exist or services or supplies for which you would not have been required to pay. 

• Cosmetic procedures are excluded from coverage.  Procedures that correct a congenital 
anomaly without improving or restoring physiologic function are considered cosmetic 
procedures.  The fact that a covered person may suffer psychological consequences or socially 
avoidant behavior as a result of an injury, illness or congenital anomaly does not classify 
surgery or other procedures done to relieve such consequences or behavior as a reconstructive 
procedure.  

• Services or supplies furnished in connection with cosmetic surgery or surgery performed 
mainly to change appearance. This includes surgery performed to treat a mental, 
psychoneurotic, or personality disorder through a change in appearance. The following are not 
considered to be cosmetic surgery: 

 Surgery to correct the result of an accidental injury; 
 Surgery to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body 

organ; or 
 Surgery to reconstruct a breast after a mastectomy. 
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• Personal comfort and convenience items and services such as guest meals, television rental or 
barber services. 

• Dental and orthodontia services including braces, bridges, and guards, or X-ray exams involving 
one or more teeth, the tissue or structure around them, the alveolar process, or the gums. This 
applies even if a condition requiring any of these services involves a part of the body other 
than the mouth, such as the treatment of Temporomandibular Joint Disorders (TMJD) or 
malocclusion involving joints or muscles by methods including, but not limited to, crowning, 
wiring or repositioning teeth. 

This exclusion does not apply to services for treatment or removal of a malignancy; 
physicians’ services or X-ray exams for treatment of accidental injury to natural teeth 
(“treatment” includes the replacement of those teeth), provided the participant is covered by 
the NAP Plan, the accident occurred while covered, and the treatment is received within 12 
months of the accident; or surgery on the maxilla or mandible which is a Covered Health 
Service to correct TMJD or other medical disorders. 

• Maintenance chiropractic care. However, non-maintenance chiropractic services are Covered 
Health Services when approved and received as described under CHIROPRACTIC CARE in the NAP 
PLAN COVERED SERVICES section. 

• Services in connection with routine physical examinations, medical exams, or tests not 
connected with the care and treatment of an actual illness, disease, or injury, except services 
Anthem Blue Cross as Claims Administrator determines are standard preventive or well-care 
services such as mammograms and colonoscopies, and are provided in accordance with 
Anthem Blue Cross guidelines. Diagnostic procedures are covered for the prenatal diagnosis of 
genetic disorders of the fetus when authorized by a preferred provider in the case of high-risk 
pregnancy. 

• Services or supplies for or in connection with: 
 Exams to determine the need for (or changes of) eyeglasses or lenses of any type; 
 Eyeglasses or lenses of any type (except replacements for loss of the natural lens, or the 

initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses after surgery); 
 Eye surgery such as radial keratotomy or lasik surgery; or 
 Services for a surgical procedure to correct refraction errors of the eye, including any 

confinement, treatment, services or supplies given in connection with, or related to, the 
surgery. 

• Services or supplies furnished by the employer or a member of the participant’s immediate 
family. 

• Services that do not meet the definition of Covered Health Services. 

• Any services or supplies which are considered to be “experimental” or “investigational,” as 
determined solely by Anthem Blue Cross. Experimental procedures are defined as procedures 
that are mainly limited to laboratory and/or animal research.  Investigational services include 
any treatment, therapy, procedure, drug, facility, equipment, device or supply which is not 
recognized in accordance with generally accepted professional medical standards as being 
safe and effective for use in the treatment of an illness, injury or condition.  Investigational 
services also include those which require approval by the federal government or any agency 
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thereof, or by any state governmental agency, prior to use, and where such approval has not 
been granted at the time the services were rendered.    

• Speech therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined solely by Anthem Blue 
Cross. 

• Physical and/or occupational therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined 
solely by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Screenings to determine the need for hearing correction; routine hearing tests; and hearing 
aids and exams to determine the need for hearing aids or the need to adjust them. This 
exclusion does not apply to cochlear implants for adults and children (age 2 or older), for the 
following diagnoses:  (1) severe to profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss and severely 
deficient speech discrimination; or (2) post-lingual deafness in an adult.   

• Any services or supplies for learning disabilities, behavioral problems, mental retardation, 
autistic disease of childhood, or hospitalization for environmental change; services and 
supplies in connection with mental, psychoneurotic, and personality disorders, or for abuse of 
or addiction to alcohol and drugs, unless such services and supplies are covered elsewhere by 
the Plan. This exclusion does not apply to services and supplies for detoxification. 

• Any services or supplies furnished in connection with foot care, unless they are Covered Health 
Services and ordered by your attending physician (whether preferred or non-preferred). 

• Orthopedic shoes (except when joined to braces) or shoe inserts, such as orthotics, even if 
recommended by your physician. 

• Charges in excess of Customary and Reasonable or Eligible Expenses, as determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross, or in excess of any specified limitation. 

• Services or supplies which are not Covered Health Services, including any confinement or 
treatment given in connection with a service or supply which is not covered under the Plan. 

• Exercise programs, exercise monitoring, exercise equipment, health spa programs and 
outpatient dietary consultations. 

• Services or supplies primarily for weight reduction or treatment of obesity, unless they are 
Covered Health Services and authorized by a preferred provider and Anthem Blue Cross. This 
exclusion will not apply to surgical treatment involving morbid obesity if: 

 surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to treat another life-threatening 
condition involving morbid obesity, and 

 it has been documented that non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed. 

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with surgical procedures for gender 
reassignment surgery, unless medically necessary as determined by the Claims Administrator. 

• Outpatient prescription drugs. (These are covered by the separate Prescription Drug Plan.) 

• Mental health, alcohol or chemical dependency treatment.  (These are covered by the separate 
Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program.) 

• Heating pads and thermometers, and other over-the-counter products. 

• Devices and computers to assist in communication and speech. 
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• Air purifiers, air conditioners and humidifiers. 

• Supplies for comfort, hygiene or beautification. 

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with injury or disease arising out of, or in the 
course of, any work for wage or profit (whether or not with the employer) if such injury or 
disease is covered by any Workers’ Compensation law, occupational disease law or similar 
law. The Anthem Blue Cross NAP Plan will provide services and supplies in connection with 
such injury or disease but will be entitled to reimbursement for them in accordance with rules 
set out in The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active Employees Plan 
Document. 

• Treatment for conditions caused by war or aggression, declared or undeclared, or international 
armed conflict. 

• Services or supplies to the extent furnished by any law or government, unless required by law. 

• Benefits provided under the “Medicare” section of the Social Security Act. 

• Services and supplies for which coverage is available under any other Company-sponsored 
health plan or benefit program. 

• Alternative treatments such as acupressure, aromatherapy, hypnotism, rolfing and other forms 
of alternative treatment, as defined by the Office of Alternative Medicine of the National 
Institutes of Health. 

• Blood or blood plasma which is replaced by or for the patient. 

• Charges for failure to keep a scheduled appointment, transfer of medical records, and other 
similar charges for which no treatment for services has been provided. 

• Services that are educational in nature, unless specifically authorized by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Except as otherwise provided herein, any services in connection with routine physical exams or 
medical exams not connected with the primary purpose of the discovery of a medical 
condition, disease or illness leading to treatment, such as a pre-employment medical exam or 
a team sports exam. 

• Benefits provided under the extension of a benefits provision of other insurance policies, 
benefit plans, or health plan contracts. 

See COORDINATION OF BENEFITS – EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH 
CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 
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Third Party Exclusion 
The Plan contains an exclusion for any injury, illness or other condition for which a third party may 
be liable or legally responsible by reason of negligence, intentional action or breach of legal 
obligation.  These exclusions, limitations, and conditions are described under SUBROGATION AND 
REIMBURSEMENT under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 
 

For additional important information for the Anthem Blue Cross-administered NAP Plan, 
see DEFINITIONS, and CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCESS, in this section of the Handbook.   
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Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) 
Fee-for-Service Plan 

Eligibility 
If you live in an area that is not covered by the Network Access Plan (NAP) Plan, or if you are a 
Medicare-eligible participant on Long-Term Disability (or a Medicare-eligible dependent of a 
participant on Long-Term Disability), you are eligible for the Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) –. 
The CAP Plan is administered by Anthem Blue Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & 
Health Insurance Company (Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health).  The Claims Administrator is 
referred to as “Anthem Blue Cross” in this document. 

Summary of CAP Plan Benefits 
This is a summary of the CAP Plan benefits. Please refer to CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES in this 
section for more information on covered services and exclusions. 

The information in this chart is intended as a summary of benefits as of January 1, 2008.  The 
information contained in an applicable service provider agreement between Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company and Anthem Blue Cross shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and 
the service provider agreement.  Please refer to the most recent information about your medical 
plan benefit options, which are updated annually in the open enrollment materials. 

PROVISIONS COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN (CAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS  

GENERAL May use provider of choice or network providers; $100 annual 
deductible per individual, up to a family maximum of $300; 
annual out-of-pocket maximum of $750 per individual, up to 
family maximum of $1,500 (includes deductible); no lifetime 
maximum.  No pre-existing condition exclusions.  
All plan benefits and out-of-pocket maximums are based on 
Eligible Expenses only.8

HOSPITAL STAY 100% after a $100 copayment; pre-authorization required for 
non-emergency care, $300 penalty if not obtained; covers 
semi-private room (private if Medically Necessary); includes 
intensive care. 

                                                      
8 “Eligible Expenses” are:  (1) expenses for Covered Health Services that are covered by the 

Plan; (2) those that Anthem Blue Cross considers “Medically Necessary” for the diagnosis or 
treatment of an illness or injury; and (3) those that do not exceed the “Customary and 
Reasonable” rate as determined by Anthem Blue Cross. Any costs not meeting this definition 
are the responsibility of the member. For additional information or questions, call Anthem Blue 
Cross Member Services. 
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PROVISIONS COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN (CAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS  

SKILLED 
NURSING FACILITY 

90% for semi-private room after 3 days in hospital; 
pre-authorization required, $300 penalty if not obtained.  
Excludes custodial care. 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL 
SURGERY 
AND EMERGENCY ROOM 
CARE 

100% after $35 copay for medical emergency or outpatient 
surgery; waived if admitted. 

MATERNITY CARE Covered as any other condition. Pre-authorization of delivery 
stays beyond 48 hours for normal delivery and 96 hours for 
cesarean section; $300 penalty if not obtained.  

WELL-BABY CARE Covered as any other condition. 

OFFICE VISITS Primary care - 100% after $10 copay; Specialist (including 
OB/GYN) – 100% after $20 copay. 

URGENT CARE VISITS Primary care - 100% after $10 copay; Specialist (including 
OB/GYN) – 100% after $20 copay. 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

Primary care – 100% after $10 copay; Specialist – 100% after 
$20 copay; lab/X-ray covered separately. 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

95% 

EYE EXAMINATIONS Not covered. 

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS 90% 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING 95% 

HOME HEALTH CARE & HOME 
HOSPICE CARE 

90%; requires prior authorization; $300 penalty if not obtained.  
Excludes custodial care. 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 

80%  

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Covered by separate drug plan administered by Medco 
Health. See the PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS in this section of the 
Handbook for details. 

MENTAL HEALTH Covered by separate Mental Health Program: 

- INPATIENT CARE 100% with referral by ValueOptions; 50% without referral. 

- OUTPATIENT CARE $15/visit with referral by ValueOptions, no charge for initial visit 
to psychiatrist (M.D.) for medication evaluation; 50% without 
referral; up to 30 visits per year. 

INPATIENT AND OUTPATIENT 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE 

Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions. 
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PROVISIONS COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN (CAP) 
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS  

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 80%; pre-authorization required for purchase or cumulative 
rental over $1,000; $300 penalty if not obtained. 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE 80% for Medically Necessary care only; pre-authorization by 
ASHN required after initial visit. 

ACUPUNCTURE 80% for up to 20 visits per year from licensed acupuncturist or 
M.D. 

OTHER BENEFITS Infertility—Paid according to type of benefit; $7,000 lifetime 
maximum. Balances from prior plans carry forward. Transplant 
Services—100% when performed at a Center of Expertise 
(COE) only, pre-authorization required for transplant services.  

How the CAP Plan Works 
The CAP Plan is a fee-for-service plan that provides coverage worldwide, so care may be received 
from the physician or hospital of your choice.  Participants of the CAP Plan are not required to go 
to a network provider to receive the highest level of Plan benefits and are not required to choose 
a primary care physician. 

In California, CAP Plan members can use the Anthem Blue Cross Prudent Buyer PPO network if 
they wish.  Members who choose to use network providers can benefit by having coinsurance 
based on the negotiated rate, being assured that they will not be balance billed, and being 
alleviated of the burden of paying up front, since network providers must bill Anthem Blue Cross 
first.  However, there is no penalty for not using a network provider.   

Outside of California, CAP Plan members may use the BlueCard PPO network if they wish. These 
are providers located across the country who have agreed to provide services at negotiated rates. 
However, there is no penalty for not using network provider.  These providers participate in one of 
the local Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield plan PPO networks and are available to you through the 
BlueCard Program, although they do not contract directly with Anthem Blue Cross.  Also available 
are traditional providers who might not participate in a BlueCard PPO network, but have agreed to 
provide PPO members with health care services at a discounted rate.  To locate BlueCard PPO 
providers, you may call Anthem Blue Cross Member Services at 1-800-964-0530 or you can visit 
the Anthem Blue Cross’ Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge or www.anthem.com/ca.  

Please remember, you have a responsibility to work together with the physician(s) you select to 
ensure that all your medical needs are appropriately met, and to notify the appropriate Medical 
Management program when necessary.  (See MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS in this section for 
more information.) 
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Deductibles and Maximums 
Deductibles 
The annual deductible is $100 per person ($300 per family).  

Penalties for not obtaining authorization, amounts over Customary and Reasonable, and flat 
dollar copayments (for example, for doctor’s office visits, emergency room visits, or hospital 
admissions) do not apply toward the annual deductible.   

Examples of How Copayments Work With the Annual Deductible 
The following examples show how copayments affect the annual deductibles for three office visits 
– all three in network. 

VISIT #1 To a Primary Care Physician:  Provider charges $100 for 
the office visit.  The claim would be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $100 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT) 

 $75 

PCP OFFICE VISIT COPAY  $  10 

AMOUNT APPLIED TO CALENDAR YEAR DEDUCTIBLE  $  65 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $75 

CALENDAR YEAR DEDUCTIBLE REMAINING TO BE MET  $  35 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $    0 

 

VISIT #2 To an OB/GYN Specialist:  Provider charges $150 for the 
office visit.  The claim would be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $150 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT) 

 $100 

SPECIALIST OFFICE VISIT COPAY  $  20 

ALLOWED AMOUNT REMAINING AFTER COPAY  $  80 

AMOUNT APPLIED TO REMAINING  CALENDAR YEAR DEDUCTIBLE 
WHICH IS NOW MET 

 $  35 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $  55 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $45 
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VISIT #3 To a Dermatology Specialist:  Provider charges $165 for 
the office visit.  The claim would be paid as follows: 

NETWORK PROVIDER 

TOTAL BILLED  $165 

AMOUNT ALLOWED FOR A PPO NETWORK PARTICIPATING 
PROVIDER (BASED ON THE NEGOTIATED DISCOUNT)  

 $125 

SPECIALIST OFFICE VISIT COPAY  $  20 

ALLOWED AMOUNT REMAINING AFTER COPAY  $105 

TOTAL MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS VISIT  $  20 

AMOUNT PAID BY THE PLAN  $105 

Plan Maximums 
Out-of-Pocket Maximum 
The CAP Plan has an out-of-pocket maximum which limits the amount you pay for covered 
services. The out-of-pocket maximum is the maximum amount you pay each calendar year for 
covered expenses, including deductibles, copayments, and coinsurance. 

The annual out-of-pocket maximum is $750 per individual and $1,500 per family. 

Charges for non-covered services, charges above Customary and Reasonable (Eligible Expenses), 
and penalties for not obtaining pre-authorization (see MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS) do not 
apply toward the annual out-of-pocket maximum. 

Lifetime Maximums 
The Plan does not have an overall lifetime maximum benefit, but there are lifetime maximums 
for the following services or supplies:  

SERVICE OR SUPPLY LIFETIME MAXIMUM 
FERTILITY TREATMENTS $7,000 combined for all Anthem Blue Cross–

administered plans or prior claims 
administrators.  

ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRAVEL SERVICES 

TRANSPORTATION, LODGING AND MEAL 
EXPENSES FOR THE TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT AND 
COMPANION(S) 

$10,000 combined for all travel expenses  
(IRS Limit). 
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Copayments and Benefit Percentages 
Coinsurance (percentage coverage) does not begin until after the annual deductible has been 
met. The coinsurance and copays are listed in the Summary of CAP Plan Benefits. Eligible 
Expenses will be reimbursed based on negotiated rates for network providers and Customary and 
Reasonable Charges for non-network providers, after any copayments and after meeting the 
annual deductible.  If your non-network provider bills an amount above the Customary and 
Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), you will be responsible for paying this difference along 
with your coinsurance.  Network providers have agreed not to charge you more than the 
negotiated rate, so you will not be responsible for any amount in excess of the negotiated rate for 
Covered Health Services. 

Outpatient Hospital Services 
The CAP Plan provides coverage for outpatient hospital services including outpatient surgery, 
radiation therapy, chemotherapy and hemodialysis. For outpatient hospital emergency room 
visits, you must pay a $35 copayment for each visit. Your $35 copayment will not be applied to 
your deductible; however, it will count toward your annual out-of-pocket maximum. 

Please refer to EMERGENCY CARE for more information on emergency care. 

Physician Office Visit Copayment 
Benefits are provided for primary care physician office visits for illness or disease after you pay a 
$10 copayment per visit. The copayment for a specialist visit is $20.  The office visit copayment 
does not apply to the annual deductible; however, it will count toward your annual out-of-pocket 
maximum. 

How Benefits Are Determined 
Customary and Reasonable (C&R) Charges  
Customary and Reasonable Charges are those covered charges for services rendered by or on 
behalf of a non-network physician, for an amount not to exceed the amount determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross, in accordance with the applicable fee schedule. 

A Customary and Reasonable Charge is a charge which falls within the common range of fees 
billed by a majority of physicians for a procedure in a given geographic region.  If it exceeds that 
range, the expense must be justified based on the complexity or severity of treatment for a 
specific case. 
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Covered Health Services 
Covered Health Services are those health services, supplies or equipment provided for the 
purpose of preventing, diagnosing or treating a sickness, injury, covered medical condition, or 
their symptoms.  

A Covered Health Service is a Medically Necessary health care service or supply described under 
CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES as a Covered Health Service and which is not excluded under WHAT THE 
CAP PLAN DOES NOT COVER, including experimental or investigational services or unproven services. 

Covered Health Services must be provided: 

• When the Plan is in effect; 

• Prior to the effective date of any of the individual termination conditions set forth in this 
Summary Plan Description; and 

• Only when the person who receives services is a covered person and meets all eligibility 
requirements specified in the Plan.  

Decisions about whether to cover new technologies, procedures and treatments will be 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

Medically Necessary Services 
Those procedures, supplies, equipment or services which the Claims Administrator, Anthem Blue 
Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health, determines to be: 

• Appropriate and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of the medical condition; 

• Provided for the diagnosis or direct care and treatment of the medical condition; 

• Within standards of good medical practice within the organized medical community; 

• Not primarily for your convenience, or for the convenience of your physician or another 
provider; and 

• The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service which can safely be provided. 
The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service must satisfy the following 
requirements: 

 There must be valid scientific evidence demonstrating that the expected health benefits 
from the procedure, supply, equipment or service are clinically significant and produce a 
greater likelihood of benefit, without a disproportionately greater risk of harm or 
complications, for you with the particular medical condition being treated than other 
possible alternatives; and 

 Generally accepted forms of treatment that are less invasive have been tried and found to 
be ineffective or are otherwise unsuitable; and 

 For hospital stays, acute care as an inpatient is necessary due to the kind of services you 
are receiving or the severity of your condition, and safe and adequate care cannot be 
received by you as an outpatient or in a less intensified medical setting. 
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The fact that a physician, licensed professional or other provider may prescribe, order, 
recommend, or approve a service or supply does not, in itself, make it Medically Necessary, even 
though it is not specifically listed as an exclusion or limitation.  The services or supplies must be 
ordered by the attending physician or licensed professional for the direct care and treatment of a 
covered illness, injury or condition.  Services must be standard medical practice where received 
for the illness, injury or condition being treated and must be legal in the United States. 

Emergency Care 
If you or a covered family member experiences a medical emergency, seeking prompt care 
should be the first priority. Under the CAP Plan, emergency care is provided 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, anywhere in the world. 

A medical emergency is defined as a sudden and unforeseeable illness or injury of such a nature 
that failure to get immediate medical care could be life-threatening or cause serious harm to 
bodily function. 

Examples of medical emergencies include:  

• Apparent heart attack • Severe or multiple injuries 

• Severe shortness of breath 

• Severe bleeding 

• Allergic reactions accompanied by swelling of 
the face and lips or wheezing in the chest 

• Apparent poisoning • Sudden loss of consciousness 

• Obvious fractures • Convulsions 

• Sudden vision loss  

What To Do In Case of Emergency 
In case of a medical emergency, you should go immediately to the nearest hospital emergency 
room.  For emergency room visits, you pay a $35 copayment for each visit.  The emergency room 
copayment does not apply to the annual deductible; however, it does count toward your annual 
out-of-pocket maximum.  If hospitalization is required, your emergency room copayment will be 
waived; however, your hospital copayment of $100 will apply. It is important to understand that 
symptoms such as colds, earaches, sprains and rashes, although potentially serious, are not 
immediately life-threatening and, thus, may not require a visit to the emergency room. In these 
cases, you should always call your regular physician first.  
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Medical Management Programs 
Benefits are provided only for medically necessary and appropriate services. Medical 
management programs are designed to work together with you and your provider to ensure you 
receive appropriate medical care and avoid unexpected out-of-pocket expenses. The Medical 
Management Programs at Anthem Blue Cross include the Utilization Review Program, 
Authorization Program and Personal Case Management.  The Utilization Review Program applies 
to inpatient hospital admissions.  The Authorization Program applies to certain specialized 
services or treatments (e.g., organ and tissue transplants, home health care, or admissions to a 
skilled nursing facility.)  The Personal Case Management Program helps you coordinate and 
manage long-term intensive medical care. 

No benefits are payable, however, unless your coverage is in force at the time services are 
rendered, and the payment of benefits is subject to all the terms and requirements of the Plan. If 
benefits are denied or reduced as a result of these programs, you may apply for consideration 
under the claim appeal process. See CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCEDURES following the BASIC PLAN 
section. 

Medical management requirements described in this section do not apply when coverage under 
this Plan is secondary to another plan providing benefits for you or your dependents. 

Utilization Review Program 
The Utilization Review Program evaluates the medical necessity and appropriateness of care and 
the setting in which care is provided. You and your physician are advised if it has been determined 
that services can be safely provided in an outpatient setting, or if an inpatient stay is 
recommended. Services that are medically necessary and appropriate are certified by Anthem 
Blue Cross and monitored so that you know when it is no longer medically necessary and 
appropriate to continue those services. 

When services are performed by network PPO providers, it is your provider’s responsibility to start 
the utilization review process.  For non-network providers, it is your responsibility to see that your 
physician starts the utilization review process before scheduling you for any service subject to the 
Utilization Review Program.  If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures set 
forth in this section, your benefits may be reduced. 

Utilization Review Requirements 
Utilization reviews are required for: 

• Inpatient hospital admission stays.  (A $300 penalty applies for not obtaining 
pre-authorization.) 

Exceptions: Utilization review is not required for inpatient hospital stays for the following 
services: 

 Maternity care of 48 hours or less following a normal delivery or 96 hours or less following 
a cesarean section; and 

 Mastectomy and lymph node dissection. 

• Ambulatory Surgical Center and outpatient surgeries. 

• Home Infusion. 
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Review Stages 
There are three stages of utilization review: 

• Pre-Service review determines the medical necessity and appropriateness of scheduled, 
non-emergency inpatient hospital admissions. 

• Concurrent review determines whether services are medically necessary and appropriate when 
pre-service review is not required or when Anthem Blue Cross is notified while service is 
ongoing, for example, after an emergency admission to the hospital. 

• Retrospective review is performed to review services that have already been provided. 

This applies in cases when pre-authorization, pre-service or concurrent review was not 
completed, or in order to evaluate and audit medical documentation subsequent to services 
being provided. Retrospective review may also be performed for services that continued 
longer than originally certified. 

Effect on Benefits 
In order for the full benefits of the Plan to be payable, the following criteria must be met:  

• The appropriate utilization reviews must be performed in accordance with the Plan. 

When pre-service review is not performed as required for an anticipated inpatient hospital 
admission, a $300 penalty will be applied.  The services must be medically necessary and 
appropriate.  

Inpatient hospital benefits will be provided only when an inpatient stay is medically necessary 
and appropriate. If you proceed to receive any services that have been determined to be not 
medically necessary or appropriate at any stage of the utilization review process, benefits will 
not be provided for those services.  

• Services that are not reviewed prior to or during service delivery will be reviewed 
retrospectively when the bill is submitted for benefit payment.  

If that review results in the determination that part or all of the services were not medically 
necessary or appropriate, benefits will not be paid for those services. Remaining benefits will 
be subject to previously noted reductions that apply when the required reviews are not 
obtained. 

How to Obtain Utilization Reviews 
Remember, when your physician is a network provider, it is your physician’s responsibility to 
confirm that the review has been performed.  When your physician is a non-network provider, it is 
your responsibility to confirm that the review has been performed. 
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Pre-Service Reviews 
Penalties will result for failure to obtain pre-service review, before receiving scheduled services, as 
follows: 

• For all scheduled services that are subject to utilization review, you or your physician must 
initiate the pre-service review at least five working days prior to when you are scheduled to 
receive services. 

• Physicians who are network providers will initiate the review on your behalf. A non-network 
provider may initiate the review for you, or you may call Anthem Blue Cross directly.  The 
toll-free number for pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767. This number 
is printed on your ID card. 

• If you do not receive the certified service within 60 days of the certification, or if the nature of 
the service changes, a new pre-service review must be obtained. 

• Anthem Blue Cross will certify services that are medically necessary and appropriate. For 
inpatient hospital stays, Anthem Blue Cross will, if appropriate, certify a specific length of stay 
for approved services.  You, your physician and the provider of the service will receive a written 
confirmation showing this information. 

Concurrent Reviews 

• If pre-service review was not performed, you, your physician or the provider of the service must 
contact Anthem Blue Cross for concurrent review. For an emergency admission or procedure, 
Anthem Blue Cross must be notified within one working day of the admission or procedure, 
unless extraordinary circumstances9 prevent such notification within that time period. 

• When network providers have been informed of your need for utilization review, they will 
initiate the review on your behalf. You may ask a non-network provider to call the toll-free 
number printed on your identification card or you may call directly.  The toll-free number for 
pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767.  This number is printed on your ID 
card. 

• When it is determined that the service is medically necessary and appropriate, Anthem Blue 
Cross will, depending upon the type of treatment or procedure, certify the service for a period 
of time that is medically appropriate. Anthem Blue Cross will also determine the medically 
appropriate setting. 

• If it is determined that the service is not medically necessary or appropriate, your physician will 
be notified by telephone no later than 24 hours following Anthem Blue Cross’ decision. 
Anthem Blue Cross will send written notice to you and your physician within two business days 

                                                      
9 In determining "extraordinary circumstances," Anthem Blue Cross may take into account 

whether or not your condition was severe enough to prevent you from notifying them, or 
whether or not a member of your family was available to notify Anthem Blue Cross for you. 
You may have to prove that such "extraordinary circumstances" were present at the time of 
the emergency. 
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following the decision.  However, care will not be discontinued until your physician has been 
notified and a plan of care that is appropriate for your needs has been agreed upon. 

Retrospective Reviews 

• Retrospective review is performed when Anthem Blue Cross is not notified of the service you 
received, and is therefore unable to perform the appropriate review prior to your discharge 
from the hospital or completion of outpatient treatment. It is also performed when pre-service 
or concurrent review has been done, but services continue longer than originally certified. 

Retrospective review may also be performed for the evaluation and audit of medical 
documentation after services have been provided, whether or not pre-service or concurrent 
review was performed. 

• Such services which have been retroactively determined to be not medically necessary or 
appropriate will be retrospectively denied certification. 

Authorization Program 
The Authorization Program provides prior authorization for certain "special services." It is your 
responsibility to obtain authorization before you receive any service subject to the Authorization 
Program. Call Anthem Blue Cross’ pre-authorization and pre-service review toll-free number at 
1-800-274-7767, which is printed on your ID card.   

If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures outlined in this section, your 
benefits will be reduced as shown under Effects on Benefits. 

Services Requiring Authorization 
Pre-authorization is required to obtain benefits for: 

• Organ and tissue transplants*; see CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 

• Transplant travel expense benefits; see CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES.  

• Home health care; hospice, or home hospice care*; see CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES.  

• Admissions to a skilled nursing facility*; see CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES.  

• Purchase or rental of durable medical equipment that is equal to or greater than $1,000.* 

* A $300 penalty is assessed if pre-authorization is not obtained. 

Effect on Benefits 

• A $300 penalty is assessed if pre-authorization is not obtained for the following special 
services:  skilled nursing facility admissions; home health care or home hospice care; or the 
purchase or cumulative rental of durable medical equipment equal to or over $1,000. 

When Authorization Will Be Provided 
Organ and Tissue Transplants 
Authorizations for organ and tissue transplants will be provided as follows: 

• For kidney or cornea transplants, only if both of the following criteria are met: 
 The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 
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 The physicians on the surgical team and the facility in which the transplant is to take place 
are approved for the transplant requested. 

• For transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas or bone marrow, including 
autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral stem cell replacement and similar procedures, 
only if all of the following criteria are met: 

 The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 
 The providers of related pre-operative and post-operative services are approved. 

Note:  Organ and Tissue Transplants are only covered at a Center of Excellence (COE) or a 
facility approved for kidney and cornea transplants.  Coverage for transplants done at a 
network facility but not at a Center of Excellence is 70%.  See ORGAN AND TISSUE TRANSPLANTS 
under CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES for more details. 

Transplant Travel Expense Benefits 
Authorizations for transplant travel expense benefits will be provided for the recipient and one 
companion only if all of the following criteria are met: 

• The procedure is for transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas, kidney, 
cornea, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral stem cell 
replacement and similar procedures, and authorized by Anthem Blue Cross; 

• The organ transplant must be performed at a specific Center of Expertise (COE) or at a 
pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea transplant facility); and 

• The specific COE is 50 miles or more from the recipient’s home.  

Home Health Care 
(See CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES.)  Authorizations for home health care services will be provided 
only if the following criteria are met: 

• The services are medically necessary and appropriate and can be safely provided in the 
beneficiary's home, as certified by the attending physician. 

• The attending physician manages and directs the beneficiary's medical care at home. 

• The attending physician must establish a definitive treatment plan which must be consistent 
with the beneficiary's medical needs and must list the services to be provided by the home 
health agency. 

Skilled Nursing Facility 
(See CAP PLAN COVERED SERVICES.)  Anthem Blue Cross will authorize inpatient services provided in 
a skilled nursing facility if all of the following are met: 

• You require daily skilled nursing or rehabilitation, as certified by the attending physician; 

• You were an inpatient in a hospital for at least three consecutive days, and are to be admitted 
to the skilled nursing facility within 30 days of your discharge from the hospital;  

• You will be treated for the same condition for which you were treated in the hospital; and 

• The care that you will receive is medically necessary and is not custodial as determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross. 
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How to Obtain an Authorization 
To obtain authorization, you or your physician must call Anthem Blue Cross’ pre-authorization and 
pre-service review toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767.   

Medical Necessity Review Process 
Anthem Blue Cross will work with you and your health care providers to determine what is or is 
not medically necessary and appropriate care and services. While the types of services requiring 
review and the timing of the reviews may vary, Anthem Blue Cross is committed to ensuring that 
reviews are performed in a timely and professional manner.  

The review process follows the same procedures and timing as the benefit claim process. See 
CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCESS following the description of the BASIC PLAN in this section of the 
Handbook. In addition: 

• All pre-authorization, pre-service, concurrent and retrospective reviews for medical necessity 
are screened by clinically experienced, licensed personnel (called "Review Coordinators") using 
pre-established criteria and Anthem Blue Cross’ Medical Policy. These criteria and policies are 
developed and approved by practicing providers not employed by Anthem Blue Cross, and are 
evaluated at least annually and updated as standards of practice or technology changes. 
Requests satisfying these criteria are certified as medically necessary. Review Coordinators 
are able to approve most requests. 

• If the request fails to satisfy these criteria or medical policy, the request is referred to a Peer 
Clinical Reviewer. Peer Clinical Reviewers are health professionals who are clinically 
competent to evaluate the specific clinical aspects of the request and render an opinion 
specific to the medical condition, procedure and/or treatment under review. Peer Clinical 
Reviewers are licensed in California with the same license category as the requesting provider. 
When the Peer Clinical Reviewer is unable to certify the service, the requesting physician is 
contacted by telephone for a discussion of the case. In many cases, services can be certified 
after this discussion. If the Peer Clinical Reviewer is still unable to certify the service, your 
provider will be given the option of having the request reviewed by a different Peer Clinical 
Reviewer. 

• Only the Peer Clinical Reviewer may determine that the proposed services are not medically 
necessary or appropriate.  

• Reviewers may be Anthem Blue Cross employees or an independent third party chosen at the 
sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross. 

• You or your physician may request copies of specific criteria and/or medical policy by writing 
to the address shown on your Anthem Blue Cross identification card. Medical necessity review 
procedures may be disclosed to health care providers through provider manuals and 
newsletters. 
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A determination of medical necessity does not guarantee payment or coverage. The 
determination that services are medically necessary is based on the clinical information provided. 
Payment is based on the terms of your coverage at the time of service. These terms include 
certain exclusions, limitations, and other conditions. Payment of benefits could be limited for a 
number of reasons, including: 

• The information submitted with the claim differs from that given by phone; 

• The service is excluded from coverage; or 

• You are not eligible for coverage when the service is actually provided. 

Personal Case Management 
The Personal Case Management Program enables you to obtain medically appropriate care in a 
more economical, cost-effective and coordinated manner during prolonged periods of intensive 
medical care. Anthem Blue Cross, through a case manager, may recommend an alternative plan 
of treatment which may include services not typically covered under the Plan. Anthem Blue Cross 
does not have an obligation to provide personal case management. These services are provided 
at the sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross.  Examples of conditions10 that may fall
under Personal Case Management include: 

 

                                                     

• Burns  • CVA • Migraine 

• Sickle Cell Disease • Trauma  

How Personal Case Management Works 
You may be identified for possible personal case management through the Plan's utilization 
review procedures, by the attending physician, hospital staff, or Anthem Blue Cross’ claims 
reports. You or your family may also call Anthem Blue Cross and request personal case 
management. 

Benefits for personal case management will be considered only when all of the following criteria 
are met: 

• You require extensive long-term treatment; 

• Anthem Blue Cross anticipates that such treatment utilizing services or supplies covered under 
the Plan will result in considerable cost; 

• A cost-benefit analysis determines that the benefits payable under the Plan for the alternative 
plan of treatment can be provided at a lower overall cost than the benefits you would 
otherwise receive under the Plan while maintaining the same standards of care; and 

 
10 Note:  These conditions or diagnoses are not a guarantee of acceptance into the Personal 

Case Management Program.  Cases are reviewed and criteria applied to determine possible 
enrollment, and enrollment is contingent upon member consent. 
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• You (or your legal guardian) and your physician agree, in a letter of agreement, with Anthem 
Blue Cross’ recommended substitution of benefits and with the specific terms and conditions 
under which alternative benefits are to be provided. 

Alternative Treatment Plan 
If Anthem Blue Cross determines that your needs could be met more efficiently, an alternative 
treatment plan may be recommended. This may include providing benefits typically not covered 
under the Plan. A case manager will review the medical records and discuss your treatment with 
the attending physician, you, and your family. 

Anthem Blue Cross makes treatment recommendations only; you and your physician make the 
decisions regarding treatment. The Plan will not compromise your freedom to make such 
decisions. 

The Effect Personal Case Management Has on Benefits 

• Any alternative benefits are accumulated toward the corresponding benefit maximums. 

• Benefits are provided for an alternative treatment plan on a case-by-case basis only. Anthem 
Blue Cross has absolute discretion in deciding whether or not to authorize services in lieu of 
benefits for any covered person, which alternatives may be offered and the terms of the offer. 

• The authorization of services in lieu of benefits in a particular case in no way commits the Plan 
to do so in another case or for any other covered person. 

• The Personal Case Management Program does not prevent Anthem Blue Cross from strictly 
applying the expressed benefits, exclusions and limitations of the Plan at any other time or for 
any other covered person. 

Anthem Blue Cross reserves the right to use the services of one or more third parties in the 
performance of the services outlined in the letter of agreement. No other assignment of any rights 
or delegation of any duties by either party is valid without the prior written consent of the other 
party. 

CAP Plan Covered Services 
This topic lists covered services and supplies that are frequently used.  If you have any questions 
on whether or not a specific service or supply is covered by the Plan, contact Anthem Blue Cross 
Member Services at 1-800-964-0530.   

For ease of reviewing, the CAP Plan Covered Services are listed in alphabetical order with the 
exception of “Other Covered Services and Supplies,” which is listed last. 

Acupuncture 
Under the CAP plan, acupuncture services received from an M.D. or licensed acupuncturist who 
participates in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO network will be covered at 80% of the negotiated rate, 
after the deductible. You may receive coverage for up to 20 acupuncture visits per year.  
Acupuncture services received from a non-network acupuncturist will be covered at 80% of the 
Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), after the deductible. 
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Ambulance Services 
The following ambulance services are covered: 

Emergency Only: 
Emergency ambulance transportation, provided by a licensed ambulance service, to the nearest 
hospital where emergency health services can be performed. 

Non-Emergency: 

• Transportation by professional ambulance, other than air ambulance, to and from a medical 
facility when Medically Necessary, unless air ambulance is equally cost-effective. 

• Transportation by regularly-scheduled airline, railroad or air ambulance, to the nearest medical 
facility qualified to give the required treatment when Medically Necessary. 

Chiropractic Care 
The CAP plan only covers chiropractic services which are deemed to be Covered Health Services.  
In addition, the CAP Plan covers services that are expected to result in a significant improvement 
in the patient’s level of functioning.  If a measurable increase in the patient’s level of function 
which is directly related to the skilled chiropractic therapy intervention does not occur, then the 
treatment is considered maintenance in nature and is not covered.  The measurable increase in 
the patient’s level of function must be documented in treatment notes. 

Under the CAP Plan, pre-approval for chiropractic care is required.  The office visits to a 
chiropractor are covered at 80% of the negotiated rate or Customary and Reasonable Charge, 
after deductible, when visits are pre-approved by American Specialty Health Network (ASHN).  To 
obtain approval, call ASHN at 1-800-678-9133.   

Home Health Care and Hospice Care 
Home health care and hospice care under the CAP Plan are covered at 90% of the negotiated 
rate, after deductible, if you use an Anthem Blue Cross PPO network provider.  Non-network home 
health care and hospice care is covered at 90% of Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible 
Expenses) after deductible.  Pre-authorization is required, penalty of $300 applies if no 
pre-authorization is obtained. The CAP Plan will cover the services of an approved home health 
care agency or hospice agency, provided the services are Covered Health Services, not custodial in 
nature, ordered by your attending physician and rendered under a written treatment plan 
approved by Anthem Blue Cross. Custodial care, which is not covered, is defined as care provided 
primarily to assist an individual in meeting the activities of daily living including, but not limited 
to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and 
supervision over self-administration of medications not requiring constant attention of trained 
medical personnel.  It is care that can be taught to a lay person who does not have any 
professional qualifications, skills or training. 

When your doctor recommends either home health or hospice care, he or she must contact 
Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767 for pre-authorization. 
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Services in Your Home 
The CAP Plan covers the following services when rendered in the patient’s home, provided that 
the services are Covered Health Services and are not considered custodial care as determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross: 

• Nursing services provided by a registered nurse (R.N.), or a licensed vocational nurse (L.V.N.) or 
licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) when under the supervision of an R.N. 

• Services of a home health aide. 

• Physical, occupational, speech or respiratory therapy, medical social services, and nutritional 
counseling. 

• For a patient formally admitted to a hospice program:  homemaking services; counseling for 
the patient and covered family members; up to three days of respite care during a six-month 
period; and bereavement counseling by a certified social worker who is an employee of the 
hospice, for up to 12 months after the patient’s death. Bereavement counseling benefits are 
limited to $25 per visit, four visits per family. 

Hospice Facility 
Covered Health Services in a hospice facility are covered when a patient in the latter stages of a 
terminal illness is formally admitted to an inpatient hospice program and Medical Management 
has approved the admission. 

The following inpatient hospice services are covered: 

• Bed, board and general nursing care. 

• Medical care provided by other professional providers employed by the facility. 

• Hospice facility services and supplies. 

• Family counseling related to the patient’s illness. 

• Bereavement counseling for the family after the patient’s death. 

Eligibility for hospice benefits begins on the date on which the patient’s physician certifies that 
the patient has a life expectancy of six months or less. 

The CAP Plan does not cover homemaking services, except as specifically provided above. Food 
or home-delivered meals and services by volunteers who do not regularly charge for their services 
are not covered. 

Coverage of physician, hospital, ambulance and hemodialysis services, purchase or rental of 
durable medical equipment, medical supplies, drugs and medicines is provided as described 
elsewhere in this Handbook. 
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Hospital Care – Inpatient 
Inpatient hospital care is covered at 100% after a $100 copayment and after the annual 
deductible has been met.  Pre-authorization is required for non-emergency care, with a penalty of 
$300 applied if no pre-authorization is obtained. When services are performed by a network 
provider, your provider will contact Anthem Blue Cross Medical Management for pre-authorization.  
When services are performed by a non-network provider, it is your responsibility to contact 
Anthem Blue Cross Medical Management for pre-authorization or make sure that your provider 
has obtained the necessary pre-authorization.  See MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS.  The hospital 
copayment does not apply to the annual deductible.  Covered inpatient hospital services include: 

• Room and board in semi-private accommodations; private room if a Covered Health Service 
(as determined by standards set by Anthem Blue Cross). 

• Special care units. 

• Medical and surgical supplies. 

• General nursing care. 

• Use of operating and special treatment rooms. 

• Anesthesia and its administration by a salaried hospital employee. 

• Administration of blood and blood plasma, including the cost of unreplaced blood, blood 
products and blood processing. 

• Hospital ancillary services, including laboratory, cardiology, pathology, radiology and any 
professional components for such services. 

• Routine nursery care for a newborn, if the child is enrolled in the CAP Plan. 

• Drugs, medicines and oxygen supplied by and used in the hospital. 

• Pre-admission testing performed within seven days before hospital admission or outpatient 
surgery. 

• Radiation therapy, chemotherapy, physical therapy, respiration therapy and 
hemodialysis treatment. 

• Short-term speech therapy for correction of speech impairments resulting from illness, injury, 
surgery or previous therapeutic processes. 

• Occupational therapy when furnished by the hospital in conjunction with physical therapy 
treatments. 

• Dental care when a hospital stay is required for dental surgery or extraction of teeth, general 
anesthesia is required, and a physician certifies that the hospitalization is a Covered Health 
Service. 

Under federal law, the duration of benefits provided for any hospital stay in connection with 
childbirth for a mother or newborn child may not be restricted to less than 48 hours following a 
normal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a cesarean section.  However, this federal law 
generally does not prohibit the mother’s or newborn’s attending provider, after consulting with the 
mother, from discharging the mother or her baby earlier than 48 hours (or 96 hours, as 
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applicable). 

Hospital Care – Outpatient 
Covered outpatient hospital services include: 

• Outpatient surgical services. This includes Covered Health Services rendered in a freestanding 
ambulatory surgical center, a short-stay surgical unit or an outpatient department of a 
hospital. 

• Emergency hospital outpatient services for the first visit for emergency care and treatment of a 
sudden and unforeseeable illness or injury which, if not immediately diagnosed and treated, 
could be life-threatening or cause serious harm to bodily function. 

• Outpatient Covered Health Services for radiation therapy, chemotherapy and hemodialysis 
treatment. 

Organ and Tissue Transplants 
Organ and tissue transplants are covered at 100% of the negotiated rate, after $100 copayment 
and after the deductible has been met, when pre-authorized by Anthem Blue Cross and when 
performed at an Anthem Blue Cross Center of Expertise (COE) facility or at a facility authorized by 
Anthem Blue Cross for kidney and cornea transplants.  There is no coverage for non-Center of 
Expertise (COE) facilities or non-network facilities unless at a facility approved by Anthem Blue 
Cross for kidney and cornea transplants or as authorized by Anthem Blue Cross.  Pre-authorization 
is required for all transplant services. 

Benefits are available for the following organ and tissue transplants when the transplant is 
ordered by a physician, meets the definition of a Covered Health Service and is not an unproven, 
experimental, or investigational service, as described under WHAT THE CAP PLAN DOES NOT COVER. 

• Bone marrow transplants (either from you or from a compatible donor) and peripheral stem 
cell transplants, with or without high dose chemotherapy.  Not all bone marrow transplants 
meet the definition of a Covered Health Service.  

• Heart transplants • Heart/lung transplants 

• Lung transplants • Liver transplants 

• Kidney transplants • Kidney/pancreas transplants 

• Liver/small bowel transplants • Pancreas transplants 

• Small bowel transplants • Cornea transplants 

Organ or tissue transplants or multiple organ transplants, other than those listed above, are 
currently excluded from coverage. 
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Centers of Expertise (COE) Transplant Facilities 
In California, Anthem Blue Cross has established a Centers of Expertise (COE) network of 
transplant facilities to provide services for specified organ transplants (heart, liver, lung, 
heart-lung, kidney-pancreas, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, 
peripheral stem cell replacement and similar procedures).  Equivalent approved transplant 
facilities are located outside of California. 

Centers of Expertise (COE) are health care providers which have a COE Agreement in effect with 
Anthem Blue Cross at the time services are rendered.  COE transplant facilities agree to accept 
the COE negotiated rate as payment in full for covered services.  A participating provider in the 
Anthem Blue Cross PPO network is not necessarily a COE.  A provider’s participation in the 
Anthem Blue Cross PPO network or other agreement with Anthem Blue Cross is not a substitute 
for a COE Agreement. 

Obtain Authorization from Anthem Blue Cross’ Authorization Program 
Authorization is required for all transplant services. You must call the Pre-Authorization and 
Pre-Service toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767as soon as the possibility of a transplant arises.  
The Authorization Program will arrange for a pre-transplantation evaluation to be performed at a 
COE transplant facility. The Authorization Program also can discuss your benefit options and any 
special transplant guidelines. 

Transportation and Lodging 
The Authorization Program will assist the patient and family with travel and lodging arrangements 
associated with transplant procedures. Expenses for travel, lodging and meals for the transplant 
recipient and a companion are based on IRS guidelines and are as follows: 

• Travel and lodging expenses are only available if the transplant recipient resides more than 50 
miles from the Center of Expertise facility or a pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea 
transplant facility.  

• Transplant travel expense for an authorized, specified transplant:  (recipient and companion 
transportation limited to six trips/episode and $250/person/trip for round–trip coach airfare, 
hotel limited to one room double occupancy and $100/day for 21 days/trip; meals limited to 
$25/day/person for 21 days/trip.  

• If the patient is a covered dependent minor child, the transportation expenses of two 
companions will be covered. 

• There is a combined overall lifetime maximum of $10,000 per covered person for all 
transportation, lodging and meal expenses incurred by the transplant recipient and 
companion(s) and reimbursed under this Plan in connection with all transplant procedures, per 
IRS regulations. 
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Prescription Drugs 
Inpatient Prescription Drugs 
Prescription drugs you receive while you are hospitalized, or “inpatient” drugs, are covered by the 
Anthem Blue Cross medical plan at 100%.  

Outpatient Prescription Drugs 
Prescriptions dispensed and filled on an outpatient basis are covered under a separate plan, the 
Prescription Drug Plan, described in the section entitled PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS. Outpatient 
drugs are not covered by the Anthem Blue Cross medical plan, unless dispensed as an infusion 
drug or injection that requires the expertise of trained medical personnel. 

Professional Services 
The following professional services are covered, if deemed to be Covered Health Services, as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross: 

• Services of a physician, surgeon or assistant surgeon. 

• Services of an anesthetist or anesthesiologist in connection with surgery. 

• Services of a consulting physician when requested by your doctor. 

• Constant care services rendered by a physician when you are in critical condition. 

• Physician visits to a hospital or skilled nursing facility during a covered inpatient confinement. 

• Visits to your doctor’s office or physician house calls for treatment of illness, disease or injury. 

• Radiation therapy. 

• Outpatient diagnostic X-rays and lab exams. 

• Routine or diagnostic Pap smears and mammograms (covered by X-ray/lab benefit above). 

• Injections, inoculations and immunizations. 

• Physician services in the outpatient department of a hospital, ambulatory surgical facility or 
short-stay surgical unit. 

• Well-baby care. 

• Services of a licensed physical therapist for a covered inpatient hospital or skilled nursing 
facility confinement. 

Psychiatric Care and Substance Abuse Treatment 
Only detoxification which is considered medical care and which is deemed to be a Covered Health 
Service is covered by the CAP Plan. Psychiatric care and substance abuse treatment are covered 
under a separate plan—the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program—as described in the 
section entitled MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS. 
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Skilled Nursing Facility 
Skilled nursing facility services under the CAP Plan will be reimbursed at 90% of the negotiated 
rate, after deductible, when you use an Anthem Blue Cross network provider. Skilled nursing 
facility services received at non-network facilities are covered at 90% of Customary and 
Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses) after the deductible.  Pre-authorization is required, and 
there is a penalty of $300 if no pre-authorization is obtained.  Remember, either you or your 
doctor must contact Anthem Blue Cross for pre-authorization (see MEDICAL MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMs). 

The services provided must be Covered Health Services (and not considered custodial care) so as 
to require confinement in a skilled nursing facility, as determined by Anthem Blue Cross.  
(Custodial care is defined as care provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the 
activities of daily living including, but not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, 
preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and supervision over self-administration of 
medications not requiring constant attention of trained medical personnel.  It is care that can be 
taught to a lay person who does not have any professional qualifications, skills or training.) 

Other Covered Services and Supplies 
Other covered services and supplies include: 

• Outpatient professional nursing services of a registered nurse (R.N.), licensed vocational nurse 
(L.V.N.) or licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) which are certified as Covered Health Services by 
your physician. 

• Services of a licensed midwife working under the direction of a physician. 

• Covered Health Services of a licensed physical or occupational therapist, when provided by 
someone other than a close relative or someone who resides in your home, when ordered by a 
physician, and when judged by the physician to be subject to significant improvement through 
such therapy.  The therapy must be expected to result in significant, objective, measurable 
physical improvement in the covered person’s condition within two months of the start of the 
treatment. 

• Non-experimental inpatient drugs and medicines which are approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). 

• Artificial limbs or eyes, when determined to be a Covered Health Service. 

• Rental or purchase of durable medical equipment (including prosthetic and orthotic devices) 
which is ordered by a physician, approved by Anthem Blue Cross, determined by Anthem Blue 
Cross to be a Covered Health Service, and is to be used solely by the patient. If an item is 
rented, the rental price for the entire rental period cannot be more than the purchase price. 
The rented item must be returned if the member switches medical plans.  Necessary repairs 
and maintenance of purchased equipment are also covered if not provided under a 
manufacturer’s warranty or purchase agreement. 

• Initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses prescribed by a doctor after eye surgery; eyeglasses 
or lenses when needed to replace loss of the natural lens. 

• Rental of dialysis equipment and all Covered Health Services and supplies required for 
hemodialysis treatment. 
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• Oxygen, including its administration. 

• Short-term speech therapy services rendered by a certified speech therapist when required due 
to surgery, illness, injury or previous therapeutic processes, when ordered by a physician, and 
when judged by the physician to be subject to significant improvement through such therapy. 
Speech therapy due to functional nervous disorders is not covered.  The therapy must be 
expected to result in significant, objective, measurable physical improvement in the covered 
person’s condition within two months of the start of the treatment. 

• Diabetes self-management education programs. 

• Surgery to change an individual’s appearance when the purpose is: 
 to correct the result of an accidental injury; or 
 to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body organ.  

• Diagnostic procedures for the prenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders of the fetus when 
authorized by a physician in the case of high-risk pregnancy. 

• Surgical treatment of morbid obesity when authorized by a physician, and approved by Anthem 
Blue Cross when surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to treat another 
life-threatening condition involving morbid obesity, and when it has been documented that 
non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed. 

• Fertility treatments, up to a lifetime maximum of $7,000 combined for all plans administered 
by Anthem Blue Cross or any prior claim administrators.  The benefit includes, but is not 
limited to, in vitro fertilization services, gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT), zygote 
intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT), and microinjection techniques.  Services provided must be 
considered safe and effective according to accepted clinical evidence reported by generally 
recognized medical professionals or publications.  

• Coverage for routine mammographies (given as preventative measures to detect problems 
when a physician does not have a specific reason to suspect a medical problem) in accordance 
with Anthem Blue Cross’ standard administrative policies.  Diagnostic mammographies, which 
are given when there is a suspected problem, are covered. 

• For a member receiving benefits in connection with a mastectomy and who elects breast 
reconstruction, the coverage will be provided in a manner determined in consultation with the 
attending physician and the patient for:  reconstruction of the breast on which the mastectomy 
was performed; surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to produce a symmetrical 
appearance; and prostheses and treatment of physical complications at all stages of the 
mastectomy, including lymphedemas.  
 
Notify Anthem Blue Cross five business days before receiving services.  By notifying Anthem 
Blue Cross, it can be verified whether a service is a reconstructive procedure or a cosmetic one. 
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What the CAP Plan Does Not Cover 
Unless exceptions to the following are specifically noted elsewhere in this Handbook, no benefits 
are provided for the following: 

• Services or supplies that are not Covered Health Services, which includes all services that are 
not Medically Necessary (see COVERED HEALTH SERVICES and MEDICALLY NECESSARY SERVICES) or 
that are educational in nature, as determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Charges in excess of the Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross.  

• Services which are provided or a hospitalization which begins before coverage begins or after it 
ends, unless the coverage began under another Company-sponsored medical plan. 

• Hospitalization primarily for physical therapy or other rehabilitative care, except those benefits 
which would have been provided had the patient been treated on an outpatient basis. For 
example, charges for room and board during such a hospitalization are not covered. 

• Services or supplies in connection with custodial care. Custodial care is defined as care 
provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the activities of daily living including, but 
not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, preparation of special diets, changing 
catheters, and supervision over self-administration of medications not requiring constant 
attention of trained medical personnel. It is care that can be taught to a lay person who does 
not have any professional qualifications, skills or training. 

• Services or supplies which would not have been rendered or furnished if the CAP Plan did not 
exist or services or supplies for which you would not have been required to pay. 

• Cosmetic procedures are excluded from coverage.  Procedures that correct a congenital 
anomaly without improving or restoring physiologic function are considered cosmetic 
procedures.  The fact that a covered person may suffer psychological consequences or socially 
avoidant behavior as a result of an injury, illness or congenital anomaly does not classify 
surgery or other procedures done to relieve such consequences or behavior as a reconstructive 
procedure. 

• Services or supplies furnished in connection with cosmetic surgery or surgery performed 
mainly to change appearance. This includes surgery performed to treat a mental, 
psychoneurotic, or personality disorder through a change in appearance. The following are not 
considered to be cosmetic surgery: 

 Surgery to correct the result of an accidental injury; 
 Surgery to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body 

organ; or 
 Surgery to reconstruct a breast after a mastectomy. 

• Personal comfort and convenience items and services such as guest meals, television rental or 
barber services. 
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• Dental and orthodontia services, including braces, bridges, and guards, or X-ray exams 
involving one or more teeth, the tissue or structure around them, the alveolar process, or the 
gums. This applies even if a condition requiring any of these services involves a part of the 
body other than the mouth, such as the treatment of Temporomandibular Joint Disorders 
(TMJD) or malocclusion involving joints or muscles by methods including, but not limited to, 
crowning, wiring or repositioning teeth. 

This exclusion does not apply to services for treatment or removal of a malignancy; 
physicians’ services or X-ray exams for treatment of accidental injury to natural teeth 
(“treatment” includes the replacement of those teeth), provided the participant is covered by 
the CAP Plan, the accident occurred while covered, and the treatment is received within 12 
months of the accident; or surgery on the maxilla or mandible that is a Covered Health Service 
to correct TMJD or other medical disorders. 

• Maintenance chiropractic care. However, non-maintenance chiropractic services are Covered 
Health Services when approved and received as described under Chiropractic Care in the CAP 
COVERED SERVICES section.  

• Any services in connection with routine physical examinations, medical exams, or tests not 
connected with the care and treatment of an actual illness, disease, or injury, except Pap 
smears and mammograms. Diagnostic procedures are covered for the prenatal diagnosis of 
genetic disorders of the fetus when authorized by a physician in the case of a high-risk 
pregnancy.  

• Services or supplies for or in connection with: 
 Exams to determine the need for (or changes of) eyeglasses or lenses of any type; 
 Eyeglasses or lenses of any type (except replacements for loss of the natural lens, or the 

initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses after eye surgery); 
 Eye surgery such as radial keratotomy or lasik surgery; or 
 Services for a surgical procedure to correct refraction errors of the eye, including any 

confinement, treatment, services, or supplies given in connection with, or related to, the 
surgery. 

• Services or supplies furnished by the employer or a member of the participant’s immediate 
family. 

• Services which do not meet the definition of Covered Health Services. 

• Any services or supplies which are considered to be “experimental or investigational,” as 
determined solely by Anthem Blue Cross. Experimental procedures are defined as procedures 
that are mainly limited to laboratory and/or animal research.  Investigational services include 
any treatment, therapy, procedure, drug, facility, equipment, device or supply which is not 
recognized in accordance with generally accepted professional medical standards as being 
safe and effective for use in the treatment of an illness, injury or condition.  Investigational 
services also include those which require approval by the federal government or any agency 
thereof, or by any state governmental agency, prior to use, and where such approval has not 
been granted at the time the services were rendered.  

• Speech therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined solely by Anthem Blue 
Cross. 
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• Physical and/or occupational therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined 
solely by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Screenings to determine the need for hearing correction; routine hearing tests; and hearing 
aids and exams to determine the need for hearing aids or the need to adjust them. This 
exclusion does not apply to cochlear implants for adults and children (age 2 or older), for the 
following diagnoses:  (1) severe to profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss and severely 
deficient speech discrimination; or (2) post-lingual deafness in an adult.   

• Any services or supplies for learning disabilities, behavioral problems, mental retardation, 
autistic disease of childhood, or hospitalization for environmental change; services and 
supplies in connection with mental, psychoneurotic, and personality disorders, or for abuse of 
or addiction to alcohol and drugs, unless such services and supplies are covered elsewhere by 
the Plan. This exclusion does not apply to services and supplies for detoxification. 

• Any services or supplies furnished in connection with foot care unless they are Covered Health 
Services and authorized by a physician. 

• Orthopedic shoes (except when joined to braces) or shoe inserts such as orthotics, even if 
recommended by your physician. 

• Charges in excess of Customary and Reasonable or Eligible Expenses, as determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross, or in excess of any specified limitation. 

• Services or supplies which are not Covered Health Services, including any confinement or 
treatment given in connection with a service or supply which is not covered under the Plan. 

• Exercise programs, exercise monitoring, exercise equipment, health spa programs and 
outpatient dietary consultations. 

• Services or supplies primarily for weight reduction or treatment of obesity, unless they are 
Covered Health Services and authorized by a physician. This exclusion will not apply to surgical 
treatment involving morbid obesity if: 

 surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to treat another life-threatening 
condition involving morbid obesity; and 

 it has been documented that non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed, 
and 

 surgical treatment has been approved by Anthem Blue Cross 

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with surgical procedures for gender 
reassignment surgery, unless medically necessary as determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Outpatient prescription drugs. (These are covered by the separate Prescription Drug Plan.) 

• Mental health, alcohol or chemical dependency treatment.  (These are covered by the separate 
Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program.) 

• Heating pads, thermometers and other over-the-counter products. 

• Devices and computers to assist in communication and speech. 

• Air purifiers, air conditioners and humidifiers. 

• Supplies for comfort, hygiene or beautification. 
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• Services and supplies furnished in connection with injury or disease arising out of, or in the 
course of, any work for wage or profit (whether or not with the employer) if such injury or 
disease is covered by any Workers’ Compensation law, occupational disease law or similar 
law. The Anthem Blue Cross CAP Plan will provide services and supplies in connection with 
such injury or disease, but will be entitled to reimbursement for them in accordance with rules 
set out in The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active Employees Plan 
Document. 

• Treatment for conditions caused by war or aggression, declared or undeclared, or international 
armed conflict. 

• Services or supplies to the extent furnished by any law or government, unless required by law. 

• Benefits provided under the “Medicare” section of the Social Security Act. 

• Services and supplies for which coverage is available under any other Company-sponsored 
health plan or benefit program. 

• Alternative treatments such as acupressure, aromatherapy, hypnotism, rolfing and other forms 
of alternative treatment, as defined by the Office of Alternative Medicine of the National 
Institutes of Health. 

• Blood or blood plasma which is replaced by or for the patient. 

• Charges for failure to keep a scheduled appointment, transfer of medical records, and other 
similar charges for which no treatment for services has been provided. 

• Services that are educational in nature, unless specifically authorized by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Except as otherwise provided herein, any services in connection with routine physical exams or 
medical exams not connected with the primary purpose of the discovery of a medical 
condition, disease or illness leading to treatment, such as a pre-employment medical exam or 
a team sports exam. 

• Benefits provided under the extension of a benefits provision of other insurance policies, 
benefit plans, or health plan contracts. 

See COORDINATION OF BENEFITS – EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH 
CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 

Third Party Exclusion 
The Plan contains an exclusion for any injury, illness or other condition for which a third party may 
be liable or legally responsible by reason of negligence, intentional action or breach of legal 
obligation. These exclusions, limitations, and conditions are described under SUBROGATION AND 
REIMBURSEMENT under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 

For additional important information for the Anthem Blue Cross-administered CAP Plan, see 
DEFINITIONS, and CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCESS, in this section of the Handbook.   
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Basic Plan 

Eligibility 
The Basic Plan is available to all Management and Administrative & Technical employees, 
regardless of where they live. This fee-for-service medical plan is administered by Anthem Blue 
Cross on behalf of the Anthem Blue Cross Life and Health Insurance Company (Anthem Blue 
Cross Life & Health).  The Claims Administrator is referred to as “Anthem Blue Cross” in this 
document. 

Summary of Basic Plan Benefits 
This is a summary of Basic Plan benefits. Please refer to the section entitled BASIC PLAN COVERED 
SERVICES for more information on covered services and exclusions. 

The information in this chart is intended as a summary of benefits as of January 1, 2008.    The 
information contained in an applicable service provider agreement between Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company and Anthem Blue Cross shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and 
the service provider agreement.  Please refer to the most recent information about your medical 
plan benefit options, which are updated annually in the open enrollment materials. 

PROVISIONS BASIC PLAN  
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS  

GENERAL May use provider of choice or network provider; 
$250 annual deductible per individual, up to family 
maximum of $750; $2,500 annual out-of-pocket 
maximum per individual, up to family maximum of 
$5,000.  No pre-existing condition exclusions.  All plan 
benefits and out-of-pocket maximums are based on 
Eligible Expenses only. 

HOSPITAL STAY 70% after deductible for semi-private room (private if 
Medically Necessary); includes intensive care. 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY 70% after deductible only after 3 days in hospital; 
covers semi-private room; excludes custodial care.  
Pre-authorization is required.  

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL  SURGERY & 
EMERGENCY ROOM CARE 

70% after deductible. 

MATERNITY CARE Covered as any other condition. 

WELL-BABY CARE  Not covered. 

OFFICE VISITS 70% after deductible for office and home visits. 

URGENT CARE VISITS 70% after deductible. 
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PROVISIONS BASIC PLAN  
ADMINISTERED BY ANTHEM BLUE CROSS  

ROUTINE PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS Not covered, except for Pap smears and 
mammogram test fees. 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND INJECTIONS 70% after deductible. 

EYE EXAMINATIONS Not covered. 

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS 70% after deductible. 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING 70% after deductible. 

HOME HEALTH CARE &  HOME HOSPICE 
CARE 

100% after deductible; requires prior authorization; 
excludes custodial care.   

INPATIENT HOSPICE CARE 100% after deductible; requires prior authorization; 
excludes custodial care. 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY 70% after deductible. 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION DRUGS Covered by separate prescription drug plan 
administered by Medco Health (see PRESCRIPTION 
DRUG BENEFITS in this section for details).  

MENTAL HEALTH Covered by separate Mental Health Program (see 
MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS in this 
section for details). 

INPATIENT AND OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL 
AND DRUG CARE 

Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care 
Program with referral by ValueOptions (see MENTAL 
HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS in this section 
for details). 

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 70% after deductible. 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE Medically Necessary care only; 70% after 
deductible; maintenance care not covered. 

ACUPUNCTURE Not covered. 

OTHER BENEFITS Fertility—Paid according to type of benefit; $7,000 
lifetime maximum. Balances from prior plans carry 
forward.  Transplant Services – 70% after deductible, 
pre-authorization required for transplant services.   
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How the Basic Plan Works 
The Basic Plan is a fee-for-service plan that provides coverage worldwide, so you can receive care 
from any licensed doctor or hospital. After you pay an annual deductible, the Basic Plan will pay a 
percentage of allowed expenses. You are responsible for paying any deductibles, coinsurance, or 
any fees in excess of the “Customary and Reasonable” Charges (Eligible Expenses). 

In California, Basic Plan members can use the Anthem Blue Cross Prudent Buyer PPO network.  
There is no penalty for not using these providers.  Members who choose to use network providers 
can benefit by having coinsurance based on the negotiated rate, being assured that they will not 
be balance billed, and being alleviated of the burden of paying up front, since network providers 
must bill Anthem Blue Cross first. 

Outside of California, Basic Plan members may use the BlueCard PPO network.  These are 
providers located across the country who have agreed to provide services at negotiated rates. 
However, there is no penalty for not using these providers.  These providers participate in one of 
the local Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield plan PPO networks and are available to you through the 
BlueCard Program, but do not contract directly with Anthem Blue Cross.  Also available are 
traditional providers who might not participate in a BlueCard PPO network, but have agreed to 
provide PPO members with health care services at a discounted rate.  To locate BlueCard PPO 
providers, you may call Anthem Blue Cross Member Services at 1-800-964-0530 or you can visit 
Anthem Blue Cross’ Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge or www.anthem.com/ca.   

Please remember, you have a responsibility to work together with the physician(s) you select to 
ensure that all your medical needs are appropriately met, and to notify the appropriate Medical 
Management program when necessary.  (See MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS in this section for 
more information.) 

Deductibles and Maximums 
Deductibles 
The annual deductible is $250 per person, up to a family maximum of $750. 

Penalties for not obtaining authorization and amounts over Customary and Reasonable do not 
apply toward the annual deductible. 

Plan Maximums 
Out-of-Pocket Maximums 
Under the Basic Plan, the most you will have to pay for Eligible Expenses for any single member of 
your family each year is $2,500 — the Basic Plan’s annual out-of-pocket maximum. If the $250 
deductible plus your 30% share of Eligible Expenses for Covered Health Services reach $2,500, 
the Basic Plan will pay 100% of all Eligible Expenses for that family member for the rest of the 
calendar year. If your entire family’s out-of-pocket expenses reach $5,000 during the year, the 
Basic Plan will pay 100% of your family’s Eligible Expenses for the rest of the calendar year. 
Charges for ineligible expenses, charges above Customary and Reasonable, and penalties for not 
obtaining authorization do not apply toward your annual out-of-pocket maximum. 
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Lifetime Maximums 
The Plan does not have an overall lifetime maximum benefit, but there are lifetime maximums 
for the following services or supplies: 

SERVICE OR SUPPLY LIFETIME MAXIMUM 
FERTILITY TREATMENTS $7,000 combined for all Anthem Blue 

Cross-administered plans or prior claims 
administrators.  

ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRAVEL SERVICES 

Transportation, lodging and meal 
expenses for the transplant recipient 
and companion(s) 

$10,000 combined for all travel expenses (IRS 
Limit).  

Copayments and Benefit Percentages 
The Basic Plan pays 70% of the Eligible Expenses after you satisfy the annual deductible. 

However, to encourage more cost-effective care, the Basic Plan pays 100% of Eligible Expenses, 
after the annual deductible is met, for hospice care and home health care. See BASIC PLAN 
COVERED SERVICES in this section for more information on these benefits. 

Coinsurance (percentage coverage) does not begin until after the annual deductible has been 
met. The percentages for reimbursement are listed on the Summary of Basic Plan Benefits. 
Eligible Expenses will be reimbursed based on negotiated rates for network providers and 
Customary and Reasonable Charges for non-network providers, after meeting the annual 
deductible.  If your non-network provider bills an amount above the Customary and Reasonable 
Charges (Eligible Expenses), you will be responsible for paying this difference along with your 
coinsurance.  Network providers have agreed not to charge you more than the negotiated rate 
and you will not be responsible for any amount in excess of the negotiated rate for Covered Health 
Services. 

How Benefits are Determined 
Customary and Reasonable (C&R) Charges  
Customary and Reasonable Charges are those charges for services rendered by or on behalf of a 
non-network physician, for an amount not to exceed the amount determined by Anthem Blue 
Cross in accordance with the applicable fee schedule. 

A Customary and Reasonable Charge is a charge which falls within the common range of fees 
billed by a majority of physicians for a procedure in a given geographic region.  If it exceeds that 
range, the expense must be justified based on the complexity or severity of treatment for a 
specific case. 
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Covered Health Services 
Covered Health Services are those health services, supplies or equipment provided for the 
purpose of preventing, diagnosing or treating a sickness, injury, covered medical condition, or 
their symptoms.  

A Covered Health Service is a Medically Necessary health care service or supply described under 
BASIC PLAN COVERED SERVICES as a Covered Health Service and which is not excluded under WHAT 
THE BASIC PLAN DOES NOT COVER, including experimental or investigational services or unproven 
services. 

Covered Health Services must be provided: 

• when the Plan is in effect; 

• prior to the effective date of any of the individual termination conditions set forth in this 
Summary Plan Description; and 

• only when the person who receives services is a covered person and meets all eligibility 
requirements specified in the Plan. 

Decisions about whether to cover new technologies, procedures and treatments will be 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

Medically Necessary Services 
Those procedures, supplies, equipment or services which the Claims Administrator, Anthem Blue 
Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health, determines to be: 

• Appropriate and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of the medical condition; 

• Provided for the diagnosis or direct care and treatment of the medical condition; 

• Within standards of good medical practice within the organized medical community; 

• Not primarily for your convenience, or for the convenience of your physician or another 
provider; and 

• The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service which can safely be provided. 
The most appropriate procedure, supply, equipment or service must satisfy the following 
requirements: 

 There must be valid scientific evidence demonstrating that the expected health benefits 
from the procedure, supply, equipment or service are clinically significant and produce a 
greater likelihood of benefit, without a disproportionately greater risk of harm or 
complications, for you with the particular medical condition being treated than other 
possible alternatives; and 

 Generally accepted forms of treatment that are less invasive have been tried and found to 
be ineffective or are otherwise unsuitable; and 

 For hospital stays, acute care as an inpatient is necessary due to the kind of services you 
are receiving or the severity of your condition, and safe and adequate care cannot be 
received by you as an outpatient or in a less intensified medical setting. 
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The fact that a physician, licensed professional or other provider may prescribe, order, 
recommend, or approve a service or supply does not, in itself, make it Medically Necessary, even 
though it is not specifically listed as an exclusion or limitation.  The services or supplies must be 
ordered by the attending physician or licensed professional for the direct care and treatment of a 
covered illness, injury or condition.  Services must be standard medical practice where received 
for the illness, injury or condition being treated and must be legal in the United States. 

Emergency Care 
If you or a covered family member experiences a medical emergency, seeking prompt care 
should be the first priority. Under the Basic Plan, emergency care is provided 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, anywhere in the world. A medical emergency is defined as a sudden and 
unforeseeable illness or injury of such a nature that failure to get immediate medical care could 
be life-threatening or cause serious harm to bodily function. 

Examples of medical emergencies include: 

• Apparent heart attack • Severe or multiple injuries 

• Severe shortness of breath 

• Severe bleeding 

• Allergic reactions accompanied by swelling 
of the face and lips or wheezing in the chest 

• Apparent poisoning • Sudden loss of consciousness 

• Obvious fractures • Convulsions 

• Sudden vision loss  

What To Do In Case of Emergency 
In case of a medical emergency, you should go immediately to the nearest hospital emergency 
room. The Basic Plan will cover 70% of the Eligible Expenses for the emergency room visit after 
you have met your annual deductible.   

It is important to understand that symptoms such as colds, earaches, sprains and rashes, 
although potentially serious, are not immediately life-threatening, and thus, may not require a 
visit to the emergency room. In these cases, you should always call your regular physician first. 
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Medical Management Programs  
Benefits are provided only for medically necessary and appropriate services. Medical 
management programs are designed to work together with you and your provider to ensure you 
receive appropriate medical care and avoid unexpected out–of-pocket expenses. The Medical 
Management Programs at Anthem Blue Cross include the Utilization Review Program, 
Authorization Program and Personal Case Management.  The Utilization Review Program applies 
to inpatient hospital admissions.  The Authorization Program applies to certain specialized 
services or treatments (e.g., organ and tissue transplants, home health care, or admissions to a 
skilled nursing facility.)  The Personal Case Management Program helps you coordinate and 
manage long-term intensive medical care. 

No benefits are payable, however, unless your coverage is in force at the time services are 
rendered, and payment of benefits is subject to all the terms and requirements of the Plan. If 
benefits are denied or reduced as a result of these programs, you may apply for consideration 
under the claims and appeals process. See CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCEDURES at this end of the 
BASIC PLAN section. 

Medical management requirements described in this section do not apply when coverage under 
this Plan is secondary to another plan providing benefits for you or your dependents. 

Utilization Review Program 
The Utilization Review Program evaluates the medical necessity and appropriateness of care and 
the setting in which care is provided. You and your physician are advised if it has been determined 
that services can be safely provided in an outpatient setting, or if an inpatient stay is 
recommended. Services that are medically necessary and appropriate are certified by Anthem 
Blue Cross and monitored so that you know when it is no longer medically necessary and 
appropriate to continue those services. 

When your physician is a network provider, it is your physician’s responsibility to start the 
Utilization Review Process before scheduling you for any service subject to the utilization review 
program.  When your physician is a non-network provider, it is your responsibility to see that your 
physician starts the utilization review process before scheduling you for any service subject to the 
utilization review program. If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures set 
forth in this section, your benefits may be reduced.  

Utilization Review Requirements 
Utilization reviews requiring pre-authorization include: 

• Inpatient hospital stays  

Exceptions:  Utilization review is not required for inpatient hospital stays for the following 
services: 

 Maternity care of 48 hours or less following a normal delivery or 96 hours or less following 
a cesarean section; and 

 Mastectomy and lymph node dissection. 

• Ambulatory Surgical Center and outpatient surgeries 

• Home Infusion 
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• Home Health Care, Hospice, or Home Hospice Care 

• Skilled Nursing Facility 

• Organ and Tissue Transplants 

• Transplant Travel Expense Benefits 

Review Stages 
There are three stages of utilization review: 

• Pre-Service review determines the medical necessity and appropriateness of scheduled, 
non-emergency inpatient hospital admissions. 

• Concurrent review determines whether services are medically necessary and appropriate when 
pre-service review is not required or when Anthem Blue Cross is notified while service is 
ongoing, for example, after an emergency admission to the hospital. 

• Retrospective review is performed to review services that have already been provided. 

This applies in cases when pre-authorization, pre-service or concurrent review was not 
completed, or in order to evaluate and audit medical documentation subsequent to services 
being provided. Retrospective review may also be performed for services that continued 
longer than originally certified. 

Effect on Benefits 
In order for the full benefits of the Plan to be payable, the following criteria must be met:  

• The appropriate utilization reviews must be performed in accordance with the Basic Plan. 

• Inpatient hospital benefits will be provided only when an inpatient stay is medically necessary 
and appropriate. If you proceed to receive any services that have been determined to be not 
medically necessary or appropriate at any stage of the utilization review process, benefits will 
not be provided for those services.  

• Services that are not reviewed prior to or during service delivery will be reviewed 
retrospectively when the bill is submitted for benefit payment.  

If that review results in the determination that part or all of the services were not medically 
necessary and appropriate, benefits will not be paid for those services. Remaining benefits 
will be subject to previously noted reductions that apply when the required reviews are not 
obtained. 
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How to Obtain Utilization Reviews 
Remember, when your physician is a network provider, it is your physician’s responsibility to 
confirm that the review has been performed.  When your physician is a non-network provider, it is 
your responsibility to confirm that the review has been performed.  

Pre-Service Reviews 
Penalties will result for failure to obtain pre-service review, before receiving scheduled services, as 
follows:  

• For all scheduled services that are subject to utilization review, you or your physician must 
initiate the pre-service review at least five working days prior to when you are scheduled to 
receive services. 

• Physicians who are network providers will initiate the review on your behalf. A non-network 
provider may initiate the review for you, or you may call Anthem Blue Cross directly.  The 
toll-free number for pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767.  This number 
is printed on your ID card. 

• If you do not receive the certified service within 60 days of the certification, or if the nature of 
the service changes, a new pre-service review must be obtained. 

• Anthem Blue Cross will certify services that are medically necessary and appropriate.  For 
inpatient hospital stays, Anthem Blue Cross will, if appropriate, certify a specific length of stay 
for approved services.  You, your physician and the provider of the service will receive a written 
confirmation showing this information. 

Concurrent Reviews 

• If pre-service review was not performed, you, your physician or the provider of the service must 
contact Anthem Blue Cross for concurrent review. For an emergency admission or procedure, 
Anthem Blue Cross must be notified within one working day of the admission or procedure, 
unless extraordinary circumstances11 prevent such notification within that time period. 

                                                     

• When network providers have been informed of your need for utilization review, they will 
initiate the review on your behalf. You may ask a non-network provider to call the toll-free 
number printed on your identification card, or you may call directly.  The toll-free number for 
Pre-authorization and pre-service review is 1-800-274-7767. 

• When it is determined that the service is medically necessary or appropriate, Anthem Blue 
Cross will, depending upon the type of treatment or procedure, certify the service for a period 
of time that is medically appropriate. Anthem Blue Cross will also determine the medically 
appropriate setting. 

 
11 In determining "extraordinary circumstances", Anthem Blue Cross may take into account 

whether or not your condition was severe enough to prevent you from notifying them, or 
whether or not a member of your family was available to notify Anthem Blue Cross for you. 
You may have to prove that such "extraordinary circumstances" were present at the time of 
the emergency. 
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• If it is determined that the service is not medically necessary and appropriate, your physician 
will be notified by telephone no later than 24 hours following Anthem Blue Cross’ decision. 
Anthem Blue Cross will send written notice to you and your physician within two business days 
following the decision.  However, care will not be discontinued until your physician has been 
notified and a plan of care that is appropriate for your needs has been agreed upon. 

Retrospective Reviews 

• Retrospective review is performed when Anthem Blue Cross is not notified of the service you 
received, and is therefore unable to perform the appropriate review prior to your discharge 
from the hospital or completion of outpatient treatment. It is also performed when pre-service 
or concurrent review has been done, but services continue longer than originally certified. 

Retrospective review may also be performed for the evaluation and audit of medical 
documentation after services have been provided, whether or not pre-service or concurrent 
review was performed. 

• Such services which have been retroactively determined to be not medically necessary or 
appropriate will be retrospectively denied certification. 

Authorization Program 
The Authorization Program provides prior authorization for certain "special services." When your 
physician is a network provider, it is your physician’s responsibility to obtain authorization before 
you receive any service subject to the Authorization Program.  When your physician is a 
non-network provider, it is your responsibility to obtain authorization before you receive any 
service subject to the authorization process.  Call Anthem Blue Cross’ Pre-authorization and 
pre-service review toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767, which is printed on your ID card.   

If you receive any such service and do not follow the procedures outlined in this section, your 
benefits will be reduced as shown under Effects on Benefits. 

Services Requiring Authorization  
Pre-authorization is required to obtain benefits for: 

• Organ and tissue transplants. 
• Transplant travel expense benefits.  

• Home health care; hospice, or home hospice care.  
• Admissions to a skilled nursing facility.  
For additional information see BASIC PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 
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When Authorization Will Be Provided 
Authorization will be provided for:  

• Organ and Tissue Transplants.  Authorizations for organ and tissue transplants will be provided 
as follows: 

 For kidney or cornea transplants, only if both of the following criteria are met: 

− The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 

− The physicians on the surgical team and the facility in which the transplant is to take 
place are approved for the transplant requested. 

 For transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas, or bone marrow, 
including autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral stem cell replacement and 
similar procedures, only if all of the following criteria are met: 

− The services are medically necessary and appropriate; and 

− The providers of related pre-operative and post-operative services are approved. 

• Transplant Travel Expense Benefits.  Authorizations for transplant travel expense benefits will 
be provided for the recipient and one companion only if all of the following criteria are met: 

 The procedure is for transplantation of liver, heart, heart-lung, lung, kidney-pancreas, 
kidney, cornea, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, peripheral 
stem cell replacement and similar procedures, and authorized by Anthem Blue Cross; 

 The organ transplant must be performed at a specific Center of Expertise (COE) or at a 
pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea transplant facility; and 

 The specific COE is 50 miles or more from the recipient’s home. 

• Home Health Care.  See BASIC PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 
Authorizations for home health care services will be provided only if all of the following criteria 
are met: 

 The services are medically necessary and appropriate and can be safely provided in the 
beneficiary's home, as certified by the attending physician; 

 The attending physician manages and directs the beneficiary's medical care at home; and 
 The attending physician must establish a definitive treatment plan which must be 

consistent with the beneficiary's medical needs and must list the services to be provided 
by the home health agency. 

• Skilled Nursing Facility.   See BASIC PLAN COVERED SERVICES. 
Anthem Blue Cross will authorize inpatient services provided in a skilled nursing facility only if 
all of the following criteria are met: 

 You require daily skilled nursing or rehabilitation, as certified by the attending physician; 
 You were an inpatient in a hospital for at least three consecutive days, and are to be 

admitted to the skilled nursing facility within 30 days of your discharge from the hospital; 
and 

 You will be treated for the same condition for which you were treated in the hospital. 
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How to Obtain an Authorization 
When services are performed by a network provider, your provider will get the necessary 
pre-authorization.  When services are performed by a non-network provider, it is your 
responsibility to contact Anthem Blue Cross for pre-authorization or make sure your provider has 
obtained the necessary pre-authorization.   

The Anthem Blue Cross pre-authorization and pre-service review toll-free number is 
1-800-274-7767.   

Medical Necessity Review Process 
Anthem Blue Cross will work with you and your health care providers to determine what is or is 
not medically necessary and appropriate care and services. While the types of services requiring 
review and the timing of the reviews may vary, Anthem Blue Cross is committed to ensuring that 
reviews are performed in a timely and professional manner.  

The review process follows the same procedures and timing as the benefit claim process. See 
CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCESS following the description of the BASIC PLAN in this section of the 
Handbook. In addition: 

• All pre-authorization, pre-service, concurrent and retrospective reviews for medical necessity 
are screened by clinically experienced, licensed personnel (called "Review Coordinators") using 
pre-established criteria and Anthem Blue Cross’ Medical Policy. These criteria and policies are 
developed and approved by practicing providers not employed by Anthem Blue Cross, and are 
evaluated at least annually and updated as standards of practice or technology changes. 
Requests satisfying these criteria are certified as medically necessary. Review Coordinators 
are able to approve most requests. 

• If the request fails to satisfy these criteria or medical policy, the request is referred to a Peer 
Clinical Reviewer. Peer Clinical Reviewers are health professionals who are clinically 
competent to evaluate the specific clinical aspects of the request and render an opinion 
specific to the medical condition, procedure and/or treatment under review. Peer Clinical 
Reviewers are licensed in California with the same license category as the requesting provider. 
When the Peer Clinical Reviewer is unable to certify the service, the requesting physician is 
contacted by telephone for a discussion of the case. In many cases, services can be certified 
after this discussion. If the Peer Clinical Reviewer is still unable to certify the service, your 
provider will be given the option of having the request reviewed by a different Peer Clinical 
Reviewer. 

• Only the Peer Clinical Reviewer may determine that the proposed services are not medically 
necessary or appropriate.  

• Reviewers may be Anthem Blue Cross employees or an independent third party chosen at the 
sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross. 

• You or your physician may request copies of specific criteria and/or medical policy by writing 
to the address shown on your Anthem Blue Cross identification card. Medical necessity review 
procedures may be disclosed to health care providers through provider manuals and 
newsletters. 
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A determination of medical necessity does not guarantee payment or coverage. The 
determination that services are medically necessary is based on the clinical information provided. 
Payment is based on the terms of your coverage at the time of service. These terms include 
certain exclusions, limitations, and other conditions. Payment of benefits could be limited for a 
number of reasons, including: 

• The information submitted with the claim differs from that given by phone; 

• The service is excluded from coverage; or 

• You are not eligible for coverage when the service is actually provided. 

Personal Case Management 
The personal case management program enables you to obtain medically appropriate care in a 
more economical, cost-effective and coordinated manner during prolonged periods of intensive 
medical care. Anthem Blue Cross, through a case manager, may recommend an alternative plan 
of treatment which may include services not typically covered under the Plan. Anthem Blue Cross 
does not have an obligation to provide personal case management. These services are provided 
at the sole and absolute discretion of Anthem Blue Cross.  Conditions12 that may fall under
Personal Case Management include: 

 

                                                     

• Burns • CVA • Migraine 

• Sickle Cell Disease  • Trauma  

How Personal Case Management Works 
You may be identified for possible personal case management through the Plan's utilization 
review procedures, by the attending physician, hospital staff, or Anthem Blue Cross’ claims 
reports. You or your family may also call Anthem Blue Cross and request Personal Case 
Management. 

Benefits for personal case management will be considered only when all of the following criteria 
are met: 

• You require extensive long-term treatment; 

• Anthem Blue Cross anticipates that such treatment utilizing services or supplies covered under 
the Plan will result in considerable cost; 

• A cost-benefit analysis determines that the benefits payable under the Plan for the alternative 
plan of treatment can be provided at a lower overall cost than the benefits you would 
otherwise receive under the Plan while maintaining the same standards of care; and 

 
12 These conditions or diagnoses are not a guarantee of acceptance into the Personal Case 

Management Program.  Cases are reviewed and criteria applied to determine possible 
enrollment, and enrollment is contingent upon member consent. 
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• You (or your legal guardian) and your physician agree, in a letter of agreement, with Anthem 
Blue Cross’ recommended substitution of benefits and with the specific terms and conditions 
under which alternative benefits are to be provided. 

Alternative Treatment Plan 
If Anthem Blue Cross determines that your needs could be met more efficiently, an alternative 
treatment plan may be recommended. This may include providing benefits typically not covered 
under the Plan. A case manager will review the medical records and discuss your treatment with 
the attending physician, you, and your family. 

Anthem Blue Cross makes treatment recommendations only; you and your physician make the 
decisions regarding treatment. The Plan will not compromise your freedom to make such 
decisions. 

The Effect Personal Case Management Has on Benefits 

• Any alternative benefits are accumulated toward the corresponding benefit maximums. 

• Benefits are provided for an alternative treatment plan on a case-by-case basis only. Anthem 
Blue Cross has absolute discretion in deciding whether or not to authorize services in lieu of 
benefits for any covered person, which alternatives may be offered and the terms of the offer. 

• The authorization of services in lieu of benefits in a particular case in no way commits the Plan 
to do so in another case or for any other covered person. 

• The Personal Case Management Program does not prevent Anthem Blue Cross from strictly 
applying the expressed benefits, exclusions and limitations of the Plan at any other time or for 
any other covered person. 

Anthem Blue Cross reserves the right to use the services of one or more third parties in the 
performance of the services outlined in the letter of agreement. No other assignment of any rights 
or delegation of any duties by either party is valid without the prior written consent of the other 
party. 
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Basic Plan Covered Services 
This topic lists covered services and supplies that are frequently used.  If you have any questions 
on whether or not a specific service or supply is covered by the Plan, contact Anthem Blue Cross 
Member Services at 1-800-964-0530.   

For ease of reviewing, the Basic Plan Covered Services are listed in alphabetical order, with the 
exception of “Other Covered Services and Supplies,” which is listed last.  

Ambulance Services 
The following ambulance services are covered:  

Emergency Only 
Emergency ambulance transportation, provided by a licensed ambulance service, to the nearest 
hospital where emergency health services can be performed. 

Non-Emergency 

• Transportation by professional ambulance, other than air ambulance, to and from a medical 
facility when Medically Necessary, unless air ambulance is equally cost-effective. 

• Transportation by regularly-scheduled airline, railroad or air ambulance, to the nearest medical 
facility qualified to give the required treatment when Medically Necessary.  

Chiropractic Care 
Under the Basic Plan, office visits to a chiropractor are covered at 70% of the negotiated rate, 
after deductible, when visits are to a provider who participates in the Anthem Blue Cross PPO 
network. For non-network chiropractic care, Eligible Expenses are covered at 70% of Customary 
and Reasonable charges.   

The Basic Plan only covers chiropractic services which are deemed to be Covered Health Services.  
In addition, the Basic Plan only covers services that are expected to result in a significant 
improvement in the patient’s level of functioning.  If a measurable increase in the patient’s level 
of function which is directly related to the skilled chiropractic therapy intervention does not occur, 
then the treatment is considered maintenance in nature and is not covered.  The measurable 
increase in the patient’s level of function must be documented in treatment notes. 

Home Health Care and Hospice Care 
Benefits under the Basic Plan are covered at 100% of the negotiated rate after the annual 
deductible has been satisfied, if you use an Anthem Blue Cross PPO network provider.  
Non-network home health care and hospice care is covered at 100% of Customary and 
Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses) after the deductible has been met.  Pre-authorization is 
required. 

The Basic Plan will cover the services of an approved home health care agency or hospice agency, 
provided the services are Covered Health Services, not custodial in nature, ordered by your 
attending physician, and rendered under a written treatment plan approved by Anthem Blue 
Cross. Custodial care, which is not covered, is defined as care provided primarily to assist an 
individual in meeting the activities of daily living including, but not limited to, walking, bathing, 
dressing, eating, preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and supervision over 
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self-administration of medications not requiring constant attention of trained medical personnel.  
It is care that can be taught to a lay person who does not have any professional qualifications, 
skills or training. 

When your doctor recommends either home health or hospice care, he or she must contact 
Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767 for pre-authorization. 

Services in Your Home 
The Basic Plan covers the following services when rendered in the patient’s home, provided that 
the services are Covered Health Services and are not considered custodial care: 

• Nursing services provided by a registered nurse (R.N.), or a licensed vocational nurse (L.V.N.) or 
licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) when under the supervision of an R.N. 

• Services of a home health aide. 

• Physical, occupational, speech or respiratory therapy, medical social services, and nutritional 
counseling. 

• For a patient formally admitted to a hospice program:  homemaking services; counseling for 
the patient and covered family members; up to three days of respite care during a six-month 
period; and bereavement counseling by a certified social worker who is an employee of the 
hospice, for up to 12 months after the patient’s death. Bereavement counseling benefits are 
limited to $25 per visit, four visits per family. 

Hospice Facility 
Covered Health Services in a hospice facility are covered when a patient in the latter stages of a 
terminal illness is formally admitted to an inpatient hospice program and Medical Management 
has approved the admission. 

The following inpatient hospice services are covered: 

• Bed, board and general nursing care. 

• Medical care provided by other professional providers employed by the facility. 

• Hospice facility services and supplies. 

• Family counseling related to the patient’s illness. 

• Bereavement counseling for the family after the patient’s death. 

Eligibility for hospice benefits begins on the date on which the patient’s physician certifies that 
the patient has a life expectancy of six months or less. 

The Basic Plan does not cover homemaking services, except as specifically provided in this 
section. Food or home-delivered meals and services by volunteers who do not regularly charge for 
their services are not covered. 

Coverage of physician, hospital, ambulance and hemodialysis services, purchase or rental of 
durable medical equipment, medical supplies, drugs and medicines is provided as described 
elsewhere in this Handbook. 
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Hospital Care – Inpatient 
Except as noted otherwise, benefits for inpatient hospital care are paid at 70% of Eligible 
Expenses after the annual deductible has been met.  Pre-authorization is required for 
non-emergency care.  When services are performed by a network provider, your provider will 
contact Anthem Blue Cross Medical Management for pre-authorization.  When services are 
performed by a non-network provider, it is your responsibility to contact Anthem Blue Cross 
Medical Management for pre-authorization or make sure your provider has obtained the 
necessary pre-authorization. 

Covered inpatient hospital services include: 

• Room and board in semi-private accommodations; private room if a Covered Health Service 
(as determined by standards set by Anthem Blue Cross — see COVERED HEALTH SERVICES). 

• Special care units. 

• Medical and surgical supplies. 

• General nursing care. 

• Use of operating and special treatment rooms. 

• Anesthesia and its administration by a salaried hospital employee. 

• Administration of blood and blood plasma, including the cost of unreplaced blood, blood 
products and blood processing. 

• Hospital ancillary services, including laboratory, cardiology, pathology, radiology and any 
professional components for such services. 

• Routine nursery care for a newborn, if the child is enrolled in the Basic Plan. 

• Drugs, medicines and oxygen supplied by and used in the hospital. 

• Pre-admission testing performed within seven days before hospital admission or outpatient 
surgery.  

• Radiation therapy, chemotherapy, respiration therapy and hemodialysis treatment. 

• Short-term speech therapy for correction of speech impairments resulting from illness, injury, 
surgery or previous therapeutic processes. 

• Physical therapy when furnished by the hospital as a regular service. 

• Occupational therapy when furnished by the hospital in conjunction with physical therapy 
treatments. 

• Dental care when a hospital stay is required for dental surgery or extraction of teeth, when 
general anesthesia is required, and a physician certifies that the hospitalization is a Covered 
Health Service. 

Under federal law, the duration of benefits provided for any hospital stay in connection with 
childbirth for a mother or newborn child may not be restricted to less than 48 hours following a 
normal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a cesarean section.  However, this federal law 
generally does not prohibit the mother’s or newborn’s attending provider, after consulting with the 
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mother, from discharging the mother or her baby earlier than 48 hours (or 96 hours, as 
applicable). 

Hospital Care – Outpatient 
Covered benefits are paid at 70% of Eligible Expenses after the annual deductible has been met.  

Covered outpatient hospital services include: 

• Outpatient surgical services. This includes Covered Health Services rendered in a freestanding 
ambulatory surgical center, a short-stay surgical unit or an outpatient department of a 
hospital. 

• Emergency hospital outpatient services for the first visit for emergency care and treatment of a 
sudden and unforeseeable illness or injury which, if not immediately diagnosed and treated, 
could be life-threatening or cause serious harm to bodily function. 

• Outpatient Covered Health Services for radiation therapy, chemotherapy and hemodialysis 
treatment or other medical services. 

Organ and Tissue Transplants 
Organ and tissue transplants are covered at 70% after the deductible has been met and when 
pre-authorized by Anthem Blue Cross. Transplant services received from an Anthem Blue Cross 
Center of Expertise (COE) facility or a network provider are based on the negotiated rates.  
Transplant services received from a non-network provider are based on the Customary and 
Reasonable Charges (see Eligible Expenses under DEFINITIONS in this section of the Handbook). 
Pre-authorization is required for all transplant services.    

Benefits are available for the following organ and tissue transplants when the transplant is 
ordered by a physician, meets the definition of a Covered Health Service and is not an unproven, 
experimental, or investigational service, as described under WHAT THE BASIC PLAN DOES NOT COVER. 

• Bone marrow transplants (either from you or from a compatible donor) and peripheral stem 
cell transplants, with or without high dose chemotherapy.  Not all bone marrow transplants 
meet the definition of a Covered Health Service.  

• Heart transplants • Heart/lung transplants 

• Lung transplants • Liver transplants 

• Kidney transplants • Kidney/pancreas transplants 

• Liver/small bowel transplants • Pancreas transplants 

• Small bowel transplants • Cornea transplants 

Organ or tissue transplants or multiple organ transplants, other than those listed above, are 
currently excluded from coverage. 
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Centers of Expertise (COE) Transplant Facilities 
In California, Anthem Blue Cross has established a Centers of Expertise (COE) network of 
transplant facilities to provide services for specified organ transplants (heart, liver, lung, 
heart-lung, kidney-pancreas, or bone marrow, including autologous bone marrow transplant, 
peripheral stem cell replacement and similar procedures).  Equivalent approved transplant 
facilities are located outside of California. 

Centers of Expertise (COE) are health care providers which have a COE Agreement in effect with 
Anthem Blue Cross at the time services are rendered.  COE transplant facilities agree to accept 
the COE negotiated rate as payment in full for covered services.  A participating provider in the 
Anthem Blue Cross PPO network is not necessarily a COE.  A provider’s participation in the 
Anthem Blue Cross PPO network or other agreement with Anthem Blue Cross is not a substitute 
for a COE Agreement. 

Obtain Authorization from Anthem Blue Cross’ Authorization Program 
Authorization is required for all transplant services. You must call the Pre-Authorization and 
Pre-Service toll-free number at 1-800-274-7767as soon as the possibility of a transplant arises.  
The Authorization Program will arrange for a pre-transplantation evaluation to be performed at a 
COE transplant facility. The Authorization Program also can discuss your benefit options and any 
special transplant guidelines. 

Transportation and Lodging 
The Authorization Program will assist the patient and family with travel and lodging arrangements 
associated with transplant procedures. Expenses for travel, lodging and meals for the transplant 
recipient and a companion are based on IRS guidelines and are as follows: 

• Travel and lodging expenses are only available if the transplant recipient resides more than 50 
miles from the Center of Expertise facility or a pre-authorized participating kidney or cornea 
transplant facility.  

• Transplant travel expense for an authorized,  specified transplant:  (recipient and companion 
transportation limited to six trips/episode and $250/person/trip for round –trip coach airfare, 
hotel limited to one room double occupancy and $100/day for 21 days/trip; meals limited to 
$25/day/person for 21 days/trip. 

• If the patient is a covered dependent minor child, the transportation expenses of two 
companions will be covered. 

• There is a combined overall lifetime maximum of $10,000 per covered person for all 
transportation, lodging and meal expenses incurred by the transplant recipient and 
companion(s) and reimbursed under this Plan in connection with all transplant procedures, per 
IRS regulations. 
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Prescription Drugs 
Inpatient Drugs 
Prescription drugs you receive while you are hospitalized, or “inpatient” drugs, are covered at 70% 
after you satisfy your annual deductible. 

Outpatient Drugs 
Prescriptions dispensed and filled on an outpatient basis are covered under a separate plan, the 
Prescription Drug Plan, described in the section entitled PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS. Outpatient 
drugs are not covered by the Anthem Blue Cross medical plan unless dispensed as an infusion 
drug or injection that requires the expertise of trained medical personnel.   

Professional Services 
Covered services are paid at 70% of Eligible Expenses after the annual deductible has been met. 

The following professional services are covered, if deemed to be Covered Health Services, as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross: 

• Services of a physician, surgeon, or assistant surgeon. 

• Services of an anesthetist or anesthesiologist in connection with surgery. 

• Services of a consulting physician when requested by your doctor. 

• Constant care services rendered by a physician when you are in critical condition. 

• Physician visits to a hospital or skilled nursing facility during a covered inpatient confinement. 

• Visits to your doctor’s office or physician house calls for treatment of illness, disease or injury. 

• Radiation therapy. 

• Outpatient diagnostic X-ray and lab exams. 

• Routine or diagnostic Pap smears and mammograms. 

• Injections, inoculations and immunizations. 

• Physician services in the outpatient department of a hospital, ambulatory surgical facility or 
short-stay surgical unit. 

• Services of a licensed physical therapist for a covered inpatient hospital or skilled nursing 
facility confinement. (Benefits are limited to one visit per day per specialty. Benefits for visits 
during a skilled nursing facility confinement are limited to $50 during each confinement.) 

Psychiatric Care and Substance Abuse Treatment 
Only detoxification which is considered medical care and which is deemed to be a Covered Health 
Service is covered by the Basic Plan. Psychiatric care and substance abuse treatment are covered 
under a separate plan—the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program—as described in the 
section entitled MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS. 
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Skilled Nursing Facility 
Skilled nursing facility services under the Basic Plan will be covered at 70% of the negotiated rate, 
after deductible, when you use an Anthem Blue Cross PPO network provider. Non-network skilled 
nursing facility services are covered at 70% of Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible 
Expenses) after deductible.  Pre-authorization is required.  When services are performed by a 
network provider, your provider will get the necessary pre-authorization.  When services are 
performed by a non-network provider, it is your responsibility to contact Anthem Blue Cross for 
pre-authorization or make sure your provider has obtained the necessary pre-authorization (see 
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS). 

The services provided must be Covered Health Services (and not considered custodial care) so as 
to require confinement in a skilled nursing facility, as determined by Anthem Blue Cross.  
(Custodial care is defined as care provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the 
activities of daily living including, but not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, 
preparation of special diets, changing catheters, and supervision over self-administration of 
medications not requiring constant attention of trained medical personnel.  It is care that can be 
taught to a lay person who does not have any professional qualifications, skills or training.) 

Coverage of physician, hospital, ambulance and hemodialysis services, purchase or rental of 
durable medical equipment, medical supplies, drugs and medicines is provided as described 
elsewhere in this Handbook. 

Other Covered Services and Supplies 
Except as otherwise noted, eligible services and supplies are paid at 70% of Eligible Expenses 
after the annual deductible has been satisfied. 

Other covered services and supplies include: 

• Outpatient professional nursing services of a registered nurse (R.N.), licensed vocational nurse 
(L.V.N.) or licensed practical nurse (L.P.N.) which are certified as Covered Health Services. 

• Services of a licensed midwife working under the direction of a physician. 

• Covered Health Services of a licensed physical or occupational therapist, when provided by 
someone other than a close relative or someone who resides in your home, when ordered by a 
physician, and when judged by the physician to be subject to significant improvement through 
such therapy. The therapy must be expected to result in significant, objective, measurable 
physical improvement in the covered person’s condition within two months of the start of the 
treatment.  (The Basic Plan provides 100% coverage under home health care benefits.) 

• Non-experimental inpatient drugs and medicines which are approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). 

• Artificial limbs or eyes, when determined to be a Covered Health Service. 

• Rental or purchase of durable medical equipment (including prosthetic and orthotic devices) 
which is ordered by a physician, approved by Anthem Blue Cross, determined by Anthem Blue 
Cross to be a Covered Health Service, and is to be used solely by the patient. If an item is 
rented, the rental price for the entire rental period cannot be more than the purchase price.  
The rented item must be returned if the member switches plans.  Necessary repairs and 
maintenance of purchased equipment are also covered if not provided under a manufacturer’s 
warranty or purchase agreement. 
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• Initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses prescribed by a doctor after eye surgery; eyeglasses 
or lenses when needed to replace loss of the natural lens. 

• Rental of dialysis equipment and all Covered Health Services and supplies required for 
hemodialysis treatment. 

• Oxygen, including its administration. 

• Short-term speech therapy services rendered by a certified speech therapist when required due 
to surgery, illness, injury or previous therapeutic processes, when ordered by a physician, and 
when judged by the physician to be subject to significant improvement through such therapy. 
(The Basic Plan provides 100% coverage under home health care benefits.) Speech therapy 
due to functional nervous disorders is not covered.  The therapy must be expected to result in 
significant, objective, measurable physical improvement in the covered person’s condition 
within two months of the start of the treatment. 

• Diabetes self-management education programs. 

• Surgery to change an individual’s appearance only when the purpose is: 
 to correct the result of an accidental injury; or 
 to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body organ. 

• Diagnostic procedures for the prenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders of the fetus when 
authorized by a physician in the case of high-risk pregnancy. 

• Surgical treatment of morbid obesity when authorized by a physician and approved by Anthem 
Blue Cross, when surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to treat another 
life-threatening condition involving morbid obesity, and when it has been documented that 
non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed. 

• Fertility treatments, up to a lifetime maximum of $7,000 combined for all plans administered 
by Anthem Blue Cross or any prior claims administrator.  The benefit includes, but is not 
limited to, in vitro fertilization services, gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT), zygote 
intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT), and microinjection techniques.  Services provided must be 
considered safe and effective according to accepted clinical evidence reported by generally 
recognized medical professionals or publications.  

• Coverage for routine mammographies (given as preventative measures to detect problems 
when a physician does not have a specific reason to suspect a medical problem), in 
accordance with Anthem Blue Cross’ standard administrative policies.  Diagnostic 
mammographies, which are given when there is a suspected problem, are covered. 

• For a member receiving benefits in connection with a mastectomy and who elects breast 
reconstruction, the coverage will be provided in a manner determined in consultation with the 
attending physician and the patient for:  reconstruction of the breast on which the mastectomy 
was performed; surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to produce a symmetrical 
appearance; and prostheses and treatment of physical complications at all stages of the 
mastectomy, including lymphedemas.  
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• Cosmetic procedures are excluded from coverage.  Procedures that correct a congenital 
anomaly without improving or restoring physiologic function are considered cosmetic 
procedures.  The fact that a covered person may suffer psychological consequences or socially 
avoidant behavior as a result of an injury, illness or congenital anomaly does not classify 
surgery or other procedures done to relieve such consequences or behavior as a reconstructive 
procedure. 

Notify Anthem Blue Cross five business days before receiving services.  By notifying Anthem 
Blue Cross, it can be verified whether a service is a reconstructive procedure rather than a 
cosmetic one. 

What the Basic Plan Does Not Cover 
Unless exceptions to the following are specifically noted elsewhere in this Handbook, no benefits 
are provided for the following: 

• Services or supplies received from a provider or supplier who is not licensed, registered or 
certified under state law to the extent required to provide such service or supply, or if the 
service or supply provided is not within the scope of the provider’s license, certificate or 
registration. 

• Services or supplies that are not Covered Health Services, which includes all services that are 
not Medically Necessary (see DEFINITIONS in this section) or that are educational in nature, as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Charges in excess of the Customary and Reasonable Charges (Eligible Expenses), as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross.  

• Services that are provided or a hospitalization that begins before coverage begins, unless the 
coverage began under another Company-sponsored medical plan. 

• Hospitalization that begins after coverage ends. 

• Services that are provided after coverage ends, except as specifically noted elsewhere. 

• Hospitalization that continues after coverage has ended and after you have recovered 
sufficiently to be discharged, unless you are certified as totally disabled as explained in 
EXTENDED BENEFITS under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section of the 
Handbook. 

• Hospitalization primarily for physical therapy or other rehabilitative care, except those benefits 
which would have been provided had the patient been treated on an outpatient basis. For 
example, charges for room and board during such a hospitalization are not covered. 

• Services or supplies in connection with custodial care. Custodial care is defined as care 
provided primarily to assist an individual in meeting the activities of daily living including, but 
not limited to, walking, bathing, dressing, eating, preparation of special diets, changing 
catheters, and supervision over self-administration of medications not requiring constant 
attention of trained medical personnel. It is care that can be taught to a layperson who does 
not have any professional qualifications, skills or training. 

• Services or supplies which would not have been rendered or furnished if the Basic Plan did not 
exist, or services or supplies for which you would not have been required to pay. 
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• Services or supplies furnished in connection with cosmetic surgery or surgery performed 
mainly to change appearance. This includes surgery performed to treat a mental, 
psychoneurotic, or personality disorder through a change in appearance. The following are not 
considered to be cosmetic surgery: 

 Surgery to correct the result of an accidental injury; 
 Surgery to treat a condition, including a birth defect, that impairs the function of a body 

organ; or 
 Surgery to reconstruct a breast after a mastectomy. 

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with surgical procedures for gender 
reassignment surgery, unless medically necessary as determined by the Claims Administrator. 

• Personal comfort and convenience items and services, such as guest meals, television rental 
or barber services. 

• Medical or surgical treatment of excessive sweating (hyperhidrosis). 

• Dental and orthodontia services, including braces, bridges, and guards, or X-ray exams 
involving one or more teeth, the tissue or structure around them, the alveolar process, or the 
gums. This applies even if a condition requiring any of these services involves a part of the 
body other than the mouth, such as the treatment of Temporomandibular Joint Disorders 
(TMJD) or malocclusion involving joints or muscles by methods including, but not limited to, 
crowning, wiring or repositioning teeth.  

This exclusion does not apply to services for treatment or removal of a malignancy; physicians’ 
services or X-ray exams for treatment of accidental injury to natural teeth (“treatment” 
includes the replacement of those teeth), provided the participant is covered by the Basic Plan, 
the accident occurred while covered, and the treatment is received within 12 months of the 
accident; or surgery on the maxilla or mandible which is a Covered Health Service to correct 
TMJD or other medical disorders. 

• Maintenance chiropractic care. However, chiropractic services which are deemed to be 
non-maintenance are Covered Health Services, as described under CHIROPRACTIC CARE in the 
BASIC PLAN COVERED SERVICES section. 

• Any services in connection with routine physical examinations, medical exams, or tests not 
connected with the care and treatment of an actual illness, disease, or injury, except Pap 
smears and mammograms. Diagnostic procedures are covered for the prenatal diagnosis of 
genetic disorders of the fetus when authorized by a physician in the case of high-risk 
pregnancy. 

• Services or supplies for or in connection with: 
 Exams to determine the need for (or changes of) eyeglasses or lenses of any type; 
 Eyeglasses or lenses of any type (except replacements for loss of the natural lens, or the 

initial pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses after eye surgery); 
 Eye surgery such as radial keratotomy or lasik surgery; or 
 Services for a surgical procedure to correct refraction errors of the eye, including any 

confinement, treatment, services, or supplies given in connection with, or related to, the 
surgery. 
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• Services or supplies furnished by the employer or a member of the participant’s immediate 
family.  

• Services which do not meet the definition of Covered Health Services.  

• Any services or supplies which are considered to be “experimental or investigational,” as 
determined solely by Anthem Blue Cross. Experimental procedures are defined as procedures 
that are mainly limited to laboratory and/or animal research.  Investigational services include 
any treatment, therapy, procedure, drug, facility, equipment, device or supply which is not 
recognized in accordance with generally accepted professional medical standards as being 
safe and effective for use in the treatment of an illness, injury or condition.  Investigational 
services also include those which require approval by the federal government or any agency 
thereof, or by any state governmental agency, prior to use, and where such approval has not 
been granted at the time the services were rendered. 

• Speech therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined solely by Anthem Blue 
Cross. 

• Physical and/or occupational therapy which is not a Covered Health Service, as determined 
solely by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Screenings to determine the need for hearing correction; routine hearing tests; and hearing 
aids and exams to determine the need for hearing aids or the need to adjust them.  This 
exclusion does not apply to cochlear implants for adults and children (age 2 or older) for the 
following diagnoses:  (1) severe to profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss and severely 
deficient speech discrimination; or (2) post-lingual deafness in an adult.   

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with surgical procedures for gender 
reassignment surgery, unless Medically Necessary as determined by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Any services or supplies for learning disabilities, behavioral problems, mental retardation, 
autistic disease of childhood, or hospitalization for environmental change; services and 
supplies in connection with mental, psychoneurotic, and personality disorders, or for abuse of 
or addiction to alcohol and drugs, unless such services and supplies are covered elsewhere by 
the Plan. This exclusion does not apply to services and supplies for detoxification. 

• Any services or supplies furnished in connection with foot care, unless they are Covered Health 
Services and authorized by a physician. 

• Orthopedic shoes (except when joined to braces) or shoe inserts, such as orthotics, even if 
recommended by your physician. 

• Acupuncture services. 

• Charges in excess of Customary and Reasonable or Eligible Expenses, as determined by 
Anthem Blue Cross, or in excess of any specified limitation. 

• Services or supplies which are not Covered Health Services, including any confinement or 
treatment given in connection with a service or supply which is not covered under the Plan. 

• Exercise programs, exercise monitoring, exercise equipment, health spa programs and 
outpatient dietary consultations. 
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• Services or supplies primarily for weight reduction or treatment of obesity unless they are 
Covered Health Services and authorized by a physician. This exclusion will not apply to surgical 
treatment involving morbid obesity if: 

 surgical treatment of morbid obesity is necessary to treat another life-threatening 
condition involving morbid obesity; and 

 it has been documented that non-surgical treatments of the morbid obesity have failed; 
and 

 surgical treatment has been approved by Anthem Blue Cross 

• Outpatient prescription drugs. (These are covered by the separate Prescription Drug Plan.) 

• Mental health, alcohol or chemical dependency treatment.  (These are covered by the separate 
Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program.) 

• Heating pads and thermometers, and other over-the-counter products. 

• Devices and computers to assist in communication and speech. 

• Air purifiers, air conditioners and humidifiers. 

• Supplies for comfort, hygiene or beautification. 

• Services and supplies furnished in connection with injury or disease arising out of, or in the 
course of, any work for wage or profit (whether or not with the employer) if such injury or 
disease is covered by any Workers’ Compensation law, occupational disease law or similar 
law. The Anthem Blue Cross Basic Plan will provide services and supplies in connection with 
such injury or disease, but will be entitled to reimbursement for them in accordance with rules 
set out in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active Employees Plan 
Document.   

• Treatment for conditions caused by war or aggression, declared or undeclared, or international 
armed conflict. 

• Services or supplies to the extent furnished by any law or government, unless required by law. 

• Benefits provided under the “Medicare” section of the Social Security Act. 

• Services and supplies for which coverage is available under any other Company-sponsored 
health plan or benefit program. 

• Alternative treatments such as acupressure, aromatherapy, hypnotism, rolfing and other forms 
of alternative treatment, as defined by the Office of Alternative Medicine of the National 
Institutes of Health. 

• Blood or blood plasma which is replaced by or for the patient. 

• Charges for failure to keep a scheduled appointment, transfer of medical records and other 
similar charges for which no treatment for services has been provided. 

• Services that are educational in nature, unless specifically authorized by Anthem Blue Cross. 

• Except as otherwise provided herein, any services in connection with routine physical exams or 
medical exams not connected with the primary purpose of the discovery of a medical 
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condition, disease or illness leading to treatment, such as a pre-employment medical exam or 
a team sports exam. 

• Benefits provided under the extension of a benefits provision of other insurance policies, 
benefit plans, or health plan contracts. 

See EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE under COORDINATION OF BENEFITS under MORE ABOUT in this 
section of the Handbook. 

Third Party Exclusion 
The Plan contains an exclusion for any injury, illness or other condition for which a third party may 
be liable or legally responsible by reason of negligence, intentional action or breach of legal 
obligation.  These exclusions, limitations, and conditions are described under SUBROGATION AND 
REIMBURSEMENT under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook.   

For additional important information for the Anthem Blue Cross-administered Basic Plan, see 
DEFINITIONS, and CLAIMS AND APPEALS PROCESS, in this section of the Handbook.   
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Definitions 
The meanings of key terms used in the NAP, CAP and Basic Medical Plan descriptions are shown 
below. Whenever any of the key terms shown below appear, the term will appear in italicized 
letters. When any of the terms below are italicized in the Medical Plan description, you can refer 
to this section. 

Accidental Injury 
Physical harm or disability which is the result of a specific, unexpected incident caused by an 
outside force. The physical harm or disability must have occurred at an identifiable time and 
place. Accidental injury does not include illness or infection, except infection of a cut or wound. 

Ambulatory Surgical Center 
A freestanding outpatient surgical facility. It must be licensed as an outpatient clinic according to 
state and local laws and must meet all requirements of an outpatient clinic providing surgical 
services. It must also meet accreditation standards of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of 
Health Care Organizations or the Accreditation Association of Ambulatory Health Care. 

Authorized Referral (NAP Medical Plan) 
An authorized referral occurs when you, because of your medical needs, are referred to a 
non-network provider, but only when: 

• There is no network provider who practices in the appropriate specialty, which provides the 
required services, or which has the necessary facilities within a 30-mile radius of your 
residence; 

• You are referred in writing to the non-network provider by the physician who is a participating 
provider, and 

• The referral has been authorized by the Claims Administrator before services are rendered. 

Effective Date 
The date coverage begins under the Medical Plan. 

Eligible Expenses 
Eligible expenses are:  (1) expenses for Covered Health Services that are covered by the Plan; (2) 
those that Anthem Blue Cross considers “Medically Necessary” for the diagnosis or treatment of 
an illness or injury; and (3) those that do not exceed the “Customary and Reasonable” rate as 
determined by Anthem Blue Cross. Any costs not meeting this definition are the responsibility of 
the member. For additional information or questions, call Anthem Blue Cross Member Services. 

Experimental Procedures 
Procedures that are mainly limited to laboratory and/or animal research. 
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Home Health Agencies 
Home health care providers that are licensed according to state and local laws to provide skilled 
nursing and other services on a visiting basis in your home, and recognized as home health 
providers under Medicare and/or accredited by a recognized accrediting agency such as the Joint 
Commission on the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations. 

Hospice 
An agency or organization primarily engaged in providing palliative care (pain control and 
symptom relief) to the terminally ill and providing supportive care to those persons and their 
families to help them cope with the patient’s terminal illness. This care may be provided in the 
home or on an inpatient basis. A hospice must be:  (1) certified by Medicare as a hospice; (2) 
recognized by Medicare as a hospice demonstration site; or (3) accredited as a hospice by the 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. A list of hospices meeting these criteria is 
available upon request by contacting Anthem Blue Cross Member Services. 

Hospital 
A facility which provides diagnosis, treatment and care of persons who need acute inpatient 
hospital care under the supervision of physicians. It must be licensed as a general acute care 
hospital according to state and local laws. It must also be registered as a general hospital by the 
American Hospital Association and meet accreditation standards of the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Health Care Organizations. 

Infertility 
The presence of a condition recognized by a physician as a cause of infertility; or the inability to 
conceive a pregnancy or to carry a pregnancy to a live birth after a year or more of regular sexual 
relations without contraception. 

Investigative 
Procedures or medications that have progressed to limited use on humans but are not widely 
accepted as proven and effective within the organized medical community. 

Negotiated Rate 
The amount network providers agree to accept as payment in full for covered services. It is 
usually lower than their normal charge. Negotiated rates are determined by Prudent Buyer Plan 
Participating Provider Agreements and/or other Blue Card PPO Provider Agreements. 
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Network Provider 
One of the following providers that has an agreement in effect with the Claims Administrator at 
the time services are rendered: 

• A hospital; 

• A physician; 

• An ambulatory surgical center; 

• A home health agency; 

• A facility that provides diagnostic imaging services; 

• A durable medical equipment outlet; 

• A skilled nursing facility; or 

• A clinical laboratory. 

Network providers agree to accept the negotiated rate as payment for covered services. A 
directory of network providers is available upon request by contacting Anthem Blue Cross 
Member Services. 

Non-Network Provider 
One of the following providers that, at the time services are rendered, does NOT have an 
agreement in effect with the Claims Administrator: 

• A hospital; 

• A physician; 

• An ambulatory surgical center; 

• A home health agency; 

• A facility that provides diagnostic imaging services; 

• A durable medical equipment outlet; 

• A skilled nursing facility; or 

• A clinical laboratory. 

Remember that only a portion of the amount which a non-network provider charges for a service 
may be treated as a covered expense under this Medical Plan. See HOW BENEFITS ARE DETERMINED 
in this section of the booklet. 
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Other Health Care Provider 
One of the following providers: 

• A certified registered nurse anesthetist; 

• A blood bank; 

• A licensed ambulance company; or 

• A hospice. 

The provider must be licensed according to state and local laws to provide covered medical 
services. 

Physician 
• A doctor of medicine (M.D.) or doctor of osteopathy (D.O.) who is licensed to practice medicine 

or osteopathy where the care is provided; or 

• One of the following providers, but only when the provider is licensed to practice where the 
care is provided, is rendering a service within the scope of that license, is providing a service 
for which benefits are specified in this booklet, and when benefits would be payable if the 
services were provided by a physician as defined above: 

 A dentist (D.D.S.) 
 An optometrist (O.D.) 
 A dispensing optician 
 A podiatrist or chiropodist (D.P.M., D.S.P. or D.S.C.) 
 A chiropractor (D.C.) 
 An acupuncturist (A.C.) 
 The following providers are covered only by referral of a physician as defined in the first 

bullet above. 

− A physical therapist (P.T. or R.P.T.) 

− A speech pathologist 

− An audiologist 

− An occupational therapist (O.T.R.) 

− A respiratory care practitioner (R.C.P.) 

− A registered dietitian (R.D.) for the provision of diabetic medical nutrition therapy only 

Skilled Nursing Facility 
An institution that provides continuous skilled nursing services.  The facility must be licensed 
according to state and local laws and be recognized as a skilled nursing facility under Medicare.  

Special Care Units 
Special areas of a hospital that have highly skilled personnel and special equipment for acute 
conditions that require constant treatment and observation.
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Stay 
Inpatient confinement that begins when you are admitted to a facility and ends when you are 
discharged from that facility. 

Urgent Care  
The services received for a sudden, serious, or unexpected illness, injury or condition, other than 
one that is life threatening, which requires immediate care for the relief of severe pain or 
diagnosis and treatment of the condition 
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Claims and Appeals Process 
(For the NAP, CAP and Basic Plans) 

Filing a Claim for Benefits 
Anthem Blue Cross on behalf of Anthem Blue Cross Life & Health Insurance Company is the 
Claims Administrator for the Network Access Plan (NAP), Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) and 
the Basic Plan sponsored by Pacific Gas and Electric Company. As the Claims Administrator, 
Anthem Blue Cross contracts with a network of providers and processes claims.  Anthem Blue 
Cross pays the network providers directly for your Covered Health Services. You are responsible 
for paying copayments and/or deductibles to the network provider at the time of service or when 
you receive a bill from the provider. If a network provider bills you for any Covered Health Service, 
contact Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-964-0530. 

When you receive Covered Health Services from a non-network provider, you are responsible for 
paying the provider up front and filing a claim with Anthem Blue Cross, even if your services were 
due to an emergency or because your network provider referred you to a non-network provider. 
You must file the claim in a format that contains all of the information required, as described 
below. Claim forms may be obtained by calling Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-964-0530 or by 
accessing the Anthem Blue Cross Web site at www.anthem.com/ca/pge. 

You must file a claim for payment of benefits within two years of the date of service. If a 
non-network provider submits a claim on your behalf, you will be responsible for the timeliness of 
the submission. If your claim relates to an inpatient hospital stay, the date of service is the date 
on which your inpatient stay ends. If you don’t file a claim and provide all required information to 
Anthem Blue Cross of California within two years of the date of service, benefits for that health 
service will be denied. This time limit does not apply if you are legally incapacitated. 

Required Information 
When you request payment of benefits from Anthem Blue Cross, you must provide Anthem Blue 
Cross with all of the following information. 

• The member’s name and address. 

• The patient’s name, age, and relationship to the member. 

• The member identification number and group number stated on your ID card. 

• An itemized bill from your provider that includes the following: 
 Patient diagnosis; 
 Date(s) of service; 
 Procedure code(s) and description of service(s) rendered; 
 Charge for each service tendered; and 
 Provider name, address, and Tax Identification Number (TIN). 

• The date on which the injury or sickness began. 
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• A statement indicating whether or not you are enrolled for coverage under any other health 
insurance plan or program. If you are enrolled for other coverage, you must include the name 
of the other carrier(s). 

Send your claim to: 

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

Payment of Benefits for Non-Network Benefits 
Anthem Blue Cross will make a benefit determination on non-network services as set forth below. 
Benefits will be paid directly to you, unless either of the following is true: 

• The provider notifies the Claims Administrator that your signature is on file, assigning benefits 
directly to that provider; or 

• You make a written request for the non-network provider to be paid directly at the time you 
submit your claim. 

Anthem Blue Cross will not reimburse third parties who have purchased or who have been 
assigned benefits to physicians or other providers. 

Benefit Determinations (Before an Appeal is Filed) 
There are various types of benefit claims. Each benefit claim can be categorized as a 
post-service, pre-service, urgent, or current claim. Depending on the type of the claim, Anthem 
Blue Cross must process your claim within different time-frames. The processing time-frames for 
each type of claim are explained below. 

Post-Service Claims 

• Post-Service claims are those claims that are filed for payment of benefits after medical care 
has been received. If your post-service claim is denied, Anthem Blue Cross will send you a 
written response in the form of an Explanation of Benefits (EOB) within 30 days of receipt of 
the claim, provided that all required information was included with the claim. Anthem Blue 
Cross will notify you within this 30-day period if additional information is needed to process 
your claim, and may request a one-time extension of no longer than 15 days and pend your 
claim until all required information is received. 

• If notified that an extension is necessary due to incomplete claim information, you will have 45 
days to provide the required information to Anthem Blue Cross. If all of the required 
information is received within the 45-day time-frame and the claim is then denied, Anthem 
Blue Cross will notify you of the denial within 15 days of receipt of the additional information. 
If you do not provide the needed information within the 45-day period, your claim will be 
denied. 

• If your claim is denied, the denial notice -- typically an Explanation of Benefits statement -- will 
explain the reason(s) for the denial, refer to the Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based, 
and provide procedures on how to appeal the claim. 
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Pre-Service Claims 
Pre-Service claims are those claims for services that require notification or approval prior to 
receiving the services. Requests for pre-service claims that are not urgent may be requested by 
the network provider by calling 1-800-274-7767 or by submitting the request in writing to: 

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

If your claim is a pre-service claim and was submitted properly with all the required information, 
Anthem Blue Cross will send you and your network provider written notice of its claim decision in 
15 days of receipt of the claim. If you file a pre-service claim improperly, Anthem Blue Cross will 
notify you and the network provider that the claim was improperly filed within five days of 
receiving the pre-service claim and will give you information on how to correct it. If additional 
information is needed to process the pre-service claim, Anthem Blue Cross will notify you within 
15 days of receipt of the claim that additional information is needed, and may request a one-time 
extension of no longer than 15 days and pend your claim until all required information is received. 

If notification of an extension is necessary due to incomplete claim information, you will have 45 
days to provide the required information to Anthem Blue Cross. If all of the required information is 
received within the 45-day time-frame, Anthem Blue Cross will notify you of its determination 
within 15 days of receipt of the additional information. If you don’t provide the required 
information within the 45-day period, your claim will be denied. 

If your claim is denied, the denial notice will explain the reason(s) for the denial, refer to the Plan 
provision(s) on which the denial is based, and provide procedures on how to appeal the claim. 

Urgent Claims that Require Immediate Action 
Urgent care claims are those claims (1) that require notification or approval prior to receiving 
medical care, and (2) where a delay in treatment could jeopardize your life, health, or the ability 
to regain maximum function or, in the opinion of the physician with knowledge of your medical 
condition, could cause severe pain. In these situations, you or your network provider may submit 
your request in writing to the address listed above or call Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767. 
After Anthem Blue Cross receives the request, you will receive a response as follows: 

• You and your network provider will receive notice of the benefit determination in writing or by 
telephone within 72 -hours of Anthem Blue Cross’ receipt of all necessary information, taking 
into account the seriousness of your condition. Notice of denial may be oral with a written 
confirmation to follow within three days. 

• If you file an urgent care claim improperly, Anthem Blue Cross will notify you or your network 
provider within 24 hours of receiving the urgent claim that the claim was improperly filed and 
will give you information on how to correct it. If additional information is needed to process the 
claim, Anthem Blue Cross will notify you or your network provider of the information needed 
within 24 hours of receiving the claim. You will have 48 hours to provide the requested 
information. 
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You and your network provider will be notified of Anthem Blue Cross’ determination no later than 
48 hours after:  

• Anthem Blue Cross’ receipt of the requested information; or 

• The end of the 48 -hour period within which you were to provide the additional information, if 
the information is not received within that timeframe. 

If your claim is denied, the notice of the denial will explain the reason(s) for the denial, refer to the 
Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based, and provide procedures on how to appeal the 
claim. 

Concurrent Care Claims 
If an ongoing course of treatment was previously approved for a specific period of time or number 
of treatments, and you or your network provider requests to extend the treatment as an urgent 
care claim as defined above, Anthem Blue Cross will make a determination on your request 
within 24 hours of receiving your request, provided your request is made at least 24 hours prior to 
the end of the approved treatment. If your request for extended treatment is not made at least 24 
hours prior to the end of the approved treatment, the request will be treated as an urgent care 
claim and handled according to the time-frames described above. 

If an ongoing course of treatment was previously approved for a specific period of time or number 
of treatments, and you or your network provider requests to extend treatment in a non-urgent 
circumstance, your request will be considered a new claim and decided according to post-service 
or pre-service time-frames, whichever applies. 

Concurrent claims that are considered urgent may be submitted in writing or by calling Anthem 
Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767. Non-urgent claims may also be submitted in writing to: 

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

To Resolve a Problem 
Anthem Blue Cross has established a complaint resolution and grievance process to resolve 
members’ problems or complaints. If you or a covered dependent has a question, problem, or 
complaint, you should call 1-800-964-0530 or write to the address below: 

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

If your question or concern is about a benefit determination, you should typically contact Member 
Services before filing a formal appeal. If the Member Services representative cannot resolve the 
issue to your satisfaction over the phone, you may submit your question in writing or file an 
appeal. If you wish to file an appeal, you should contact Customer Service again and state that 
you would like to file an appeal. You may also send your written appeal to the address above. 

If you are appealing a pre-service urgent care claim denial, please refer to URGENT CLAIM APPEALS 
THAT REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ACTION, earlier in this section, and contact Member Services at 
1-800-964-0530 immediately. The Member Services telephone number is also shown on your ID 
card. Member Services representatives are available to take your call during posted business 
hours, Monday through Friday. 
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Appeals 
How to Appeal a Claim Decision - Non-Urgent 
If you still disagree with a claim determination after following the above steps, you can contact 
Anthem Blue Cross in writing to formally appeal the claim. If the appeal relates to a claim for 
payment, your request should include: 

• The patient’s name and the identification number from your ID card; 

• The date(s) of medical service(s); 

• The provider’s name; 

• The reason you believe the claim should be paid; and 

• Any document or other written information to support your request for claim payment. 

Send your appeal to: 

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

Your first request to appeal the claim must be submitted to Anthem Blue Cross within 180 days 
of your receipt of the claim denial. 

Appeals Process 
Two levels of appeals are provided for each claim.  In each appeal step, a qualified individual who 
was not involved in an earlier denial of your claim will be appointed to decide the appeal. If your 
appeal is related to clinical matters, the review will be conducted by a health care professional 
who has appropriate expertise in the specific clinical area and who was not involved in any prior 
determination. Anthem Blue Cross may consult with, or seek the participation of medical experts 
as part of the appeal resolution process.  If applicable, you must consent to this referral and the 
sharing of pertinent medical claim information to continue the appeal process.  You may request, 
at no cost, to have access to and copies of all documents, records, and other information relevant 
to your claim for benefits. 

To initiate a second appeal, you must repeat the same steps as your first claim appeal.  Your 
second-level appeal must be submitted to Anthem Blue Cross within 60 days of your receipt of 
Anthem Blue Cross’ first-level appeal denial. 
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Appeals Determinations 
Pre-Service and Post-Service Claim Appeals 
You and your network provider will be provided written notification of Anthem Blue Cross’ decision 
on your appeal as follows: 

• For appeals of pre-service claims, Anthem Blue Cross will conduct the first-level review and 
notify you of its decision within 15 days of receipt of your request to appeal the denied claim.  
If you request a second-level appeal review, Anthem Blue Cross will also conduct this review 
and notify you of its decision within 15 days of receipt of your request for a second-level appeal 
review. 

• For appeals of post-service claims, Anthem Blue Cross will conduct the first-level review and 
notify you of its decision within 30 days of receipt of your request to appeal the denied claim.  
If you request a second-level appeal review, Anthem Blue Cross will also conduct this review 
and notify you of its decision within 30 days of receipt of your request for a second-level appeal 
review. 

Please note that Anthem Blue Cross’ decision is based only on whether or not benefits are 
Covered Health Services, as defined by the appropriate medical plan.  The determination as to 
whether the health service is necessary or appropriate is between you and your physician. 

Urgent Claim Appeals that Require Immediate Action 
Your appeal may require immediate action if a delay in treatment could significantly increase the 
risk to your health or the ability to regain maximum function or cause severe pain.  In these 
urgent situations: 

• Your appeal does not need to be submitted in writing.  You or your physician should call 
Anthem Blue Cross at 1-800-274-7767 as soon as possible.  Anthem Blue Cross will provide 
you with a written or oral determination within 72 hours following receipt of your request for 
review of the determination, taking into account the seriousness of your condition. 

If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals review completed with Anthem Blue Cross, 
you can use PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process as described below, or you can elect to bring a civil 
action under Section 502(a) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”). 
However, before you can initiate the Voluntary Review Process or take civil action, you must go 
through both levels of appeal provided through Anthem Blue Cross. 
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PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process  
If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals process completed with Anthem Blue Cross, 
you may elect to either use PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or elect to 
bring a civil action. You have 90 days from the date of receipt of the final decision from Anthem 
Blue Cross to elect this voluntary review.  Initiation of the Voluntary Review Process does not 
restrict your ability to bring a civil action against the Plan. 

Step 1 
The first step of the Voluntary Review Process is to write to the Benefits Department, requesting 
to review your appeal.  Your appeal should include all pertinent documentation.  To expedite 
processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR DISCLOSURE OF 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, Policies 
& Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) 
or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   

Send your appeal to: 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals – Step One 
1850 Gateway Blvd, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The PG&E Benefits Department will review your appeal and make a decision within 60 days of the 
date on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your 
appeal).  There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be 
required.  You will be notified if such an issue occurs.  If the Benefits Department denies your 
claim, you will receive a written response that will include:  

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) that apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

If your claim deals with specific medical issues, the Benefits Department may suggest that your 
claim be submitted to an External Review Program as part of the first step of the Voluntary 
Review Program.  The External Review Program entails having an independent third party review 
the claim in question.  This program only applies if the decision is based on either of the following: 

• clinical reasons such as previous denials for medical necessity, custodial care or cosmetic 
services; or 

• The exclusions for Experimental or Investigational Services. 

The External Review Program is not available if the coverage determinations are based on explicit 
benefit exclusions or defined benefit limits.  The External Review Program is optional, and its 
costs are paid by the Plan.  If the External Review Program recommends that the claim be 
covered, the Benefits Department will instruct the Claims Administrator to abide by the 
recommendation of the External Review Program. 
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Step 2 
The second step of the Voluntary Review Process is to submit your appeal to an independent 
neutral third party for review.  The third-party reviewer will be selected from a predetermined 
panel of arbitrators familiar with benefits law.  You have the option of submitting the same 
written appeal prepared for Step One or may choose to supplement the Step One write-up with 
additional written material.  The neutral third party will issue a written decision within 45 days of 
receipt of the appeal documentation.  The neutral third party’s decision shall be final and binding 
on the Plan, but not on you. 

You have 60 days from receipt of a denied appeal in Step One to exercise your right to initiate the 
second step of an appeal.  Send your written appeal with any additional information to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals – Step Two 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

If you are not satisfied with the decision resulting from Step Two of the Voluntary Review Process, 
you may bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of ERISA. 

If you would like more information regarding the Voluntary Review Process, call the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) 
or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 
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Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) 

HMO-Specific Eligibility 
To be eligible to join an HMO, you must live in that HMO’s service area. HMO membership may not 
be available throughout an entire county; precise service areas are specified by home ZIP code. 
Because of the ongoing nature of HMO service territory changes, we recommend that you verify 
the service area and provider availability with each HMO. 

Refer to FLEX PLAN and MEDICAL COVERAGE SUMMARY for general information on eligibility for 
medical coverage, including coverage under an HMO. 

How HMOs Work 
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) provide a full range of health care services on a 
prepaid basis. Company-sponsored HMOs have no deductibles, so there are no deductibles to 
satisfy, but some services require copayments.  Each year, the Company publishes a high-level 
summary of each HMO’s benefits in its open enrollment guides.  To find out more about each 
HMO’s benefits, call the HMO. 

When selecting an HMO, not only should you look at the HMO’s network of doctors and hospitals, 
you also should look at the quality of the HMO.  One of the ways in which you can assess relative 
quality is to find out if the HMO has been accredited by the National Committee for Quality 
Assurance (NCQA).  The NCQA is an independent, not-for-profit organization that evaluates the 
quality of HMOs.  The NCQA reviews health plan records, interviews health plan staff, and grades 
the results from consumer surveys conducted by independent survey organizations.  For 
additional information visit their Web site at www.ncqa.org. 

All HMOs currently offered by the Company are accredited.  To learn more about the quality of 
each of the HMOs offered by the Company, you can review the Pacific Business Group on Health’s 
Web site at www.healthscope.org.  The Pacific Business Group on Health provides consumer 
health education materials on West Coast health plans. 

When you join an HMO, you will receive an identification card. You and your eligible family 
members must receive all of your medical care through the HMO’s doctors, clinics, hospitals, and 
pharmacies in order for services to be covered. You may be reimbursed when using a non-HMO 
doctor or hospital but only in the event of an emergency that is life-threatening or likely to cause 
serious bodily harm. 

In addition, you will also receive an Evidence of Coverage (EOC) directly from the HMO.  Your EOC 
will provide detailed information about covered services, your copayments or coinsurance, referral 
and authorization requirements, and the claims and appeals processes.  Please keep and use 
your EOC and any updates that your receive to your EOC as a reference document.  If you have 
any questions about your EOC or if you do not automatically receive your EOC, call your HMO at 
the telephone number listed in your HMO’s summary of benefits at the end of this section. 

This document, together with the EOC you receive from your HMO when you enroll, any updates to 
the EOC you receive from your HMO, the Open Enrollment communications material you receive 
from the Company on an annual basis, and any summaries of material modifications, constitute 
your summary plan description.   
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Additional information that is pertinent to and constitutes your summary plan description for the 
HMO benefits is included under MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE BENEFITS, MORE ABOUT YOUR 
HEALTH CARE BENEFITS and ERISA INFORMATION all of which are in this section of the Handbook plus 
information in the following sections of this Handbook:  

• FLEX PLAN, and  

• COBRA AND CONVERSION TO AN INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL POlicy 

Primary Care Physicians (PCPs) 
For all of the HMO plans except Kaiser, you and your dependents will be assigned a primary care 
physician (PCP) when you first join the plan. Later, if you want to change your primary care 
physician, you may do so by calling your HMO’s member services number. If you join an HMO and 
your doctor does not belong to that HMO or the doctor you have selected subsequently 
discontinues his or her association with the HMO, you will need to select another primary care 
physician within that HMO for the rest of the plan year. You may not change medical plans until 
the next open enrollment period, unless you move out of your HMO’s service area. Please 
remember, you have a responsibility to coordinate your medical care in accordance with the 
provisions of the plan that you select to ensure all your medical needs are appropriately met. 

In most HMOs, your PCP will be a member of a medical group or independent physician 
association (IPA).  Please note that you generally will be required to use a specialist also 
associated with your PCP’s medical group or IPA unless you receive specific authorization from 
your HMO.  Please talk to your HMO or refer to your HMO’s Evidence of Coverage regarding the 
role of the medical group or IPA in your particular HMO’s benefit coverage. 

HMO Service Areas 
If you move out of your HMO’s service area, you may enroll in another plan effective the first day 
of the month following notification of your move, provided you request re-enrollment within 31 
days after the move (see MOVE OUT OF HMO SERVICE AREA in the FLEX PLAN section for more 
information). For re-enrollment, contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension at 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Available HMOs 
As of the date of this Handbook, the following HMOs are offered to eligible employees and their 
dependents:  

Blue Shield HMO (Access+) 

Health Net HMO 

Kaiser Permanente HMO (Northern and Southern Region) 

Not all HMOs are offered in all counties. In addition, the Company does not necessarily contract 
with HMOs to include all of their service territories, and availability is limited in some counties. 

For more information about a specific HMO, see the summary of benefits for each HMO included 
in this section or call the HMO directly at the number listed in their summary or in the HEALTH CARE 
PLAN DIRECTORY in this section under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS. 
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HMO Summaries of Benefits 
This section provides a high-level summary of the benefits provided by each individual HMO as of 
January 1, 2008.  The Summary of Benefits may change periodically.  You should always refer to 
the latest Summary of Benefits and the Evidence of Coverage (EOC), which contains detailed 
information about the benefits, provided by each HMO or call the HMO at the number listed in the 
summary.   
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Blue Shield HMO (Access+) 
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in Blue Shield HMO, you will receive an Evidence of Coverage, free of charge. It 
describes Blue Shield HMO benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider network information 
and other rules in detail.  If you need additional information including a list of participating 
network providers, you can contact Blue Shield HMO directly.   

The information contained in this summary is informational.  No right shall accrue to you and/or 
your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  Blue 
Shield HMO’s Evidence of Coverage (EOC) is the binding document between the health plan and 
its members.  

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.  

PROVISIONS BLUE SHIELD HMO 
GENERAL Members access the Blue Shield HMO network; no pre-existing 

condition exclusions 
HOSPITAL STAY No charge 

SKILLED NURSING 
FACILITY 

No charge; 100-day limit 

EMERGENCY ROOM 
CARE 

$25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted); member needs 
to contact PCP within 24 hours of service 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL 
CARE  

$10/visit 

MATERNITY CARE No charge 

WELL-BABY CARE $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit — $10; $30 without referral (Access+ Specialist) — 
must be in the same Medical Group or IPA; home visit — $10 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit according to health plan schedule 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

Included in office visit; no charge for allergy injections if no visit 
with physician 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit for refraction 
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PROVISIONS BLUE SHIELD HMO 
X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION 
TESTING 

No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge 

HOSPICE CARE No charge 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 

$10/visit; provided as long as continued treatment is medically 
necessary pursuant to the treatment plan 

OUTPATIENT 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 

RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 copay for generic formulary, 
$15 copay for brand formulary and $35 copay for non-formulary; 
some drugs require preauthorization; MAIL-ORDER (through the 
Plan):  two times retail copay for up to a 90-day supply; no 
annual maximum; open formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH13  

Inpatient Care Severe mental illness (same as parity diagnosis):  no charge; no 
day limit; other mental illnesses:  no charge for up to 30 
days/calendar year for crisis intervention 

Outpatient Care Severe mental illness (same as parity diagnosis):  $10/visit; no visit 
limit; other mental illnesses:  $20/visit; 20 visits per calendar year 

INPATIENT AND 
OUTPATIENT 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
CARE 

Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions 

DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

No charge; preauthorization required; see plan EOC for 
limitations and exclusions 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

OTHER BENEFITS Infertility treatment — 50% of covered services, including drugs 
and laboratory; see plan EOC for detailed coverage 

 

                                                      
13 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options. 
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Other Information: 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS 
AND MEMBER RIGHTS 

See a complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, Qualified 
Medical Child Support Order procedures and rights, ERISA rights 
and information, plan funding and plan continuation provisions in 
this Summary of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Members must select a contracting Physician Group where the 
member wants to receive medical care. That Physician Group will 
provide or authorize all medical care.  Family members may select 
different contracting Physician Groups. However, each person 
must select a contracting Physician Group close enough to his or 
her residence to allow reasonable access to medical care.  In 
addition to selecting a contracting Physician Group, each 
member must choose a Primary Care Physician from the Physician 
Group. The Primary Care Physician provides and coordinates 
medical care. Providers are neither employed nor exclusively 
contracted by the HMO. 

PLAN TELEPHONE 
NUMBER  

1-800-443-5005 

WEB SITE www.blueshieldca.com/pge 
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Health Net HMO 
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.  

If you enroll in Health Net HMO, you will receive an Evidence of Coverage, free of charge. It 
describes Health Net HMO’s benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider network information 
and other rules in detail.  If you need additional information including a list of participating 
network providers, you can contact Health Net HMO directly.  

The information contained in this summary is informational.  No right shall accrue to you and/or 
your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  The 
HMO’s Evidence of Coverage (EOC) is the binding document between the health plan and its 
members.  

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008. 

PROVISIONS HEALTH NET HMO 
GENERAL Only providers affiliated with Health Net HMO; no pre-existing 

condition exclusions 
HOSPITAL STAY No charge; includes intensive and coronary care 

SKILLED NURSING 
FACILITY 

No charge; 100-day limit 

EMERGENCY ROOM 
CARE 

$25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted); must notify Health 
Net within 48 hours 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL 
CARE  

$10/visit 

MATERNITY CARE No charge  

WELL-BABY CARE $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit — $10 
Home visit — $10 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit for basic Periodic Health Evaluation 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

Included in office visit; no charge for allergy injections if no visit with 
physician 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit 
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PROVISIONS HEALTH NET HMO 
X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION 
TESTING 

No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge 

HOSPICE CARE No charge 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 

$10/visit; provided as long as significant improvement is expected 

OUTPATIENT 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 

RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 copay for generic formulary, $15 
copay for brand formulary and $35 copay for non-formulary; some 
drugs require preauthorization; MAIL-ORDER (through the Plan):  two 
times retail copay for up to a 90-day supply; no annual maximum; 
open formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH14  

Inpatient Care Severe mental illness (same as parity diagnosis):  no charge; no day 
limit; other mental illnesses:  no charge for up to 30 days/calendar 
year for crisis intervention 

Outpatient Care Severe mental illness (same as parity diagnosis):  $10/visit; no visit 
limit; other mental illnesses:  $20/visit; 20 visits per calendar year 

INPATIENT AND 
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL 
AND DRUG CARE 

Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with referral 
by ValueOptions 

DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

No charge; see plan EOC for limitations and exclusions 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

OTHER BENEFITS Infertility treatment — 50% of covered services, including drugs and 
laboratory; see plan EOC for detailed coverage 

 

                                                      
14 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options. 
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Other Information: 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS 
AND MEMBER RIGHTS 

See a complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, Qualified 
Medical Child Support Order procedures and rights, ERISA rights and 
information, plan funding and plan continuation provisions in this 
Summary of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF 
PROVIDERS  

Members must select a contracting Physician Group where the 
member wants to receive medical care. That Physician Group will 
provide or authorize all medical care.  Family members may select 
different contracting Physician Groups. However, each person must 
select a contracting Physician Group close enough to his or her 
residence to allow reasonable access to medical care.  In addition to 
selecting a contracting Physician Group, each member must choose 
a Primary Care Physician from the Physician Group. The Primary Care 
Physician provides and coordinates medical care. Providers are 
neither employed nor exclusively contracted by the HMO. 

PLAN TELEPHONE 
NUMBER 

1-800-522-0088 

WEB SITE www.healthnet.com/pge 
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Kaiser Permanente HMO – Northern and Southern California 
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in Kaiser Permanente HMO, you can request an Evidence of Coverage from Kaiser 
Permanente HMO, free of charge. It describes Kaiser Permanente HMO’s benefit provisions, 
claims procedures, provider and facility information and other rules in detail.  If you need 
additional information, including a list of participating network providers, you can contact Kaiser 
Permanente HMO directly.  

The information contained in this summary is informational.  No right shall accrue to you and/or 
your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  Kaiser’s 
Evidence of Coverage (EOC) is the binding document between the health plan and its members. 

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.   

PROVISIONS KAISER PERMANENTE HMO – NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 

GENERAL Services provided at Kaiser Permanente Hospitals and Offices by 
Kaiser Permanente doctors; no pre-existing condition exclusions 

HOSPITAL STAY No charge; includes intensive and coronary care 

SKILLED NURSING 
FACILITY 

No charge to members in service area for up to 100 days per benefit 
period when prescribed by a plan physician; not covered for 
members living outside of service area 

EMERGENCY ROOM 
CARE 

$25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted directly to the hospital 
within 24 hours for the same condition) 

OUTPATIENT 
HOSPITAL  

$10 per procedure for outpatient surgery; $10/visit for all other 
outpatient services may apply 

MATERNITY CARE No charge 

WELL-BABY CARE $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit — $10 
Home visit — No charge 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

$10/visit for immunizations and allergy testing if no office visit; $5/visit 
for allergy injections if no office visit 
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PROVISIONS KAISER PERMANENTE HMO – NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit for screening/refraction; lenses and frames not covered 

X-RAYS AND LAB 
TESTS 

No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION 
TESTING 

No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge to members in service area when prescribed by a plan 
physician; not covered for members living outside of service area 

HOSPICE CARE No charge to members in service area when prescribed by a plan 
physician; not covered for members living outside of service area 

OUTPATIENT 
PHYSICAL THERAPY 

$10/visit; therapy is given if in the judgment of a plan physician 
significant improvement is achievable 

OUTPATIENT 
PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

$10 copay for up to 100-day supply when obtained at a plan 
pharmacy or through the Plan’s mail-order; no annual maximum; 
closed formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH15  

Inpatient Care No charge for up to 30 days per calendar year; no day limit for 
mental health parity diagnoses 

Outpatient Care $10/visit (individual), $5/visit (group) for up to 20 visits per calendar 
year; no visit limit for mental health parity diagnoses 

ALCOHOL AND 
DRUG CARE  

 

Inpatient  No charge for detoxification. Also covered by separate Alcohol and 
Drug Care Program with referral by ValueOptions (inpatient only) 

Outpatient $10/visit (individual); $5/visit (group) 
DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

No charge to members in service area when prescribed by a plan 
physician; see plan EOC for limitations and exclusions. Not covered for 
members living outside of service area 

CHIROPRACTIC 
CARE 

Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

                                                      
15 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not ValueOptions. 
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PROVISIONS KAISER PERMANENTE HMO – NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA 

OTHER BENEFITS Infertility treatment — 50% of covered services, including drugs and 
laboratory; see plan EOC for detailed coverage 

 

Other Information: 

ELIGIBLE 
DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

See a complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, Qualified 
Medical Child Support Order procedures and rights, ERISA rights and 
information, plan funding and plan continuation provisions in this 
Summary of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF 
PROVIDERS  

Members must use Kaiser Permanente HMO facilities and physicians, 
except for emergencies or as noted in the Evidence of Coverage. A 
Kaiser Permanente HMO physician must determine that the services 
and supplies are medically necessary to prevent, diagnose, or treat a 
member’s medical condition.  The services and supplies must be 
provided, prescribed, authorized or directed by a Kaiser Permanente 
HMO physician. Members may choose a primary care physician. 

PLAN TELEPHONE 
NUMBER 

1-800-464-4000 

WEB SITE www.my.kaiserpermanente.org/ca/pge 
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Claims, Appeals and Complaints 
Claims 
When a Claim Must be Filed 
If you are a member of an HMO you must submit a request for payment of benefits for all services 
you receive from a non-HMO provider.  Typically, HMOs only cover services provided by HMO 
providers. You will need to file a claim for any services, such as services provided during a medical 
emergency, provided by a non-HMO provider. 

You should refer to your Evidence of Coverage or contact your HMO for specific instructions about 
what information you must supply and when it must be supplied.  The time requirements for 
submitting a request vary by HMO.  If you do not provide the information within the required time 
period, benefits for that health service may be denied or reduced, at the HMO’s discretion. 

Time Frames for Responding to Claims  
Each HMO has specific procedures for addressing claims and appeals. The HMO may also require 
you to respond within specific time frames. The time frames for responding to claims depends on 
whether the claim is urgent (requiring approval prior to receiving medical care where a delay of 
treatment could seriously jeopardize life or health) or when the claim is – post service (after the 
service has been provided), pre-service (before service has been provided) or concurrent care (for 
extending ongoing treatment previously approved for a specific time period or number of 
treatments). 

Appeals 
If you have been denied a claim or believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be 
entitled under an HMO’s plan, you must go through the appeals steps provided by your HMO. You 
should refer to your EOC or call your HMO at the phone number listed on your ID card or the phone 
number listed in the summary of benefits chart for specific instructions on how and where to file 
an appeal.  Be sure to follow these procedures carefully. 

After you have initiated an appeal, in accordance with the steps outlined in your HMO’s Evidence 
of Coverage (EOC), the HMO must respond to you within the prescribed time frames.  The 
response you receive from your HMO will outline further steps available to you should your appeal 
be denied. 

Because HMOs are not self-insured by the Company, HMO members do not have legal recourse to 
formally appeal to the Company after they have gone through all the appeals steps provided by 
the HMO. Although you should always feel free to bring issues relating to an HMO’s service or 
quality of care to the Company’s attention, the Company does not review formal appeals for 
benefits provided by HMOs. 

For issues relating to eligibility or participation in an HMO, please refer to ELIGIBILITY in the FLEX 
PLAN section. 
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Complaints 
If you have any complaints or issues with your HMO, please call the California Department of 
Managed Health Care’s (DMHC) HMO Help Center at: 

1-888-HMO-2219  
TDD:  1-877-688-9891 

or visit the DMCH Web site at www.dmhc.ca.gov

If your health problem is urgent, or if you already filed a complaint and are not satisfied with your 
health plan's decision, contact the HMO Help Center at the Department of Managed Health Care 
(DMHC). An urgent problem is a serious threat to your health. You can also file a complaint with 
the HMO Help Center if your HMO does not make a decision within 30 days. 

The HMO Help Center will assist you with your complaint. They will also provide you with an 
Independent Medical Review (IMR), if you qualify. 

Filing a Complaint 
You may file a complaint with the DMCH HMO Help Center if: 

• Your problem is urgent and waiting to finish your health plan's complaint (grievance) process 
will be a serious risk to your health.  

• You have not received a decision from your health plan within 30 days, or within 3 days if your 
problem is urgent.  

• You are not satisfied with your health plan's decision.  

How to File a Complaint 
To file an urgent complaint, call the HMO Help Center.  

To file a complaint that is not urgent, visit the DHMC Web site and fill out and mail a Complaint 
Form. 

There is no charge for your call.  The HMO Help Center is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 
can provide help in many languages.  You may also email your complaint/problem by using the 
special contact form on the CMHC Web site.  
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Medical Coverage for Medicare-Eligible LTD Members & 
Medicare-Eligible Dependents of LTD Members 

Summary 
If you are an employee covered under a Long-Term Disability Plan (LTD) sponsored by the 
Company, and you or one of your covered dependents are eligible for Medicare, this section of the 
Summary of Benefits Handbook has information that applies to you.   

Members eligible for Medicare have different Company-sponsored medical plan choices than 
members who are not eligible for Medicare.  These plans interact or coordinate with Medicare in 
different ways.  It’s important that you have an understanding of your plan’s relationship with 
Medicare so you can make choices that don’t put you at a disadvantage with respect to how your 
Company-sponsored medical plan works with Medicare.  In addition, if you are eligible for 
Medicare and your dependents are not, or if you are not eligible for Medicare but a covered 
dependent is, you may be enrolled in different, but related, medical plans. 

Medicare Parts A, B and D 
Part A 
Part A is hospital insurance.  It covers hospitalization, home health care, hospice care and stays in 
skilled nursing facilities, as long as the care is not considered custodial.  You pay for coverage in 
Part A through payroll taxes during your working career; no additional premiums are required for 
Part A, unless you did not earn enough credits to qualify. 

Part B 
Part B is supplementary medical insurance that covers professional fees (such as office visits to a 
doctor) and related expenses.  Unlike Part A, you must pay monthly premiums toward 
membership in Part B.  The monthly premium is automatically deducted from your Social Security 
check.  By enrolling when you are first eligible, you can minimize your Part B premium.  If you 
enroll late or if you drop out and enroll again at a later date, your Part B premium increases 10% 
for every 12 months you do not participate.  The Company reimburses employees on LTD for the 
standard monthly Part B premiums.  The Company will also reimburse the standard monthly Part 
B premiums for any under age-65 covered dependents of employees on LTD, as long as the 
dependents are enrolled in Medicare Parts A and B. 

The Company-sponsored medical and LTD plans require that you join Medicare and maintain your 
Part B premiums.  If you do not, the only plan that you will be eligible to enroll in is the 
Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP), from which you will receive very reduced benefits.  Since you 
will be reimbursed for your Part B premiums, it makes great financial sense for you to join 
Medicare when you are first eligible.  
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Part D 
Beginning January 1, 2006, Medicare added a prescription drug benefit, known as Medicare  
Part D.  If you enroll in a Company-sponsored HMO or the SmartValue Medicare Advantage 
Private Fee-for-Service (PFFS) Plan (“SmartValue”), you will be also enrolling in an enhanced 
Medicare  
Part D plan.  If you enroll in the Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) administered by Anthem Blue 
Cross, you will not be enrolling in a Part D plan.  However, since CAP has prescription drug 
benefits equal to or better than the minimum Part D benefit, you will be treated by Medicare as if 
you had been enrolled in a Part D plan and you will not be assessed a premium penalty for late 
Part D enrollment if you decide later to enroll in a Part D plan.  Whether you enroll in an HMO or 
CAP, you will receive the benefit of lower medical premiums, because the Company passes on the 
savings that it receives on Medicare Part D to its members. 

All Medicare recipients have the option of enrolling in many different Medicare-approved Part D 
plans, called Prescription Drug Plans (PDPs), offered outside of the Company (for example, at 
your local chain drugstore).  While it is your choice whether you decide to enroll in one of these 
external PDPs, it’s extremely important that you consider this decision carefully.  If you enroll in 
Medicare Part D though an external PDP (i.e., not through the Company’s employee enrollment 
process), you will be disenrolled from your Company-sponsored medical plan. 

Plans Options for LTD Employees/Dependents Eligible for 
Medicare  
Comprehensive Access Plan 
The Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP), administered by Anthem Blue Cross, is a self-funded 
medical plan available to all LTD employees eligible for Medicare, regardless of where they live.  
This Plan provides Medicare secondary coverage, plus primary prescription drug coverage.  This 
means Medicare processes your claims first (except prescription drugs claims), and CAP pays only 
the difference necessary to make your total reimbursement (Medicare’s payment plus the CAP’s 
payment) equal to the amount a non-Medicare member would receive.  You still may be required 
to pay part of the claim.  If you do not enroll in Medicare Parts A and B, the CAP plan will still pay 
benefits on a secondary basis, so it is extremely important that you enroll in Medicare as soon as 
you are eligible.  Otherwise, you will be required to pay the part of the claim that Medicare would 
have paid, plus any charges that may remain after the CAP benefit payment.  In addition, since 
the Medicare fee schedule of allowable charges typically is less than actual billed amounts, you 
also may have to pay the excess amount (the difference between what was billed by Medicare 
and the Medicare allowed amount). 

Examples:   

Assume you are a CAP member enrolled in Medicare and you have a MRI.  Medicare will cover 
80% of your MRI, while CAP will allow for a total coverage of 90%.  Therefore, Medicare will pay 
first and will pay 80% of its allowed fee.  CAP will then pay the 10% difference between its 90% 
level of coverage and Medicare’s 80% coverage.  You will be responsible for paying the remaining 
10% of the claim.  Your provider will have to write-off the difference between the provider’s billed 
amount and Medicare’s allowed fee. 
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Now assume you are eligible for Medicare, but you failed to enroll in Medicare.  In this case, CAP 
will only pay the 10% difference between 90% and the 80% Medicare would have paid.  You will 
be responsible for paying the 80% that Medicare would have paid, plus the 10% beyond the CAP 
level of benefit payment.  In addition, if Medicare’s allowed fee is less than what is billed, you will 
have to pay that difference as well. 

  
ENROLLED IN MEDICARE 

NOT 
ENROLLED IN MEDICARE 

BILLED AMOUNT  $2,000  $2,000 

MEDICARE ALLOWED AMOUNT  800  800 

MEDICARE PAYS  640  0 

PLAN PAYS – 10% OF ALLOWED 
AMOUNT 

 80  80 

YOUR COST CALCULATION $800 - $640 - $80 = $80 $2,000 - $0 - $80 = $1,920 

In general, the CAP will coordinate all payments with Medicare, whether or not you enroll in 
Medicare Parts A and B.  If you are enrolled in Medicare Parts A and B, you will not be responsible 
for any additional payments beyond the designated copayments or coinsurance. 

See the COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN subsection in the MEDICAL COVERAGE section of this Handbook 
for more details, including benefits, limitations, and requirements. 

Medicare Coordination of Benefits (COB) HMO Plans 
The Company sponsors two HMOs that use the Medicare Coordination of Benefits (COB) method 
for interacting with Medicare.  These two Medicare HMO plans are the Blue Shield Medicare 
Coordination of Benefits HMO and the Health Net Medicare Coordination of Benefits HMO.  
Eligibility for a particular HMO is based on your home address, and HMOs are not offered in all 
areas.  The Company also sponsors a Health Net Medicare Advantage HMO called Health Net 
Seniority Plus that is described in the next subsection.   

This type of plan provides medical care through the HMO’s network of physicians and hospitals, 
and you pay designated copayments for services that you receive from the HMO.  In general, the 
HMO will coordinate all payments with Medicare, and you will not be responsible for any 
additional payments beyond the designated copayments. You may also receive medical care from 
providers outside of the HMO and receive Medicare’s standard level of reimbursement. 

Enrollment in a Medicare COB HMO plan requires members to be enrolled in Medicare Parts A 
and B.  By enrolling in one of these plans, you will also be enrolling in the HMO’s Medicare Part D 
prescription drug coverage.  The Medicare COB HMO plans require new enrollees to complete 
enrollment applications.  If you are enrolled in a Medicare COB HMO and wish to change plans or 
drop coverage at some future date, you will need to fill out a form to disenroll from the plan’s  
Part D coverage.  Call the Benefits Service Center for information and/or the appropriate form. 

For more information about HMOs, see the HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION subsection in the 
MEDICAL COVERAGE section of this Handbook.  For summary information about each HMO’s benefits 
for members on Medicare, see the charts at the end of this section. 
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Medicare Advantage HMOs  
The Company sponsors the following HMOs that are Medicare Advantage HMO plans:  Health Net 
Seniority Plus and Kaiser Senior Advantage (North and South). Eligibility for each particular HMO 
is based on your home address, and Medicare Advantage HMOs are not offered in all areas. 

A Medicare Advantage HMO operates like a Medicare COB HMO plan; except it only allows you to 
seek coverage through the Medicare HMO’s network of physicians and hospitals and requires that 
you assign or “give away” your Medicare benefits to the HMO.  By doing so, you can no longer use 
your Medicare benefits outside of the Medicare Advantage HMO network.  However, the 
premiums for Medicare Advantage HMO plans are typically lower than those of Medicare COB 
HMOs. 

If you enroll in a Medicare Advantage HMO, you will automatically be enrolled in the Medicare 
HMO’s Part D prescription drug coverage, which is included as part of the Medicare Advantage 
plan’s benefits.   

If you wish to change plans or drop Company-sponsored medical plan coverage at some future 
date, you will need to fill out a Medicare Disenrollment Form so that the Medicare Advantage plan 
can release your Medicare benefits back to you.  Call the Benefits Service Center for more 
information and/or the appropriate form. 

For more information about HMOs, see the HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION subsection in the 
MEDICAL COVERAGE section of this Handbook.  For summary information about each HMO’s benefits 
for members on Medicare, see the charts at the end of this section. 

Medicare Advantage Private Fee-For-Service Plan 
Effective January 2008, the Company offers a nationwide medical plan called the SmartValue 
Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service (PFFS) Plan, or simply the SmartValue plan. The Plan 
is available to all Management and Administrative & Technical Medicare-eligible participants on 
LTD and their Medicare-eligible dependents.  Individuals who live in the United States and are 
enrolled in Medicare Parts A and B are eligible to enroll in the plan, except for certain people with 
End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). If you or your dependent has ESRD, call SmartValue to check 
eligibility.  

With no deductibles and low copayments, the SmartValue plan - an Anthem Blue Cross insured 
plan - combines comprehensive benefit coverage with the flexibility to choose your own doctors 
and specialists.  

As with Medicare Advantage HMO plans, when you join this Plan, you assign your Medicare 
benefits to the insurer, which is the SmartValue plan. By doing so, you agree to have Anthem Blue 
Cross process all claims and to use only providers that have agreed to accept the terms and 
conditions of the SmartValue plan. You also agree to use the Anthem Blue Cross-WellPoint 
Medicare Part D Drug Program for your prescription drug needs.  

The way the SmartValue Medicare Advantage PFFS Plan works is unique. By federal law, a PFFS 
plan is not required to have a network of contracted providers. You can choose to go to any 
Medicare-approved doctor or hospital in the nation, and you don’t need a referral to see 
specialists. However, each provider must agree to accept the terms of the SmartValue plan. The 
provider is allowed to tell Anthem Blue Cross that it does not want to work with the SmartValue 
plan. However, unless a provider says “no” to the SmartValue plan, that provider is automatically 
deemed to have accepted the SmartValue plan. Typically, about 90 to 95 percent of all providers 
nationally accept Medicare. The SmartValue plan allows you the flexibility to use any of these 
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providers, as long as they agree to accept the terms of the plan. And, if you have an emergency, 
the SmartValue plan will cover you for the emergency care, even if you are traveling outside of the 
United States.  

With SmartValue, your prescription drug benefits are automatically provided through the Anthem 
Blue Cross Medicare Part D Drug Program. (These benefits are not part of the Medco prescription 
drug program, as with the other Anthem Blue Cross-administered plans.) The SmartValue drug 
plan is considered an “enhanced” Medicare Part D plan. This means it has better benefits than 
the standard Medicare Part D plan, without any deductibles or gaps in coverage. The Plan does 
require a formulary. 

If you choose SmartValue, any of your family members who are not Medicare-eligible will be 
enrolled in either NAP or CAP — as appropriate for your ZIP code — with prescription drug benefits 
through Medco.  

If you have questions, you can call SmartValue at 1-866-657-4970 to speak with a representative. 

For summary information, see the chart at the end of this section.  

Members and Dependents with Different Medicare Status 
Some of the Company-sponsored medical plans are only for Medicare enrollees, and some plans 
are only for those who are not on Medicare.  If you are eligible for Medicare and you are covering 
a dependent who is not eligible for Medicare, you may be enrolled in different but related medical 
plans.  Conversely, if you are an LTD employee not eligible for Medicare but your covered 
dependent is eligible for Medicare, you also may be in different, but related medical plans.  As the 
primary member, your enrollment election will determine the Plan in which your dependent will 
be enrolled. 

NON-MEDICARE PLANS1 CORRESPONDING PLANS FOR MEDICARE MEMBERS16

NETWORK ACCESS PLAN 
(NAP) OR COMPREHENSIVE 
ACCESS PLAN (CAP) 

Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) 
          or 
Anthem Blue Cross SmartValue Medicare Advantage PFFS Plan 
(US Residents Only) 

BLUE SHIELD HMO Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO Plan 

HEALTH NET HMO Health Net Seniority Plus (Medicare Advantage HMO) 
          or 
Health Net Medicare COB HMO Plan  

KAISER NORTH HMO Kaiser Senior Advantage North (Medicare Advantage HMO) 

KAISER SOUTH HMO Kaiser Senior Advantage South (Medicare Advantage HMO) 

The summaries of benefits for Company-sponsored HMOs for Medicare-eligible employees and 
dependents (both Medicare COB and Medicare Advantage) are immediately following.  The HMO 
summary charts for employees and dependents not on or eligible for Medicare are in the 

                                                      
16 If available in your area; based on your home ZIP Code. 
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preceding HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION section.  Summary benefit information is also in the 
preceding COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS PLAN (CAP) section.  The CAP information applies to both those 
with and without Medicare. 
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HMO Summaries of Benefits 
This section provides a high-level summary of the benefits provided by each individual HMO as of 
January 1, 2008.   

The Summary of Benefits may change periodically.  You should always refer to the latest 
Summary of Benefits and the Evidence of Coverage (EOC), which contains detailed information 
about the benefits provided by each HMO. 

Anthem Blue Cross SmartValue Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service 
(PFFS) Plan  
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in SmartValue, you can request an EOC from SmartValue, free of charge. It describes 
SmartValue’s benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider network, and other rules in detail.  If 
you need additional information, including a list of participating network providers, you can 
contact SmartValue directly.  

The information contained in this summary is informational only.  No right shall accrue to you 
and/or your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  
SmartValue’s EOC is the binding document between the health plan and its members. 

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.   

PROVISION SMARTVALUE MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PRIVATE 
FEE-FOR- SERVICE (PFFS) PLAN 

GENERAL Providers who have agreed to accept the terms of the 
SmartValue plan; no pre-existing condition exclusions 

HOSPITAL STAY No charge for semi-private room (private if medically 
necessary); includes intensive and coronary care; 
unlimited days 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY No charge; 100 days per benefit period 

OUTPATIENT (NON-EMERGENCY) 
Hospital or Surgical Center 

$10 copay 

EMERGENCY ROOM CARE $25 copay (waived if admitted within 72 hours) 

OFFICE VISITS $10 copay/visit for primary care physician or specialist 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10 copay/visit 
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PROVISION SMARTVALUE MEDICARE ADVANTAGE PRIVATE 
FEE-FOR- SERVICE (PFFS) PLAN 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10 copay/visit 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 
Flu, pneumonia and Hepatitis B 

No charge  except for 20% coinsurance for foreign travel 
and/or occupational reasons 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10 copay for physician eye care services and for routine 
eye exams  

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING No charge  

HOME HEALTH CARE   No charge if medically necessary 

HOSPICE CARE No charge; must use a Medicare-certified hospice 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY $ 10 copay/visit 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Medicare Part D plan:  RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 
copay for generic formulary; $15 copay for brand 
formulary; and $35 for non formulary; MAIL-ORDER 
(through the Plan. up to 90-day supply); $10 copay for 
generic formulary; $30 copay for brand formulary; and $70 
for non formulary 

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT  $100 copay for equipment over $750.  If you pre-notify by 
calling customer service, the copay is waived 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE $10 copay/visit, (limited to manual manipulation per 
Medicare guidelines) 

ACUPUNCTURE Not covered 

MENTAL HEALTH  - INPATIENT No charge for up to 190 days per lifetime  

MENTAL HEALTH  - OUTPATIENT $20 copay/visit 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE - 
INPATIENT 

No charge; first 60 days  

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE - 
OUTPATIENT 

$20 copay/visit 
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Other Information 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

Refer to the description of eligibility, COBRA rights, Qualified 
Medical Child Support Order procedures and rights, ERISA 
rights and information, plan funding and plan continuation 
provisions provided elsewhere in this Summary of Benefits 
Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Providers who have agreed to accept the terms of the 
SmartValue plan 

PLAN TELEPHONE NUMBER  1-877-326-2201 

WEB SITE www.anthem.com/ca/pge 
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Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO 
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in the Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO, you will receive an EOC, free of charge. It 
describes Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider 
network, and other rules in detail.  If you need additional information, including a list of 
participating network providers, you can contact the Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO directly.   

The information contained in this summary is informational only.  No right shall accrue to you 
and/or your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  
The Blue Shield Medicare COB HMO’s EOC is the binding document between the health plan and 
its members.  

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.  

PROVISIONS BLUE SHIELD MEDICARE COB HMO 
GENERAL Members access the Blue Shield HMO network; no 

pre-existing condition exclusions 
HOSPITAL STAY No charge 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY No charge, 100-day limit 

EMERGENCY ROOM CARE $25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted); member must 
contact PCP within 24 hours of service 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE  $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit – $10; $30 without referral (Access+ Specialist) – 
must be in the same Medical Group or IPA 
Home visit – $10 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit according to health plan schedule 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

Included in office visit; no charge for allergy injections if no 
visit with physician 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit for refraction 

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge 
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PROVISIONS BLUE SHIELD MEDICARE COB HMO 
HOSPICE CARE No charge 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY $10/visit; as long as continued treatment is medically 
necessary pursuant to the treatment plan 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Medicare Part D plan – see Medicare Part D booklet for 
more information:  RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 copay 
for generic formulary, $15 copay for brand formulary and 
$35 for non-formulary; some drugs require preauthorization; 
MAIL-ORDER (through the Plan):  two times retail copay for 
up to a 90-day supply; no annual maximum; open formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH17  

Inpatient Care Severe mental illnesses (same as parity diagnoses): no 
charge, no day limit; other mental illnesses:  no charge for 
up to 30 days per calendar year for crisis intervention 

Outpatient Care Severe mental illnesses (same as parity diagnoses):  $10/visit, 
no visit limit; other mental illnesses:  $20/visit, 20 visits per 
calendar year 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE  

Inpatient Care  Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions 

Outpatient Care Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions 

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT No charge; preauthorization required; see plan EOC for 
limitations and exclusions 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

                                                      
17 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options. 
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Other Information 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

Refer to the complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, 
Qualified Medical Child Support Order procedures and 
rights, ERISA rights and information, plan funding and plan 
continuation provisions provided else where in this Summary 
of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Members must select a contracting Physician Group where 
the member wants to receive medical care. That Physician 
Group will provide or authorize all medical care.  Family 
members may select different contracting Physician Groups. 
However, each person must select a contracting Physician 
Group close enough to his or her residence to allow 
reasonable access to medical care.  In addition to selecting 
a contracting Physician Group, each member must choose 
a Primary Care Physician from the Physician Group. The 
Primary Care Physician provides and coordinates all medical 
care. Providers are neither employed nor exclusively 
contracted by the HMO. 

PLAN TELEPHONE NUMBER  1-800-443-5005 

WEB SITE www.blueshieldca.com/pge 
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Health Net Medicare COB HMO 
The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in the Health Net Medicare COB HMO, you will receive an EOC, free of charge. It 
describes the Health Net Medicare COB HMO’s benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider 
network, and other rules in detail.  If you need additional information, including a list of 
participating network providers, you can contact the Health Net Medicare COB HMO directly.

The information contained in this summary is informational only.  No right shall accrue to you 
and/or your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  
The Health Net Medicare COB HMO’s EOC is the binding document between the health plan and 
its members.  

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.   

PROVISION HEALTH NET MEDICARE COB HMO 
GENERAL Only providers affiliated with Health Net HMO; no pre-existing 

condition exclusions 
HOSPITAL STAY No charge; includes intensive and coronary care 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY No charge; 100-day limit 

EMERGENCY ROOM CARE $25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted); must notify 
Health Net within 48 hours 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE  $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit – $10 
Home visit – $10 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit for basic periodic health evaluation 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

Included in office visit; no charge for allergy injections if no 
visit with physician 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit 

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge 

HOSPICE CARE No charge 
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PROVISION HEALTH NET MEDICARE COB HMO 
OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 

$10/visit (provided as long as significant improvement is 
expected) 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Medicare Part D plan – see Medicare Part D booklet for 
more information; RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 copay for 
generic formulary, $15 copay for brand formulary and $35 
for non-formulary; some drugs require preauthorization; 
MAIL-ORDER (through the Plan):  two times retail copay for 
up to a 90-day supply; no annual maximum; open formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH18  

Inpatient Care Severe mental illnesses (same as parity diagnoses):  no 
charge; no day limit; other mental illnesses:  no charge for 
up to 30 days per calendar year for crisis intervention 

Outpatient Care Severe mental illnesses (same as parity diagnoses):  $10/visit; 
no visit limit; other mental illnesses:  $20/visit; 20 visits per 
calendar year 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE  

Inpatient Care  Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions 

Outpatient Care Covered by separate Alcohol and Drug Care Program with 
referral by ValueOptions 

DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

No charge; see plan EOC for limitations and exclusions 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

                                                      
18 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options. 
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Other Information 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

Refer to the complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, 
Qualified Medical Child Support Order procedures and 
rights, ERISA rights and information, plan funding and plan 
continuation provisions provided elsewhere in  this Summary 
of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Members must select a contracting Physician Group where 
the member wants to receive medical care. That Physician 
Group will provide or authorize all medical care.  Family 
members may select different contracting Physician Groups. 
However, each person must select a contracting Physician 
Group close enough to his or her residence to allow 
reasonable access to medical care.  In addition to selecting 
a contracting Physician Group, each member must choose 
a Primary Care Physician from the Physician Group. The 
Primary Care Physician provides and coordinates all medical 
care. Providers are neither employed nor exclusively 
contracted by the HMO. 

PLAN TELEPHONE NUMBER  1-800-522-0088 

WEB SITE www.healthnet.com/pge 
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HMO Summaries of Benefits 

Health Net Seniority Plus  
(Medicare Advantage HMO) 

The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in Health Net Seniority Plus, you will receive an EOC, free of charge. It describes 
Seniority Plus’ benefit provisions, claims procedures, provider network, and other rules in detail.  
If you need additional information, including a list of participating network providers, you can 
contact Seniority Plus directly. 

The information contained in this summary is informational only.  No right shall accrue to you 
and/or your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  
The Health Net Seniority Plus HMO’s EOC is the binding document between the health plan and its 
members.  

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.   

PROVISION HEALTH NET SENIORITY PLUS 
(MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HMO) 

GENERAL Only providers affiliated with Health Net; no pre-existing 
condition exclusions 

HOSPITAL STAY No charge; includes intensive and coronary care 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY No charge, 100-day limit per benefit period; no prior 
hospital stay required 

EMERGENCY ROOM CARE $25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted); must notify 
Health Net within 48 hours 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE  $10/visit 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit – $10  
Home visit – $10 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND 
INJECTIONS 

Included in office visit; exceptions:  20% copay for 
immunizations for foreign travel/occupational reasons 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/visit 

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING No charge 
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PROVISION HEALTH NET SENIORITY PLUS 
(MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HMO) 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge 

HOSPICE CARE Covered under Medicare 

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL THERAPY No charge 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Medicare Part D plan – see Medicare Part D booklet for 
more information; RETAIL (up to 30-day supply):  $5 copay 
for generic formulary, $15 copay for brand formulary and 
$35 for non-formulary; some drugs require preauthorization; 
MAIL-ORDER (through the Plan):  two times retail copay for 
up to a 90-day supply; no annual maximum; open 
formulary 

MENTAL HEALTH19  

Inpatient Care No charge; 190 days per lifetime 
Outpatient Care $20/visit; no maximum 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE  

Inpatient Care  No charge; also covered by separate Alcohol and Drug 
Care Program with referral by ValueOptions 

Outpatient Care $20/visit; no maximum; also covered by separate Alcohol 
and Drug Care Program with referral by ValueOptions 

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT No charge; see plan EOC for limitations and exclusions 

CHIROPRACTIC CARE $10/visit for Medicare-approved chiropractic services 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

                                                      
19 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options 
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Other Information 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

Refer to the complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, 
Qualified Medical Child Support Order procedures and 
rights, ERISA rights and information, plan funding and plan 
continuation provided elsewhere in  this Summary of Benefits 
Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Members must select a contracting Physician Group where 
the member wants to receive medical care. That Physician 
Group will provide or authorize all medical care.  Family 
members may select different contracting Physician Groups. 
However, each person must select a contracting Physician 
Group close enough to his or her residence to allow 
reasonable access to medical care.  In addition to selecting 
a contracting Physician Group, each member must choose 
a Primary Care Physician from the Physician Group. The 
Primary Care Physician provides and coordinates medical 
care. Providers are neither employed nor exclusively 
contracted by the HMO. 

PLAN TELEPHONE NUMBERS  1-800-275-4737 (current members) 
1-800-596-6565 (prospective members)  

WEB SITE www.healthnet.com/pge 
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Kaiser Senior Advantage – Northern and Southern California 
(Medicare Advantage HMO) 

The information in this chart is intended as a high-level summary only. The information about the 
HMOs or the insured products contained in an applicable Evidence of Coverage (EOC) or service 
provider agreement between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the HMO or service provider 
shall govern in case of conflict between this chart and the EOC or service provider agreement.   

If you enroll in Kaiser Senior Advantage, you can request an EOC from Kaiser Senior Advantage, 
free of charge. It describes Kaiser Senior Advantage’s benefit provisions, claims procedures, 
provider and facility information, and other rules in detail.  If you need additional information, 
including a list of participating network providers, you can contact Kaiser Senior Advantage 
directly. 

The information contained in this summary is informational only.  No right shall accrue to you 
and/or your dependents because of any statement of error, or in omission from, this summary.  
Kaiser Senior Advantage’s EOC is the binding document between the health plan and its 
members. 

Summary Chart 
This summary chart describes benefits as of January 1, 2008.   

PROVISION KAISER  SENIOR ADVANTAGE – NORTHERN AND 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

(MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HMO) 
GENERAL Services provided at Kaiser Permanente Hospitals and 

Offices by Kaiser Permanente doctors; no pre-existing 
condition exclusions 

HOSPITAL STAY No charge; includes intensive and coronary care 

SKILLED NURSING FACILITY No charge to members in service area for up to 100 days per 
benefit period when prescribed by a plan physician; no prior 
hospital stay required; not covered for members living 
outside of service area 

EMERGENCY ROOM CARE $25/visit for emergencies (waived if admitted directly to the 
hospital within 24 hours for the same condition) 

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE  $10 per procedure for outpatient surgery; $10/visit for all 
other outpatient services may apply 

OFFICE VISITS Office visit – $10 
Home visit – No charge 

URGENT CARE VISITS $10/visit at a Kaiser facility in area; $25/visit at non-Kaiser 
facility 

ROUTINE PHYSICAL 
EXAMINATIONS 

$10/visit 

IMMUNIZATIONS AND $10 for immunizations and allergy testing if no office visit; 
$3/visit for allergy injections if no office visit 
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PROVISION KAISER  SENIOR ADVANTAGE – NORTHERN AND 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

(MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HMO) 
INJECTIONS 

EYE EXAMINATIONS $10/exam; $150 eyewear allowance including medically 
necessary eyewear every 24 months 

X-RAYS AND LAB TESTS No charge 

PRE-ADMISSION TESTING No charge 

HOME HEALTH CARE No charge to members in service area when prescribed by 
a plan physician; not covered for members living outside of 
service area 

HOSPICE CARE Covered under Medicare for members with Medicare Parts 
A and B when prescribed by a plan physician; no charge to 
Medicare Part B-only members in service area when 
prescribed by a plan physician; not covered for Medicare 
Part B-only  

OUTPATIENT PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 

$10/visit; provided as long as, in the judgment of a plan 
physician, significant improvement is achievable 

OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS 

Medicare Part D plan – see Medicare Part D booklet for 
more information:  $10 per prescription for up to 100-day 
supply when obtained at a plan pharmacy or through the 
Plan’s mail-order; no annual maximum; closed formulary  

MENTAL HEALTH20  

Inpatient Care No charge; 190 days lifetime; no charge for up to 45 
additional days per calendar year after 190-day limit is 
reached; no day limit for mental health parity diagnoses 

Outpatient Care $10/visit (individual); $5/visit (group); no visit limit for mental 
health parity diagnoses 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG CARE  

Inpatient Care  No charge for detoxification; also covered by separate 
Alcohol and Drug Care Program with referral by 
ValueOptions (inpatient only) 

Outpatient Care $10/visit (individual); $5/visit (group) 
DURABLE MEDICAL 
EQUIPMENT 

No charge to members in service area when prescribed by 
a plan physician; not covered for members living outside of 
service area; see plan EOC for limitations and exclusions 

                                                      
20 Coverage for mental health is provided through the HMO only, not Value Options 
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PROVISION KAISER  SENIOR ADVANTAGE – NORTHERN AND 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

(MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HMO) 
CHIROPRACTIC CARE Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

ACUPUNCTURE  Discounts available; contact Member Services for details 

Other Information: 

ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS AND 
MEMBER RIGHTS 

Refer to the complete description of eligibility, COBRA rights, 
Qualified Medical Child Support Order procedures and 
rights, ERISA rights and information, plan funding and plan 
continuation provisions provided elsewhere in this Summary 
of Benefits Handbook. 

CHOICE OF PROVIDERS  Members must use Kaiser Permanente HMO facilities and 
physicians, except for emergencies or as noted in the 
Evidence of Coverage. A Kaiser Permanente HMO physician 
must determine that the services and supplies are medically 
necessary to prevent, diagnose, or treat a member’s 
medical condition.  The services and supplies must be 
provided, prescribed, authorized or directed by a Kaiser 
Permanente HMO physician. Members may choose a 
primary care physician. 

PLAN TELEPHONE NUMBER  1-800-443-0815  

WEB SITE www.my.kaiserpermanente.org/ca/pge 
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MedExpert 

Summary 
MedExpert is a health advocacy service that is available to all Management and Administrative & 
Technical employees and their dependents, regardless of the medical plan in which they are 
enrolled. It is not a medical plan. 

Today’s medical system is very complex. It often presents the patient with a variety of treatment 
choices, diagnostic options and specialists.  MedExpert can help you navigate this complex 
system by helping you understand all of your health care issues, options and treatment choices.  
When you contact MedExpert, you get the double benefit of working with their physicians and a 
highly trained research team.  The research team uses a sophisticated, medically focused search 
engine to obtain the most up-to-date information about your condition.  Their physicians will work 
closely with you to help you understand this information and the different treatment options.  
MedExpert can help you decide where to go for second opinions, make appointments, talk to your 
physician and do other similar services to help you get the right care. 

MedExpert’s philosophy is that there is no medical issue that a member has that will be too small 
or too big for them.  If you feel you need assistance, you should not hesitate to contact them. 
MedExpert services are designed to increase your health care system confidence and ability to 
take the appropriate treatment actions.  

Eligibility 
As a Management or Administrative & Technical employee who is enrolled in any of the 
Company-sponsored medical plans, you and your covered dependents are automatically enrolled 
in the MedExpert service at no additional cost to you.  The Company provides MedExpert with your 
company email address so they can contact you.  Whether you use MedExpert or not, your 
personal information will remain confidential and secure. 

What MedExpert Provides 
The services MedExpert’s trained physicians and researchers provide include: 

• Helping you to have a better understanding of your medical situation; 

• Helping you understand what your doctor has told you and what your test results mean; 

• Answering the questions that you forgot to ask while you were with your doctor; 

• Helping you learn more about the pros and cons of the different treatment options available to 
you; 

• Working with you and your physician to make sure you have access to “best practice medicine, 
based on the latest research and treatments used by leading doctors worldwide; 

• Locating highly regarded specialists in your medical plan network, when appropriate, or 
seeking information on your behalf from internationally regarded experts; 
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• Evaluating the medications you are taking to ensure they are safe (especially combined with 
other medications); 

• Helping you manage complex and serious medical problems; 

• Helping you arrange difficult to set up medical appointment; and 

• Quickly delivering medical or pharmaceutical research on any medical condition you wish from 
trusted research. 

MedExpert’s physicians are available to assist you for however long it is necessary to help you 
understand your situation and your options.  MedExpert will help provide current, accurate and 
unbiased medical information to you about any medical condition or pharmaceutical need. 

How to Use MedExpert 
You can contact MedExpert by calling their toll-free telephone number, 1-800-999-1999, or by 
sending an e-mail to support@medexpert.com.  Representatives are available from 7 a.m. to 7 
p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through Friday.  After business hours, you can leave a message that 
will prompt a return call the next business morning. 

You may also receive e-mails or telephone calls from MedExpert to remind you about this 
Company-sponsored service.  You may let MedExpert know at any point if you would like to 
decline future reminders.
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Mental Health, Alcohol and 
Drug Care Coverage 

Summary 
The Company provides mental health, alcohol and drug care benefits for you and your eligible 
dependents.  

The way you receive mental health, alcohol and drug care benefits (“behavioral health coverage”) 
depends on which medical plan you’re enrolled in. You and your eligible dependents are 
automatically enrolled in the appropriate program when you enroll in a medical plan.  
ValueOptions, a behavioral health managed care company, is the primary administrator of the 
mental health, alcohol and drug care programs for many of the medical plans (see HOW BENEFITS 
ARE PROVIDED in this section for additional information).  

To differentiate the ValueOptions behavioral health coverage from the medical coverage, the 
following is needed: 

• The diagnosis must be in the DSM IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition)  

• Services must be provided by an independently licensed mental health provider using services 
codes specific to psychotherapy and psychiatry.  For example:  

 If someone receives treatment for depression from their PCP or general practitioner, it is 
not covered by VO plan because the provider is not a mental health provider.  

 If someone receives educational testing by a psychologist, it is not covered because 
educational testing is not covered under the Plan.  

 If someone receives treatment by a psychologist for pain related to a medical condition, 
i.e., the diagnosis is not in the DSM IV, it is not covered under the Plan.  

 If someone is treated for a drug-overdose due to a suicide attempt, the medical services 
(stomach pump, injections, and medical observation) are not covered; however, a 
psychiatric evaluation performed by a psychiatrist to evaluate the potential danger to the 
person being treated would be covered.  
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Eligibility 
If you’re enrolled in a medical plan administered by Anthem Blue Cross: 

The Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program, administered by ValueOptions (VO), provides 
these services. All alcohol and drug care treatment must be pre-approved by VO or an on-site 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) counselor; otherwise, no coverage is provided.  Coverage 
begins on the same date as your medical plan coverage.  In addition, like all employees, you may 
also seek EAP services through the EAP Program. 

If you’re enrolled in any HMO other than Kaiser:   

All mental health benefits are provided directly by your HMO (benefits vary by plan; call the HMO’s 
member services number for details). In addition, like all employees, you may also seek EAP 
services through the EAP Program. 

Alcohol and drug care benefits are provided through the Program administered by ValueOptions 
(VO). All alcohol and drug care treatment through the VO Program must be pre-approved by VO or 
an on-site EAP counselor; otherwise, no coverage is provided. Coverage begins on the same date 
as your medical plan coverage.   

If you’re enrolled in Kaiser: 

All mental health, outpatient alcohol and drug care treatment is provided directly through Kaiser. 
Coverage begins on the same date as your medical plan coverage.  Like all employees, you may 
also seek EAP services through the EAP Program. 

Inpatient or Residential Alcohol and Drug treatment is provided by ValueOptions and must be 
pre-approved by VO or an on-site EAP counselor; otherwise, no coverage is provided.  Coverage 
begins on the same date as your medical plan coverage. 

You and your spouse/domestic partner and dependents are not eligible for this Plan if you are an 
intern, a contract or agency worker, or a hiring hall employee. 
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How Benefits are Provided 
If you are enrolled in a medical plan administered by Anthem Blue Cross: 

TREATMENT BENEFITS PROVIDED BY 
Inpatient Mental Health 
Outpatient Mental Health 
Inpatient Alcohol and Drug Care 
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Care 

Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Benefits (administered by ValueOptions) 

If you are enrolled in either Kaiser North or South: 

TREATMENT  BENEFITS PROVIDED BY 
Inpatient Mental Health 
Outpatient Mental Health 

Kaiser HMO 

Inpatient Alcohol and Drug Care Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Benefits (administered by ValueOptions) 

Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Care Kaiser HMO 

If you are enrolled in the Blue Shield or Health Net HMO: 

TREATMENT  BENEFITS PROVIDED BY 
Inpatient Mental Health 
Outpatient Mental Health 

Your HMO 

Inpatient Alcohol and Drug Care 
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Care 

Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Benefits (administered by ValueOptions) 

To receive benefits under the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program, you must be 
pre-approved by VO or an on-site Employee Assistance Program (EAP) counselor, otherwise no 
coverage is provided.  To receive benefits that are provided by your HMO, you must go through the 
processes your HMO describes in its Evidence of Coverage (EOC) that is provided to all HMO 
members. 

Please note that ValueOptions (VO) is the Claims Administrator for only the benefits that are 
included under the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program – not the benefits that are 
provided by the various HMOs.  VO is also the administrator of the Employee Assistance Program.  
(For more information, see the EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM Coverage in this section.) 

For details on the benefits provided by each HMO, refer to your HMO’s evidence of coverage (EOC) 
or call your HMO’s member services number.  Details on the benefits provided under the Mental 
Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program administered by VO are described in this section under 
How the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program Works and in subsequent subsections. 
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Deductibles, Coinsurance and Limits 
The following chart summarizes your mental health benefits if you are enrolled in a medical plan 
administered by Anthem Blue Cross: 

MENTAL HEALTH 

IN-NETWORK OUT-OF-NETWORK PROVISION 
(Care coordinated through 

ValueOptions) 
(Care through any provider of 

your choice) 
Deductible None None 
Annual Out-of-Pocket 
Maximum   

None None 

Inpatient Hospitalization/  
Partial Hospitalization/ 
Residential Treatment 

100% with referral by 
ValueOptions; 

50% without referral 
$15/visit copayment with referral 

by VO; no charge for initial visit 
to psychiatrist (M.D.) for 
medication evaluation 

50% of “usual and 
customary”21 fees 

Outpatient Treatment 100% with referral by 
ValueOptions; 

50% without referral 
$15/visit copayment with referral 

by VO; no charge for initial visit 
to psychiatrist (M.D.) for 
medication evaluation 

50% of “usual and customary”1 
fees  (up to 30 visits per year) 

Lifetime Maximum None None 

 

                                                      
21 “Usual and customary fees” – A “usual” fee is the fee that an individual provider most 

frequently charges for a specific procedure -- the “usual” fee charged in a geographic area 
by a medical provider for a specific medical procedure or service.  The fee is based upon a 
consensus of what most other providers are charging for a similar procedure or service.  A 
“customary” fee is the fee level determined by the plan administrator from actual fees 
submitted for a specific procedure.  This fee establishes the maximum benefit payable for 
that procedure. 
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The following chart summarized your alcohol and drug care benefits if you are enrolled in a 
medical plan administered by Anthem Blue Cross or an HMO (see exceptions for Kaiser 
Permanente). 

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT BENEFITS 

IN-NETWORK OUT-OF-NETWORK PROVISION 
(Care pre-approved by 

ValueOptions) 
(Care through any provider of 

your choice) 
Deductible None for the first course of 

treatment. 
$100 for the second course of 

treatment 

Not Applicable (no coverage) 

Annual Out-of-Pocket None Not Applicable 
Course of Treatment 100% for approved treatment 

plan, after deductible 
Not Applicable 

Lifetime Maximum Two courses of treatment Not Applicable 

How the Program Works 

Network Benefits 
The Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program provides maximum benefits when you use 
“network providers.”   You may call 1-800-562-3588 to obtain a list of providers in your area.  You 
receive “network” benefits only when you use a network provider and go through one of the 
following to receive a referral for care: 

1. The Program provider, ValueOptions (VO). Call 1-800-562-3588 to speak with a VO care 
manager who will coordinate your case; or 

2. An on-site EAP counselor (please refer to the section entitled EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM).  

VO care managers and EAP counselors are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Your 
case will be confidential, except as otherwise provided by law or as noted in the initial paperwork 
you complete. If you choose to obtain network benefits by calling VO, you will speak with a VO 
care manager. Care managers are qualified, licensed professionals, including psychologists, 
psychiatric social workers, marriage and family counselors and registered psychiatric nurses. The 
care manager will discuss the situation with you and, if appropriate, refer you to a VO network 
counselor or facility. Your counselor or facility will provide a treatment plan and will discuss the 
plan with the VO care manager, who will oversee the treatment plan and monitor your progress. 

In Case of Emergency 
If you or any of your covered dependents require emergency treatment and/or hospital admission 
for a mental health condition, your first concern should be to seek professional help immediately. 
Then contact VO within 48 hours to request network benefits for the emergency treatment. 
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Out-of-Network Benefits 
For mental health treatment, you will receive “out-of-network” benefits if you do not go through 
VO or an on-site EAP counselor to obtain a referral to a network provider, or if you do not select a 
network provider. Out-of-network benefits are paid at a lower level than network benefits. 

For alcohol and drug dependency treatment, no coverage is provided if you do not go through VO 
or your on-site EAP first to obtain treatment. 

What the Program Covers 

Network Benefits 
Mental health and chemical dependency expenses covered under the Program include: 

• Outpatient treatment; 

• Partial hospitalization; 

• Inpatient hospitalization/residential program; and  

• Detoxification, except medical detoxification that must be provided in an acute medical unit of 
a hospital (medical detoxification may be covered under your Company medical plan). 

You receive network benefits only if: 

• you have obtained a network provider through a VO care manager (1-800-562-3588) or an EAP 
on-site counselor; 

• your treatment plan is medically necessary (see MEDICALLY NECESSARY in this section) and is 
approved by a VO care manager or by one of the Company’s on-site EAP counselors; and 

• the primary diagnosis is a mental health condition, alcoholism, or drug dependency. 

Mental Health 
For in-network mental health benefits, the Program pays 100% of the cost of pre-authorized 
inpatient hospitalization, partial hospitalization and/or a structured outpatient program, and 
100% of the cost of approved outpatient mental health treatment after you make a $15 
copayment for each visit with a network provider. 

Alcohol and Drug Dependency 
For in-network alcoholism or drug dependency benefits, the Program pays 100% of the cost of the 
first course of pre-authorized treatment, including inpatient hospitalization, partial hospitalization 
and/or a structured outpatient program. The program pays 100% of the cost of a second course 
of pre-authorized treatment for these conditions after you pay a $100 deductible. Each program 
participant is eligible for a lifetime maximum of two courses of pre-authorized treatment. Any 
treatment previously received from Preferred Healthcare, Value Behavioral Health, Blue Shield, 
UnitedHealthcare or Anthem Blue Cross as a Company employee, retiree or covered dependent 
applies toward the two-course lifetime maximum. 
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A course of treatment for alcoholism or drug dependency starts when you begin the program 
recommended by your network provider — and it is approved by VO or an on-site EAP counselor — 
and ends when you complete the treatment program. 

Out-of-Network Benefits 
Mental Health 
For mental health treatment, you will receive lower “out-of-network” benefits when you do not 
contact VO or your on-site EAP counselor to obtain a referral to a network provider, or when you 
do not select a network provider. 

Covered services for out-of-network mental health treatment include: 

• Outpatient treatment 

• Inpatient hospitalization 

• Partial hospitalization 

• Residential treatment 

Your mental health out-of-network treatment will be covered only if:  

• your treatment provider is licensed to practice independently. California licenses the following 
mental health providers to practice independently:  psychiatrists; psychologists; licensed 
clinical social workers (LCSW); marriage, licensed marriage and family therapists  (LMFT); and 
psychiatric nurses (MSN); 

• your treatment plan is medically necessary (see MEDICALLY NECESSARY in this section), as 
verified by VO throughout your treatment; and 

• your primary diagnosis is a mental health condition. 

When you receive covered out-of-network mental health treatment, the Program pays 50% of the 
usual and customary charges for inpatient or partial hospitalization or a residential treatment 
program. The Program also pays 50% of the usual and customary charges for outpatient 
treatment, up to a 30-session annual maximum benefit per individual. 

If you are hospitalized for a non-emergency condition on an out-of-network basis, benefits for your 
entire hospital stay will be paid at the out-of-network level — 50% of the usual and customary 
charges for medically necessary treatment. 

Alcohol and Drug Dependency 
For alcohol and drug dependency treatment, no benefits are paid if you receive care without going 
through VO or your on-site EAP counselor. 
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Medically Necessary 
For the purpose of this program, medically necessary services are those that are: 

• Intended to prevent, diagnose, correct, cure, alleviate or preclude deterioration of a 
diagnosable condition (ICD-9 or DSM-IV-TR) that threatens life, causes pain or suffering, or 
results in illness or infirmity. 

• Expected to improve an individual’s condition or level of functioning. 

• Individualized, specific, and consistent with symptoms and diagnosis, and not in excess of 
patient’s needs. 

• Essential and consistent with nationally accepted standard clinical evidence generally 
recognized by mental health or substance abuse care professionals or publications. 

• Reflective of a level of service that is safe, where no equally effective, more conservative, and 
less costly treatment is available. 

• Not primarily intended for the convenience of the recipient, caretaker, or provider. 

• No more intensive or restrictive than necessary to balance safety, effectiveness, and efficiency. 

• Not a substitute for non-treatment services addressing environmental factors. 

What the Program Does Not Cover 
The following list includes, but is not limited to, the benefits the Plan will not pay for:   

• Any services performed by a non-licensed out-of-network provider for mental health treatment. 

• Any services for alcoholism or drug dependency treatment without a referral by VO or an 
on-site EAP counselor. 

• Treatment programs for which the primary diagnosis is not a mental health condition, 
alcoholism, or drug dependency. 

• Treatment programs which are not certified as medically necessary. 

• Growth/personal exploration, learning disabilities or mental impairment. 

• Treatment that does not meet the national standards established by mental health, alcohol 
and drug treatment professionals. 

• Court-ordered testing and treatment (unless otherwise covered and medically necessary). 

• Services or supplies rendered or furnished before the patient became covered by the Program 
or after the patient’s coverage terminated. 

• Treatment for tobacco addiction and treatment of eating disorders, except disorders primarily 
caused by a valid DSM IV diagnosis. 

• Ancillary services for vocational rehabilitation, behavioral training and employment counseling. 
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• Medical detoxification which must be provided in an acute medical unit of a hospital. (This 
expense may be covered under your medical plan.) 

• Charges in excess of usual and customary fees, or negotiated rates in the case of a network 
provider. 

• Outpatient or take-home prescription drugs and medicines, outpatient diagnostic laboratory 
tests, and ambulance transportation for covered conditions. (These expenses may be covered 
under your medical plan.) 

• Any conditions for which benefits are recoverable under Workers’ Compensation or any similar 
law. 

• Treatment of family members other than as a patient (unless it is part of an approved 
treatment plan for the patient).  

• Mental health treatment if enrolled in an HMO. 

• Mental health, outpatient drug or alcohol treatment if enrolled in Kaiser Permanente. 

• Custodial care for a mental health condition. Custodial care is defined as care rendered to a 
patient who: 

 is disabled mentally or physically, and such disability is expected to continue and to be 
prolonged; and 

 requires a protected, monitored and controlled environment whether in an institution or in 
the home; and 

 requires assistance to support the essentials of daily living; and 
 is not under active and specific medical/surgical or psychiatric treatment which will reduce 

the disability to the extent necessary to enable the patient to function outside the 
protected, monitored or controlled environment.  

A custodial care determination is not precluded by the fact that a patient is under the care of 
a supervising or attending physician and that services are being ordered and prescribed to 
support and generally maintain the patient’s comfort. Further, a custodial care determination 
is not precluded because the ordered and prescribed services and supplies are being provided 
by a Registered Nurse (R.N.), Licensed Practical Nurse (L.P.N.) or Licensed Visiting Nurse 
(L.V.N.). 
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More About the Program 

Benefits Under Other Plans 
If you are eligible for similar benefits under other plans, the total benefits paid under all plans 
combined cannot be greater than the benefits you would receive under this Program alone. For 
example, if this Program is secondary to another plan you have, this Program will not make 
payments for out-of-network mental health treatment if the primary medical plan has already 
paid at least 50% of the cost. 

In addition, if your primary coverage is under another plan and this Program provides secondary 
coverage, you must follow the rules of this Program to receive secondary benefits. 

Refer to MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section for more information on 
coordination of benefits. 

Third Party Exclusion 
The Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program contains an exclusion for any injury, illness or 
other condition for which a third party may be liable or legally responsible by reason of 
negligence, intentional action, or breach of legal obligation. These exclusions, limitations, and 
conditions are described under SUBROGATION AND REIMBURSEMENT under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH 
CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 

Claims and Appeals Process 
(For ValueOptions Plan) 

Claims 
Filing a Claim for Benefits 
ValueOptions is the Claims Administrator for the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care program.  
As the Claims Administrator, ValueOptions contracts with a network of providers and facilities and 
processes claims for services. 

If you use a network provider or facility, the provider will send the claim directly to ValueOptions 
for payment.  Claim forms are available by calling ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588. 

If you receive out-of-network treatment, submit your claim form to VO. All claims must be made 
within two years of the date that services or supplies were received. Claim forms are available by 
calling VO at 1-800-562-3588 or the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-2363 
(external numbers 1-415-973-2363 or 1-800-788-2363). 

You should only direct claims for the treatment of mental health, alcoholism or drug dependency 
to VO. Claims for all other medical services should be submitted to Anthem Blue Cross if you are 
enrolled in one of the plans administered by Anthem Blue Cross, or to your Health Maintenance 
Organization (HMO) if you are enrolled in an HMO. 
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Inquiries, Benefit Certifications, and Claims 
If you have a question, an issue or complaint regarding your Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Program benefits, you should contact ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588. Many problems, 
complaints or potential claim issues can be resolved informally. 

Most requests for services and inquiries can be handled over the telephone.  If you wish to find a 
network provider, you may call ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588.  If you would like to receive a 
benefits certification, which is a pre-approval of coverage for services, you or your provider should 
also call 1-800-562-3588.  Generally, a determination of your benefit request will be made by the 
end of the telephone conversation and will be confirmed with a written notification from 
ValueOptions.  If the benefit certification cannot be made at the time of the phone call, you will 
receive a written notification from ValueOptions of the decision.  The type of benefit certification 
requested will determine the timeframe for the receipt of notification.  

The processing timeframes for receipt of benefit certifications are as follows: 

Urgent care – where a delay in treatment could jeopardize your life or health – within 72 hours of 
receipt of your request 

Non-urgent – a request for services that require pre-authorization - within fifteen calendar days of 
receipt of your request 

Concurrent care – a request for continuation of current treatment - within one day for urgent 
requests, fifteen calendar days for non-urgent requests 

For urgent care and urgent concurrent care certifications, notification by telephone will be made 
to your provider at the time of the determination, along with written notification to you and your 
provider. 

If have questions regarding a claim for non-network services, you should also call ValueOptions at 
the number above. If you submit a claim for services received, ValueOptions will process your 
claim and notify you of its disposition within 30 days of receipt. 

Appeals 
Pre-Service Appeals – Non Urgent 
If you are not satisfied with ValueOptions’ initial determination or benefit certification resolution 
or you believe you have received some other type of adverse benefit determination that is 
preventing you from receiving the services you requested in the process of trying to obtain a 
benefits certification, you can appeal the benefit denial/determination within 180 days of receipt 
of the denial or adverse determination. Your appeal may be made in writing or by calling 
ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588.  If you submit your appeal in writing, you must include the 
following information:  your name, member ID, phone number, the service for which benefit 
coverage has been denied, and any additional information that may be relevant to your appeal.  
The appeal should be sent to:  

ValueOptions 
Attention:  Appeals 
P.O. Box 6065 
Cypress, CA 90630-0065 
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ValueOptions will mail you a decision notice within 15 calendar days of receipt of your appeal.  
The notice will include the specific reason(s) for the decision and the Plan provision(s) on which 
the decision was based. You have the right to receive, upon request only and at no charge, the 
information used by ValueOptions to review your appeal. 

If you are not satisfied with ValueOptions’ decision, you have 90 days from the date of your 
receipt of the decision notice to request a second level of appeal.  To initiate a second level of 
appeal, you can submit the appeal in writing by sending it to the above address or you can call 
ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588.  A professional committee composed of two or more members 
who were not involved with the initial decision will conduct the review.  The decision regarding 
your request will be sent to you within 15 calendar days of its receipt.  If at this point your appeal 
is denied, you can bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) or initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process. 

Pre-Service Appeals – Urgent  
If your appeal for coverage involves urgent care, you can request an expedited review by 
telephoning or writing to ValueOptions.  You will be notified of the benefit determination within 72 
hours of ValueOptions’ receipt of the appeal.  A Medical Department representative will contact 
your provider to schedule a time for a telephone review of your case.  Your provider will be 
advised of the determination at the end of the telephone review.  A written notification of the 
decision will be sent to you and your provider within three calendar days of the verbal notification.  
If you or your provider has additional information to be included in the appeal, you will need to 
provide the additional information within three days of the appeal request. 

An urgent appeal is any claim for treatment with respect to which the application of the time 
periods for a non-urgent care determination could seriously jeopardize the life or health of the 
claimant or the claimant’s ability to regain maximum function or, in the opinion of a physician 
with knowledge of the claimant’s medical condition, could subject the claimant to severe pain 
that cannot be adequately managed. 

If you receive an adverse benefit determination on your appeal, you have the right to further 
appeal the decision.  You have 90 days to request a second level of appeal.  A professional 
committee composed of two or more members, or a board-certified MD Peer Advisor who were 
not involved with the initial decision, will conduct the review.  A benefit determination will be sent 
to you and your provider within 15 calendar days of your request.  You may submit the appeal in 
writing or by calling ValueOptions at 1-800-562-3588.  

The appeal should be sent to: 

ValueOptions 
Attention:  Appeals 
P.O. Box 6065 
Cypress, CA 90630-0065 

If at this point your appeal is denied, you can bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) or initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review 
Process.  
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Post-Service Appeals 
If you believe that your claims were processed or denied incorrectly, you can try to resolve the 
issue informally as described in the Inquires, Benefit Certifications, and Claims in this section.  If 
this approach is unsatisfactory, you may appeal the initial claim determination.  To initiate an 
appeal, you must write or telephone ValueOptions (1-800-562-3588) within 180 days of receipt of 
the claim processing determination.  Your appeal must include the following information:  your 
name, member ID, phone number, a copy of the denied or incorrectly processed claim and any 
additional information that may be relevant to your appeal.  Written appeals should be sent to:  

ValueOptions 
Attention:  Appeals 
P.O. Box 6065 
Cypress, CA 90630-0065 

A decision notice will be mailed to you within 30 days of receipt of your appeal.  The notice will 
include the specific reason(s) for the decision and a reference to the Plan provision(s) on which 
the decision was based. You also have the right to receive, only upon request and at no charge, 
the information that ValueOptions used to review your appeal.  If the information you submit with 
your appeal is incomplete, you will be notified by letter of the additional information needed.  If 
you do not send the information within 45 days of the date on which you received the letter, an 
administrative denial may be issued. 

If at this point your appeal is denied, you can bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) or initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review 
Process, as described on below.  

PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process 
If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals process completed with ValueOptions, you 
may elect to use either PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or elect to bring a 
civil action.  You have 90 days from the date of the receipt of the final decision from ValueOptions 
to elect this voluntary review. Initiation of the Voluntary Review Process does not restrict your 
ability to bring a civil action against the Plan. 

Step 1: 
The first step of the Voluntary Review Process is to write to PG&E’s Benefits Department, 
requesting a review your appeal.  You appeal should include all pertinent documentation.  To 
expedite processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR 
DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the 
Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling 
the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Appeals – Step One 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
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The PG&E Benefits Department will review your appeal and make a decision within 60 days of the 
date on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your 
appeal).  There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be 
required.  You will be notified if such an issue occurs.  If the Benefits Department denies your 
claim, you will receive a written response that will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) that apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

If your claim deals with specific medical issues, the Benefits Department may suggest that your 
claim be submitted to an External Review Program as part of the first step of the Voluntary 
Review Process.  The External Review Program entails having an independent third party review 
the claim in question.  This program only applies if the decision is based on either of the following: 

• clinical reasons such as previous denials for custodial care or cosmetic services, or 

• the exclusion for Experimental or Investigational Services. 

The External Review Program is not available if the coverage determinations are based on explicit 
benefit exclusions or defined benefit limits. The External Review Program is optional, and its costs 
are paid by the Plan.  If the External Review Program recommends that the claim be covered, the 
Benefits Service Center will instruct the Claims Administrator to abide by the recommendation of 
the External Review Program. 

Step 2: 
The second step of the Voluntary Review Process is to submit your appeal to an independent 
neutral third party for review.  The third-party reviewer will be selected from a predetermined 
panel of arbitrators familiar with benefits law.  You have the option of submitting the same 
written appeal prepared for Step One or may choose to supplement the Step One write-up with 
additional written material.  The neutral third party will issue a written decision within 45 days of 
receipt of the appeals documentation.  The neutral third party’s decision shall be final and binding 
on the Plan, but not on you. 

You have 60 days from receipt of a denied appeal in Step One to exercise your right to initiate the 
second step of an appeal.  Send your written appeal with any additional information to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Appeals – Step Two 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

If you are not satisfied with the decision resulting from Step Two of the Voluntary Review Process, 
you may bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of ERISA. 

If you would like more information regarding the Voluntary Review Process, call the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-2363, externally at 1-415-973-HELP (415—973--
2363 or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.
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Employee Assistance 
Program Coverage 

Summary 
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a confidential counseling and referral service to help 
you and your eligible dependents deal with problems that may interfere with your job or personal 
life. 

The EAP can also help with “positive stress.” An upcoming marriage, a new child, a promotion, or 
buying a home are exciting events, but also can be very stressful. Any major change in your life 
may lead to the need for outside assistance and support. 

EAP services are administered by an external vendor, ValueOptions (VO). VO has licensed 
counselors who can help you with a variety of problems. 

Eligibility 
EAP benefits are available to all active Company employees, their spouses/domestic partners, 
and their eligible dependents 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

You and your spouse/domestic partner and dependents are not eligible for EAP benefits if you are 
a contract or agency worker, a hiring hall employee or a retired employee. 

Cost 
There is no charge for EAP benefits. If additional help beyond six counseling sessions is needed, 
you will be referred to resources in your community. Charges for those services, if any, are your 
responsibility. Mental health or substance abuse treatment may be covered by your health care 
plan(s). You will be responsible for any costs not covered by your health care plan(s). 

Confidentiality 
All calls and counseling sessions are confidential, except as otherwise required by law or as 
specified in your initial paperwork (i.e., the Statement of Understanding). Your EAP counselor will 
not share information with any person outside the EAP, including other Company employees, 
without your written permission, except under the limited circumstances summarized in the 
Statement of Understanding.  EAP records remain separate from your personnel file and any 
other Company records to further ensure your confidentiality.  It is important for you to 
understand, however, that there are a number of exceptions where confidentiality may be limited 
For example, if you pose a serious danger to yourself or others, or if abuse of a minor or elder is 
suspected, this must be reported to the appropriate authorities. 
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The EAP Statement of Understanding, which you (or your covered dependent) are required to sign 
in order to receive EAP services, outlines conditions and circumstances limiting confidentiality.  If 
you feel you cannot accept the limitations and cannot sign the Statement of Understanding, you 
will not be eligible to receive services through EAP.  You may, however, be able to receive benefits 
through your health plan.  

Circumstances Limiting Confidentiality 
A summary of the limits to confidentiality appear below.  Please note that some conditions and 
circumstances apply only to employees and not to employee dependents. 

• If there is a reasonable basis to suspect child or elder abuse and/or neglect; and to the extent 
required by state or federal law. 

• If in the ValueOptions counselor’s clinical judgment, you pose a serious danger to yourself, 
others, or Company property. 

• If you report involvement in the theft of Company property, the sale or distribution of drugs in 
the workplace, or other illegal activity in the workplace. 

• If you or your representative claim alleged wrongdoing by the Company and/or Value Options, 
or their representatives, that has caused you physical, mental, or emotional injury or damage 
in any threatened or actual lawsuit, arbitration, or administrative proceeding. 

• If, during any of your counseling sessions, you seek a “reasonable accommodation” under the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), unless disclosure would conflict with federal 
confidentiality requirements concerning alcohol and/or drug abuse treatment. 

• If you report a possible violation of the Company’s Equal Employment Opportunity policy 
prohibiting employment discrimination, including sexual harassment. 

In addition, disclosures may be made in connection with an internal or external audit to monitor 
quality of service without disclosing your identity to other Company personnel. 

Also note that if you were referred to EAP by your supervisor, certain non-clinical information may 
be disclosed to your supervisor.  See SUPERVISORY REFERRALS subsection for more details. 
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How to Use the Program 
If you are located in San Francisco, Sacramento, San Jose, Oakland, Stockton, Fresno, Concord, 
Chico, Santa Rosa, or at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, you can contact your on-site EAP 
counselor directly.  You may also call the toll-free EAP number at 1-888-445-4436 to obtain a 
referral to an EAP counselor with an office near your work or home.  For additional onsite EAP 
office locations, call the toll-free EAP number or visit the Plans, Policies & Forms > Health & 
Welfare Benefits section of the PG&E HR intranet site.  If you are located outside the geographic 
areas with an onsite EAP counselor, call the toll-free number and a counselor will make an initial 
assessment of your situation and offer to arrange a face-to-face counseling session with a 
licensed counselor near your home or work.  You can call the toll-free number 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. 

Referrals 
Self-Referrals 
An employee who self-initiates contact with an EAP counselor does not need to tell his or her 
supervisor. With the employee’s consent, the counselor may contact the supervisor to arrange 
time off from work, but will not provide information about the employee’s personal problems. 

Supervisory Referrals 
If personal problems affect your job performance, your supervisor may make a formal 
recommendation that you talk with an EAP counselor. If you chose to speak with a counselor, the 
counselor will not discuss your personal problems with your supervisor. However, if you sign the 
Statement of Understanding form which is required for you to pursue EAP services, your counselor 
may provide your supervisor with non-clinical information, such as whether or not you have 
followed through in contacting EAP, whether or not a problem has been identified and a 
treatment plan recommended, and whether or not you are participating in the treatment plan. 
Use of all EAP services is voluntary, even if your supervisor recommends it. Whether or not you 
choose to use the EAP or comply with a formal supervisor referral to EAP, you are still responsible 
for maintaining your job performance. 

Referrals to Non-Contracted Providers 
Referrals to service providers outside of ValueOptions EAP may be recommended to help you 
resolve problems.  Those services may or may not be covered under your medical benefit plan or 
that of another employer, insurer, or HMO through which you may have coverage.  A referral, 
however, is not a guarantee that your medical plan or other provider will cover such services.  It is 
your responsibility to determine whether or not outside services are covered under any such plan 
and to pay any charges not covered.  If a referral is made to an outside counselor under your 
health plan, you are encouraged to follow your health plan’s procedures for obtaining proper 
authorization and encouraged to follow through with any authorized treatment plan.  

Leaves of Absence 
In the event an EAP counselor recommends a medical leave of absence for you, you are still 
required to notify your supervisor and complete all required paperwork.  
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What the Program Covers 
EAP benefits include counseling (1-6 sessions per six-month period) or referrals for the following: 

• Alcohol and/or drug problems; 

• Anxiety or depression; 

• Job or work stress; 

• Parent/child conflict; 

• Relationship problems; and 

• Spouse/partner issues. 

Grievance and Arbitration Procedures 

Grievance Procedures 
Grievances:  ValueOptions has a Grievance procedure for receiving and resolving Members' 
Grievances with ValueOptions and/or EAP Affiliates. A Grievance may be submitted up to 180 
calendar days following receipt of an adverse determination notice, or following any incident or 
action that is the subject of the Member’s dissatisfaction.  Grievances may be filed telephonically, 
in person, in writing, by facsimile, by e-mail or online through the ValueOptions Internet site at 
www.valueoptions.com.  ValueOptions will mail a Grievance form for this purpose, and a copy of 
ValueOptions’ Grievance Procedure, to the Member upon request.  If the Member wishes, 
ValueOptions’ Member Services staff will assist in completing the Grievance form.  Completed 
Grievance forms must be mailed to ValueOptions at P.O. Box Cypress, California, 90630-0065.  
ValueOptions will acknowledge receipt of a Grievance within five (5) calendar days. 

Response:  ValueOptions will respond in writing with a resolution to a Grievance within thirty (30) 
calendar days of receipt.   

Urgent Grievances:  You have the right to an expedited review for urgent Grievances involving an 
imminent and serious threat to the health of the Member, including but not limited to severe pain, 
potential loss of life, limb, or major bodily functions.  The request may be initiated by you, your 
authorized representative, or by your provider.  Call the Member Services Department at 888 445 
4436 and tell the representative that you are requesting an expedited review of an urgent 
Grievance.  ValueOptions will notify the provider of the decision in no more than 72 hours and 
send the Member a written statement on the disposition or pending status of the Grievance within 
the same 72 hours from receipt of the Grievance.  

Additional Review:  If the Member is not satisfied with ValueOptions’ response to a Grievance, the 
Member may submit a request to ValueOptions for voluntary mediation or binding arbitration 
within sixty (60) days of receipt of ValueOptions response.  However, in the case of binding 
arbitration, if Member has legitimate health or other reasons which would prevent Member from 
electing binding arbitration within sixty (60) days, Member may have as long as reasonably 
necessary to accommodate special needs in order to elect binding arbitration. The Member may 
file a Grievance with the Department of Managed Health Care after completing the ValueOptions 
Grievance Process or voluntary mediation or after participating in the ValueOptions Grievance 
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Process or voluntary mediation for thirty (30) days.  Further, if Member seeks review by the 
Department of Managed Health Care within sixty (60) days of ValueOptions’ response, Member 
will have an additional sixty (60) days from the date of final resolution by the Department of 
Managed Health Care to request binding arbitration. Arbitration will be conducted in accordance 
with the Arbitration section of this EOC. 

Voluntary Mediation:  In the event a Member is dissatisfied with the ValueOptions’ determination, 
the Member may request voluntary mediation with ValueOptions prior to exercising the right to 
submit the Grievance to the Department of Managed Health Care, as described below. The 
request must be made within sixty (60) days of the ValueOptions determination.  The use of 
mediation services does not preclude the right to submit the Grievance to the Department of 
Managed Health Care upon completion of mediation.  In order to initiate voluntary mediation, 
either the Member or an individual acting on the Member’s behalf must submit a written request 
to ValueOptions.  If all parties mutually agree to mediation, the mediation will be administered by 
the Judicial and Mediations Services (“JAMS”) in accordance with the JAMS Comprehensive 
Arbitration Rules and Procedures, unless the parties agree otherwise.  The expense of mediation 
shall be shared equally by the parties.  The Department of Managed Health Care will have no 
administrative or enforcement responsibilities with respect to the voluntary mediation process. 

Review by Department of Managed Health Care:  The California Department of Managed Health 
Care is responsible for regulating health care service plans.  If you have a grievance against your 
health plan, you should first telephone your health plan at 1-800-228-1286 extension:  6123 and 
use your health plan's grievance process before contacting the department.  Utilizing this 
grievance procedure does not prohibit any potential legal rights or remedies that may be available 
to you.  If you need help with a grievance involving an emergency, a grievance that has not been 
satisfactorily resolved by your health plan, or a grievance that has remained unresolved for more 
than 30 days, you may call the department for assistance.  You may also be eligible for an 
Independent Medical Review (IMR).  If you are eligible for IMR, the IMR process will provide an 
impartial review of medical decisions made by a health plan related to the medical necessity of a 
proposed service or treatment, coverage decisions for treatments that are experimental or 
investigational in nature and payment disputes for emergency or urgent medical services.  The 
department also has a toll-free telephone number 1-888-HMO-2219 and a TDD line 
1-877-688-9891 for the hearing and speech impaired.  The department's Internet Web site 
http://www.hmohelp.ca.gov has complaint forms, IMR application forms and instructions online.  

EAP enhancement services such, Work Life Benefit and Consolidated Legal Concepts are not 
regulated by the Department and grievances in connection with these services are not subject to 
the Department’s review.   
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Arbitration 
Any claim arising under the Employee Assistance Program Agreement, excluding claims involving 
allegations of medical malpractice, must be submitted to binding arbitration following an attempt 
at resolution through ValueOptions’ Grievance Procedure or Voluntary Mediation if the claim is for 
monetary damages that exceed the jurisdictional limits of the Small Claims Court.  Either the 
Member, the Employer or ValueOptions may commence arbitration by serving a demand for 
arbitration on the other.  Arbitration will be conducted under the commercial rules of the 
American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) then in effect, using a mutually selected attorney 
arbitrator.  If the parties are unable to select a neutral arbitrator within thirty (30) days after 
service of a written demand requesting the designation, then a court of competent jurisdiction, on 
petition of a party to the arbitration, shall appoint the arbitrator as follows. 

When a petition is made to the court to appoint a neutral arbitrator, the court shall nominate five 
(5) persons from lists of persons supplied by the American Arbitration Association.  The parties 
seeking arbitration and against whom arbitration is sought may within five (5) days of receipt of 
notice of such nominees from the court jointly select the arbitrator whether or not such arbitrator 
is among the nominees.  If such parties fail to select an arbitrator within the five-day period, the 
court shall appoint the arbitrator from the nominees. 

The cost of the arbitration shall be divided equally between the parties.  In cases of extreme 
hardship, ValueOptions shall assume all or a portion of a Member’s share of the fees and 
expenses of the neutral arbitrator.  Upon request, ValueOptions shall provide a Member with an 
application for relief from such fees and expenses.  Approval or denial of the application shall be 
determined by a neutral arbitrator who is not assigned to hear the underlying dispute, who has 
been selected pursuant to the paragraph immediately above, and whose fees and expenses are 
paid for by ValueOptions.  The arbitrator’s award may be enforced in any court having jurisdiction 
thereof by the filing of a petition to enforce the award.  Costs of filing such a petition may be 
recovered by the party filing the petition. 

BY ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT, MEMBERS AGREE TO GIVE UP CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO 
HAVE ANY DISPUTE, EXCLUDING THOSE INVOLVING CLAIMS OF MEDICAL MALPRACTICE, DECIDED 
IN A COURT OF LAW BEFORE A JURY AND INSTEAD ACCEPT THE USE OF ARBITRATION FOR 
RESOLVING DISPUTES WITH VALUEOPTIONS. 
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Prescription Drug Coverage 
(Outpatient Prescription Drug Coverage) 

Summary 
This section describes the Prescription Drug Plan which is offered to employees and their 
dependents who are enrolled in a Company-sponsored self-insured medical plan administered by 
Anthem Blue Cross, including the Basic Plan, the Network Access Plan (NAP) and the 
Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP). This Plan, administered by Medco Health Solutions, Inc., 
provides retail and home delivery prescription drug coverage. The benefits of this Plan do not 
coordinate with any of the benefits administered by Anthem Blue Cross.  Employees and their 
dependents who are enrolled in a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) or the Anthem Blue 
Cross SmartValue Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service (PFFS) Plan receive retail and 
mail-order prescription drug coverage directly through their plan rather than through Medco.  For 
more information about one of these other plans, contact that plan’s member services 
department directly. 

Plan Benefits 
The following chart provides a summary of outpatient drug coverage administered by Medco: 

 

PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS FOR ANTHEM BLUE CROSS PLAN MEMBERS 
(ADMINISTERED BY MEDCO)  

PROVISIONS NAP AND CAP  

RETAIL DRUG PURCHASES First three 30-day supplies at a participating pharmacy: 
85% for generic drugs, 75% for brand-name drugs.   
For refills beyond 90 days and coverage at 
non-participating pharmacies:  
80% for generics and 70% for brand-name drugs. 
Generic Incentive Provision applies (see below). 

HOME DELIVERY (MAIL-ORDER) 
PURCHASES 

90% for generic drugs and 80% for brand-name drugs.   
Generic Incentive Provision applies (see below). 

GENERIC INCENTIVE PROVISION Member is responsible for paying the difference 
between the price of a generic drug and a 
brand-name drug, plus coinsurance, if purchasing a 
brand-name drug when a generic version is available. 
Please note that any generic-brand price differential 
you pay is a non-covered expense and, thus, does not 
count towards your annual out-of-pocket maximum 
(see GENERIC INCENTIVE PROVISION). 
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PRESCRIPTION DRUG BENEFITS FOR ANTHEM BLUE CROSS PLAN MEMBERS 
(ADMINISTERED BY MEDCO)  

PROVISIONS NAP AND CAP  

DEDUCTIBLE No deductible 

OUT-OF-POCKET MAXIMUM $500 per person, $1,000 per family.  
Out-of-pocket maximum covers both the retail drug 

plan and the home delivery drug plan (does not 
coordinate with medical plan). Non-covered 
expenses, such as generic-brand price differentials, 
are not eligible expenses and, thus, will not be 
covered by the Plan after your annual out-of-pocket 
maximum is met. 

LIFETIME MAXIMUM None 

FERTILITY, SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, 
MEMORY 
ENHANCEMENT AND BIRTH 
CONTROL DRUGS 

50% for both retail and home delivery plans, unless 
medically necessary.  

Medically necessary drugs are covered at standard 
reimbursement rates.  

Generic Incentive Provision applies (see below). 

Medco has negotiated rates with retail pharmacies.  Benefits are paid based on the negotiated 
rates.  The pharmacies that Medco has negotiated with are called “participating” pharmacies.  To 
receive the greatest benefit on retail prescriptions, participating pharmacies should be used.  A 
directory of participating pharmacies can be obtained by calling Medco Member Services at 
1-800-718-6590 or by visiting Medco’s Web site at www.medco.com.  You also can use the easy 
home delivery program for your maintenance drugs. 
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Generic Incentive Provision 
For all prescription drug purchases, whether at a retail drug store or through home delivery, 
members will be responsible for paying the difference between the price of a generic prescription 
drug and a brand-name prescription drug, plus coinsurance, if purchasing a brand-name drug 
when a generic is available. (The difference in cost between the brand-name drug and the generic 
drug does not apply toward your out-of-pocket maximum.) Here’s an example of how the “generic 
incentive provision” works: 

Example of brand-name versus a generic purchase: 

Al purchases a 30-day supply of Mevacor, a brand-name prescription drug, at the local pharmacy. 
He chooses not to use the generic alternative, Lovastatin. 

 GENERIC  BRAND-NAME 
DRUG NAME AND PRICE  Lovastatin ($24.04) Mevacor ($79.10) 

COINSURANCE $3.61  
(15% of $24.04) 

$19.78  
(25% of $79.10) 

PRICE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BRAND-NAME AND 
GENERIC 

Not applicable $55.06  
($79.10 - $24.04) 

MEMBER’S TOTAL COST $3.61 $74.84  
($19.78 + $55.06) 

EXTRA COST FOR MEMBER TO PURCHASE 
BRAND-NAME DRUG  

$71.23 
($74.84 - $3.61) 

If Al had elected to use the generic alternative, Lovastatin, his coinsurance would have been 15% 
of the $24.04 price tag of the generic drug, or $3.61. However, because he chooses to purchase 
the brand-name drug (Mevacor) when a generic is available, his coinsurance will be 25% of the 
higher price for the brand-name drug, or $19.78. In addition to this coinsurance amount, he must 
pay the full difference in price between the brand name and generic ($79.10 - $24.04 = $55.06). 
In total, Al must pay $74.84 for the brand-name prescription (coinsurance amount of $19.78 plus 
the brand-generic price difference of $55.06). By purchasing the generic version, Al could have 
saved $71.23. (Please note that prices shown in this example are for purposes of illustration.  
Actual prices may vary.)  

Certain brand-name drugs will not be subject to the “pay the difference” penalty. These 
brand-name drugs are on Medco's Narrow Therapeutic List which changes from time to time. Only 
the 25% brand coinsurance will apply to these brand-name prescription drugs. Your participating 
pharmacy has Medco’s Narrow Therapeutic List and will charge you the correct coinsurance 
amount.   

Retail Pharmacy Service 
The Retail Pharmacy Service, managed by Medco, helps you pay part of the cost of retail 
prescription drugs — that is, drugs which you purchase at local pharmacies. You have coverage 
under the Retail Pharmacy Service only if you are enrolled in a medical plan administered by 
Anthem Blue Cross. 
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Eligibility 
Employees and their eligible dependents who are enrolled in one of the self-insured medical plans 
administered by Anthem Blue Cross are eligible for the Prescription Drug Plan administered by 
Medco Health Solutions, Inc.  

Employees and their eligible dependents who are enrolled in a Health Maintenance Organization 
(HMO) or the insured Anthem Blue Cross SmartValue Medicare Advantage Private Fee-for-Service 
(PFFS) Plan are not eligible for the Prescription Drug Plan described in this section. HMO and 
SmartValue members receive retail and mail-order prescription drug coverage directly through 
their medical plan.  For more information regarding your plan’s prescription drug coverage, 
contact the plan’s member services department directly. 

You are not eligible for prescription drug benefit coverage if you are a contract or agency worker, 
or a hiring hall employee. 

How the Plan Works 
When you enroll in one of the self-insured plans administered by Anthem Blue Cross, you are 
issued a member identification card by Medco.  Go to any participating pharmacy (such as Longs, 
Rite Aid, Walgreens, Raley’s or a number of independent pharmacies), present your card 
identifying you as a plan member, and pay the appropriate coinsurance. You may also go to a 
non-participating pharmacy; however, you will be responsible for paying the entire cost of the 
prescription upfront and then filing a claim form for reimbursement. It is likely that a 
non-participating pharmacy will charge more than the pre-negotiated rates of a participating 
pharmacy. Reimbursement is based on the amount a participating pharmacy would have charged 
minus the coinsurance amount.  You may call 1-800-718-6590 or go to www.medco.com to verify 
pharmacy participation. 

Prescription drugs purchased at a participating retail pharmacy will be reimbursed for up to three 
30-day supplies at 85% for generic drugs and 75% for brand-name drugs.  However, for most 
retail refills beyond 90 days, the reimbursement rate will be 80% for generic and 70% for 
brand-name drugs.  For example, members will be reimbursed at 85% for the initial 30-day 
generic prescription as well as for two 30-day generic refills at a retail pharmacy. If the member 
requests a fourth prescription at a retail pharmacy, the reimbursement rate will drop to 80% 
because the 90-day supply limit will have been exceeded.  Therefore, it is suggested that 
members use the home-delivery service for refills beyond a 90-day supply. 

• Ask your physician for two separate prescriptions:  one prescription for a 30-day supply (to be 
filled at your local retail pharmacy) and one prescription for a 90-day supply (to be filled 
through Medco By Mail). 

• Have your 30-day prescription filled immediately at your retail pharmacy.  About two weeks 
later (after you have used up half of your 30-day supply and have decided to continue taking 
this particular prescription drug), submit your 90-day prescription to Medco By Mail. This will 
allow a 14-day turn-around for your home delivery prescription to be delivered to your home. 
Medco will not issue your 90-day supply if you send your order in any sooner than this because 
it will still be too early to fill. 
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When Claim Forms Are Required 
You will need to pay the full cost of your prescription and file a claim form for reimbursement if 
you: 

1) purchase drugs at a non-participating pharmacy;  

2) do not present your Medco identification card when purchasing drugs at a participating 
pharmacy; or 

3) have other prescription drug coverage which pays first before Medco and you want Medco to 
pay second on any claim remainder.  This is called a Coordination of Benefits or “COB” claim, 
see COORDINATION OF BENEFITS in this section. 

A member may obtain prescription drugs from participating pharmacies without using the 
membership card and then seek reimbursement from Medco by submitting a claim form. 
However, the member’s reimbursement in such cases will be limited to the cost for the drug 
negotiated by Medco and the pharmacy. Any additional amounts charged to the member by the 
pharmacy will be the member’s responsibility. 

To obtain a claim form, call Medco Member Services at 1-800-718-6590 or visit Medco's Web site 
at www.medco.com.  If you are a first-time visitor to www.medco.com, take a minute to register. 
Please remember to have your member ID number and a recent prescription number handy. 

Medco By Mail 
Medco By Mail is available to employees and their eligible dependents who are enrolled in one of 
the medical plans administered by Anthem Blue Cross.  

This program enables you to purchase your maintenance medications, often at a savings, while 
having them delivered directly to your home via U.S. mail. “Maintenance” medications are those 
drugs which you take on a long-term or an on-going basis — in other words, those drugs which you 
know you’ll need and can order in advance. Some examples of conditions for which maintenance 
medications are prescribed are high blood pressure, high cholesterol, heart disorders, diabetes, 
arthritis and stomach ulcers. 

How Medco By Mail Works 
With Medco By Mail, you may obtain up to a 90-day supply of medication for each prescription. 
You pay 10% of the cost for each prescription filled with generic drugs, and 20% for those filled 
with brand-name drugs.  If you elect to use a brand-name drug when a generic drug is available, 
you will be responsible for paying the difference between the price of the generic drug and the 
brand-name drug, plus coinsurance, as described under Generic Incentive Provision. 
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Patient Profile 
When you order from Medco By Mail for the first time, you will need to complete the last portion 
of the initial order form is a Health Assessment Questionnaire.  Complete this form and mail it, 
along with your original prescription, in an envelope addressed to: 

Medco Health Solutions, Inc. 
P.O. Box 747000 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45274-7000 

The home delivery order form, which includes the Health Assessment Questionnaire, and home 
delivery envelopes are available by calling Medco Member Services at 1-800-718-6590.  You may 
also download the form by accessing Medco’s Web site at www.medco.com.

The purpose of the Health Assessment Questionnaire is to alert the pharmacists who are filling 
your prescriptions of any allergies or medical conditions that might be affected by the 
prescriptions you are ordering, in an effort to prevent any potentially harmful drug reactions.  All 
information in the Health Assessment Questionnaire is confidential.  

Paying Your Coinsurance 
You can request that Medco bill you for your coinsurance, up to $100, or you can instruct Medco 
to bill your credit card or debit card (e.g., VISA, MasterCard, etc.). Alternatively, you can submit 
payment in advance. To do so, you will need to call Medco to find out the amount of your 
coinsurance. Then send your personal check or money order, along with your original prescription, 
when you send in your order. 

Obtaining Your Medications 
Medco will mail your medications directly to your home. You will receive your medication within 
14 days from the date on which Medco receives your order. If you need your prescription sooner, 
just let Medco know and, for an extra charge, your prescription will be sent via UPS or Federal 
Express. 

Whenever possible, your prescription will be filled with a generic drug that meets the same 
standards as the brand name, unless your physician specifies otherwise. 

Medco’s specialty pharmacy, Accredo Health Group, handles complex conditions such as anemia, 
hepatitis C, multiple sclerosis, asthma, growth hormone deficiency, and rheumatoid arthritis, 
which are treated with specialty medications.  Specialty medications are typically injectable 
medications administered either by yourself or by a healthcare professional, and often require 
special handling.  For more information, please call Medco Member Services at 1-800-718-6590. 

Ordering Your Refills 
You can order your refills by mail or by calling Medco directly at 1-800-718-6590, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, except Thanksgiving and Christmas. For refills by mail, send the refill slip 
provided with your last mail-order prescription, along with your copayments, to Medco Health 
Solutions, Inc., P.O. Box 74700, Cincinnati, Ohio 45274-7000.  You may also order your refills 
on-line using Medco's Web site at www.medco.com.  You can also check on the status of your 
refill online.  
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When Your Current Prescription Expires 
Prescriptions expire one year from the date of issue, regardless of whether you have any refills 
left.  You may mail your new prescription to Medco Health Solutions, Inc., P.O. Box P.O. Box 
74700, Cincinnati, Ohio 45274-7000.  You may also have your physician fax your new 
prescription.  Ask your doctor to call 1-888-327-9791 for instructions.  

What the Plan Covers 
Covered expenses under the Prescription Drug Plan consist of drugs and medicines approved by 
the Food and Drug Administration for general use by the public which require a written 
prescription by a physician and which are dispensed by a licensed pharmacist, physician, or 
hospital for take-home purposes.  Eligible drugs and medicines include: 

• Drugs which require a prescription, except those specifically excluded under WHAT THE 
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PLAN DOES NOT COVER; 

• Compound drugs that contain at least one prescription drug; 

• Insulin, including hypodermic needles and syringes when insulin is also purchased; 

• Over-the-counter diabetic supplies, including items used for daily blood and urine sample 
testing (except diabetic monitors); 

• Retin-A for patients through age 25 (over age 25 when medically necessary); 

• Vitamins that require a prescription; 

• Attention Deficit Disorder drugs (e.g., Methylphenidate, Dextroamphetamine, 
Methamphetamine, Dextroamphetamine/Amphetamine); 

• Smoking deterrents that require a prescription (e.g., Habitrol, Nicoderm, and Prostep 
anti-smoking patches); and 

• Anorexiants with prior authorization 

• 50% coverage for fertility, oral contraceptives, sexual dysfunction, and memory enhancement 
drugs, unless these drugs are specifically authorized by your physician as medically necessary.  
Medically necessary drugs are covered at standard reimbursement rates. 

Medically Necessary 
The Prescription Drug Plan only covers services and supplies that are medically necessary.  For 
the purpose of this Plan, medically necessary services and supplies are those provided by a 
hospital, physician or other provider that:  (i) have been established as safe and effective; (ii) are 
furnished in accordance with generally accepted professional standards to treat illness or injury, 
and are in accordance with the accepted standards of medical practice in the geographic area 
where the services were provided; (iii) are consistent with the symptoms and diagnosis or 
treatment of the illness, injury or condition; (iv) are furnished at the most appropriate level which 
can be provided safely and effectively to the patient; and (v) are not furnished primarily for the 
convenience of the patient, the attending physician or other provider.  Medically necessary 
prescriptions will be paid at the standard level or rate of coverage. 
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How New Prescription Drugs Are Added 
The Prescription Drug Plan covers all prescription drugs approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), as long as they are used in the FDA-approved manner and are used in 
accordance with manufacturers’ usage guidelines.  Coverage for new prescription drugs will begin 
upon FDA approval. 

What the Plan Does Not Cover 
No benefit will be provided for any expense incurred for the following drugs, medicines, 
substances or supplies rendered, unless specifically listed as a benefit under WHAT THE 
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PLAN COVERS.  Ineligible drugs, medicines, substances and supplies include: 

• Drugs, medicines, substances or supplies which are not medically necessary (see MEDICALLY 
NECESSARY); 

• Experimental and investigational drugs22; 

• Drugs or supplies which may be dispensed without a prescription; 

• Medications not used in accordance with the FDA’s approval specifications; 

• Inpatient medications (i.e., drugs dispensed or used while you are a patient in a licensed 
hospital, rest home, sanitarium, extended care facility, skilled nursing facility, convalescent 
home, nursing home, or similar institution); 

• Retin-A (unless prescribed for medical treatment other than anti-aging or for individuals under 
age 26); 

• Smoking deterrents other than those listed under WHAT THE PRESCRIPTION DRUG PLAN COVERS; 

• Allergy serums; 

• Therapeutic devices or appliances; 

• Drugs prescribed solely for cosmetic purposes (e.g., Renova) or to promote or stimulate hair 
growth (e.g., Rogaine); 

• Immunization agents and vaccines; 

                                                      

 drug 

22 Experimental or investigational drugs are not covered under the prescription drug plan. 
These drugs are typically new products that are still being tested by the FDA and have not 
been approved for general distribution under the standard prescription process. Further, 
drugs which are limited by federal law to investigational use and which are labeled as such 
are not covered. A drug may also be considered experimental if prescribed for an indication 
or at a dosage that is not an accepted use based on published reports in standard
publications such as the American Hospital Formulary Service Drug Information and the 
United States Pharmacopeia Dispensing Information. 
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• Biologicals, blood, or blood plasma; 

• Charges for the administration or injection of a drug; 

• Any prescription refill in excess of the number specified by the physician, or any refill after one 
year from the date of the physician’s original order; 

• Medications to which you are entitled under any Workers’ Compensation or occupational 
disease law; 

• Medication furnished by any other drug or medical service for which no charge is made to the 
participant; and 

• Any drug for which benefits are paid under another Company-sponsored health plan or benefit 
program. 

For further details, see EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE 
BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook.  

If you are not sure if a particular drug is covered, contact Medco at 1-800-718-6590.  There are 
some prescriptions that require prior authorization. 

Coordination of Benefits 
If you are covered by another plan that has prescription drug coverage which is primary to this 
Plan (see COORDINATION OF BENEFITS under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS), you will need to 
fill out a Medco Coordination of Benefits/Direct Claim Form in order to receive any benefit, if 
eligible, from Medco.  The form is available by calling Medco Member Services at 
1-800-718-6590.   

You must submit a separate claim form for each pharmacy used and for each patient.  You will 
need to attach documentation to the completed form.  The documentation required depends 
what plan is primary, as follows: 

• If the primary plan is another health plan, you must attach the claim statement, or Explanation 
of Benefits, which you received from the primary plan to the completed Medco form. 

• If the primary plan is an HMO or another plan in which a co-payment or coinsurance is paid at 
the pharmacy, you will need to attach receipts which clearly show the amounts you paid at the 
pharmacy. 

• If the primary plan is another Medco By Mail plan, you will need to attach either the 
prescription receipt or the statement of benefits you received from Medco’s mail-order 
pharmacy. 

Complete instructions are included on the Medco Coordination of Benefits/Direct Claim Form. 
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Claims and Appeals 

Claims and Inquires 
Medco is the Claims Administrator for the Prescription Drug Plan.  Under this Plan, a network of 
retail pharmacies is available as well as home delivery prescription drug coverage.  When you go 
to a participating retail pharmacy, simply present your identification card and pay the appropriate 
coinsurance. 

If you use a non-participating pharmacy, you will be responsible for paying the full cost of the 
prescription to the pharmacist, and then filing a claim for reimbursement. Claim forms are 
available by calling Medco at 1-800-718-6590 or from Medco's Web site at www.medco.com.   

All claims for prescription drugs, except controlled substances, must be made within twelve 
months of the date on which the prescription was written by the physician.  If you do not file a 
claim within this timeframe, your claim will be denied.  All claims for controlled substances must 
be made within six months of the date on which the prescription was written by the physician. 

If you have an issue or complaint regarding your prescription drug benefits, you should first 
address your concerns with Medco within 60 days after the issue or complaint arises.  Many 
problems, complaints, and potential claim issues can be resolved informally.  You can address 
these informal complaints by phoning Medco at 1-800-718-6590.  Medco may ask you to provide 
additional information or ask your physician to do so, or may try to clarify any information already 
provided.  Medco will research your issue and respond to you on its findings either in writing or by 
telephone within 15 days for prescriptions that have not been filled, and within 30 days for 
prescriptions that have already been filled and paid for. 

Appeals 
Pre-Service Denials - Non-Urgent 
If a pharmacist will not fill your prescription and your situation is not urgent, it is recommended 
that you first try to resolve the situation informally as described above.  However, if you are not 
satisfied with the initial resolution or you believe that you have received some type of adverse 
benefit determination that is preventing you from filling a prescription, you or your authorized 
representative (such as your physician) can appeal the benefit denial/determination in writing 
within 180 days of receipt of the denial or adverse determination.  Your appeal must be in writing 
and must include the following information:  your name, member ID, phone number, the 
prescription drug for which benefit coverage has been denied, and any additional information that 
may be relevant to your appeal.  The appeal should be sent to:  

Medco Health Solutions, Inc. 
Attention:  Coverage Appeal 
8111 Royal Ridge Parkway 
Irving, Texas 75063  

A decision notice will be mailed to you within 15 days of receipt of your appeal.  The notice will 
include the specific reason(s) for the decision and the Plan provision(s) on which the decision was 
based.  You have the right to receive, upon request only and at no charge, the information used to 
review your appeal. 
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If you are not satisfied with Medco’s decision, you have 90 days from the date of your receipt of 
the decision notice to request a second level of appeal.  To initiate a second level of appeal, you 
must submit the appeal in writing to the address above.  A decision will be made regarding your 
request and will be sent to you within 15 days of Medco’s receipt of the request.  A qualified 
individual who was not involved in the review of your original appeal will review your appeal.  If, at 
this point, your appeal is denied, you can initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process or you can 
bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(“ERISA”).  

Pre-Service Appeal – Urgent  
If a pharmacist will not fill your prescription as desired and your situation is urgent, you may 
request an expedited review by calling Medco at 1-800-753-2851.  In cases of an appeal for 
coverage involving urgent care, you will be notified of the benefit determination within 72 hours of 
Medco’s receipt of the appeal. An urgent appeal is any claim for treatment with respect to which 
the application of the time periods for a non-urgent care determination could seriously jeopardize 
the life or health of the claimant or the claimant’s ability to regain maximum function or, in the 
opinion of a physician with knowledge of the claimant’s medical condition, could subject the 
claimant to severe pain that cannot be adequately managed. You or your physician may submit 
an urgent appeal by phone or in writing. If the appeal does not contain sufficient information to 
determine whether benefits are covered, you will be notified of the missing information within 24 
hours of Medco's receipt of your appeal.  You will then have 48 hours to provide the missing 
information to Medco and will be notified by phone or in writing of Medco's decision within 48 
hours of receipt of the information.  All written appeals must be sent to: 

Medco Health Solutions, Inc. 
Attention:  Coverage Appeals 
8111 Royal Ridge Parkway 
Irving, Texas 75063 

If, at this point, your appeal is denied, you can initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process or you 
have the right to bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of ERISA. 

Post-Service Appeals 
If you paid for your prescription and believe that your level of coverage was incorrect, you can try 
to resolve this issue informally, as described previously under CLAIMS AND INQUIRES.  If this 
approach is unsatisfactory, you or an authorized representative, such as your physician, may 
appeal the decision in writing within 180 days of your receipt of the claim processing 
determination (e.g., pharmacy receipt).  Your appeal must be in writing and must include the 
following information:  your name, member ID, phone number, the prescription drug for which the 
level of coverage appears incorrect, and any additional information that may be relevant to your 
appeal.  The appeal should be sent to:  

Medco Health Solutions, Inc. 
Attention:  Coverage Appeals 
8111 Royal Ridge Parkway 
Irving, Texas 75063 

A decision notice will be mailed to you within 30 days of Medco’s receipt of your appeal.  The 
notice will include the specific reason(s) for the decision and a reference to the Plan provision(s) 
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on which the decision was based. You also have the right to receive, only upon request and at no 
charge, the information that Medco used to review your appeal. 

If you are not satisfied with the decision, you have 90 days from the date of your receipt of the 
notice to request a second level of appeal.  To initiate a second level of appeal, you must submit 
the appeal in writing to the above address.  A qualified individual who was not involved in the 
review of your original appeal will review your second appeal.  A decision will be made regarding 
your request and will be sent to you within 30 days of Medco’s receipt of your appeal.  Medco’s 
decisions are based only on whether or not a benefit is covered by the Plan. 

If at this point your appeal is denied, you can initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as 
described below, or you can bring a civil action under Section 502(a) of ERISA.  

PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process 
If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals process completed with Medco, you may elect 
to use either PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or elect to bring a civil action.  
You have 90 days from the date of receipt of the final decision from Medco to elect this voluntary 
review.  Initiation of the Voluntary Review Process does not restrict your ability to bring a civil 
action against the Plan. 

The first step of the Voluntary Review Process is to write to the Benefits Department, requesting 
to review your appeal.  Your appeal should include all pertinent documentation.  To expedite 
processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR DISCLOSURE OF 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, Policies 
& Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) 
or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Benefits Department will review your appeal and make a decision within 60 days of the date 
on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your appeal).  
There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be required.  You 
will be notified if such an issue occurs.  If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will 
receive a written response that will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) that apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

You may then have your appeal reviewed by the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  
You must submit a new appeal in writing stating the reason(s) for your appeal and enclosing all 
relevant documentation and information that supports your appeal. Unless there are special 
circumstances where an extension of up to an additional 90 days may be required, you shall 
receive EBAC’s decision within 90 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal.   
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Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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Dental Coverage 
The Company offers a choice of two dental plans for 

Management and Administrative & Technical Employees 

Summary 
The two dental plans sponsored by the Company offer you a choice – one plan emphasizes the 
importance of diagnostic and preventive care and the other plan pays a significant portion of 
more expensive care when basic or major dental work is needed. 

Dental coverage is administered by Delta Dental Plan of California. The Plans provide coverage 
worldwide and allow you to receive care from any licensed dentist. You may seek services from 
one of the many dentists who belong to the Delta Dentist Network, or you may go to a 
non-participating dentist. 

Eligibility 
You are eligible for dental coverage on the first day of the month following the receipt of your 
elections, provided you complete and return an enrollment form within 31 days of your date of 
hire. For example, if you were hired on February 1 and you return a completed form on February 
15, you would be eligible for dental coverage March 1. You may also elect to cover the same 
eligible dependents as are covered under your medical plan, or you may elect to cover different 
eligible dependents.  

You are not eligible for dental coverage if you are an intern, contract or agency worker, hiring hall 
employee, or retired employee. 

Plan Options 
You can choose to elect either the Dental 1 or Dental 2 plan. The plan you choose each year during 
the Open Enrollment period may depend on such things as the type of dental work you anticipate 
you will need or the level of financial responsibility you are willing to assume. Regardless of which 
plan you select, Delta Dental will pay a specified percentage of allowed expenses after you pay any 
applicable deductibles or copayments. 

• Dental 1 provides a higher level of benefits for preventive dental services, such as 
teeth-cleaning and exams.  

• Dental 2 provides a higher level of benefits for major types of dental work, such as fillings, 
extractions, and crowns. 

You may also elect to decline dental coverage; however, if you do so, you cannot re-enroll in a 
Company-sponsored dental plan until the next Open Enrollment period, unless you have an 
eligible change in status event (see MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT/CHANGE IN STATUS EVENTS in the 
section entitled FLEX PLAN). At that time, you may elect either Dental 1 or Dental 2 coverage. 
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Summary of Plan Benefits 
The following chart summarizes the differences between the Dental 1 and Dental 2 Plans.  The 
main distinction between the two plans is the difference in the amount each plan will reimburse 
you for covered expenses.  

 DENTAL 1 DENTAL 2 
CHOICE OF DENTIST Your choice of any licensed 

dentist or doctor furnishing dental 
services for which he or she is 
licensed. For maximum benefits, 
use a Delta dentist. 

Your choice of any licensed 
dentist or doctor furnishing dental 
services for which he or she is 
licensed. For maximum benefits, 
use a Delta dentist. 

GROUP NUMBERS 1515-0103 1515-0102 

ANNUAL DEDUCTIBLE Delta Dental Premier Network:  
$50/individual and $150/family 

Delta Dental PPO Network: 
$25/individual and $75/family 

Non-Participating Dentist:  
$50/individual and $150/family 

The deductible applies to all 
covered services except 
diagnostic and preventive care.

Delta Dental Premier Network:  
$50/individual and $150/family 

Delta Dental PPO Network: 
$25/individual and $75/family 

Non-Participating Dentist:  
$50/individual and $150/family 

The deductible applies to all 
covered services. 

DIAGNOSTIC AND 
PREVENTIVE CARE 

100% for exams and X-rays, 
cleanings, fluoride treatments, 
and space maintainers.  

85% for exams and X-rays, 
cleanings, fluoride treatments and 
space maintainers. 

BASIC CARE 80% for fillings, root canals and 
sealants for eligible dependents 
under age 16 using standard 
procedures as determined by 
Delta Dental. 

50% for extractions, oral surgery 
and treatment of the gums 
(periodontal). 

85% for fillings, root canals, 
extractions, oral surgery and 
treatment of the gums, 
(periodontal) and sealants for 
eligible dependents under age 16 
using standard procedures as 
determined by Delta Dental.   

MAJOR CARE 50% for crowns, inlays, onlays, cast 
restorations and bridges 
fabricated by using accepted 
conventional procedures and 
materials as determined by Delta 
Dental.  

85% for crowns, inlays, onlays, cast 
restorations and bridges 
fabricated by using accepted 
conventional procedures and 
materials as determined by Delta 
Dental. 

ANNUAL MAXIMUM $2,000 per individual (excludes 
orthodontia treatment). 

$2,000 per individual (excludes 
orthodontia treatment). 

ORTHODONTIA 
BENEFIT 

50% up to a lifetime benefit of 
$1,500 per individual. 

50% up to a lifetime benefit of 
$1,500 per individual. 

CLAIM FORMS Only for non-participating dentists. Only for non-participating dentists. 
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In addition to your coinsurance, you are responsible for any charges over what Delta Dental will 
allow.  Please note that the annual deductible, annual maximum and orthodontia lifetime 
maximum are the same regardless of whether services are received by a Delta Dentist or 
non-participating dentist. 

Reimbursement to members who do not use a Delta Dentist is based on the prevailing fee.  The 
prevailing fee is the applicable percentage of the lesser of the fee charged or the fee which 
satisfies the majority of Delta Dentists for a single procedure as determined by Delta Dental of 
California. 

How the Plans Work 
The Dental 1 and Dental 2 Plans reimburse your covered expenses at a specified percentage after 
you pay any applicable deductible. For instance, Dental 1 pays 80% of the cost of most basic 
care, and Dental 2 pays 85%; you pay the balance and any costs not covered by the Plans. You 
may seek services from one of the many dentists who belong to either the Delta Dental Premier 
Network or the Delta Dental PPO Network - or from a non-participating dentist. The Dental Plans 
pay up to $2,000 in dental benefits each year for each covered member of your family. 

For orthodontic services, the Dental Plans pay 50% of covered expenses, up to the lifetime 
maximum of $1,500 per individual.  This lifetime maximum does not count towards the yearly 
maximum of $2,000 in dental benefits mentioned in the paragraph above. 

Delta Dentists 
A feature of Delta Dental of California is the availability of a network of dentists. Approximately 
93% of California dentists participate in the Delta Dental Premier Network. Delta Dental also has 
another network called the Delta Dental PPO Network that has fewer dentists, but many of the 
same dentists also participate in the Delta Dental Premier Network.  Dentists in both networks 
file their fees with Delta Dental and agree to accept them as payment in full (these fees are 
called “usual, customary and reasonable”). You may receive treatment from any licensed dentist. 
However, there are three advantages to receiving treatment from either the Delta Dental Premier 
Network or the Delta Dental PPO Network: 

• Delta Dental pays Delta dentists directly, so there are no claim forms to submit, and you do 
not have to pay the claims expense upfront. 

• The Dental 1 and Dental 2 Plans feature agreed-upon fees for Delta Dentists, so you won’t be 
responsible for any excess charges above your normal deductible and coinsurance for allowed 
services. 

• You usually save money if you use a dentist that participates with Delta Dental, since Delta 
generally allows a higher reimbursement base for participating dentists.   

When services are provided by a Delta Dental Premier Network or a non-participating dentist, 
there is an annual deductible of $50 per person and $150 per family.  When services are 
provided by a Delta Dental PPO dentist, there is an annual deductible of $25 per person and $75 
per family.  You may seek services from dentists in both networks during a calendar year, but 
once services are rendered by a Delta Dental Premier or a non-participating dentist, the annual 
deductible will remain $50 per person/$150 per family for the rest of the year.  The deductibles 
are coordinated between the Delta Dental PPO and the Delta Dental Premier Network.  For 
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example, if you have met the $25 individual annual Delta Dental PPO deductible and then seek 
services with a Delta Dental Premier Network dentist, the $25 will go towards the $50 individual 
annual deductible. 

If you would like a list of either of the two Delta networks of dentists, call Delta Dental at 
1-888-217-5323 or check its website at www.wekeepyousmiling.org/pg&e.  

Non-Participating Dentists 
If you receive treatment from a non-participating dentist, you will have to pay the dentist yourself, 
and then file a claim with Delta Dental for reimbursement. Please be advised that the 
methodology Delta uses for reimbursing non-participating dentists often results in larger 
out-of-pocket costs for you.  When services are provided to you by a non-participating dentist, 
there is an annual deductible of $50 per person and $150 per family and your reimbursement 
from Delta Dental is based on the prevailing fee.  The prevailing fee is the applicable percentage 
of the lesser of the fee charged or the fee which satisfies the majority of Delta Dental Plan of 
California’s Participating Dentists for a single procedure as determined by Delta Dental of 
California.  You will be responsible for any expenses that exceed the reimbursement by Delta 
Dental. Covered expenses reimbursable to you are determined by Delta Dental. Additionally, you 
are responsible for paying any expenses not covered by Delta Dental, including any applicable 
deductible and coinsurance. 

Predetermination of Costs 
If your dentist (whether or not he or she participates in Delta’s network) recommends extensive 
dental work ($100 or more), you should have your dentist file a “Predetermination” with Delta 
Dental before the work begins. Delta Dental will provide a predetermination claim notice to both 
you and your dentist, advising ahead of time whether the proposed treatment is a covered benefit 
and, if so, how much Delta Dental will pay as well as what your share of the costs will be.  

Predetermination of costs does not guarantee payment. It is only an estimate of the amount 
Delta Dental will pay if you continue to be eligible and meet all the requirements of the Dental 
Plan at the time the treatment you have planned is completed. If you receive other covered 
services after receiving a predetermination of costs, Delta Dental will still only pay for covered 
services up to the $2,000 annual maximum. 

The Dental Plans do not cover all services your dentist may deem necessary or appropriate.  
For instance, while your dentist may recommend three cleanings a year, the Plans cover a total 
of only two cleanings during a calendar year.  Any cleanings provided during periodontal 
procedures are counted as part of this annual limit. 
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What the Plans Cover 
The Dental 1 and Dental 2 Plans provide benefits as described below for diagnostic and 
preventive care, basic and major care, and orthodontia. 

Diagnostic and Preventive Care — Includes exams and X-rays, cleanings, fluoride treatments and 
space maintainers.  

Basic Care — Includes fillings, extractions, oral surgery, treatment of the gums (periodontal) and 
root canals using standard procedures as determined by Delta Dental.  Basic Care also includes 
sealants for eligible dependents under age 16 using standard procedures as determined by Delta 
Dental. 

Exception:  For the Dental 1 Plan, extractions, oral surgery and treatment of the gums are Basic 
Care, but are paid at 50%. 

Major Care — Includes crowns, inlays, onlays, cast restorations and bridges fabricated by using 
accepted conventional procedures and materials as determined by Delta Dental. 

Orthodontia — Includes braces and retainers to straighten teeth. 

Dental 1 Plan 
If you use a participating Delta dentist, the Dental 1 Plan pays 100% of covered expenses for 
Diagnostic and Preventive Care with no deductible. This includes two routine check-ups and two 
cleanings (including procedures that contain cleanings, such as deep cleaning or scaling) for each 
covered family member in any calendar year, plus periodontal X-rays and fluoride treatments. 
(See PLAN LIMITATIONS) 

If further dental care is needed and you see a Delta Dental Premier Network dentist or a 
non-participating dentist, you pay the first $50 as your annual individual deductible or $150 as 
your maximum family deductible. The network the dentist belongs to will determine the 
deductible amount.  If you only seek care from Delta Dental PPO dentists, you will be responsible 
for a $25 annual deductible, up to a family maximum deductible of $75.  If at any time during the 
year you seek care from a Delta Dental Premier Network or non-participating dentist, your annual 
deductible will be $50 per person, up to a family maximum deductible of $150.   

The Dental 1 Plan pays 80% of covered expenses for Basic Care, such as fillings, and 50% for 
extractions, oral surgery and treatment of the gums (periodontal).  For Major Care covered 
expenses, the Plan pays 50%. You pay the rest as your copayment.  If you use a non-participating 
dentist, you may be responsible for more than your copayment and deductible. The Dental 1 Plan 
pays up to $2,000 in dental benefits each year for each covered member of your family. 
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Dental 2 Plan 
If you use a Delta Dental PPO dentist or a Delta Dental Premier Network dentist, the Dental 2 
Plan pays 85% of covered expenses for Diagnostic, Preventive, Basic and Major dental care. You 
pay the other 15% as your coinsurance, after satisfying your annual deductible.  The network the 
dentist belongs to will determine the deductible amount.  If you only seek care from Delta Dental 
PPO dentists, you will be responsible for a $25 annual deductible, up to a family maximum 
deductible of $75.  If at any time during the year you seek care from a Delta Dental Premier or 
non-participating dentist, your annual deductible will be $50 per person, up to a family maximum 
deductible of $150.  If you use a non-participating dentist, you may be responsible for more than 
15% of the covered charges after paying your annual deductible. The Dental 2 Plan pays up to 
$2,000 in dental benefits each year for each covered member of your family. 

Orthodontic Benefits 
For orthodontic services, both Dental 1 and Dental 2 pay 50% of covered expenses in three 
installments.  The first installment will be made for 50% of Delta’s share, based on the treatment 
plan.  A second installment of 25% of Delta’s share will be made five months later, and the final 
installment for the remaining 25% of Delta’s share will be made six months later.  The entire 
amount payable by Delta, assuming the patient remains eligible, will be made to the dentist 
within 12 months of banding, up to the lifetime maximum of $1,500 for each covered member of 
your family.   

Plan Limitations 
Benefits for the following services are limited as summarized below.  Please note that if you 
exceed the Plan limits, you will be responsible for payment for services beyond the limits.  For 
instance, your dentist may recommend more than two cleanings per year.  While more cleanings 
may be advisable, the Plan will only cover the cost for two annual cleanings.  You will be 
responsible for the cost of additional cleanings. 

Diagnostic and Preventive Benefits 
Oral Examinations —Benefits are limited to two oral exams in a calendar year (January through 
December), while you are eligible under any Delta Dental plan. 

Prophylaxis (cleanings) — Cleanings (including procedures that contain cleanings, such as deep 
cleaning or scaling), fluoride treatments or procedures that include cleanings are covered only 
twice in a calendar year, while you are eligible under any Delta Dental plan. 

Full Mouth X-Rays — Complete mouth X-rays are covered only once every five years while you are 
eligible under any Delta Dental plan, unless your dentist shows a special need for them and 
submits documentation to and receives authorization from Delta Dental. 
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Supplementary Bitewing X-Rays — Supplementary bitewing X-rays are covered only: 

• Twice in a calendar year for eligible dependents up to age 18, while they are eligible under any 
Delta Dental plan, or  

• Once a calendar year for adults age 18 and over, while they are eligible under any Delta Dental 
plan. 

If you or your dentist needs to reschedule an appointment, it is your responsibility to ensure the 
rescheduled appointment still meets the timing limitations of the Dental Plans in order to receive 
applicable benefits. 

Basic Care Benefits 
Periodontal Procedures — Limited to two in a calendar year.  If such procedures include 
prophylaxis (cleanings, including procedures that contain cleanings, such as deep cleaning or 
scaling), those cleanings are counted towards the annual limit. 

Sealants — Pit and fissure sealants are limited to eligible dependents under age 16 using 
standard procedures as determined by Delta Dental. Sealant benefits include the application of 
sealants only to permanent posterior molar teeth with no decay, with no restorations and with 
occlusal surface intact. Sealant benefits do not include the repair or replacement of a sealant on 
any tooth within two years (24 months) of its application. 

Major Care Benefits 
Crowns, Inlays, Onlays and Cast Restorations — If you receive any such restoration while a 
member of a Company-sponsored Dental Plan or any other plan provided through Delta Dental, a 
restoration for the same tooth can only be replaced after five years, unless Delta determines that 
replacement is required because the restoration is unsatisfactory or the tooth involved has 
experienced extensive loss or changes to tooth structure or supporting tissues since the 
replacement of the restoration. 

Prosthodontic Benefits — The Dental Plans will pay the applicable percentage of the dentist’s filed 
fee for standard cast chrome or acrylic complete or partial dentures (removable prosthetic 
appliances provided to replace missing natural, permanent teeth which are constructed using 
accepted conventional procedures and materials). Benefits for prosthodontic appliances are paid 
by Delta only once every five years, unless Delta determines that there is such extensive loss of 
remaining teeth or change in supporting tissues that the existing appliance cannot be made 
satisfactory.  Replacement of a prosthodontic appliance not provided under a Delta plan will be 
made if it is unsatisfactory and cannot be made satisfactory. 

Implants — Implants (materials implanted into or on bone or soft tissue) or the removal of 
implants are not covered benefits of the Dental 1 or Dental 2 Plans. However, the Dental Plans 
will apply the cost of a standard complete or partial denture towards the cost of implants and 
prosthetic appliances when implants are provided in association with a prosthetic appliance 
covered under the Dental Plans. If an allowance is made towards the cost of such procedures, the 
Dental Plans will not pay for any replacement until after five years. 
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Orthodontic Benefits 
Covered expenses for Delta Dentists are limited to the lesser of the usual, customary and 
reasonable fee or the fee actually charged. 

Orthodontic services which are begun before a member’s coverage date are not covered. 

Periodic payments for orthodontics paid by the Dental Plans shall terminate on the next payment 
due date after the earliest of the following: 

• the date the employee’s participation in the Dental Plans terminates; 

• the first day of the month following the month in which a dependent ceases to meet the 
definition of a dependent as stated in the Dental Plans; 

• the date treatment is terminated for any reason prior to completion of the treatment plan; or 

• the date the Dental Plans terminate. 

Repair or replacement of an orthodontic appliance furnished in whole or in part is not covered. 

X-rays and extraction procedures related to orthodontics are not covered under orthodontic 
benefits, but may be covered under other benefits as stated in the Dental Plans. 

Other Limitations 
Alternative Treatment — If you choose an alternative treatment that costs more than the usual, 
customary and reasonable fee of the standard treatment, you will be responsible for the 
difference in cost in addition to your annual deductible and appropriate coinsurance. 

What the Plans Do Not Cover 
The following list includes, but is not limited to, services the Dental Plans will not pay for: 

• Services covered under Workers’ Compensation or employers’ liability laws. 

• Services provided by any government agency. 

• Services or supplies that are not covered expenses as determined by Delta Dental. 

• Charges in excess of the usual, customary and reasonable fee, the prevailing fee or the filed 
fee, as determined by Delta Dental.  (The prevailing fee is the applicable percentage of the 
lesser of the fee charged or the fee which satisfies the majority of Delta Dental Plan of 
California’s Participating Dentists for a single procedure as determined by Delta Dental of 
California.) 

• Services and supplies for cosmetic purposes or for conditions that are a result of hereditary or 
developmental defects (such as cleft palate, upper and lower jaw malformations, congenitally 
missing teeth, and the bleaching of teeth that are discolored or lacking enamel). 

• Services and supplies for restoring tooth structure lost from wear, rebuilding or maintaining 
chewing surfaces due to alignment or occlusion, or stabilizing of the teeth. 
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• Prosthodontic services and supplies or any single procedure that began before coverage for 
you or your eligible dependents started under the Dental Plans. A single procedure is defined 
as a dental procedure to which a separate procedure number is assigned. 

• Prescribed drugs, premedication or analgesia. 

• Prophylaxis (cleanings), if the participant has already received two cleanings (including 
cleanings provided during periodontal procedures) covered by the Plans in the current calendar 
year. 

• Hospital costs and additional fees charged by a dentist or physician for hospital treatment. 

• Anesthesia, except general anesthesia administered by a licensed dentist or physician in 
connection with covered oral surgery and except for children under age 3 or other individuals 
whose special needs require general anesthesia to enhance the safety and success of the 
procedure. 

• Extraoral grafts (grafting of tissues from outside of the mouth to oral tissue), implants 
(materials implanted into or on bone or soft tissue), or the removal of implants (except as 
stated under PLAN LIMITATIONS). 

• Diagnosis or treatment of any condition related to temporomandibular (jaw) joint dysfunction 
(TMJD) or associated musculature, nerves and other tissues. 

• Replacement of existing restorations for any purpose other than restoring active carious 
lesions (tooth decay). 

• Services or supplies which are experimental in nature as determined by Delta Dental. 
Experimental services and supplies include any treatment, therapy, procedure, equipment or 
equipment usage, device or device usage, or supplies which Delta Dental determines in its sole 
discretion are not recognized, in accordance with generally accepted professional dental care 
standards, as being safe and effective for use in the treatment of the illness or condition at 
issue. 

• Services and supplies covered under any other Company-sponsored health plan or benefit 
program. 

• Services and supplies for cast restorations due to cracks, fracture lines or “craze lines” unless 
there is significant tooth structure missing due to decay or fracture that results in 
displacement of the tooth structure. 

• Services and supplies which are not necessary and customary dental care as determined by 
Delta Dental. 

• Charges for failure to appear as scheduled for an appointment. 

• Services for completion of claim forms or filing of claims. 

• Replacement of lost or stolen prosthetic devices. 

• Services or supplies rendered or furnished with any duplicate prosthetic device, denture, or any 
other duplicate appliance. 

• Repair or replacement of an orthodontic appliance furnished, in whole or in part. 
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• Educational programs, such as training in plaque control or oral hygiene, or for dietary 
instructions. 

• Sealants (except as stated under PLAN LIMITATIONS). 

• Services or supplies in connection with periodontal splinting. 

• Benefits provided under the extension of benefits provisions of any disability insurance policy, 
dental care service, hospital service plan contract or self-insured welfare benefit plan. 

• Benefits provided under any other dental care service plan contract, or under any similar group 
contractual arrangement (such as an HMO contract). 

Additional exclusions apply to all the health care plans. See EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE 
under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS. 

Some of the items not covered by the Dental Plans may be covered by your medical plan, if 
medically necessary. Please check with your medical plan’s member services department for 
more information. 

Third Party Exclusion 
The Plan contains exclusions for injury, illness or other condition for which a third party may be 
liable or legally responsible by reason of negligence, intentional action or breach of legal 
obligation.  These exclusions, limitations, and conditions are described under SUBROGATION and 
REIMBURSEMENT in the MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS topic of this section. 

Claims and Appeals 
Delta Dental is the Claims Administrator for the PG&E Dental Plans. Delta Dental contracts with a 
network of participating dentists that bill Delta Dental directly.  When you use a participating 
dentist, you pay only the applicable deductibles and copayments. 

If you use a non-participating dentist, you generally must pay the dentist first and then file a claim 
for reimbursement with Delta Dental.  All claims for reimbursement of dental expenses must be 
made within six months of the date on which services or supplies were received.  A claim form is 
available by calling Delta Dental at 1-888-217-5323 or going to Delta’s web site at 
www.wekeepyousmiling.org/pg&e. 

After your claim is reviewed, Delta will send you a Notice of Payment that explains how your claim 
was processed. The Notice of Payment will detail any payments made, indicate if any dental 
services or claims were denied in whole or in part, and, if so, state the reason(s) for the denial.  
Upon request and free of charge, Delta will provide you with a copy of any internal rule, guideline 
or protocol, and/or an explanation of any scientific or clinical judgment relied upon in denying the 
claim. 
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Claims and Inquiries 
If you have any questions regarding claims, eligibility, or benefits, you may call Delta's Customer 
and Member Service Department toll-free at 1-888-217-5323 between 8:15 AM and 4:30 PM 
Pacific Time.  Many problems, complaints and claim issues can be resolved informally.  You may 
also contact Delta's Customer and Member Service Department via FAX at 1-800-749-2227 or via 
e-mail at cms@delta.org.  If you have any questions about the services received from a Delta 
dentist, Delta recommends that you discuss the matter with the dentist before calling Delta.   

Complaints and Appeals 
Quality Complaints 
If you have a complaint regarding the quality of dental services performed by a Delta dentist, you 
may contact Delta toll-free at 1-888-217-5323 between 8:15 AM and 4:30 PM Pacific Time.  You 
may submit a written complaint or use a Dental Treatment Complaint Form, which is available 
from Delta upon request.  Send your written complaint or Dental Treatment Complaint Form to: 

Delta Dental of California 
P.O. Box 997330 
Sacramento, CA 95899-7330 

Your quality of care complaint will be referred to Delta's Quality Assessment Department.  This 
department tracks complaints against dentists and handles any concerns as set forth in Delta's 
Quality Assessment Plan.  The Public and Professional Relations Committee of Delta's Board of 
Directors reviews quarterly reports of emergent patterns of complaints. 

Appeals 
If you or your dentist are not satisfied with a decision made by Delta Dental and would like to 
appeal a denial of benefits, you must do so within 180 days of receipt of the notice of denial.  You 
may send a written appeal or complete a Delta Dental Complaint Form, which can be obtained by 
calling Delta Dental at 1-888-217-5323 or by going to Delta’s web site at 
www.wekeepyousmiling.org/pg&e. Your appeal should include the reason for the appeal, your 
subscriber I.D. number, and the claim number found on the Notice of Payment.   

Send your appeal to:  

Delta Dental of California 
Attention:  Appeals 
P.O. Box 997330 
Sacramento, CA 95899-7730 

Delta will resolve written appeals within 60 days of receipt.  The 60-day period is calculated from 
the date on which Delta receives your written appeal. 

A dentist who was not involved with the original determination will review your appeal.  The 
dentist will review all information submitted by you and/or your dentist and will not give 
deference to Delta's original claim determination. Delta’s decision will be based on whether or 
not the benefits are covered by the Plan. 

If Delta denies your appeal, Delta will notify you (and your dentist, if your dentist submitted the 
appeal) of its decision.  The notice shall include the specific reason(s) for the denial including a 
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reference to group contract provisions.  You have the right to request, free of charge, a copy of the 
information that Delta used in reviewing your case.  

At this point, if your appeal is denied and you are not satisfied with the decision, you can initiate 
PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or bring a civil action under Section 502(a) 
of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974  (“ERISA”).  

PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process 
If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals process completed with Delta Dental, you 
may elect to use either PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or bring a civil 
action.   You have 90 days from the date of receipt of the final decision from Delta Dental to elect 
this voluntary review.  Initiation of the Voluntary Review Process does not restrict your ability to 
bring a civil action against the Plan. 

The first step of the Voluntary Review Process is to write to the Benefits Department, requesting a 
review of your appeal.  Your appeal should include all pertinent documentation.  To expedite 
processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR DISCLOSURE OF 
PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, Policies 
& Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357)  
or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Benefits Department will review your appeal and make a decision within 60 days of the date 
on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your appeal).  
There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be required.  You 
will be notified if such an issue occurs.  If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will 
receive a written response that will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

You may then have your appeal reviewed by the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  
You must submit a new appeal in writing stating the reason(s) for your appeal and enclosing all 
relevant documentation and information supporting your appeal. Unless there are special 
circumstances where an extension of up to an additional 90 days may be required, you shall 
receive EBAC’s decision within 90 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal.   
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Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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Vision Coverage 
The Company offers a Vision Plan 

for you and your enrolled eligible dependents. 

Summary 
If you are a Management or Administrative & Technical Employee, you are eligible for vision 
coverage on the first day of the month following the receipt of your elections, provided you 
complete and return an enrollment form to the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of hire. For 
example, if you were hired on February 1 and you return a completed form on February 15, you 
would be eligible for vision coverage on March 1. You may also elect to cover the same eligible 
dependents as are covered under your medical and dental plans, or you may elect to cover 
different eligible dependents. 

Vision care is administered by Vision Service Plan (VSP), which has a network of over 23,000 eye 
doctors. While you may receive vision care from any doctor you choose, using a VSP-network 
doctor has two advantages: 

• Vision Service Plan pays VSP doctors directly, so there are no claim forms to submit. If you go 
to a non-VSP doctor, you will have to pay the doctor yourself and then file a claim with VSP for 
reimbursement.  Your benefits will be less if you use a non-VSP doctor. 

• Exams, standard lenses and frames, or medically necessary contact lenses from VSP doctors 
are covered after you pay a $10 exam copayment and/or a $25 materials copayment. Both 
copayments apply to each covered person.  Please refer to WHAT THE VISION PLAN COVERS in this 
section for more details.  For services and supplies you receive from non-VSP doctors, you will 
receive an allowance from VSP for covered services which generally will not fully reimburse 
you for all of your expenses. 

You are not eligible for vision coverage if you are an intern, contract or agency worker, hiring hall 
employee, or retired employee. 
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How the Plan Works 

VSP Network Doctors 
To be assured of full benefits from the Vision Service Plan (VSP), you must receive care from a 
doctor who is a participating member of the VSP network. You are not required to obtain an 
authorization form to use your VSP benefits. Simply follow these steps: 

1. Contact your VSP network doctor to make an appointment. If you need help locating a VSP 
network doctor, call VSP at 1-800-877-7195. You can also access VSP’s Internet Web site at 
www.vsp.com for a list of participating doctors or to obtain information on your eligibility. 

2. Identify yourself, or your dependent, as a VSP member when calling your doctor’s office. 
Provide your Social Security number and tell the doctor that you are an employee of the 
Company.  Your doctor will verify your eligibility and coverage with VSP and then obtain the 
necessary authorization for services. 

3. After you pay a $10 exam copayment and/or a $25 materials copayment, VSP will pay your 
VSP doctor directly for all remaining covered charges.  Any additional charges for your frames 
and lenses beyond VSP’s network allowances will be your responsibility.  Please refer to WHAT 
THE VISION PLAN COVERS and EXTRA CHARGES in this section for more information. 

Non-VSP Providers  
When you receive vision care from a provider who is not a member of VSP, you pay the provider 
yourself and then submit a claim for reimbursement. Send a copy of the itemized bill(s) to VSP 
with an HCFA-1500 form or any generic insurance claim form which may be available from your 
non-participating provider.  Claim forms are also available on www.vsp.com.  The following 
information must also be included in your documentation: 

• patient’s name and mailing address; and 

• your identification number (usually the employee’s Social Security number). 

Mail the itemized bill(s) and form to the following address: 

Vision Service Plan 
P. O. Box 997105 
Sacramento, CA 95899-7105 

Please note that claims for reimbursement must be filed within six months of the date on which 
services were completed. You will be reimbursed according to a schedule of allowances. (See 
WHAT THE VISION PLAN COVERS.) 

VSP’s network of doctors is only in the United States.  Reimbursements for the services of 
non-network providers outside the United States are based on the currency conversion rate on the 
date of service. 
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Questions? 
Call 1-800-877-7195 if you have questions regarding any VSP services. 

What the Plan Covers 
After you pay a $10 exam copayment and/or a $25 materials (lenses and frames) copayment, 
VSP provides: 

• Vision exams — Once every 12 months. 

• Lenses  
 Eyeglass lenses — Every 12 months, provided you need them. There is an extra charge for 

non-covered lens options (see EXTRA CHARGES below). The extra cost is your responsibility. 
 Medically necessary contact lenses — Medically necessary contact lenses are covered in 

full under certain conditions from a VSP provider: 

− following cataract surgery; 

− when ordinary eyeglasses will not correct vision adequately; or 

− for special eye conditions such as anisometropia and keratoconus. 

Both VSP network doctors and non-VSP providers must secure prior approval for medically 
necessary contacts.  

Reimbursement from a non-VSP provider for medically necessary contact lenses with prior 
approval from VSP is limited to $250. Contacts are in lieu of all other benefits (exams, 
lenses, and frames).  

 Elective contact lenses — Elective contacts are those which are not considered to be 
medically necessary. If you choose contacts for cosmetic reasons, VSP will pay up to $75 
toward the examination, contacts, and evaluation and fitting fees.  In addition, you will not 
be entitled to benefits for an exam or eyeglass lenses for 12 months and frames for 24 
months following the date on which elective contact lenses are received. Contacts are in 
lieu of all other benefits (exams, lenses, and frames). 

• Frames — Every 24 months, provided you need them.  Many designs are provided at no charge 
after you pay your $25 copayment; however, there is an extra charge for frames that cost 
more than the Plan allowance. The extra cost is your responsibility. 
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Extra Charges 
The Vision Plan covers vision care services that are medically necessary. You will have to pay an 
extra charge for certain services that are primarily for cosmetic purposes.  These include, but are 
not limited to: 

• Blended lenses 

• Contact lenses (except as noted above ) 

• Oversized lenses 

• Photochromic lenses (lenses that darken in the sunlight) 

• Tinted lenses, except pink #1 and pink #2 

• Progressive multifocal lenses 

• Coating or lamination of lenses 

• Frames that cost more than the VSP allowance 

• Low vision care (certain limitations apply) 

• Cosmetic lenses 

• Optional cosmetic processes 

• Ultraviolet (UV) protected lenses 

Schedule of Allowances 
(For Non-VSP Providers) 

If you do not use a VSP network doctor, your reimbursement will be limited to the following 
schedule: 

SCHEDULE 
EXAM  $  30 

LENSES  

Single Vision  $  20 
Bifocal  $  35 
Trifocal  $  45 
Lenticular  $  75 
FRAMES  $  25 

CONTACTS  

Medically Necessary  $250 
Elective  $  75 

(including exam) 
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What the Plan Does Not Cover 
The Vision Plan does not cover: 

• Services or supplies that are not covered expenses, as determined solely by VSP. 

• Orthoptics or vision training and any associated supplemental testing; plano (non-prescription) 
lenses; or two pairs of eyeglasses, in lieu of bifocals. 

• Replacement of lost, stolen or broken eyeglass lenses within 12 months of when you received 
them; replacement of lost, stolen or broken frames within 24 months of when you received 
them. 

• Medical or surgical treatment of the eyes. 

• Any eye exam or any corrective eye wear which is required as a condition of employment. 

• Vision examinations performed in excess of once every 12 months; lenses provided in excess 
of one pair every 12 months, and frames provided in excess of one in every 24 months, 
whether or not replacement is necessary for your visual welfare. 

• Services or supplies for which no charge would be made in the absence of vision care benefits. 

• Services or supplies that are not necessary for your visual welfare, as determined by VSP. 

• Fees charged by a VSP network doctor that are in excess of the negotiated rates between VSP 
and the VSP network doctor. 

• Laser eye surgery (however, VSP provides discounts on laser vision correction including PRK, 
LASIK and custom LASIK.  See VALUE-ADDED DISCOUNTS FROM VSP DOCTORS). 

Additional exclusions apply to all the health care plans. See EXCLUSIONS FOR DUPLICATE COVERAGE 
under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in this section of the Handbook. 

Value-Added Discounts from VSP Doctors 
Your VSP doctor will provide a 20% discount toward the purchase of additional complete pairs of 
glasses (lenses and frames).  This discount applies to complete pairs of prescription and 
non-prescription glasses, including sunglasses, that you purchase in addition to those covered by 
the program.  The discount is available from any VSP doctor within 12 months from the date of 
your last covered eye exam.  

Your VSP doctor will also provide a 15% discount off the cost of your contact lens exam (fitting 
and evaluation).  The discount does not apply to the cost of the contact lenses. 

Lens options, which can enhance the appearance, durability, and function of your glasses, are 
available to you at VSP’s member preferred pricing.  Ask your doctor for details.  In addition, you 
will receive a 20% discount on your out-of-pocket costs if you choose a frame valued at more than 
your plan allowance. 
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Claims and Appeals 

Claims 
Vision Service Plan (VSP) is the Claims Administrator for the Vision Plan.  VSP has a network of 
doctors who provide vision services and who will file a claim with VSP on your behalf.  You simply 
make the appropriate copayments to the provider. 

If you use a non-participating provider, you will be required to pay the provider and file a claim 
with VSP.  Claim forms are available by calling VSP at 1-800-877-7195 or visit VSP’s Web site at 
www.vsp.com.  If your claim is approved, the appropriate benefits will be paid to you.  All claims 
for vision plan benefits must be made within 180 days of the date on which services or materials 
were received. 

After your claim is processed, VSP will send you a written notice of its decision within 30 days of 
receipt of your claim.  If your claim is denied in whole or in part, the notice will include the specific 
reason(s) for the denial and references to the specific plan provision(s) on which the denial is 
based.  You will also receive a description of any additional information needed to obtain approval 
of your claim and an explanation of why it is necessary.  Upon request and free of charge, VSP will 
provide a copy of the applicable regulation, protocol, and/or explanation of any scientific or 
clinical judgment used in the denial. 

Complaints and Appeals 
Before you officially appeal a denial of a vision claim, you can call VSP at 1-800-877-7195 to see 
if an informal resolution is possible.  However, if you aren’t satisfied with VSP’s explanation of why 
the claim was denied, you can request to have the claim reviewed.  

VSP will handle and resolve your benefit issues differently, depending on whether your issue is a 
complaint or an appeal.  Please refer below for a definition of each.  Under each type of resolution 
approach, you should first call VSP at 1-800-877-7195.  Written correspondence should be 
directed to: 

Vision Service Plan 
Customer Service Department 
3333 Quality Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Complaints 
If you ever have a complaint, your first step is to call VSP’s Member Service Department’s toll-free 
number at 1-800-877-7195, Monday through Friday, between 6:00 AM and 7:00 PM Pacific 
Standard Time.  Complaints are defined as disagreements regarding access to care, quality of 
care, treatment, or service. You also have the right to submit written comments or supporting 
documentation concerning a complaint to assist in VSP’s review.  Every effort will be made by 
VSP’s Member Service Department to answer your question and/or resolve the matter informally. 
If a matter is not initially resolved to your satisfaction, you may communicate a complaint to VSP 
in writing by using the complaint form, which may be obtained upon request from VSP’s Member 
Service Department.   
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Your complaint form should be sent to: 

Vision Service Plan 
Customer Service Department 
3333 Quality Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Upon receipt of a verbal or written complaint, VSP will acknowledge, in writing, the receipt and/or 
disposition of the complaint within five business days.  VSP will resolve the complaint within 30 
days of receipt, unless special circumstances require an extension of time.  In such special 
circumstances, a 15-day interim notification will be sent to you informing you of the resolution's 
status. Resolution will be achieved as soon as possible, but no later than 120 days after VSP’s 
receipt of the complaint. Upon final resolution, you will be notified of the outcome in writing.  

Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with VSP’s decision, you or your authorized representative may submit a 
written appeal to VSP. Your appeal must be submitted in writing within 180 days of the date on 
which the claim was denied. Your appeal should include the name and Social Security number of 
the employee along with the name and date of birth of the participant (which may be you or your 
eligible dependent). 

Send your appeal to: 

Vision Service Plan 
Customer Service Department 
3333 Quality Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

VSP’s review will take into account all of the information you submit with your appeal, regardless 
of whether such information was submitted or considered in the initial claim decision. VSP’s 
review determination will be completed within 30 days of VSP’s receipt of your request for review.   

If, on appeal, VSP determines that your explanation and additional information support the 
payment of your claim, VSP will process your claim.  If your appeal is denied, you will be provided 
with the specific reason(s) for the decision and the Plan provision(s) on which the decision was 
based. You have the right to receive, only upon request and at no charge, the information that 
VSP used to review your appeal.   

If you are not satisfied with VSP’s decision, you may request a second level of review.  To initiate a 
second level of appeal, you must submit the appeal in writing to the above address.  A qualified 
individual that was not involved with the original appeal will review this appeal. A decision 
regarding your request will be sent to you within 30 days of VSP’s receipt of your appeal. (The one 
exception to the appeals response timeframes is for medically necessary contacts, which require 
preauthorization.  In this situation, both levels of appeals will be handled within 15 days of VSP’s 
receipt of your request.) 

If, at this point, your appeal is denied and you are still not satisfied with the decision, you can 
initiate PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or bring a civil action under Section 
502(a) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).  
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PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process 
If you are not satisfied with the claims and appeals process completed with VSP, you may elect to 
use either PG&E’s Voluntary Review Process, as described below, or elect to bring a civil action.  
You have 90 days from the date on which you receive a final decision from VSP to elect this 
voluntary review.  Initiation of the Voluntary Review Process does not restrict your ability to bring a 
civil action against the Plan. 

The first step of the Voluntary Review process is to write to the Benefit Department for a review of 
your appeal.  You should include all relevant information in your appeal.  To expedite processing, 
you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED 
HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, Policies & Forms > 
Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits Service 
Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or 
toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Benefit Department will review your appeal and make a decision within 60 days of the date 
on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your appeal).  
There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be required.  You 
will be notified if such an issue occurs.  If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will 
receive a written response that will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) that apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

You may then have your appeal reviewed by the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  
You must submit a new appeal in writing stating the reason(s) for your appeal and enclosing all 
relevant documentation and information that supports your appeal.  Unless there are special 
circumstances where an extension of up to an additional 90 days may be required, you shall 
receive EBAC’s decision within 90 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 
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• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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ERISA Information 
Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the Pacific Gas and Electric company Health Care Plan for Active Employees are 
entitled to certain rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974 (ERISA). ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

• Continue health care coverage for yourself, spouse /domestic partner or dependents if there is 
a loss of coverage under the Plan as a result of a qualifying event under COBRA.  You or your 
dependents may have to pay for such coverage.  You may also review this summary plan 
description and the documents governing the Plan on the rules governing your COBRA 
continuation coverage rights. 

• Reduction or elimination of exclusionary periods of coverage for preexisting conditions under 
your group health plan, if you have creditable coverage from another plan.  You should be 
provided a certificate of creditable coverage, free of charge, from your group health plan or 
health insurance issuer when you lose coverage under the Plan, when you become entitled to 
elect COBRA continuation coverage, when your COBRA continuation coverage ceases, if you 
request it before losing coverage, or if you request it up to 24 months after losing coverage.  
Without evidence of creditable coverage, you may be subject to a preexisting condition 
exclusion for 12 months (18 months for late enrollees) after your enrollment date in your 
coverage. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries.   

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 
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Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 
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Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan For Active 
Employees is sponsored by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

EMPLOYER 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the Plan 
sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  
 

PLAN NAME The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active 
Employees 
 

PLAN NUMBER 541 
 

PLAN TYPE See PLAN DIRECTORY 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN ADMINISTRATORS 
(Referred to 
collectively as “Plan 
Administrator”) 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 
c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan, with respect to appeals 
regarding claims decisions only is: 

The Employee Benefits Appeal Committee (EBAC) of Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company 
c/o Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
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PLAN TRUSTEE, 
INSURANCE ISSUER 
AND/OR THIRD PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

 

See PLAN DIRECTORY 

DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, and 
making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions that may 
be necessary for administration of the Plans.  The Plan Administrator 
has the discretionary authority to interpret, construe, and define the 
terms of the Plan and may advise the Plans’ Claims Administrators, 
of such interpretations, constructions and definitions. 
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the insured plans (HMOs and 
Employee Assistance Plan) have the authority to interpret and 
construe the terms of their contracts and Evidences of Coverage 
and to resolve claims for benefits.  See FUNDING for additional 
information. 
 

AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable 
claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the 
ERISA Plan Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories:  
welfare plans and pension plans. 

Your Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for 
Active Employees Plan is a “welfare” plan. 
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FUNDING The Comprehensive Access Plan, the Network Access Plan, the 
Basic Plan, the Vision Plan, the Dental Plans, the Prescription Drug 
Plan, and the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program are 
all “self-insured.” This means the Company is responsible for the 
overall design and administration of the plans and the Company is 
financially responsible for the payment of the actual costs of the 
benefit claims.  The cost of the benefit claims are paid directly from 
the Company’s general assets, after the claims are incurred.  
 
The Employee Assistance Program is insured and is administered by 
Value Options.   Premiums for this insurance coverage are paid by 
the Company from its general assets. 
 
Benefits from the Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) are 
provided pursuant to contracts with each HMO. These organizations 
agree to provide covered services to enrolled employees and their 
dependents in exchange for monthly premiums.  The HMOs (not the 
Company) are financially responsible for the payment of benefits. 
 
Employees pay a portion of the costs, generally through pre-tax 
contributions.  The applicable employee contribution is established 
annually. 
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Plan Directory 
The plan directory includes, in alphabetical order, the programs that make up The Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active Employees.  The Company contracts various health 
care organizations to administer claims for the self-funded health plans – these organizations are 
called third party administrators.  

PLAN 
NAME 

PLAN TYPE TRUSTEE, INSURANCE ISSUER AND/OR
THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR 

ANTHEM BLUE CROSS 
SMARTVALUE 
(Medicare Advantage 
Private Fee-for-Service 
Plan) 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Insurance Issuer: 
Anthem Blue Cross 
P. O. Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA 90060 

BLUE SHIELD HMO AND 
BLUE SHIELD COB HMO 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Insurance Issuer:  
Blue Shield of California 
50 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

COMPREHENSIVE 
ACCESS PLAN (CAP), 
NETWORK ACCESS PLAN 
(NAP), AND BASIC PLAN  

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Third Party Administrator: 
Anthem Blue Cross  
50 Beale Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

DENTAL 1 AND  
DENTAL 2 PLANS 

dental benefits Third Party Administrator:  
Delta Dental of California 
P.O. Box 7736 
San Francisco, CA 94120 

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM 

assessment and referral 
benefits 

Insurance Issuer:  
ValueOptions 
P. O. Box 6065 
Cypress, CA 90630-0065 

HEALTH NET HMO AND 
HEALTH NET COB HMO 
(Medicare Advantage 
HMO) 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Insurance Issuer:  
Health Net 
P. O. Box 9103 
Van Nuys, CA 91409-9103 

KAISER PERMANENTE 
HEALTH PLAN AND 
KAISER SENIOR 
ADVANTAGE (Medicare 
Advantage HMO) – 
NORTHERN REGION 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Insurance Issuer:  
Kaiser Permanente Health Plan, Inc. 
1950 Franklin Street 
Oakland, CA 94612 
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PLAN 
NAME 

PLAN TYPE TRUSTEE, INSURANCE ISSUER AND/OR
THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR 

KAISER PERMANENTE 
HEALTH PLAN AND 
KAISER SENION 
ADVANTAGE (Medicare 
Advantage HMO) – 
SOUTHERN REGION 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Insurance Issuer:  
Kaiser Permanente Health Plan, Inc. 
393 E. Walnut Street 
Pasadena, CA 91188 

MENTAL HEALTH, 
ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
CARE PROGRAM 

hospitalization and 
medical benefits 

Third Party Administrator:  
ValueOptions 
P. O. Box 6065 
Cypress, CA 90630-0065 

PRESCRIPTION DRUG 
PLAN 

prescription drug benefits Third Party Administrator:  
Medco Health 
100 Parsons Pond Drive 
Franklin Lakes, NJ  07417 

VISION PLAN vision benefits Third Party Administrator:  
Vision Service Plan 
P. O. Box 997100 
Sacramento, CA 95899-7100 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change in the Pacific Gas and Electric company Health Care Plan for Active Employees or the 
termination of the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the 
Plan was changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit 
coverage, or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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More About Your 
Health Care Benefits 

Responsibility For Your Health Care  
While the Company23 has contracted with reputable health care plans to provide health care
services, neither the Company nor the Plan can ensure the quality of care you receive.  The health 
care vendors contract with the providers in their networks; the Company does not contract with 
any of the network doctors, hospitals or other providers directly. 

 

Health plan participants always have a choice in the services they receive and who provides those 
services, regardless of what the health care plan covers or pays.  Members of HMOs always have 
the right to change primary care physicians, subject to the limitations outlined in the HMOs’ 
Evidences of Coverage (EOC). You can access copies of the HMOs’ EOCs by visiting the Plans, 
Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents section of the PG&E HR intranet or by contacting the 
HMOs directly.  

Coordination of Benefits 
(If You Are Eligible For Health Care Benefits Under More Than One Plan) 
If you and your spouse/registered domestic partner both work, it’s possible that your family is 
covered by more than one health care plan. Your health care plans sponsored by the Company 
coordinate with any other group health plans for which you are eligible. This process of integrating 
benefits among two or more plans is called coordination of benefits and applies to most of the 
health care plans, including each Health Maintenance Organization (HMO).  Be sure to contact 
your health plan to determine if and when they will coordinate benefits. 

For most plans except the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program, if you have more than 
one group health plan, combined payments under all plans will be provided up to, but not more 
than, 100% of allowed charges for covered services. Under the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug 
Care Program, combined payments under all plans will be provided up to, but not more than, the 
benefits you would receive under this Program alone. 

If you are eligible for health care benefits under more than one plan, you should file claims under 
all the plans for which you qualify. 

                                                      
23 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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Here’s how coordination of benefits works: 

• One plan will pay benefits first. This is called the primary plan. 

• Then, the other plans for which you qualify — the secondary plans — will pay benefits toward 
covered expenses left over, if any, after the primary plan pays. 

• You will never be reimbursed for more than 100% of allowed charges for your covered 
expenses. 

Claims should be filed with the primary plan first, then with any secondary plans. 

In order to coordinate benefit claim payments, the Claims Administrator needs to obtain certain 
information either from you or other covered dependents or from other health plan insurers or 
claims administrators.  The Claims Administrator will also need to provide the other health plan 
insurers or claims administrators with information about you and your dependent’s benefit 
claims.  By participating in a Company-sponsored plan, you and your dependents are consenting 
to cooperate in providing necessary information to the health plan insurers and claims 
administrators and are consenting to having necessary information released so that all involved 
claims administrators or health plan insurers can properly coordinate benefits.  The claims 
administrators and health plan insurers coordinate benefits according to the National Association 
of Insurance Commissioners’ (NAIC) guidelines. 

Which Plan Is Primary for You? 
Here are some guidelines to help you determine which plan is primary: 

• A plan that covers you as an employee will pay before a plan that covers you as a dependent. 

• A plan that covers you as an active employee will pay before a plan that covers you as a retired 
or laid-off employee. 

• A plan without a coordination of benefits provision will pay benefits before a plan with such a 
provision. 

If none of these rules applies, the plan that has covered you the longest will pay benefits first. 

Which Plan Is Primary for Your Children? 
Here are some guidelines to help you determine which plan is primary for your children: 

• A plan without a coordination of benefits provision will pay benefits before a plan with such a 
provision. 

• Where each plan has coordination of benefits, the following rules apply: 
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For Married Parents or Registered Domestic Partners 
In general, the primary plan for your children is determined using the “birthday rule.” This means 
the plan covering the parent whose birthday occurs first in the year is primary and will pay 
benefits first. For example, if your birthday is on January 15th and your spouse’s/registered 
domestic partner’s birthday is on June 10th, your plan pays benefits for your children first. 

For Separated or Divorced Parents 
Follow the rules outlined here, unless the court has specified which parent is responsible for 
coverage. If a child’s parents are divorced or legally separated, claims should be submitted first to 
the plan of the parent who has custody, provided the dependent is eligible under that plan. If that 
parent has remarried, claims should be submitted next to the plan covering the stepparent — the 
spouse of the parent with custody — provided the dependent is eligible under the plan. Claims 
should be submitted last to the plan covering the parent without custody, provided the dependent 
is eligible under that plan. 

If none of these rules applies, in most cases the plan that has covered your dependent(s) the 
longest will pay benefits first. 

Coordination With Medicare 
Medicare Parts A and B 
For most individuals, Medicare Parts A, B and D benefits currently become available at the 
beginning of the month in which a person reaches age 65, whether or not he or she is retired. 
Medicare Parts A, B and D benefits usually become available to individuals before age 65 if the 
individual has received Social Security disability benefits for two years, or if the individual has 
chronic kidney disease. 

If you or one of your covered dependents becomes entitled to Medicare due to age or disability 
while you are an active employee, the benefits of your Company-sponsored medical plan will be 
paid before Medicare Parts A and B benefits, except as described below. 

• For individuals who are entitled to Medicare due to chronic kidney disease (End Stage Renal 
Disease, or ESRD), your Company-sponsored medical plan will pay benefits before Medicare 
for the first 30 months of Medicare entitlement. After 30 months, Medicare Part A and Part B 
will become the primary payer and the Company-sponsored plan will become the secondary 
payer.  Please notify Anthem Blue Cross or your HMO as soon as ESRD is diagnosed.   

• For individuals who are on Long-Term Disability (LTD) and are entitled to Medicare due to 
disability, Medicare’s Parts A and B will become primary payer and the Company-sponsored 
plan will become the secondary payer.  
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Important:   

If you or a covered dependent fall into one or both of the exceptions listed, that individual must 
apply for Medicare Parts A and B.  The Company-sponsored medical plan’s level of benefit 
coverage will not change but, because Medicare is the primary payer, the Company-sponsored 
plans will reduce its payment by the amount Medicare pays or should have paid if you had 
enrolled for Parts A and B.  Therefore, if you do not enroll in Medicare when eligible, you will be 
responsible for the cost of claims Medicare would have paid.  The Company will reimburse the 
cost of your premium for Medicare Part B.  You must notify the Benefits Service Center to begin 
reimbursement of your Medicare part B premiums.      

This means that all active employees enrolled in an Anthem Blue Cross-administered plan, 
except those as qualified above, should submit claims first to Anthem Blue Cross. In addition, all 
active employees should notify Medicare of their primary coverage under any of the plans 
offered by the Company. 

For Pacific Gas and Electric Company employees, the Company has retained the services of 
Allsup, Inc. to assist Long-Term Disability (LTD) recipients and early retirees in qualifying for Social 
Security Disability benefits and enrolling in Medicare.  These services are provided at no cost.  If 
you are an early retiree or you are disabled and an LTD recipient, you can call Allsup, Inc. at 
1-888-339-0743. 

If you are receiving LTD benefits, participate in an Anthem Blue Cross-administered plan and are 
eligible for Medicare Part A and Part B, you are required to enroll in Medicare Parts A and B.  (If 
you do not enroll in a timely manner, you will be responsible for paying the part of the claim that 
Medicare would have paid had your enrollment been timely).  You should submit your claims first 
to Medicare.  Medicare is the primary payer for your claims.  Anthem Blue Cross is the secondary 
payer and will pay the amount necessary to make you whole (between Medicare and Anthem 
Blue Cross) with what Anthem Blue Cross would have paid, absent Medicare.  You also may want 
to call Anthem Blue Cross about enrolling in Anthem Blue Cross’ “Medicare Crossover” program.  
Under this program, Medicare electronically sends its Medicare-primary processed claims to 
Anthem Blue Cross for secondary payment, so that you do not need to do so.  Your claims are 
processed faster and you have less paperwork.  

If you are on LTD and enrolled in an HMO plan, you are required to join the HMO’s Medicare plan.    

Medicare Part D – Prescription Drug Benefits 
Active employees and/or their dependents who are eligible for Medicare may not elect to enroll in 
a Medicare’s prescription drug benefits outside of the Company – known as Medicare Part D Plan 
- and continue coverage under a Company-sponsored medical plan.  The Company-sponsored 
medical plans all provide a prescription drug benefit equal to or better than Medicare’s basic Part 
D benefit.  Enrolling in a Medicare Part D plan outside of the Company will result in your losing all 
medical and prescription drug coverage under the Company-sponsored plans.  Every year, the 
Company provides a Creditable Coverage notice to all medical plan participants.  The notice 
attests that the Company-sponsored medical plan prescription drug benefits are actuarially equal 
to or better than the Medicare Part D basic benefit.  You should keep the notice because it 
provides protection against Medicare Part D late enrollment penalties should you sometime in 
the future drop Company-sponsored medical plan coverage and enroll in a Medicare Part D plan.  
For a copy of the notice or additional information, you can contact the Benefits Service Center at 
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Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 
1-800-788-2363.   

Medicare and Active Employment 
Under the Tax and Equity Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1983 (TEFRA) and Deficit Reduction Act of 
1984 (DEFRA), the Company is required by law to offer employees or their spouses age 65 or 
older the same array of group health plans that are available to younger employees.  TEFRA 
relates to an employee who will be turning 65 and DEFRA relates to a spouse who will be turning 
65 and who is currently being covered as a dependent on the employee’s coverage.  Employees 
and their spouses have the option of choosing one of the Company-sponsored group health plans 
or Medicare as their primary plan. 

Medicare Parts A and B 
If you elect a Company-sponsored plan as your primary plan, the Company-sponsored plan will 
continue to be your first payer for your coverage while you are an employee of the Company.  You 
have the option of signing up for Medicare Part B and having Part B as your secondary coverage; 
however, you may find you receive little value from your Part B benefits for which you are required 
to pay premiums.  Thus, you may want to delay enrollment in Medicare Part B until you retire.  To 
avoid penalties from the Social Security Administration, you must enroll in Medicare Part B prior 
to retirement from the Company. Since Medicare Part A is free for most employees, you may 
enroll in Part A as soon as you are eligible. 

If you elect Medicare as your primary plan, Medicare will be your only group medical coverage.  
The Company is legally precluded from offering you any Medicare supplemental coverage while 
you are still working.  If you elect this option, you may find that your benefits will be less than 
what you would have received under a Company-sponsored plan.   

Prior to turning age 65, you or your spouse will be sent an election form to complete and return to 
the Benefits Service Center.  If you do not return the form by the indicated date, the Company will 
assume that you plan to continue working and retain the same Company-sponsored plan that you 
are currently enrolled in as the primary plan for you and your dependents. 

Reductions/Exclusions for Duplicate Coverage 
If you are entitled to benefits from any of the sources below, plan benefits will be reduced by 
either the amount of actual benefits paid or the reasonable value of services provided by these 
sources: 

• Benefits provided under Title 18 of the Social Security Act (“Medicare”). Plan benefits will be 
paid less the amount paid under Medicare (see below). 

• Benefits provided by any other federal, state or governmental agency, or by any county or other 
political subdivision, except for benefits from MediCal. 

• Benefits to which you are entitled under Workers’ Compensation or other similar laws. 

• Benefits provided under any other health care service plan or HMO. 

• Benefits provided under the extension of benefits provision of any group, blanket or franchise 
disability insurance policy, any other health care service plan, any hospital service plan, or any 
self-insured welfare benefit plan. 
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If You Go on a Leave of Absence 
Your medical, dental and vision coverage will continue during an authorized leave of absence for 
a specific period of time. Individuals will be eligible for their medical plan’s mental health, 
substance abuse and prescription drug benefits as long as they are covered by the medical plan.  

Medical benefits will continue for up to 12 months at no additional cost for an employee on a 
medical leave of absence. Medical benefits will continue for up to three months at no additional 
cost for an employee on a personal or military leave of absence.  An employee on a personal or 
military leave of absence may opt to maintain medical coverage by paying the full medical plan 
premium after three months.  Employees on military leave of absence may pay full premiums and 
continue medical coverage for an additional 21 months for a total of 24 months.  Employees will 
be notified by mail about premium costs and billing procedures. For more information, see FLEX 
PLAN BENEFITS WHILE ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD in the FLEX PLAN section or LEAVES OF ABSENCE in 
the TIME OFF section. 

Dental and vision benefits will continue for the duration of your personal or medical leave of 
absence at no cost to you, or up to 24 months for a military leave. 

If You Die While an Active Employee 
If you die while you are actively employed and enrolled in a Company-sponsored health plan, your 
survivors who are covered under your plan at the time of your death will be eligible to continue 
medical plan coverage under a Company-sponsored medical plan for retirees and surviving 
dependents.  For more details on the medical benefits for survivors of active employees, see 
MEDICAL BENEFITS FOR SURVIVORS OF ACTIVE EMPLOYEES below.  Your covered dependents will also 
have the option of continuing medical, dental and/or vision coverage through COBRA for a limited 
amount of time. See the section entitled COBRA AND CONVERSION TO AN INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL POLICY 
for a description of this type of continued health plan coverage. 

Medical Benefits for Survivors of Active Employees 
In the event of your death as a retiree or an active employee who is covered under a 
Company-sponsored medical plan, your enrolled surviving spouse/domestic partner and eligible 
dependent children may continue their coverage in a Company-sponsored medical plan for 
retirees and surviving dependents by paying the full premium. Coverage in the plan will continue 
for your eligible surviving family members until: 

• your dependents become enrolled under another group health care, hospital, surgical or 
medical plan; 

• your dependents do not make the required monthly premium contributions; 

• your spouse remarries or enters into a registered domestic partnership; 

• your domestic partner enters into another domestic partnership or marries;  

• your children no longer qualify as eligible dependents according to the plan, or 

• your spouse/domestic partner drops coverage. 
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Once a surviving spouse/domestic partner or eligible dependent: 

• waives coverage,  

• does not make the required premium contribution, or  

• loses coverage for any reason,  

he or she will be ineligible to reenroll in the plan anytime in the future. 

If You Retire 
After you reach age 55, if you retire from PG&E Corporation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or 
one of its covered affiliates, you may be eligible for retiree medical coverage. For more 
information, you can access a copy of the Summary of Benefits Handbook for Retirees online 
from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents section of the PG&E HR intranet or 
request a copy by sending an email to the Benefits Service Center at 
hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or you can contact the Benefits Service Center at 
Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 
1-800-788-2363. 

When Coverage Ends 

For You 
Your health care coverage will continue until the end of the month in which: 

• you terminate your employment for any reason, including retirement (see IF YOU RETIRE in this 
section for information on obtaining retiree health care coverage); 

• you are no longer in a Management or Administrative & Technical position;  

• you fail to pay your share of the cost of coverage. If you are billed monthly in advance, you will 
have no coverage for any month in which you fail to pay your share of the coverage cost; or 

• the plan terminates. 

Also see EXTENDED BENEFITS WHEN COVERAGE ENDS in this section. 

For Your Dependents 
Your dependents’ coverage will end when your coverage ends, or on the last day of the month in 
which they no longer qualify as eligible dependents. If you become legally separated or divorced, 
or if your registered domestic partnership ends, the coverage of your former spouse/domestic 
partner and his or her children (including step-children, unless you have adopted them) will end on 
the last day of the month in which the legal separation, divorce or termination of domestic 
partnership becomes final. You may, however, continue to cover your domestic partner’s children 
if those children were born during the period of your registered partnership.  You must notify the 
Benefits Service Center within 31 days of the effective date of divorce, legal separation, 
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termination of a domestic partnership or a dependent’s loss of eligibility.  Also see EXTENDED 
BENEFITS WHEN COVERAGE ENDS. 

Penalties for Covering Ineligible Dependents 
It is your responsibility to ensure that your enrolled dependents are eligible. If you cover ineligible 
dependents, you will be required to pay the Company an amount equal to the cost of the insured 
or HMO premiums (or self-insured premium equivalents) for the period of time during which an 
ineligible dependent is enrolled, up to a maximum of two years of premiums or premium 
equivalents.    

To drop ineligible dependents, you can contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  

When coverage ends, you and your covered dependents may be eligible to continue your existing 
benefits under the COBRA Continuation Program or convert your medical coverage to an 
individual policy. Please refer to the section entitled COBRA AND CONVERSION TO AN INDIVIDUAL 
MEDICAL POLICY for more information on continuing coverage that has ended. 

Extended Benefits When Coverage Ends 
(For the Anthem Blue Cross-Administered Plans, the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Program, and the Dental Plan.  The HMO plans do not offer extended benefits.) 

Hospitalization 
If you or a covered dependent is hospitalized at the time coverage ends, your Anthem Blue 
Cross-administered medical plan and the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program will 
continue benefits for the same illness until the earlier of the following events: 

• You or your covered dependent has recovered sufficiently to be discharged from the hospital 
by your doctor; or 

• The maximum plan benefits have been paid. 

Disability 
If you or a covered dependent is “totally disabled” when your coverage ends, your Anthem Blue 
Cross-administered medical plan and the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program will 
continue benefits for treatment of the disabling condition for up to 12 months. For purposes of 
the Anthem Blue Cross-administered plans and the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care 
Program, in the case of an employee, “totally disabled” means you are unable to perform the 
tasks of any employment or occupation for which you are qualified. In the case of a dependent, 
“totally disabled” means being unable to perform all the regular and customary activities for a 
person of that age. 

Benefits will end before the 12-month period if you or your dependent: 

• cease to be totally disabled; 

• fail to furnish satisfactory proof of continuing disability as required by the plan; 

• receive maximum benefits from the plan; or 
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• become covered for the disabling condition under any other group health plan. 

To be eligible for these extended benefits, your attending physician must certify the disability in 
writing and submit this statement within 90 days of the date on which coverage would otherwise 
end. Written proof of the continuing disability will be required every 90 days during the period for 
which extended benefits are available. 

Extended Dental Benefits 
If you or a covered dependent is undergoing a dental procedure (a “single procedure”) when your 
Company-sponsored dental coverage ends, the Dental Plan will continue to pay benefits for the 
single procedures which began while you were still eligible. A single procedure is defined as a 
dental procedure to which a separate procedure number is assigned. The single procedure must 
have actually begun before you lost eligibility. Planning future dental work with your dentist or 
obtaining a predetermination, in itself, will not qualify you for extended dental benefits.  
Orthodontic care or other treatment plans are not considered single procedures because the care 
consists of a number of separate procedures.   

Important Notices About Your Medical Benefits 
Certain Federal regulations apply to all health plan participants.  Some of these provisions may 
also be included in the descriptions of the plans administered by Anthem Blue Cross or in the 
Evidence of Coverages provided by the HMO Plans.   

Mastectomy-Related Services 
Group health plans covering mastectomies must pay for certain reconstructive and related 
services following a mastectomy.  For a member who is receiving benefits under a plan in 
connection with a mastectomy and who elects breast reconstruction, coverage will be provided in 
a manner determined in consultation with the attending physician and the patient for the 
following: 

• Reconstruction of the breast on which the mastectomy was performed 

• Surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to produce a symmetrical appearance 

• Prostheses and treatment of physical complications at all stages of the mastectomy, including 
lymphedemas 

Coverage of breast reconstruction will be subject to the deductibles and coinsurance limitations 
consistent with those established for other benefits under your plan.  For more information, 
contact your medical plan directly. 

Newborns’ and Mothers’ Health Protection 
Group health plans and health insurance issuers generally may not, under Federal law, restrict 
benefits for any hospital length of stay in connection with childbirth for the mother or newborn 
child to less than 48 hours following a vaginal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a cesarean 
section.  However, Federal law generally does not prohibit the mother’s or newborn’s attending 
provider, after consulting with the mother, from discharging the mother or her newborn earlier 
than 48 hours (or 96 hours as applicable).  In any case, plans and insurers may not, under Federal 
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law, require that a provider obtain authorization from the plan or the insurance issuer for 
prescribing a length of stay not in excess of 48 hours (or 96 hours). 

Health Information Privacy and Data Security 
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company and its health plan partners are committed to protecting 
the privacy and confidentiality of the health information for eligible participants (including eligible 
employees, retirees and surviving spouses, and their eligible dependents) that is created or 
received in the administration of The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for 
Active Employees, The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Retirees and 
Surviving Dependents, and The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan. 

Federal legislation known as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(“HIPAA”) and the underlying privacy and security regulations issued by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, provide additional protection for individually identifiable health 
information (referred to as “Protected Health Information”).  The privacy regulations were 
effective April 14, 2004, and the security regulations were effective April 20, 2005.  Protected 
Health Information includes health information in any form or medium including paper, oral 
communications and electronic media.  For this purpose, electronic media will include health 
information stored on computer hard drives, any removable/transportable digital memory 
medium, such as a magnetic tape or disk, optical disk, or digital memory card, as well as the 
various methods in which health information is transmitted electronically. 

The Health Care Plans will not use or disclose an eligible participant’s Protected Health 
Information, except as necessary for purposes of treatment, payment or health care operations, 
or as otherwise permitted by applicable law.  The Plans may also disclose an eligible participant’s 
Protected Health Information to authorized Pacific Gas and Electric Company personnel (including 
personnel at affiliated companies whose employees participate in the Health Care Plans) for 
these and other administrative purposes.  Neither the Pacific Gas and Electric Company nor its 
authorized personnel will, without the eligible participant’s written authorization, use or disclose 
his or her Protected Health Information for employment-related actions and decisions, or in 
connection with any other benefit or employee benefit plan sponsored by the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company. 

Under HIPAA, eligible participants have certain important rights with respect to Protected Health 
Information, including the rights to inspect and copy information, receive an accounting of certain 
disclosures of health information, and under certain circumstances, amend the information that 
is incorrect or incomplete.  Eligible participants may also request a restriction on the Protected 
Health Information that the Plans use or disclosure about their treatments, payments or health 
care operations, or that the Plans communicate with them about health matters using alternative 
means or at alternative locations.  Eligible participants also have the right to file a complaint with 
the Plans or with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services if they believe that their 
health information rights under HIPAA have been violated. 

The Plans maintain a “HIPAA Notice of Health Information Privacy Practices” (“HIPAA Notice”) 
that provides a description of how Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the Plans may use or 
disclose Protected Health Information, as well as eligible participants’ health information rights 
under HIPAA.  The Plan has implemented administrative, physical and technical safeguards 
designed to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of any Protected Health 
Information that it transmits, receives or maintains in any form of electronic media. 
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To receive more information about the Plans’ health information privacy practices or HIPAA 
rights, or if you have any questions about the HIPAA Notice, you may contact the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company Plan Administrator, PG&E Benefits Services Center, 1850 Gateway Blvd, 7th 
Floor, Concord, CA 94520. 

Health Information Privacy 
This Notice is required by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) and is 
intended to describe to the extent applicable to you how the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Health Care Plan for Active Employees, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for 
Retirees and Surviving Dependents, and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care 
Reimbursement Account Plan (collectively, “Health Plans”), and the various health plan vendors 
that administer these Health Plans (for example, Anthem Blue Cross) will protect your health 
information. 

“Health information” for this purpose means information that identifies you and either relates to 
your physical or mental health condition, or relates to the payment of your health care expenses. 
This individually identifiable health information is known as “protected health information” 
(“PHI”). Your PHI will not be used or disclosed by the Health Plans without a written authorization 
from you, except as described in this Notice or as otherwise permitted by federal or state health 
information privacy laws. Please note that your personal physician or other health care facilities 
(for example, hospitals or health clinics) where you may receive health care or treatment may 
have different policies, procedures or notices regarding the physician’s or health care facilities’ 
use or disclosure of PHI that they may have created. These health care providers will separately 
notify you regarding their health information policies or procedures. 

Health Plan Privacy Obligations 
The Health Plans are required by law to: 

• Make sure that health information that identifies you is kept private; 

• Give you this Notice of their legal duties and privacy practices with respect to health 
information about you; and 

• Follow the terms of the Notice that are in effect. 

How the Health Plans May Use and Disclose Health Information About You 
The Health Plans may use health information or disclose it to others for a number of different 
reasons. The following are the different ways that the Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI 
without your authorization: 

• For Treatment. The Health Plans may disclose your PHI to a health care provider who provides, 
coordinates or manages health care treatment on your behalf. For example, if you are unable 
to provide your medical history as a result of an accident, the Health Plans may advise an 
emergency room physician about the different medications that you may have been 
prescribed. 

• For Payment. The Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI so claims for health care 
treatment, services, and supplies that you receive from health care providers may be paid 
according to the Health Plans’ terms. The Health Plans may also use your PHI for billing, 
reviews of health care services received, and subrogation. For example, the Health Plans may 
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tell a doctor or hospital whether you are eligible for coverage or what percentage of the bill will 
be paid by the Health Plans. 

• For Health Care Operations. The Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI to enable them to 
operate more efficiently or to make certain that all of their participants receive the appropriate 
health benefits. For example, the Health Plans may use your PHI for case management, to 
refer individuals to disease management programs, for underwriting, premium rating, 
activities relating to the creation, renewal or replacement of a contract of health insurance or 
health benefits, to arrange for medical reviews, or to perform population-based studies 
designed to reduce health care costs. In addition, the Health Plans may use or disclose your 
PHI to conduct compliance reviews, audits, legal reviews, actuarial studies, and/or for fraud 
and abuse detection. The Health Plans may also combine health information about 
participants and disclose it to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (“the Company”) or its 
consultants in a non-identifiable, summary fashion so that the Company can decide, for 
example, what types of coverage the Health Plans should provide. The Health Plans may also 
remove information that identifies you from health information that is disclosed to the 
Company so that the health information that is used by the Company does not identify the 
specific Health Plan participants. 

• To The Plan Sponsor. The Health Plans are sponsored by the Company. The Health Plans may 
disclose your PHI to designated personnel at the Company so that they can carry out related 
administrative functions, including the uses and disclosures described in this Notice. Such 
disclosures will be made only to the individuals authorized to receive such information under 
the Health Plans. These individuals will protect the privacy of your health information and 
ensure that it is used only as described in this Notice or as permitted by law. Unless authorized 
by you in writing, your health information:  (1) may not be disclosed by the Health Plans to any 
other employee or department of the Company, and (2) will not be used by the Company for 
any employment-related actions or decisions, or in connection with any other employee benefit 
plans sponsored by the Company. 

• To a Business Associate. Certain services are provided to the Health Plans by third-party 
administrators known as “business associates.” For example, the Health Plans may place 
information about your health care treatment into an electronic claims processing system 
maintained by a business associate so that your claim may be paid. In so doing, the Health 
Plans will disclose your PHI to their business associates so that the business associates can 
perform their claims payment functions. However, the Health Plans will require their business 
associates, through written agreements, to appropriately safeguard your health information. 

• For Treatment Alternatives. The Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI to tell you about 
possible treatment options or health care alternatives that may be of interest to you. 

• For Health-Related Benefits and Services. The Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI to 
tell you about health-related benefits or services that may be of interest to you. 

• To Individuals Involved in Your Care or Payment of Your Care. The Health Plans may disclose 
PHI to a close friend or family member involved in or who helps pay for your health care. The 
Health Plans may also advise a family member or close friend about your condition, your 
location (for example, that you are in the hospital), or death, unless other laws would prohibit 
such disclosures. 
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• As Required by Law. The Health Plans will disclose your PHI when required to do so by federal, 
state, or local law, including those laws that require the reporting of certain types of wounds, 
illnesses or physical injuries. 

Special Use and Disclosure Situations 
The Health Plans may also use or disclose your PHI without your authorization under the following 
circumstances: 

• Lawsuits and Disputes. If you become involved in a lawsuit or other legal action, the Health 
Plans may disclose your PHI in response to a court or administrative order, a subpoena, 
warrant, discovery request, or other forms of lawful due process. 

• Law Enforcement. The Health Plans may release your PHI if asked to do so by a law 
enforcement official, for example, to report child abuse, to identify or locate a suspect, 
material witness or missing person, or to report a crime, the crime’s location or victims, or the 
identity, description, or location of the person who committed the crime. 

• Workers’ Compensation. The Health Plans may disclose your PHI to the extent authorized by 
and to the extent necessary to comply with workers’ compensation laws and other similar 
programs. 

• Military and Veterans. If you are or become a member of the U.S. armed forces, the Health 
Plans may release medical information about you as deemed necessary by military command 
authorities. 

• To Avert Serious Threat to Health or Safety. The Health Plans may use and disclose your PHI 
when necessary to prevent a serious threat to your health and safety, or the health and safety 
of the public or another person. 

• Public Health Risks. The Health Plans may disclose health information about you for public 
health activities. These activities include preventing or controlling disease, injury or disability; 
reporting births and deaths; reporting child abuse or neglect; reporting reactions to 
medications or problems with medical products; or to notify people of recalls of products they 
have been using. 

• Health Oversight Activities. The Health Plans may disclose your PHI to a health oversight 
agency for audits, investigations, inspections, and licensure necessary for the government to 
monitor the health care system and government programs. 

• Research. Under certain limited circumstances, the Health Plans may use and disclose your 
PHI for medical research purposes. 

• National Security, Intelligence Activities, and Protective Services. The Health Plans may 
release your PHI to authorized federal officials:  (1) for intelligence, counterintelligence, and 
other national security activities authorized by law; and (2) to enable them to provide 
protection to the members of the U.S. government or foreign heads of state, or to conduct 
special investigations. 

• Organ and Tissue Donation. If you are an organ donor, the Health Plans may release medical 
information to organizations that handle organ procurement or organ, eye, or tissue 
transplantation, or to an organ donation bank to facilitate organ or tissue donation and 
transplantation. 
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• Coroners, Medical Examiners, and Funeral Directors. The Health Plans may release your PHI to 
a coroner or medical examiner. This may be necessary, for example, to identify a deceased 
person or to determine the cause of death. The Health Plans may also release your PHI to a 
funeral director, as necessary, to carry out his/her responsibilities. 

Your Rights Regarding Your Health Information 
You have the following rights regarding the health information that the Health Plans maintain 
about you: 

• Right to Inspect and Copy Your Personal Health Information.  You have the right to inspect and 
copy your PHI that is maintained in a “designated record set” for so long as the Health Plans 
maintain your PHI. A “designated record set” includes medical information about eligibility, 
enrollment, claim and appeal records, medical and billing records maintained by the Health 
Plans, and records used in whole or in part to make decisions about your Health Plan benefits, 
but does not include psychotherapy notes, information intended for use in a civil, criminal or 
administrative proceeding, or any information to which access is otherwise prohibited by law. 

To inspect and copy health information maintained by the Health Plans, submit your request in 
writing to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Plan Administrator— HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Health Plans may charge a fee for the cost of copying and/or mailing your request. The 
Health Plans must act upon your request for access no later than 30 days after receipt (60 
days if the information is maintained off-site). A single, 30-day extension is allowed if the 
Health Plans are unable to comply by the initial deadline. In limited circumstances, the Health 
Plans may deny your request to inspect and copy your PHI. Generally, if you are denied access 
to your health information, you will be informed as to the reasons for the denial, and of your 
right to request a review of the denial. 

• Right to Amend Your Personal Health Information. If you feel that the health information that 
the Health Plans have about you is incorrect or incomplete, you may ask the Health Plans to 
amend it. You have the right to request an amendment for so long as the Health Plans 
maintain your PHI in a designated record set. 

To request an amendment, send a detailed request in writing to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Plan Administrator — HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520.  

You must provide the reason(s) to support your request. The Health Plans may deny your 
request if you ask the Health Plans to amend health information that was:  (1) accurate and 
complete; (2) not created by the Health Plans; (3) not part of the health information kept by or 
for the Health Plans; or (4) not information that you would be permitted to inspect and copy. 
The Health Plans have 60 days after the request is received to act on the request. A single, 
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30-day extension is allowed if the Health Plans cannot comply by the initial deadline. If the 
request is denied, in whole or in part, the Health Plans will provide you with a written denial 
that explains the basis for the denial. You may then submit a written statement disagreeing 
with the denial and, if permitted under HIPAA, have that statement included with any future 
disclosures of your PHI. 

• Right to An Accounting of Disclosures. You have the right to request an “accounting of 
disclosures” of your PHI. This is a list of disclosures of your PHI that the Health Plans have 
made to others for the six (6) year period prior to the request, except for those disclosures 
necessary to carry out treatment, payment, or health care operations, disclosures previously 
made to you, disclosures that occurred prior to April 14, 2003 (the HIPAA compliance date), or 
in certain other situations described under HIPAA. 

To request an accounting of disclosures, submit your request in writing to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Plan Administrator – HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520.  

Your request must state a time period, which may not be longer than six (6) years prior to the 
date the accounting was requested. If the accounting cannot be provided within 60 days, an 
additional 30 days is allowed if the Health Plans provide you with a written statement of the 
reasons for the delay and the date by which the accounting will be provided. If you request an 
accounting more than once within a 12-month period, the Health Plans will charge a 
reasonable, cost-based fee for each subsequent accounting. 

• Right to Request Restrictions. You have the right to request a restriction on the health 
information that the Health Plans use or disclose about you for treatment, payment, or health 
care operations. You also have the right to request that the Health Plans limit the individuals 
(for example, family members) to whom the Health Plans disclose health information about 
you. For example, you could ask that the Health Plans not use or disclose information about a 
surgical procedure that you had. While the Health Plans will consider your request, they are not 
required to agree to it. If the Health Plans agree to the restriction, they will comply with your 
request until such time as the Health Plans provide written notice to you of their intent to no 
longer agree to such restriction, or unless such disclosure is required by law. 

To request a restriction or limitation, make your request in writing to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Plan Administrator – HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

In your request, you must state:  (1) what information you want to limit; (2) whether you want 
to limit the Health Plans’ use, disclosure, or both; and (3) to whom you want the limit(s) to 
apply. Note:  the Health Plans are not required to agree to your request. 

• Right to Request Confidential Communications. You have the right to request that the Health 
Plans communicate with you about health matters using alternative means or at alternative 
locations. For example, you can ask that the Health Plans send your explanation of benefits 
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(“EOB”) forms about your benefit claims to a specified address. To request confidential 
communications, make your request in writing to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Plan Administrator— HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Health Plans will make every attempt to accommodate all reasonable requests. Your 
request must specify how or where you want to be contacted. 

• State Privacy Rights. You may have additional privacy rights under state laws, including rights 
in connection with mental health and psychotherapy reports, pregnancy, HIV/AIDS-related 
illnesses, and the health treatment of minors. 

• Right to a Paper Copy of this Notice. You have the right to a paper copy of this Notice upon 
request. This right applies even if you have previously agreed to accept this Notice 
electronically.  To request a written copy of this Notice at any time, you may write to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Plan Administrator— HIPAA 
PG&E Benefits Department  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

Changes to this Privacy Notice 
The Health Plans reserve the right to change this Notice at any time and from time to time, and to 
make the revised or changed Notice effective for health information that the Health Plans already 
have about you, as well as any information that the Health Plans may receive in the future. The 
revised Notice will be provided to you in the same manner as this Notice, or electronically if you 
have consented to receive the Notice electronically or you are able to receive electronic 
information at your worksite, in a manner consistent with federal regulations. 

Complaints 
If you believe that your health information privacy rights, as described under this Notice, have 
been violated, you may file a written complaint with the Health Plans by contacting the person 
listed at the address under “Contact Information.” You may also file a written complaint directly 
with the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, at the Office for Civil 
Rights, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 200 Independence Avenue, S.W., Room 
509F, Hubert H. Humphrey Building, Washington, D.C. 20201. The complaint should generally be 
filed within 180 days of when the act or omission complained of occurred.  Note:  You will not be 
penalized or retaliated against for filing a complaint. 
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Other Uses and Disclosures of Health Information 
Other uses and disclosures of health information not covered by this Notice or by the laws that 
apply to the Health Plans will be made only with your written authorization. If you authorize the 
Health Plans to use or disclose your PHI, you may revoke the authorization, in writing, at any time. 
If you revoke your authorization, the Health Plans will no longer use or disclose your PHI for the 
reasons covered by your written authorization; however, the Health Plans will not reverse any uses 
or disclosures already made in reliance on your prior authorization. 

Contact Information 
To receive more information about the Health Plans’ privacy practices or your rights, or if you have 
any questions about this Notice, please contact the Health Plans at the following address: 

HEALTH PLAN 
NAME(S) 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for Active 
Employees, Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Plan for 
Retirees and Surviving Dependents, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Health Care Reimbursement Account Plan 

CONTACT PERSON HIPAA Privacy Official  

ADDRESS One Market, Spear Tower, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94105 

PHONE (415) 817-8246 

A copy of this Notice is available online from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources 
Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or you can contact the Benefits Service Center at 
Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 
1-800-788-2363.   

Qualified Medical Child Support Orders 
Federal law requires employer-sponsored group health plans to recognize Qualified Medical Child 
Support Orders (QMCSOs) by providing benefits for eligible children of plan participants in 
accordance with the terms of the orders. A court order must identify the child who is the 
“alternate recipient” of health coverage, describe the type and duration of coverage, and cannot 
require a health plan to provide benefits which are not otherwise available under the plan.  The 
Company will determine if a court order satisfies the legal requirements to be a QMCSO in 
accordance with the written procedures established under the Plan. You may request a copy of 
the procedures, free of charge, by contacting the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   

You will be notified of the receipt of an order affecting your children and the Company’s 
procedures and determination with respect to the order. If an order satisfies the legal 
requirements, coverage may be provided for your child until the earlier of:  

• The date the coverage stops as provided in the order;  

• Your termination of coverage as an employee (subject to your right to elect continuation of 
coverage); or  

• The date the child ceases to be an Eligible Dependent.  
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The Company will enroll the child pursuant to the court order and deduct any required 
contributions, even without the participant’s direct consent. If you are not already enrolled, you 
must elect to participate at the time you are required to provide coverage for your child(ren) – you 
may not enroll your child(ren) unless you also elect coverage for yourself. If you are enrolled in a 
health care program that will not cover dependent children who do not reside with you, you may 
change to a program for which you are eligible that will cover your children.  If you do not 
voluntarily change, the Company will enroll you in the Network Access Plan (NAP) or the 
Comprehensive Access Plan (CAP) as appropriate for your home ZIP Code, and will deduct the 
required monthly contributions associated with NAP or CAP. 

Subrogation and Reimbursement 
The Plan has the right to recover 100% of the payments made or to be made on your behalf when 
you, your heirs, assigns, representatives or estate recover money or have the right to recover 
money from any of the following sources.  These sources are called “Third Parties”: 

• Any person or entity alleged to have caused you to suffer injuries or damages 

• Your employer 

• Any person or entity who is or may be obligated to provide health care benefits or payments to 
you, including health. care benefits or payments for underinsured or uninsured motorist 
protection, no-fault or traditional auto insurance, medical payment coverage (auto, 
homeowners or otherwise), Workers’ Compensation coverage, medical malpractice coverage, 
other insurance carriers or third-party administrators 

• Any person or entity that is liable for payment to you on any equitable or legal theory 

The Plan may obtain recovery through subrogation, reimbursement, refunds of overpayments or 
through any other available legal theory.  The right of recovery applies regardless of whether you 
have been fully compensated for your injuries or condition. 

Subrogation is the substitution of one person or entity in place of another with reference to a 
lawful claim, demand or right.  The Plan will be subrogated to and shall succeed to all rights of 
recovery that you may have against a third party under any legal theory of any type, for 100% of 
the benefits that the Plan provides to you or will provide to you.  In addition to any subrogation 
rights and in consideration of the coverage provided by the Plan, the Plan also has an 
independent right to be reimbursed by you for 100% of the benefits the Plan provides to you or 
will provide to you. 

You agree as follows: 

• That you will cooperate with the Plan and its Claims Administrators in a timely manner in 
protecting the Plan’s legal and equitable rights to subrogation and reimbursement, including, 
but not limited to: 

 notifying the Plan’s Claims Administrators as soon as you learn that a Third Party may be 
liable for causing your need for health care benefits, 

 providing any relevant information requested by the Plan or its Claims Administrators, 
 signing and/or delivering such documents as the Plan or its Claims Administrators 

reasonably request to secure the subrogation and reimbursement claims, 
 responding to requests for information about any accident or injuries, 
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 appearing at legal proceedings such as depositions and in court, and 
 obtaining the consent of the Plan or its Claims Administrators before releasing any party 

from liability of payment of healthcare expenses. 

• That failure to cooperate in this matter will be deemed a breach of contract, and may result in 
the termination of Health Care Benefits and/or the institution of legal action against you.   

• That the Plan has the sole authority and discretion to resolve all disputes regarding the 
interpretation of the language stated herein. 

• That no court costs or attorneys’ fees may be deducted from our recovery without express 
written consent from the Plan or Claims Administrators; any so-called “Fund Doctrine” or 
“Common Fund Doctrine” or “Attorney’s Fund Doctrine” will not defeat this right, and the Plan 
is not required to participate in or pay court costs or attorneys’ fees to the attorney hired by 
you to pursue your damage/personal injury claim. 

• That regardless of whether you have been fully compensated or made whole, the Plan may 
collect from you the proceeds of any full or partial recovery that you or your legal 
representative obtain, whether in the form of a settlement (either before or after any 
determination of liability) or judgment.  The proceeds available for collection will include, but 
are not limited to, any and all amounts earmarked as non-economic damage settlement or 
judgment. 

• That the health care benefits paid by the Plan or its Claim Administrators may also be 
considered to be Health Care Benefits advanced. 

• That you agree that if you receive any payment from any Third Party or an insurer as a result of 
an injury or illness, whether by settlement (either before or after any determination of liability), 
or judgment, you will serve as a constructive trustee over the funds, and failure to hold such 
funds in trust will be deemed as a breach of your duties hereunder. 

• That you or an authorized agent, such as your attorney, must hold any funds received from any 
Third Party that are due and owed to the Plan, as stated herein, separately and alone, and 
failure to hold funds as such will be deemed as a breach of contract, and may result in the 
termination of Health Care Benefits or the institution of legal action against you.  

• That you will transfer title to the constructive trust to the Plan for all Health Care Benefits that 
have been paid or will be paid as a result of your injury or illness. 

• That the Plan will be entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees from you that are incurred in 
collecting from you any funds held by you that you recovered from any Third Party. 

• That the Plan may offset from any future Health Care Benefits otherwise allowed the value of 
health care benefits paid or advanced under this section to the extent not covered by the Plan.  

• That you will neither accept any settlement that does not fully compensate or reimburse the 
Plan without the written approval of the Plan or its Claims Administrators, nor will you do 
anything to prejudice the Plan’s rights under the provision. 

• That you will assign to the Plans all rights of recovery against Third Parties, to the extent of the 
reasonable value of services and health care benefits the Plan provided, plus reasonable costs 
of collection. 
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• That the Plan’s rights will be considered as the first priority claim against Third Parties, 
including tortfeasors for whom you are seeking recovery, to be paid before any other of your 
claims are paid.  The Plan’s rights apply to full and partial settlements or judgments obtained 
on your behalf. 

• That the Plan’s rights will not be reduced due to your own negligence. 

• That the Plan may, at its option, take necessary and appropriate action to preserve its rights 
under these subrogation provisions, including filing suit in your name, which does not obligate 
the Plans in any way to pay you part of any recovery the Plans might obtain. 

• That the Plan shall not be obligated in any way to pursue this right independently or on your 
behalf. 

• That if the injury or condition giving rise to subrogation or reimbursement involves a minor 
child, this section also applies to the parents or guardian of the minor child. 

• That in the case of a wrongful death, this section also applies to your estate, personal 
representative of your estate, and your heirs or legatees. 

• That if the injury or condition giving rise to subrogation or reimbursement involves the wrongful 
death of a Plan Participant, also called “member,” this section will apply to any personal 
representative of the Plan Participant.  

Forfeiture of Unclaimed Benefit Payments 
If you receive, or are entitled to receive, a benefit payment from one of the self-insured health 
plans and the Claims Administrator cannot locate you, the payment will be returned to the 
Company or, if paid from one of the Company’s trust funds, the appropriate trust.  If, after three 
years from the date the benefit is paid or became payable, you have not accepted the payment or 
corresponded with the Claims Administrator or Trustee in writing concerning the benefit payment, 
the payment will be forfeited to the Company’s operating general assets or trust that issued the 
payment.  For additional information see HEALTH under ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING under ERISA 
INFORMATION in the HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section of this Handbook. 

Facility of Payment 
If any benefit from one of the self-insured health plans is payable to the estate of a Participant or 
to a dependent who is a minor or otherwise not competent to give a valid release, the self-insured 
health plan may pay the benefits to any relative or other person or persons whom the Plan 
determines to have accepted competent responsibility for the care of the Participant or the 
dependent or for administration of the Participant’s estate.  Any payment made by a self-insured 
health plan in good faith pursuant to this provision fully discharges the Plan and the Company to 
the extent of such payment.  For additional information, see HEALTH under ADMINISTRATION AND 
FUNDING under ERISA INFORMATION in the HEALTH CARE BENEFITS section of this Handbook.  
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Member Services Contacts 

PLAN PHONE NO. WEB SITE ADDRESS 
Anthem Blue Cross 
SmartValue 
(Medicare 
Advantage Private 
Fee-for-Service Plan) 

1-877-326-2201 www.anthem.com/ca/pge Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA  
90060 

Blue Shield HMO and  
Medicare COB HMO 

1-800-443-5005 www.blueshieldca.com/ 
pge 

Blue Shield of California 
P.O. Box 272540 
Chico, CA  95927-2540 

Dental Plan 
(Administered by 
Delta Dental) 

1-888-217-5323 www.wekeepyousmiling. 
org/pg&e 

Marketing Department 
P. O. Box 7736 
San Francisco, CA 94120 

Employee Assistance 
Program 

1-888-445-4436 http://www/HR/PlansPolicies/
HealthWelfareBenefits.shtml  
or 
http://www.achievesolution
s.net/pge 

ValueOptions, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1290 
Latham, NY 12110 

Flexible Spending 
Accounts 
(Administered by 
Ceridian) 

1-877-799-8820 www.ceridian-benefits.com Ceridian FSA Service 
P.O. Box 534134 
St. Petersburg, FL  
33747-4055 

Health Net HMO and 
Medicare COB HMO 

1-800-522-0088 www.healthnet.com/pge Claims Department 
P.O. Box 14702 
Lexington, KY  40512 
Appeals and Grievance 
Dept. 
P.O. Box 9103 
Van Nuys, CA 91409 

Health Net Seniority 
Plus 

1-800-275-4737 www.healthnet.com/pge Claims Department 
P.O. Box 14702 
Lexington, KY  40512 
Appeals and Grievance 
Dept. 
P.O. Box 9103 
Van Nuys, CA 91409 

Kaiser (North and 
South) HMO 

1-800-464-4000 www.my.kaiserpermanente.
org/ca/pge 

Kaiser Senior 
Advantage (North 
and South) 

1-800-443-0815 www.my.kaiserpermanente.
org/ca/pge 

Claims Administration 
Department 
P. O. Box 12923 
Oakland, CA 94604-2923 
Member Service Call 
Center 
P. O. Box 210004 
Stockton, CA  95210 

http://www.anthem.com/ca/pge
http://www.blueshieldca.com
http://www.wekeepyousmiling
http://www/HR/PlansPolicies
http://www.achievesolution
http://www.ceridian-benefits.com
http://www.healthnet.com/pge
http://www.healthnet.com/pge
http://www.my.kaiserpermanente
http://www.my.kaiserpermanente
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PLAN PHONE NO. WEB SITE ADDRESS 
Mental Health, 
Alcohol and Drug 
Care Program 
(Administered by 
ValueOptions) 

1-800-562-3588 www.valueoptions.com ValueOptions, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1290 
Latham, NY 12110 

MedExpert 1-800-999-1999 www.medexpert.com MedExpert International, 
Inc. 
1300 Hancock Street 
Redwood City, CA 94063 

PG&E Self-Funded Plans 
(Administered by Anthem Blue Cross) 

Network Access Plan 
(NAP)  
Comprehensive 
Access Plan (CAP) 
Basic Plan  

1-800-964-0530 www.anthem.com/ca  
or 
www.anthem.com/ 
ca/pge

Anthem Blue Cross  
P.O Box 60007 
Los Angeles, CA  
90060 

American Specialty 
Health Network 
(Network 
Chiropractic Care 
for Anthem Blue 
Cross-Administered 
Plans) 

1-800-678-9133 www.ashcompanies.com American Specialty Health
777 Front Street 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Prescription Drug 
Plan (Administered 
by Medco Health) 

1-800-718-6590 www.medcohealth.com Medco   
P. O. Box 14711  
Lexington, KY 40512 

Vision Plan  
(Administered by 
Vision Service Plan) 

1-800-877-7195 www.vsp.com Customer Service 
P. O. Box 997100 
Sacramento, CA   
95899-7100 

COBRA  
(Administered by 
Ceridian) 

1-800-877-7994 www.ceridian-benefits.com Ceridian (COBRASERV) 
P.O. Box 534099  
St. Petersburg, FL  
33747-4099  
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REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS 

Reimbursement Accounts 
Reimbursement Accounts offer you a way to save on taxes when 

you pay for certain health care and dependent care expenses. 

Summary 
The IRS allows you to pay for certain health care and dependent care services with pre-tax dollars, 
which means these services can actually cost you less. You can enjoy this tax advantage by 
setting up “reimbursement accounts” each year. 

You may elect to set up two different kinds of reimbursement accounts - also known as Flexible 
Spending Accounts (FSAs) - each year; one for health care expenses (the Health Care 
Reimbursement Account) and one for dependent care expenses (the Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account). You put money into these accounts by contributing pre-tax salary 
dollars from your pay. Then, when you receive an eligible health care or dependent care service, 
as defined by the IRS, you use these accounts to “reimburse” yourself on a pre-tax basis.  

If you are a Management or Administrative & Technical employee, you are eligible to enroll in the 
reimbursement accounts only during very specific times—when you are first hired, when you enroll 
during Open Enrollment each year, or when you have an eligible mid-year change in status event 
(see MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT/CHANGE IN STATUS EVENTS in the section entitled FLEX PLAN). You set 
up your reimbursement account(s) by designating an annual contribution amount when you 
enroll. 

Ceridian Flexible Spending Account Service (Ceridian FSA Service) is the administrator for both 
the health care and dependent care accounts.  If you have any questions about the Plan, IRS 
rules, or your claims, you may call Ceridian FSA Service at 1-877-799-8820. 

You are not eligible for reimbursement account benefits if you are an intern, contract or agency 
worker, hiring hall employee, or retired employee. 

The Company24 may reduce the amount of your contributions, stop your contributions during the
year, or treat part or all of your contributions and reimbursements as taxable income to comply 
with applicable laws and regulations.  You will be notified if your Reimbursement Accounts are 
affected. 

 

                                                      
24 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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How the Reimbursement Accounts Work 

Setting Up Your Reimbursement Accounts 
When you are first hired and during each Open Enrollment thereafter, you should estimate your 
anticipated out-of-pocket expenses for health care and dependent care for the upcoming year and 
decide how much, if anything, you wish to contribute to each account. You cannot set up or make 
changes to these accounts at any other time of the year, unless you have an eligible change in 
status event. 

If you decide to set up either or both accounts, you must indicate the annual amount you wish to 
contribute. This is called your annual “goal.” 

• You can allocate between $50 and $5,000 a year to your Health Care Reimbursement Account 
(married individuals may each contribute up to $5,000). 

• You can allocate between $50 and $5,000 a year to your Dependent Care Reimbursement 
Account ($2,500 if you and your spouse file separate tax returns). However, if your spouse 
works and has an annual income of less than $5,000, you may not contribute an amount 
which is more than your spouse’s income. For example, if you earn $30,000 per year and your 
spouse earns $4,000 per year, you may contribute up to $4,000 to the Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account, if you are filing jointly. If your spouse is a full-time student or 
disabled there are special limits.  

For more information, contact Ceridian FSA Service at 1-877-799-8820 or the Benefits Service 
Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or 
toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Putting Money Into Your Reimbursement Accounts 
You may contribute to the reimbursement accounts by making deposits to your reimbursement 
accounts through payroll deductions from your before-tax pay. 

For IRS purposes, your deposits are not technically “paid” to you before going into the accounts, 
so they bypass all income tax withholding. Therefore, no federal, most state or FICA taxes will be 
withheld from any of these deposits, nor are any such taxes due when the money is used to pay 
for eligible expenses. 

Your deposits go directly into your accounts in equal portions each month. For Management 
employees, an equal amount will be deducted from each of your monthly paychecks before taxes. 
For Administrative & Technical employees, an equal amount will be deducted from your second 
paycheck of each month before taxes. By the end of the Plan year, your total contribution goal will 
have been placed in your account, unless you go on an unpaid leave of absence (see IF YOU TAKE A 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY in this section).  

Any money left in your account(s) which is not used to reimburse yourself for eligible expenses 
will be forfeited at the end of the Plan year, in accordance with IRS rules. However, there is a 
three-month “run-out” period that ends March 31 of the following Plan year, during which you can 
submit claims for eligible services rendered in the prior year and, for the Health Care 
Reimbursement Account, there is a “grace period.”  See GRACE PERIOD under MORE ABOUT 
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS – DEADLINE FOR CLAIM REIMBURSEMENTS. 
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Reimbursement of Eligible Expenses 
You use the money in your reimbursement accounts to “pay” for eligible health care or dependent 
care expenses as defined by the IRS. When you obtain services that are eligible for 
reimbursement, you “withdraw” the money from your account: 

• Automatically, through the automatic submission process, for many health care expenses: 
If you are an Anthem Blue Cross, Medco, Delta Dental or VSP member and sign up for a Health 
Care Reimbursement Account your out-of-pocket medical, prescription drug, dental and vision 
expenses are automatically forwarded to Ceridian for reimbursement. This means you do not 
need to submit Health Care Reimbursement Account claims for many health care expenses. If 
you are enrolled in an HMO, any dental and vision expenses are automatically forwarded to 
Ceridian, but you do need to submit claim forms for your medical and prescription drug 
expenses.  (Also see OPTING-OUT OF AUTOMATIC SUBMISSION FOR HEALTH CARE CLAIMS.) 

• By submitting a claim form to the processing center with the invoice, Explanation of Benefits 
(EOB) or a statement showing when the service was provided, as described below. The 
processing center will reimburse you by sending you a check drawn against your 
reimbursement account balance. The net effect is you pay for the eligible expense on a pre-tax 
basis, which lowers the actual cost of the expense to you. 

Here’s how the claim processing works: 

1. You may pay for the expense, although it is not necessary to pay the expense prior to 
submitting your claim for reimbursement. Nevertheless, you are responsible for paying all 
invoices on time, regardless of when you receive your reimbursement. 

2. If a portion of a health care expense is covered by any insurance for which you are eligible, file 
a claim under that plan first. You should receive an explanation of benefits (EOB) or similar 
statement showing how much the Plan paid, if anything. If you do not receive one, contact the 
claims administrator or insurance company and request one.  You also may submit an 
itemized print-out from your health plan’s website. 

3. Fill out a Reimbursement Account Claim form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, 
Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet, or by 
contacting the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363, or Ceridian FSA Services, the 
third-party administrator of the flexible spending accounts. If you need help determining 
which of your expenses are eligible, you should contact Ceridian FSA Service at 
1-877-799-8820.  Eligibility for reimbursement is based on when services are actually 
received, regardless of when you pay for such expenses. See ELIGIBLE EXPENSES under both 
HEALTH CARE REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT and DEPENDENT CARE REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT for further 
details. 

4. Send the completed form, along with original invoices and any applicable explanation of 
benefits (EOBs) or health plan website claims print-outs, to the processing center at the 
address shown on the form. Be sure to keep a photocopy of everything for yourself before you 
submit it to the processing center.  

5. Processing of Claim Forms.  Claims are processed twice a week. Once your claim is 
processed, you’ll receive a reimbursement check mailed to your home or you may have your 
check directly deposited into your bank account by completing the authorization form.  If you 
chose automatic bank account deposits for your reimbursement accounts for a calendar year, 
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the election will automatically roll over when you re-enroll in the Plan for the new calendar 
year. 

Opting-Out of Automatic Submission for Health Care Claims 
If you sign up for a Health Care Reimbursement account and you are an Anthem Blue Cross, 
Medco, Delta Dental or VSP member, your out-of-pocket medical, prescription drug, dental and 
vision expenses are automatically forwarded to Ceridian for reimbursement unless you opt-out of 
this feature. This means you do not need to submit Health Care Reimbursement Account claims 
for many health care expenses. If you are enrolled in an HMO, any dental and vision expenses are 
automatically forwarded to Ceridian, but you do need to submit claim forms for your medical and 
prescription drug expenses.  

If you do not want your expenses automatically forwarded to Ceridian, you must opt-out of this 
feature.  To opt-out, you must fill out a FSA Automatic Claims Submission (Auto-Claims) Opt-Out 
Form, which you can obtain from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section 
of the PG&E HR intranet, or by calling Ceridian FSA Services, the third-party administrator, at 
1-877-799-8820.  Processing your opt-out may take up to seven business days and will remain in 
effect for the remainder of the calendar year.  

Automatic submission of claims is a systems driven process that is activated at the beginning of 
each calendar year.  You must fill out and submit a new Opt-Out Form for each calendar year in 
which you sign up for a Health Care Reimbursement Account. 

Availability of Annual Contributions for Reimbursement 
For the Health Care Reimbursement Account, the full amount of your annual contribution goal is 
available immediately to reimburse your claims incurred in the period during which you have 
participated.  

For Dependent Care Reimbursement Account claims, the amount of the reimbursement will 
depend upon how much money is in your account. You will be reimbursed in full for your eligible 
expenses, provided your account balance is equal to or greater than the amount of your claim. If 
your account balance is less than the amount of your claim, you will receive partial 
reimbursement for your claim. The remainder of your claim will be automatically paid during the 
next processing cycle or after sufficient funds are deposited in your account.
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Health Care Reimbursement Account 

The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement Account 
contains the detailed provisions of the Plan and governs the operation of the Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan.  If a conflict exists between the Plan document and any other communications or 
documents, the Plan document shall govern the operation of the Health Care Reimbursement Account 
Plan.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Health Care 
Reimbursement Account Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of 
the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are 
necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  
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Eligible Expenses 
You can use your Health Care Reimbursement Account to pay for most eligible tax-deductible 
health care expenses for you and your legal IRS dependents — even if they are not enrolled in a 
Company-sponsored health care plan. The eligible expenses, as defined by the IRS, cover most 
treatments or services used in preventing an illness or improving a medical condition. To be 
eligible, the service must be received during the period in which you contributed to the Health 
Care Reimbursement Account. If you begin contributing mid-year, for example, after certain 
eligible change in status events, expenses incurred before you began contributing are not eligible 
for reimbursement.  Likewise, if you do not continue contributing during an unpaid leave of 
absence, expenses for health care services received during the leave are not eligible for 
reimbursement.  

Eligible health care expenses are subject to rules set by the IRS. Eligible expenses include, but are 
not limited to:

• Most health care expenses not covered or not paid in full by a health care plan, including any 
deductibles, copayments, or out-of-pocket expenses for prescription drugs and out-of-network 
services 

• Ambulance services 

• Certain over-the-counter drugs (see OVER-THE-COUNTER DRUGS in this section) 

• Chiropractic care by a licensed chiropractor 

• Contact lenses 

• Crutches 

• Hearing aids 

• Medical, dental or vision expenses over the Plan maximums or outside the scope of the Plan 

• Routine physical exams and vaccinations 

• Sterilizations 

• Massage with a letter from a physician 
(The letter must cite the specific medical condition being treated and indicate that massage 
will treat or alleviate it.) 
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Health Care Reimbursement Account 

• Laser eye surgery 

• Athletic club dues with a letter from a physician 
(The letter must cite the specific medical condition being treated and indicate that athletic 
activities will treat or alleviate it.) 

Ineligible Expenses 
Ineligible expenses include, but are not limited to: 

• Health care premiums 

• Athletic club dues (see ELIGIBLE EXPENSES for when charges are allowed) 

• Marriage counseling 

• Maternity clothes 

• Weight-loss programs taken for your general health 

• Certain over-the-counter drugs (see OVER-THE-COUNTER DRUGS in this section) 

• Cosmetic surgery 

• Cosmetic dental surgery 

• Drugs to stimulate hair growth (e.g., Rogaine) 

• Any expense already paid by another one of your health care plans 

• Many other expenses not considered a tax-deductible health care expense by the IRS  

Over-the-Counter Drugs 
Many non-prescription, over-the-counter (OTC) drugs, medicines and medical care items are 
considered eligible for reimbursement under Health Care Reimbursement Account (HCRA). OTC 
drugs and items generally fall into one of the following three categories: 

1) Those eligible for reimbursement because they are used primarily for medical care.  

2) Those ineligible for reimbursement because they are merely beneficial for general health.    

3) Those ineligible for reimbursement that become eligible for reimbursement with a letter from 
the attending physician. The letter must cite the specific medical condition being treated and 
indicate that the OTC drug or medication will treat or alleviate it.  
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Eligible for Reimbursement 
The following is a sample list of over the counter (OTC) drugs and medical care items that are 
eligible for reimbursement under the Health Care Reimbursement Account (HCRA).  The list does 
not include all available OTC drugs and medical care items.  Please note that the items eligible for 
reimbursement may change.  To determine whether certain expenses, including OTC drugs and 
medications, are eligible for reimbursement under your HCRA, please contact Ceridian FSA 
Service at 1-877-799-8820 or visit Ceridian on the Web at www.ceridian-benefits.com. 

Please note:  Items marked with PS require a physician’s statement to establish eligibility for 
reimbursement. 

ELIGIBLE FOR REIMBURSEMENT 

PRODUCT TYPE EXAMPLES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 
Acne Medications PS 
pill, liquid, cream, ointment, medicated 
soaps and cleansing pads 

Clean & Clear, Clearasil, Loma Lux Acne, Nature’s 
Cure 

Allergy Medicines 
pill, liquid, nasal spray (see also “Eye 
Drops”) 

Benadryl, Chlor-Trimeton, Claritin, Drixoral, 
NasalCrom, Tavist Allergy 

Antacids (anti-gas, lactose intolerance)
liquids, pills, tablets 

Alka-Seltzer, Beano, Gas-X, Lactaid, Maalox, 
Mylanta, Pepcid, Pepto-Bismol, Phazyme, Rolaids, 
Tums 

Antibiotic creams/ointments Bacitracin, Neosporin, Polysporin 
Antidiarrheal liquids, pills Imodium, Kaopectate, Pepto-Bismol 
Anti-Fungal Creams & Powders Aftate, Cruex, Lamisil, Lotrimin, Micatin, Tinactin 
Anti-Itch Creams  
(allergy and poison ivy) 

Benadryl, Cortaid, Ivarest, Lanacort 

Baby Care Products Diaper rash cream/ointment, rehydration liquids 
(Pedialyte, PediaSure), teething gel 

Braces and supports Braces and supports for neck, wrist, ankle, elbow, 
knee, etc.; support stockings 

Canker and Cold Sore Remedies Abreva, Anbesol, Cankaid, Carmex 
Kank-A 

Cold Medicines Cough & sore throat lozenges/drops, cough syrup, 
decongestants, homeopathic cold medicines, 
nasal sprays, TheraFlu, Tylenol Cold, vapor rubs 

Contraceptives/Family Planning Condoms, contraceptive creams, pregnancy tests, 
ovulation predictor kits 

Diabetic Supplies/Equipment Alcohol swabs; blood glucose control solutions, 
monitors, strips and products; lancets and lancet 
devices, urine testing products 

Ear Drops (ear wax removal PS) Auro Ear Drops, Debrox Ear Drops, Murine Ear Drops 
Eye Care Products Saline and cleaning solutions, eyeglasses, contact 

lenses 
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ELIGIBLE FOR REIMBURSEMENT 

PRODUCT TYPE EXAMPLES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 
Eye Drops/Eye Wash Products Eye wash products to clean out eye or remove 

foreign objects, Murine, Visine 
Feminine Yeast Infection Medicine Gyne-Lotrimin, Monistat 
First Aid Bandages, dressings, first aid kits, peroxide, rubbing 

alcohol 
Hemorrhoidal Preparations Preparation H, Tucks 
Home Diagnostic Tests or Kits Cholesterol, colorectal, drug, HIV, ovulation 

predictor, pregnancy and urine tests; thermometers 
(ear or standard) 

Hot/Cold Packs ThermaCare 
Laxatives (fiber therapy PS) Citrucel, Dulcolax, Ex-Lax, FiberCon, Fleet, 

Metamucil, Milk of Magnesia, Peri-Colace 
Lice Treatments LiceFree, Nix, Pronto, Rid 
Motion Sickness Medicine Bonine, Dramamine, motion sickness wristbands 
Pain Relievers Acetaminophen, Advil, Aleve, Anbesol, 

Aspercreme, aspirin, aspirin, Ben-Gay, 
homeopathic pain relievers, ibuprofen, Icy Hot, 
Midol, Mineral Ice, Motrin, naproxen sodium, pain 
relieving gels, Tylenol 

Pain Relievers – Urinary Tract Cystex, Uristat 
Smoking Cessation Medicine - patches 
and gum 

Nicoderm, Nicorette, Nicotrol, Novartis 

Wart or Corn Removers - liquid or pads Compound W, Curad, Dr. Scholl’s Corn Remover, 
Wart-Off 
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Not Eligible for Reimbursement 
The following is a sample list of over the counter (OTC) drugs and medical care items that are not 
eligible for reimbursement under the Health Care Reimbursement Account (HCRA).  The list does 
not include all the non-eligible OTC drugs and medical care items.  Please note that items which 
are not reimbursable may change.  To determine whether expenses, including OTC drugs and 
medications, are eligible for reimbursement under your HCRA, please contact Ceridian FSA 
Service at 1-877-799-8820 or visit Ceridian on the Web at www.ceridian-benefits.com. 

NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REIMBURSEMENT 

PRODUCT TYPE EXAMPLES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 
Bath Products, Cleansers, Soap Aveeno, Dial, Dove, Softsoap 
Creams, Lip Balm, Lipstick, Lotions, 
Moisturizers 

Basis, Biore, Eucerin, L’Oreal, Neutrogena, Nivea, 
Noxzema, Oil of Olay, PHisoderm 

Dental – Miscellaneous Breath fresheners; dental floss, adhesives, cleansers, 
gel, gum, rinses; oral cleaning systems (Water Pik); 
tongue scrapers; whitening products/systems; 
toothbrushes; toothpaste 

Deodorants/Anti-Perspirants Ban, Brut, Dry Idea, Speed Stick 
Feminine Hygiene Always, douches, feminine lubricants and pads, 

tampons 
Foot Care Products Arch and insole supports PS, Dr. Scholl’s callus 

removers, Odor-Eaters, pedicure products, shoes, 
toenail clippers 

Hair Care Products Conditioner and shampoo (including those used for 
dandruff), hairspray, styling aids 

Hair Removal Products Hair-removal creams, razors, wax 
Medicine Dispensers Medicine droppers, pill organizers 
Powders Non-fungus fighting foot powders 
Shaving and Grooming Products Aftershave, razors, shaving cream 
Snoring Aids PS Nose drops and strips 
Stimulants (to stay awake) No Doz, Vivarin 
Sunscreen, Sunless Tanning, After Sun 
Products PS

Coppertone, Hawaiian Tropic 

Partial Prepayments 
Many medical treatment programs span several plan years.  For example, prenatal care, 
orthodontia or fertility treatment programs may take two or more years.  Reimbursement of the 
entire expense “up-front” violates the “expense incurred” requirement. In the case of orthodontics, 
the orthodontist allocates service expenses over the course of the treatment plan.  Payments you 
make for treatment received in the current calendar year are eligible for reimbursement from 
your account for the same calendar year.  Contact Ceridian FSA Service at 1-877-799-8820 if you 
have questions about how claims for ongoing treatment programs will be reimbursed. 
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Changing Your Annual Contribution Amount 
Normally, you may not change the amount you contribute to your Health Care Reimbursement 
Account or stop payroll deductions mid-year.  However, you may be able to increase or decrease 
your current Health Care Reimbursement Account annual contribution goal during the year if you 
have certain eligible change in status events.  The increase or decrease must be consistent with 
the change in status.  (See MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT/ CHANGE IN STATUS EVENTS in the section 
entitled FLEX PLAN.) 

Health Care Reimbursement Account Appeals 
If a Health Care Reimbursement claim you submit is denied in part or whole, the third-party 
Claims Administrator, Ceridian FSA Service, will provide you with written notice within 30 days of 
their receiving your claim, with an explanation of why the claim was denied and any materials you 
could submit that would reverse the denial or perfect the claim.  In certain cases an additional 15 
days may be required by the Claims Administrator to respond to you.  If an extension is required, 
you will be notified of this extension within the initial 30 days from the date of the Claims 
Administrators receipt of your claim.   

If the Claims Administrator needs additional information from you, you will be given 45 days from 
the receipt of this notice to provide the additional information.  In this case, the Claims 
Administrator will respond in writing within 15 days after receiving your additional information. 

If you believe this initial determination denies you a Health Care Reimbursement Account benefit 
to which you may be entitled, you may appeal to the Plan Administrator. 

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Plan Administrator Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

This appeal must be made in writing within 180 days of the initial determination of the amount 
that has been paid to you and must contain the following information: 

• The reason(s) for making the appeal; 

• The facts supporting the appeal; 

• The amount claimed; and 

• The name and address of the person filing the appeal (claimant). 

To expedite processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR 
DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the 
Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling 
the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 
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The Benefits Department will generally make a decision within 30 days after receiving the appeal 
and mail a copy of the decision to you promptly.  The decision will give specific reasons and 
references to the Health Care Reimbursement Account Plan provisions which support the Benefits 
Department’s decision. 

If you are not satisfied by the findings of the Benefits Department, you may formally appeal in 
writing to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee.  You have 90 days from the date on which 
you receive a decision from the Benefits Department to formally submit your appeal.  You should 
include all relevant information in your appeal.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

You shall receive EBAC’s decision within 30 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal unless special 
circumstances require an extension for processing the appeal.  If special circumstances exist, 
EBAC may take up to an additional 30 days provided you are notified of the extension in writing 
within the initial 30 day period. 

If the EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response that will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based;  

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• A statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Dependent Care Reimbursement Account 
contains the detailed provisions of the Plan and governs the operation of the Plan.  If a conflict exists 
between the Plan document and any other communications or documents, the Plan document shall 
govern the operation of the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account Plan.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of 
the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are 
necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  
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Whose Expenses May Be Reimbursed? 
The definition of a DCRA Dependent may differ from the one used in determining your personal 
income taxes, and from the definition used to determine whose expenses may be reimbursed 
from your Health Care Reimbursement Account.  

The following table lays out the requirements for the three types of DCRA Dependents. To be 
considered a Dependent for DCRA purposes, the person receiving care must satisfy all of the 
requirements listed in any one of the columns:  A or B or C. If the person does NOT satisfy all the 
requirements in one of the columns, he or she is not an eligible DCRA Dependent, and you may 
not be reimbursed for his or her expenses.  

The three categories of DCRA Dependents are:  

• Column A:  your children and other relatives. Most people use the DCRA for daycare expenses 
of their children. If your child is less than 13 years old, lives with you for more than half the 
year, and is supported by you, he or she is probably your DCRA Dependent. These 
requirements are listed in Column A.  

• Column B:  your disabled relatives. Children older than 13 and other relatives who are 
incapable of self-care often require care while you work. These requirements are listed in 
Column B.  

• Column C:  disabled non-relatives. If you support a non-relative who is incapable of self-care, he 
or she may be considered your DCRA Dependent. See Column C for these requirements. 
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The information on the table is intended to provide a summary only.  It does not represent legal or 
tax advice. Consult with your own legal and tax advisors to assure compliance with applicable law. 

A B C 

REQUIREMENTS 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT. 

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN B OR C. 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT. 

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN A OR C. 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT.  

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN A OR B. 

RELATIONSHIP 
REQUIREMENT 

Dependent must be one 
of the following:  
Son, daughter  
Stepson, stepdaughter  
Descendant of a son, 

daughter, stepson or 
stepdaughter  

Brother, sister  
Descendant of a brother 

or sister  
Stepbrother, stepsister  
Descendant of a 

Stepbrother or 
Stepsister  

 

Dependent must be one 
of the following:  
Son, daughter  
Stepson, stepdaughter  
Descendant of a son, 

daughter, stepson or 
stepdaughter  

Brother, sister  
Descendant of a brother 

or sister  
Stepbrother, stepsister  
Descendant of a 

Stepbrother or 
Stepsister  

Father, mother  
Brother or sister of father 

or mother  
Ancestor of father or 

mother  
Stepfather or stepmother  
Son-in-law, 

daughter-in-law  
Father-in-law, 

mother-in-law  
Brother-in-law, sister-in-law 

None  
 
Dependent is not 
required to be related to 
you under Column C.  

RESIDENCY 
REQUIREMENT  

You and Dependent must 
have the same primary 
residence for more than 
half the year  

You and Dependent must 
have the same primary 
residence for more than 
half the year  

You and Dependent must 
have the same primary 
residence for the entire 
year  

SUPPORT 
REQUIREMENT  

Dependent may not 
provide more than half of 
his or her own support  

You must provide more 
than half the 
Dependent’s support  

You must provide more 
than half the 
Dependent’s support  
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A B C 

REQUIREMENTS 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT. 

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN B OR C. 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT. 

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN A OR C. 

IF THE PERSON SATISFIES 
EVERY REQUIREMENT IN 

THIS COLUMN, HE OR SHE 
IS A DCRA DEPENDENT.  

IF THE PERSON FAILS ANY 
ONE OR MORE OF THESE 

REQUIREMENTS, TRY 
COLUMN A OR B. 

AGE AND 
DISABILITY 
REQUIREMENT 

Dependent must be less 
than 13 years old  
OR  
Dependent must be 
physically or mentally 
incapable of self-care 
(“disabled”) and under 
age 
19 or  
24 if a full-time student  

Dependent must be 
physically or mentally 
incapable of self-care 
(“disabled”)  

Dependent must be 
physically or mentally 
incapable of self-care 
(“disabled”)  

LEGAL STATUS 
REQUIREMENTS  

Dependent must be one of the following: 
US Citizen 

US Resident 
Mexican or Canadian resident 

Eligible Expenses 
You can use your Dependent Care Reimbursement Account to pay for eligible day care expenses 
on a tax-free basis if you are a single parent or if both you and your spouse work.  

To qualify as an eligible expense, day care for your DCRA Dependents must be necessary for you 
to continue working. If you are married, both spouses must be actively at work or attending school 
(unless one of you is disabled) for a Dependent Care Reimbursement Account expense to be valid.  
If one spouse is at home (e.g., on maternity leave), expenses incurred for day care are not eligible 
expenses.  Refer to the IRS Publication 503, Child and Dependent Care Expenses, available from 
your local IRS office (or the IRS website at www.irs.gov), or consult with a tax advisor for more 
details on allowable expenses.  In addition, day care expenses must not exceed your earned 
income or, if you are married, your spouse’s salary. 

To be eligible, the expenses must be incurred during the period in which you actually made the 
contributions to your Dependent Care Reimbursement Account. If you begin contributing 
mid-year, expenses incurred before you began contributing are not eligible.  
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Eligible dependent care expenses as defined by the IRS include: 

• Child care for dependents under age 13 

• In-home nursing or other custodial care for elderly or other dependents over age 13 who are 
living with you and who are physically or mentally unable to care for themselves 

• Care provided by someone other than a family member 

• Care provided by a licensed individual or center meeting criteria set by federal and state laws 

• Services provided outside your home, such as at an adult or child day care center or nursery 
school 

Ineligible Expenses 
The IRS does not allow charges for the following: 

• Expenses for an individual that does not meet the requirements outlined under WHOSE 
EXPENSES MAY BE REIMBURSED FROM A DCRA? 

• Expenses incurred for day care services received while you or your spouse are on a leave of 
absence 

• Education programs 

• Sports Camps and Overnight Camps with the exception of summer day camp if a child is not in 
school and the camp is used as day care 

Please note that this is only a sampling of eligible and ineligible expenses. You should refer to IRS 
Publication 503, Child and Dependent Care Expenses, available from your local IRS office (or the 
IRS website at www.irs.gov), or consult with a tax advisor for more details on allowable expenses. 

Changing Your Annual Contribution Amount 
You may make a change in the annual amount you contribute only if you have a change in status 
event (such as the birth or adoption of a child), and your change in contributions is consistent with 
the status change.  See CHANGE-IN-STATUS EVENTS and OTHER CHANGES INVOLVING A DOMESTIC 
PARTNERSHIP in the FLEX PLAN section of the Handbook.  You may also make a corresponding 
change to your Dependent Care Reimbursement Account if you replace one dependent care 
provider with another or if there is a change in the cost for the services of a caregiver who is not a 
relative.  However, the IRS will not allow a mid-year change to your Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account for a change in the fee charged by a relative.  For example, if your child’s 
day care center increases its fees, a change in your Dependent Care Reimbursement Account 
would be allowed.   Or, if you want to change from using a day care center to employing an aunt 
to watch your child, an election change would be permitted even though the aunt is related to 
you.  If later, however, you decide to give your aunt a raise, you may not make a mid-year election 
change to reflect the raise.  Please remember, your Dependent Care Reimbursement account 
may be cancelled only under certain circumstances (for example, if you switch from a child care 
facility to a relative or friend who will not charge you for the services provided).  
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Tax Credits 
The Dependent Care Reimbursement Account is one way to reduce your tax liability if you pay 
dependent care expenses. The Federal Dependent Care Income Tax Credit also helps you lower 
your income tax liability. Here is some information on how the two methods work: 

• Every dollar you contribute to a Dependent Care Reimbursement Account through payroll 
deductions reduces, dollar-for-dollar, your taxable income, which is the basis for determining 
the amount of income tax you owe. A one dollar reduction of your taxable income will generally 
reduce the income tax you owe by less than one dollar.  

• The Federal Dependent Care Income Tax Credit directly reduces the amount of income tax you 
owe dollar-for-dollar.  However, the amount of the tax credit you may claim is only a fraction of 
your dependent care expenses, the fraction varying with your total income. 

• You may use both the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account and the Federal Dependent 
Care Income Tax Credit, but not for the same expenses. In other words, if you open a 
Dependent Care Reimbursement Account, you may only take the Federal Dependent Care 
Income Tax Credit for expenses not reimbursed through your account. Or, if you plan to take 
the tax credit, you may only use your Dependent Care Reimbursement Account to pay for 
expenses not used in figuring your tax credit. 

• Every dollar that you contribute to the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account reduces, 
dollar-for-dollar, the dollar limitation on the amount of expenses eligible to calculate the 
Federal Dependent Care Income Tax Credit that you may claim on your income tax return. 

As tax savings of the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account and the Tax Credit vary with the 
number of your dependents, the amount of your dependent care expenses, and your marginal 
tax rate, it is best to check with your tax advisor to determine which method or combination 
offers the greatest tax savings for your particular situation.  You may also refer to IRS 
Publication No. 503 (Child and Dependent Care Expenses.) 

Dependent Care Reimbursement Account Appeals 
If a Dependent Care Reimbursement claim you submit is denied in part or whole, the third-party 
Claims Administrator, Ceridian FSA Service, will notify you within 60 days of their receiving your 
claim, with an explanation of why the claim was denied and any materials you could submit that 
would reverse the denial or perfect the claim.   

If you believe this initial determination denies you a benefit to which you may be entitled, you 
may appeal to the Plan Administrator. 

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Plan Administrator Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
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This appeal must be made in writing within 90 days of the initial determination and must contain 
the following information: 

• The reason(s) for making the appeal; 

• The facts supporting the appeal; 

• The amount claimed; and 

• The name and address of the person filing the appeal (claimant). 

To expedite processing, you should also include a HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR 
DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION form.  You can access a copy online from the 
Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling 
the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

The Benefits Department will generally make a decision within 60 days after receiving the appeal 
and must mail a copy of the decision to you promptly.  The decision will give specific reasons and 
references to the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account Plan provisions which support the 
Benefit Department’s decision. 

If you are not satisfied by the findings of the Benefits Department, you may then have your appeal 
reviewed by the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  Appeals to EBAC must be received 
within 90 days of your receipt of a denial by the Benefits Department.  You must submit a new 
appeal in writing stating the reason(s) for your appeal and enclosing all relevant documentation 
and information that support your appeal.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
EBAC Appeals  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

You shall receive EBAC’s decision within 30 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal unless special 
circumstances require an extension for processing the appeal.  If special circumstances exist, 
EBAC may take up to an additional 30 days provided you are notified of the extension in writing 
within the initial 30 day period.  

If the EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response that will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; and 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits.  
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More About Reimbursement Accounts 

Reimbursement Account Limitations 
Reimbursement accounts are governed by IRS regulations. When you are deciding on the 
amounts you want to allocate to each account, you should keep in mind these regulations and 
limitations: 

• Once you have decided on your annual contribution amount, you cannot change the amount 
you contribute during the year unless you have an eligible change in status event through 
marriage, divorce, termination of a domestic partnership if the domestic partner was a tax 
dependent, death of a spouse/tax dependent registered domestic partner or child, birth or 
adoption of a child, a gain or loss of your spouse’s/tax dependent registered domestic 
partner’s employment, a change in employment status by you or your spouse/tax dependent 
registered domestic partner, a change of caregivers or a change in the cost for the services of 
a caregiver who is not a relative, or certain other losses of coverage.  
 
If you experience one of the change-in-status events, you may change your contribution 
amount by contacting the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of the status change (60 
days for births or adoptions).  Your change in contributions must be consistent with your 
change in status.  For example, if you add a new dependent, you may increase, but not 
decrease, your annual Health Care Reimbursement Account goal.  See MID-YEAR 
RE-ENROLLMENT/CHANGE IN STATUS EVENTS in the section entitled FLEX PLAN. 

• If you have both a Health Care Reimbursement Account and a Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account, you cannot transfer money between your two accounts. 

• All of the money in your accounts must be used to pay for services received during the period 
for which it was allocated.  Any money left in a Reimbursement Account after all expenses for 
the Plan Year have been submitted is, under tax law, forfeited. You cannot carry unused money 
forward into the next year. The only exception is for reimbursable health related expenses 
incurred during the HCRA grace period.  See GRACE PERIOD under HEALTH CARE REIMBURSEMENT 
ACCOUNT in this section.   

The forfeiture of unused dollars is the reason why it is imperative that you estimate your costs 
carefully before deciding on your Reimbursement Account contributions. 

Deadline for Claim Reimbursements  
Reimbursements for eligible expenses incurred through December 31 can be submitted to the 
processing center up until March 31 of the following year, provided funds have not already been 
exhausted. In accordance with IRS restrictions, any money remaining in the account after March 
31 will be forfeited unless you are eligible to take advantage of the ‘grace period’ for HCRA 
eligible expenses. 

Health Care Reimbursement Account Grace Period 
The Health Care Reimbursement Account has a 2½-month “grace period” for the payment of 
reimbursable expenses.  This means you have the 2½-month period immediately following the 
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calendar year to use-up any unused amounts remaining in your HCRA Account at the end of each 
Plan Year.  The grace period is only available if you are a:  

• Participant in the HCRA with an active HCRA Account on the last day of the Plan Year (i.e., 
December 31st); or  

• Qualified beneficiary with an active HCRA Account through COBRA continuation on the last day 
of the Plan Year (i.e., December 31st).  

Any expenses incurred during the grace period must qualify as an eligible expense.  (See ELIGIBLE 
EXPENSES under HEALTH CARE REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT in this section.)  Eligible expenses incurred 
during the grace period will first be applied to the HCRA Account balance from the prior year and 
then to the HCRA Account balance for the current year. 

Examples:  

Assume you have $300 that was not used during 2007 and you elect to contribute $750 during 
2008.  You incur reimbursable expenses during January 2008 in the amount of $400.  
Reimbursement of $300 will be from your 2007 HCRA Account balance and the remaining $100 
will be from your 2008 HCRA Account. 

Assume the same example but you do not incur a reimbursable expense until April 2008.  In this 
situation, reimbursement will only be made from your 2008 HCRA account.  Your 2007 HCRA 
account balance cannot be used and it is forfeited.  See REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNT LIMITATIONS in this 
section. 

If You Take a Leave of Absence Without Pay 
Health Care Reimbursement Account 
Your pre-tax contributions from your paycheck will stop while you are on an unpaid leave.  You 
will, however, have the option of continuing the same monthly contribution amount on an 
after-tax basis during your leave, or you may cancel your Health Care Reimbursement Account. 
Whether you elect to continue or cancel your contributions, you must complete a Health Care 
Reimbursement Account (HCRA) Election While on Unpaid Leave of Absence form and return it to 
the Benefits Service Center within 15 days of receipt. 

During the First Calendar Year of Your Leave 
If you elect to continue your contributions on an after-tax basis while on your leave, you 
will be billed each month through the end of the current plan year.  Expenses for 
services received during your leave will be eligible for reimbursement.  If you return to 
work in the same year as the one in which your leave began, the same monthly pre-tax 
contributions will resume, unless you elect to change this amount due to an eligible 
change in status. 

Your Health Care Reimbursement Account will be canceled for non-payment if payment 
is not received within 30 days.  Should this occur, expenses incurred in the months in 
which payment is not received will not be eligible for reimbursement. 

If you elect to cancel your contributions while on your leave, expenses for services 
received during your leave will not be eligible for reimbursement.  If you wish to 
reinstate pre-tax contributions upon your return to work in the same year as the one in 
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which your leave began, you must contact the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of 
your return to work.  You may choose one of the following options upon your return to 
work: 

• You may elect to reinstate your original monthly amount, which will have the effect of reducing 
your original goal.  For example:  If you elected $1,200 for the year ($100 per month), and you 
were on a leave of absence for three months, when you reinstate your Health Care 
Reimbursement Account, you would begin making the same monthly contribution of $100; 
however, you would only have $900 available to you for reimbursement if you had not incurred 
any expenses prior to your leave ($1,200 – $300 = $900). 

• You may choose to reinstate your original annual goal.  If you elect this option, your monthly 
contribution amount will be prorated for the remainder of the year.  For example:  If you 
elected $1,200 for the year and went on leave April 1 for three months, the first three months’ 
contributions would be at $100 per month and the remaining six months after returning from 
leave July 1 would be at $150 per month, for a total of $1,200 (3 X $100 = $300, plus 6 X 
$150 = $900; $300 plus $900 = $1,200). 

If you do not contact the Benefits Service Center within 31 days of your return to work, you may 
not elect to contribute to a Health Care Reimbursement Account until the next open enrollment 
period, unless you have an eligible change in status. 

During the Second Calendar Year of Your Leave 
If your leave of absence extends into the following calendar year and you want to make 
contributions during the following year, you must make your election during the open 
enrollment period that precedes the beginning of the new calendar year.  The elections 
you make during open enrollment will determine your HCRA contributions while on leave 
during the new calendar year. 

• If you elected to contribute to a HCRA during open enrollment, you will be sent an election 
form on which you must indicate whether or not you wish to contribute to your HCRA on an 
after-tax basis at the beginning of the new year. 

• If you elect to contribute on an after-tax basis once the new year begins, you will be billed for 
your HCRA contributions on a monthly basis, and expenses for eligible services received while 
on leave will be eligible for reimbursement.  When you return to work later in the year, the 
same monthly contributions will be continued via payroll deduction on a pre-tax basis.  Your 
Health Care Reimbursement Account will be canceled for non-payment if payment is not 
received within 30 days.  Should this occur, expenses incurred in the months in which payment 
is not received will not be eligible for reimbursement.   

• If you decline to contribute on an after-tax basis when the new year begins, expenses for 
eligible services received while on leave will not be eligible for reimbursement.  If you wish to 
contribute to a HCRA upon your return from leave later in the year, you must contact the 
Benefits Service Center within 31 days of your return to work.  
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Dependent Care Reimbursement Account 
Your pre-tax salary contributions and participation will stop while you are on an unpaid leave.  
However, you may continue to submit claims for eligible expenses incurred while you were 
participating in the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account, until your balance is exhausted.  
The same monthly contributions will automatically resume the month following your return to 
work — provided you return in the same year as the one in which your leave began — unless you 
changed your monthly contributions due to an eligible change in status event. 

Change in Status Events While on Leave 
If you have a change in status event while on an unpaid leave, you may elect to change 
the amount of contributions to your reimbursement account(s), provided the change is 
consistent with your change in status, by contacting the Benefits Service Center within 
31 days of the change. 

When recalculating your new contribution goal, you should calculate your monthly 
contributions based on the number of months remaining in the year after you return to 
work. 

If You Are on Long-Term Disability or Workers’ 
Compensation 
If you are on Long-Term Disability (LTD), during the annual open enrollment period you may not 
elect to contribute to a Health Care Reimbursement Account.  If you are on Workers’ 
Compensation, during the annual open enrollment period you may not elect to contribute to a 
Health Care Reimbursement Account unless you are also on an FMLA leave (see LEAVES OF 
ABSENCE in the TIME OFF section for a description of FMLA leaves).  To continue your Health Care 
Reimbursement Account contributions while on Workers’ Compensation, you must contact the 
Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  

If You Retire or Leave the Company 
Monthly contributions to the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account will stop at the 
earlier of the end of the month in which you leave the Company, die or the end of the 
month prior to your retirement.   

You may continue your Health Care Reimbursement Account contributions until the end 
of the current year on an after-tax basis if participation is continued through COBRA (see 
the section entitled COBRA AND CONVERSION TO AN INDIVIDUAL MEDICAL POLICY).  However, if 
participation is not continued through COBRA, contributions will stop at the earlier of the 
end of the month in which you leave the Company or the end of the month prior to your 
retirement.  You may not contribute to a Health Care Reimbursement Account through 
COBRA in the year following your termination or retirement.  However, if you elect 
COBRA and are a Qualified Beneficiary on December 31st, you may submit claims for 
expenses incurred during the HCRA grace period.

You can submit claims for reimbursement from either account for eligible expenses for 
services received during the months you were employed by the Company and made 
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contributions to your account.  Claims can be submitted to the processing center until 
March 31 of the following year.  In accordance with IRS regulations, any money 
remaining in the account after March 31 will be forfeited.  

For more information, please contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363, for 
more information. 

Questions About Claims for Reimbursement 
You should refer any questions about your claims for reimbursement to Ceridian FSA Services at 
the following address and/or call 1-800-799-8820. 

Ceridian Flexible Spending Account Service 
P.O. Box 534055 
St. Petersburg, FA 33747-4055

ERISA Information 

Summary 
 As a participant in the Health Care Reimbursement Account described in this Handbook, you are 
entitled to certain rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 
1974 (ERISA). The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Dependent Care Reimbursement Account is 
not a welfare plan under ERISA and therefore the information included under this ERISA 
Information topic does not apply to the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account.  

Your Rights Under ERISA 
ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

• Continue health care reimbursement account coverage for yourself, spouse /domestic partner 
or dependents if there is a loss of coverage under the Plan as a result of a qualifying event 
under COBRA.  You or your dependents may have to pay for such coverage.  You may also 
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review this summary plan description and the documents governing the Plan on the rules 
governing your COBRA continuation coverage rights. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 
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Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan is sponsored by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

EMPLOYER 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the Plan 
sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc. 
 

PLAN NAME: The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan 
 

PLAN NUMBER: 526  
(Health Care Reimbursement Account Plan only)   
 

PLAN TYPE Health Care Expense Reimbursement 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN 
ADMINISTRATORS 

The Plan Administrators for the Plan is:  
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation  
c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

PLAN TRUSTEE, 
INSURANCE ISSUER 
AND/OR THIRD 
PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Third Party Claims Administrator for the Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan and the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account 
Plan: 

Ceridian FSA Service 
P.O. Box 534134 
St. Petersburg, FL 33747-4055 
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DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has the oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, and 
making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions that may 
be necessary for administration of the Plans.  The Plan Administrator 
has the discretionary authority to interpret, construe, and define the 
terms of the Plan.  
 

AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable claims 
and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the ERISA Plan 
Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

OTHER 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories: 
welfare plans and pension plans. 

Your Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care 
Reimbursement Account Plan is a “welfare” plan. 
 

FUNDING The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement 
Account Plan: 

The administrative expenses are paid by the Company from 
general assets and at the Company’s discretion by application of 
forfeited account balances. 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account Plan: 

The administrative expenses are paid by the Company from 
general assets and at the Company’s discretion but application of 
forfeited account balances.   
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Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Health Care Reimbursement Account Plan or 
the termination of the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date 
the Plan was changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or 
benefit coverage, or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such 
change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice. The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or 
insolvent, or upon complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision 
by a successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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COBRA and Conversion to an 
Individual Medical Policy 

Summary 
If your Company25-sponsored health care coverage ends, you and your covered dependents may 
be eligible for continued benefit coverage through COBRA. In addition, you may be able to convert 
your medical plan coverage to an individual medical plan policy.  You also have the option to 
contact an independent insurance broker to obtain individual medical coverage.  

You or your dependents may need to provide a subsequent employer or health plan with proof 
that you previously had coverage under the Company-sponsored health plans.  This proof may 
allow you to avoid or reduce a preexisting condition exclusion period under another plan or 
otherwise help you enroll in another plan.  When you or your dependents lose medical coverage 
under a Company-sponsored health plan, your medical provider will send you a “certificate of 
creditable coverage” showing proof of your prior health coverage. This certificate will state the 
period of time you and your dependents were covered under the Company-sponsored health plan, 
including coverage through COBRA, and a statement about your rights under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”).  Please keep the “Certificate of Creditable Coverage” 
with your personal records.   

You or your dependents may request a Certificate of Creditable Coverage while you are enrolled in 
a Company-sponsored health plan or within 24 months after your coverage ends by contacting 
your medical provider. 

COBRA Coverage 
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), a federal law, allows you and/or 
your covered eligible dependents to continue participation in the Company-sponsored group 
health plans (including the Company-sponsored medical, dental, vision, prescription drug, mental 
health and alcohol and drug care plans, the Health Care Reimbursement Account, and the 
Employee Assistance Program) beyond the normal period if you have lost these coverages 
because of the occurrence of one of the qualifying events described under ELIGIBILITY in this 
section. Medical plan options are based on the qualified beneficiary’s residence ZIP code.  
Obtaining coverage through COBRA is at your own cost and may continue for a period of up to 
either 18 or 36 months, depending on the event. If you elect continued coverage through COBRA, 

                                                      
25 Throughout this section of the Handbook, unless otherwise noted, reference to the 

“Company” includes Pacific Gas and Electric Company, PG&E Corporation, PG&E 
Corporation Support Services, Inc., and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc., and any 
affiliate organization who has elected to participate in the Plan and whose participation has 
been approved by the Plan Sponsor. 
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benefits will be identical to your current coverage; any subsequent changes in the plans for active 
employees will also apply to you.  Also see EXTENSION OF COVERAGE THROUGH CAL-COBRA in this 
section. 

There are very specific timelines and enrollment requirements that must be followed in order to 
obtain COBRA continuation coverage. It is important that you and your covered eligible 
dependents read all the information that is provided regarding COBRA continuation coverage.  If 
you or your dependents have questions about COBRA coverage, you and your dependents are 
encouraged to call Ceridian Benefits Services at 1-800-877-7994. 

Eligibility 
You and your covered dependents who meet the definition of a “qualified beneficiary” (see 
DEFINITION OF A QUALIFIED BENEFICIARY in this section) may be eligible for continued health care 
coverage through COBRA if a “qualifying event” occurs as explained here. Each individual who 
meets the definition of a qualified beneficiary is entitled to make separate elections regarding 
continued coverage through COBRA. 

You and your covered dependents who are qualified beneficiaries have the option to continue 
coverage for up to 18 months, calculated from the loss of coverage date, by paying the required 
premiums from the date on which coverage would otherwise end, if one of the following 
qualifying events occurs: 

• your employment with the Company terminates for any reason (including voluntary resignation 
or retirement) other than gross misconduct; 

• your Company-sponsored group health coverage would otherwise end due to a reduction in 
your work hours; or 

• your employment with the Company terminates during or at the end of an approved leave of 
absence from the Company (including personal or medical leaves of absence, military leaves 
and leaves that qualify under the California Family Rights Act of 1991 and the federal Family 
and Medical Leave Act); or 

• you go from full-time to part-time employment. 

Your covered dependents who are qualified beneficiaries have the option to continue coverage for 
up to a total of 36 months, calculated from the initial loss of coverage date, by paying the 
required premiums from the date on which coverage would otherwise end, if one of the following 
qualifying events occurs: 

• you die while being covered as a plan participant (your eligible covered dependents have a 
choice of continuing their coverage under COBRA or under the Survivor Medical Benefits 
offered by Pacific Gas and Electric Company for surviving dependents of Company employees 
— see SURVIVOR MEDICAL BENEFITS under MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS in the HEALTH 
CARE BENEFITS section of the Handbook); 

• you and your spouse become divorced or legally separated; or 

• your dependent child no longer qualifies as an eligible dependent under the 
Company-sponsored plans. 
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Please note that if one of the 36-month qualifying events occurs while you and your dependents 
are covered on an 18-month COBRA continuation period, your spouse and/or eligible dependent 
children who are qualified beneficiaries may elect to continue coverage under COBRA for up to 36 
months from the date of the first qualifying event, the date you first lose coverage. (Note:  even if 
you do not elect COBRA continuation coverage, your spouse and covered dependents who elected 
COBRA may still be eligible for a second qualifying event.) 

Domestic Partners — Registered domestic partners and their children are not covered by COBRA. 
However, the Company extends the same type of coverage rights to registered domestic partners 
and their children which it would extend to qualified beneficiaries under COBRA. Qualifying events 
to obtain this COBRA-like coverage are the same as those for spouses under COBRA, including the 
dissolution of a registered domestic partnership, and are also administered by Ceridian Benefit 
Services. 

Additional Event 
Sometimes, filing a proceeding in bankruptcy under Title 11 of the United States Code can be a 
qualifying event. If a proceeding in bankruptcy is filed with respect to the company from which the 
individual retired, and that bankruptcy results in the loss of coverage of any retired employee 
covered under the group health care plans within certain time periods, the retired employee will 
become a qualified beneficiary with respect to the bankruptcy. The retired employee’s spouse or 
domestic partner, surviving spouse or domestic partner, and dependent children and children of 
your domestic partner will also become qualified beneficiaries if bankruptcy results in the loss of 
their group health care coverage. 

Important: 

Qualified dependents must be covered under your plan at the time of the actual qualifying 
event. Dependents who are dropped during the open enrollment process may not qualify for 
continued coverage under COBRA since COBRA rights are only triggered by certain qualifying 
events which occur while the individual is enrolled under the Company-sponsored plans.  In 
addition, you must notify the Benefits Service Center of the qualifying event within a specific 
time frame.  If you drop a dependent during the open enrollment period and believe your 
dependent is eligible for COBRA due to a qualifying event which has occurred, please contact 
the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP 
(415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  COBRA rights may be jeopardized if contact 
with the Benefits Service Center is not made within the later of 60 days of the qualifying event 
or 60 days from the date that benefits would terminate under the plan as a result of the 
qualifying event. 

Employees who are considering or in the process of obtaining a divorce or dissolution of a 
domestic partnership should consult with their personal legal advisors before discontinuing 
coverage for their dependents.  If you drop your dependents coverage during open enrollment 
and the divorce or dissolution is finalized at a later date, your dependents may not be able to 
obtain medical coverage through COBRA, although you may continue to be financially 
responsible for your dependent’s medical care.   
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Definition of a Qualified Beneficiary 
A qualified beneficiary is an individual who is enrolled as one of the following under any of the 
Company-sponsored group health plans on the day before a qualifying event occurs: 

• an employee or retiree; 

• the spouse of a covered employee or retiree; or 

• an eligible dependent child of a covered employee or retiree. 

If you have a child born to or adopted by you while you are covered through COBRA, your newborn 
or adopted child will also be considered a qualified beneficiary, as long as you add the child to 
your COBRA coverage within 60 days of birth or adoption. 

Please note:  Qualified beneficiary status is forfeited if an individual declines COBRA coverage 
when he or she is first eligible, even if the individual is later added to your COBRA coverage as a 
covered dependent during an offered COBRA Open Enrollment period. 

How Medicare Entitlement Affects Your COBRA Eligibility 
If you are an employee who becomes entitled to Medicare prior to the date you are eligible to 
elect COBRA as a result of either your termination of employment or a reduction of work hours, 
you are eligible to continue your Company health care coverage for 18 months from the date of 
your termination of employment or reduction in work hours.   Your covered dependents who are 
qualified beneficiaries are eligible to continue coverage for either (1) up to 36 months from the 
date on which you became entitled to Medicare (which was a date prior to the date on which you 
lost health care coverage due to termination of your employment or a reduction in your work 
hours) or (2) up to 18 months from the date on which your employment terminates or you lose 
health care coverage because of a reduction of work hours, whichever period provides longer 
coverage. 

Please note that if you are already covered through COBRA for an 18-month period when you 
become entitled to Medicare, your medical coverage under COBRA will end when you become 
entitled to Medicare, although your dependents may continue coverage until the end of the 
18-month period.  
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Extension of COBRA Coverage Due to Disability 
You and your qualified beneficiaries may elect a special 11-month extension of COBRA coverage 
for a total of up to 29 months from the date of the initial qualifying event, the date you first lose 
coverage, if: 

1. you are already covered through COBRA for an 18-month coverage period; and 

2. you or your qualified beneficiary is disabled as determined by Social Security when: 
 your employment terminates; or 
 your benefits are lost due to a reduction in work hours; or 
 you are still within the first 60 days of your 18-month COBRA continuation period. 

To qualify for this extension, you must notify Ceridian Benefits Services, the third-party COBRA 
administrator, at 1-800-877-7994 within the following time frames: 

1. within 60 days of the date of the Award Notice from the Social Security Administration on 
which Social Security makes a determination that you or your qualified beneficiary is 
disabled; and  

2. before the end of your initial 18-month COBRA coverage period. 

If Social Security makes a determination of disability prior to the date of your termination or 
reduction in work hours which results in the end of your health care coverage, then you must 
notify Ceridian Benefits Services of the disability within 60 days of the date of your qualifying 
event or benefit termination date, whichever is later. You must also notify Ceridian Benefits 
Services) within 30 days of the date on which Social Security determines that you or your 
qualified beneficiary is no longer disabled. 

Extended COBRA coverage for disabilities will end on the earliest of: 

1. the first day of the month after Social Security determines that you or your dependent are no 
longer disabled; or 

2. the date specified under WHEN COBRA COVERAGE ENDS. 

When COBRA Coverage Ends 
In general, your coverage continued through COBRA will remain in force for the periods described 
in this section. However, COBRA coverage will end before the maximum time periods if: 

• you fail to pay the required premium when due (failure to meet COBRA’s payment deadline — 
even by a day — will end your COBRA coverage and you will not be able to re-enroll); 

• you or your dependents become entitled to Medicare (Medicare entitlement terminates all 
coverage only for the individual covered by Medicare);  

• you obtain other group health coverage and the other group health coverage does not impose 
a preexisting condition exclusion which applies to a preexisting condition that you have;  

• your dependent obtains other group health coverage and the other health plan coverage does 
not impose a preexisting condition exclusion which applies to a preexisting condition that your 
dependent has;  
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• your or your dependent’s coverage is terminated for cause, such as submitting false claims;  

• the Company-sponsored group health care plans are terminated. 

Note:  You must notify Ceridian Benefits Services at 1-800-877-7994 if you become covered by 
another group health plan. 

Enrollment in the Health Care Reimbursement Account will terminate at the end of the year in 
which your COBRA began.  Please refer to MORE ABOUT REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS in the section 
entitled REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS for further details. 

Cost of COBRA Continuation Coverage 
You and your dependents must pay the cost of COBRA coverage during an 18- or 36-month 
COBRA period, if you elect coverage. You will pay 100% of the full premium, plus a 2% 
administrative charge, for each plan you elect to continue (medical, dental, vision, prescription 
drug, mental health and substance abuse, Health Care Reimbursement Account, and/or the 
Employee Assistance Program).  

The cost of COBRA coverage during the 19th through the 29th month of a disability extension will 
be 150% of the full premium for each month, plus a 2% administrative charge. 

You must pay for COBRA coverage on a monthly basis. You must make your first payment within 
45 days after the date on which you elect COBRA coverage. The first payment will include the cost 
of coverage retroactive to the first day of the month immediately after the date on which your 
Company-sponsored coverage would otherwise end. Subsequent premiums are due the first day 
of each month, however a grace period of 30 days will be provided.  Payments must be made by 
the grace date. Please note that claims will not be paid until after you have made all COBRA 
payments that are due through the date on which the health care expense was incurred. 

How to Obtain COBRA Continuation Coverage 
If you get divorced or legally separated, dissolve a domestic partnership, or if your dependent 
child no longer qualifies as an eligible dependent under the plans, you must call the Benefits 
Service Center within 31 days of any eligible change in status event (60 days for births and 
adoptions).  To request COBRA enrollment materials, you must call within 60 days of the 
occurrence of the COBRA-qualifying event or the last day of eligible coverage—whichever occurs 
last. A Benefits Service Center representative will provide you with a COBRA Notification 
Confirmation Number that you should retain until you have received your COBRA enrollment 
materials. This number will serve as confirmation that you provided timely notification as required 
by Pacific Gas and Electric policy. 

If you die or lose health coverage, the Benefits Service Center will automatically provide you or 
your dependents with COBRA enrollment materials. 

Dependents who are dropped during the Open Enrollment process may not qualify for continued 
coverage under COBRA, since these rights are only triggered by certain qualifying events and 
specific notification to the company.  If you are dropping a dependent during the Open Enrollment 
period and are unsure whether or not the dependent is eligible for COBRA due to a qualifying 
event, please contact the Benefits Service Center.  
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The required COBRA forms must be completed and returned to Ceridian Benefits Services within 
60 days from the date on which coverage would otherwise end or from the date on which the 
election forms are sent by Ceridian Benefits Services, whichever is later. If you or your eligible 
dependents do not file the COBRA election forms within this 60-day period, COBRA rights will be 
forfeited and your group health coverage will end effective the last day of the month in which the 
qualifying event occurred.   

If you need to report the occurrence of a qualifying event or if you have any questions about 
whether or not a dependent is eligible for COBRA continuation coverage, contact the Benefits 
Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) 
or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  

To obtain complete details of the terms and conditions of continued coverage through COBRA or 
to request the required COBRA forms to elect COBRA coverage, contact Ceridian Benefits Services 
at 1-800-877-7994. 

Review of COBRA Determination of Ineligibility 
If you believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be entitled due to eligibility for or 
enrollment in COBRA, you may request a review by Ceridian Benefits Services (CobraServ), the 
third-party Claim Administrator at: 

Ceridian Benefit Services 
COBRA Compliance Department 
3201 34th Street South 
St. Petersburg, FL 33711-3828 

Appeals  
If you are not satisfied with the results of Ceridian’s review, you may formally appeal in writing to 
the Plan Administrator.   

You have 90 days from the date on which you receive a determination from Ceridian to write to 
the Benefits Department and indicate that you are appealing Ceridian’s decision.  You should 
include all relevant information in your appeal.  To expedite processing, you should also include a 
HIPAA AUTHORIZATION FOR USE AND/OR DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
form.  You can access a copy online from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms 
section of the PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

The Benefits Department will review your appeal and will make a decision within 60 days of the 
date on which the appeal is received (non-receipt of the HIPAA Authorization may delay your 
appeal).  There may be special circumstances where an extension of up to 90 days may be 
required.  You will be notified if the Benefits Department determines that an extension is 
necessary. 
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If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will receive a written response that will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) that apply to the denial; and 

• an explanation of additional appeals procedures. 

You may then have your appeal reviewed by the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  
You must submit a new appeal in writing stating the reason(s) for your appeal and enclosing all 
relevant documentation and information that support your appeal.  Unless there are special 
circumstances where an extension of up to an additional 90 days may be required, you shall 
receive EBAC’s decision within 90 days of EBAC’s receipt of the appeal.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits;  

• an explanation of any voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Plan and your right to obtain 
information about such procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

Extension of COBRA Coverage through Cal-COBRA 
For those qualified individuals who, on or after January 1, 2003, had a COBRA-qualifying event 
that allowed for 18 months of continuation coverage in their HMO under federal law, California 
law (Cal-COBRA) allows an additional 18 months of continuation coverage through your HMO 
upon the exhaustion of your federal COBRA coverage. Additionally, Cal-COBRA allows those who 
exhaust their 36 months of COBRA continuation coverage to apply for a HIPAA Guaranteed Issue 
individual plan. To obtain these extended coverages through Cal-COBRA, you must send a written 
request to your HMO within the HMO’s specified timeframe. For application materials, cost or 
additional information, contact your HMO at least 60 days before your current COBRA coverage 
terminates. The cost and coverage of any HIPAA Guaranteed Issue individual plan may vary 
considerably from your COBRA plan. 

If you are an Anthem Blue Cross member and your COBRA coverage is ending, you may also 
contact Anthem Blue Cross to request coverage under a HIPAA Guaranteed Issue Plan. Contact 
Anthem Blue Cross at least 60 days before your COBRA coverage ends. The cost and coverage of 
any HIPAA Guaranteed Issue individual plan may vary considerably from your COBRA plan. 
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Conversion to an Individual Medical Policy 
You may be eligible to convert (change) your group medical plan coverage to an individual 
insurance policy, at your own expense. This is called the conversion privilege. The cost and 
benefits provided under the converted medical policy, however, are different than those provided 
by your Pacific Gas and Electric Company-sponsored medical plan. 

Ordinarily, you have 31 days from the date on which your Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company-sponsored medical coverage ends to apply for a converted policy and pay the first 
premium. However, if you opt to continue your medical coverage under COBRA as explained 
under COVERAGE THROUGH COBRA, you may convert to an individual policy within 31 days of the end 
of the maximum 18-, 29- or 36-month COBRA period. 

The conversion privilege may also be available to your covered eligible dependents in the 
following instances: 

• when your dependent child no longer qualifies as an eligible dependent under the Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company-sponsored plans; 

• when you and your spouse become divorced or legally separated; 

• when you and your registered domestic partner no longer meet the domestic partnership 
criteria or end your domestic partnership; or 

• when you die and your surviving spouse/registered domestic partner and/or dependent 
child(ren) were covered before your death, and they do not continue medical plan coverage 
through the Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Survivor Medical Benefits nor do they elect to 
continue their group coverage under COBRA, as explained under COVERAGE THROUGH COBRA. 

Just as with continuing your coverage through COBRA, you do not have to show that you are 
insurable to exercise the conversion privilege. It is important to note, however, that the individual 
policy offered by your medical plan carrier through the conversion privilege may provide different 
benefit coverage than that which you had under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company-sponsored 
medical plan or that which you would be able to continue through COBRA, if eligible. The cost of a 
converted medical policy may also be considerably higher than that which you would pay to 
continue the Pacific Gas and Electric Company-sponsored coverage through COBRA. Thus, you 
may also want to consider other alternatives which may be available to you. 

Please check with Anthem Blue Cross or your HMO, as appropriate, to learn more about 
conversion rights, benefits coverage and cost.  You also have the option to contact an 
independent insurance broker or the provider to obtain individual medical coverage. 

The dental, vision and prescription drug plans, the Mental Health, Alcohol and Drug Care Program, 
the Health Care Reimbursement Account, and the Employee Assistance Program do not offer 
conversion to individual policies. 
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Time Off 
Summary 
Each year, you are able to earn paid vacation or Paid Time Off (PTO).  In addition, the Company26 
observes ten paid holidays, and you receive three floating holidays. 

Employees of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, and PG&E Corporation 
Support Services II, Inc. do not participate in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Vacation.  If 
you are a PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation 
Support Services II, Inc., employee, you participate in the PG&E Corporation Paid-Time Off (PTO) 
program.  Information about PG&E Corporation PTO is also included in this section of the 
Handbook. 

Other types of time off policies are also described in this section, including time off for: 

• Jury Duty 

• Funerals 

• Adoption 

• Voting 

• Family School Partnership Act (FSPA) 

• Victims of Domestic Violence Act (VDVA) 

• Victims of Crime Act (VCA) 

• Leaves of Absence 

You are not entitled to Time Off benefits, as described in this section, if you are an intern, a 
contract or agency worker, a hiring hall employee, or a retiree.  However, interns are entitled to 
holidays, if the holiday falls on their regularly-scheduled workday.  Hiring Hall employees may be 
entitled to Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) or California Family Rights Act (CFRA) leave if 
they meet the criteria described in this section under LEAVES OF ABSENCE. 

                                                      
26 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and their 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Vacation Program 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Vacation Program 

Summary 
The Vacation Program described in this section applies to employees of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company and its subsidiary and affiliated companies that participate in the Vacation program.   

If you are an employee of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E 
Corporation Support Services II, Inc., you participate in the PG&E Corporation Paid-Time Off (PTO) 
program.  See PG&E CORPORATION PAID-TIME OFF (PTO) in this section of the Handbook. 

Eligibility 
As a Management or Administrative & Technical employee, you begin earning vacation upon your 
first day of work.   

Earning Vacation 
The amount of vacation you earn is based on your length of service with the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company.  Upon hire, you are eligible to earn vacation up to 80 hours per calendar year.  
Regardless of the month in which you are hired, you will begin earning vacation at the time of 
hire.  

You earn vacation time each pay period.  The vacation awarded in a pay period is calculated by 
multiplying your paid straight time hours by the appropriate vacation accrual rate for your years of 
service.  For Administrative & Technical employees, all paid straight time qualifies for vacation 
accrual; the accrual for management employees is capped at the hours the employee is 
scheduled to work.  Paid straight time includes, but is not limited to, vacation, Vacation Buy, sick 
leave and sick relative leave, paid holidays, training, funeral leave, rest periods, time off with 
permission with pay, Workers’ Compensation of less than 880 cumulative hours in a calendar 
year, unpaid leave of absence of less that 176 cumulative hours in a calendar year, and leaves of 
absence with pay.  

Your accrual rate increases each January 1 of your 4th, 9th, 19th and 29th anniversary year of 
employment, as shown in the following table.  For example:  If your 4th anniversary is during 
2008, your accrual rate beginning January 1, 2008 will be at the 4 – 8 years of service level, 
which is 120 hours per year. 

EARNED ANNUAL VACATION 

IF YOUR SERVICE 
ANNIVERSARY YEAR IS 

NUMBER OF VACATION DAYS 
(HOURS) YOU EARN 

TOTAL MAXIMUM VACATION 
ALLOWANCE 

Up to 1 Year 1-10 days (8 to 80 hours) N/A 
1 - 3 Years 10 days / 80 hours 20 days / 160 hours 
4 - 8 Years 15 days / 120 hours 30 days / 240 hours 
9 - 18 Years 20 days / 160 hours 40 days / 320 hours 
19 - 28 Years 25 days / 200 hours 50 days / 400 hours 
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EARNED ANNUAL VACATION 

IF YOUR SERVICE 
ANNIVERSARY YEAR IS 

NUMBER OF VACATION DAYS 
(HOURS) YOU EARN 

TOTAL MAXIMUM VACATION 
ALLOWANCE 

29 or more Years 30 days / 240 hours 60 days / 480 hours 

Accrued vacation hours are shown as whole hours on each pay statement.  Fractions of hours are 
accumulated and carried over to the next pay period.  When the fractional hours accumulate to 
equal one hour, that hour is awarded and reflected on your pay statement and any new fractional 
hours will be stored and carried over to the next pay period. 

Transfers From or To a Bargaining Unit Position 
If you transfer from a Bargaining Unit position to a non-union-represented position during the 
year, at the time of transfer you will begin earning vacation at the accrual rate for a Management 
or Administrative & Technical position (see the EARNED ANNUAL VACATION table). 

If you return to a Bargaining Unit position during the year, you will begin earning vacation equal to 
the accrual rate for your Bargaining Unit position at the time of transfer. 

Transfers From a Paid-Time Off (PTO) Program To a Vacation Program  
If you transfer from the PTO Program offered to employees of PG&E Corporation, PG&E 
Corporation Support Services, Inc. or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc. to Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company, you will begin earning vacation at the time of transfer at the accrual rate for 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s vacation program described in this section.  Your years of 
service recognized by the PTO program also will be recognized in determining vacation accruals 
provided you transfer directly between the companies with no break in service.  Any unused PTO 
will be transferred and converted to vacation, and unused floating holiday and paid holiday 
balances will be transferred in-kind.  If you have a frozen Sick Leave Bank it will be transferred 
and converted to sick leave.   

Effects of Absence on Vacation Accrual 
Vacation accrues based on paid straight-time hours worked27.  Vacation does not accrue for 
absences due to: 

• Unpaid leave of absence of 176 cumulative hours or more in a calendar year; 

• Severance; 

• Long-Term Disability; or 

• Workers’ Compensation of 880 cumulative hours or more in a calendar year. 

                                                      
27 Including most hours of paid leave such as paid sick or sick relative leave, vacation, paid 

holidays, floating holidays, training, etc., Workers’ Compensation of less than 880 cumulative 
hours in a calendar year, unpaid leaves of absence of less than 176 cumulative hours in a 
calendar year, and leaves of absence with pay. 
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Employees on Alternate Work Schedules 
If you work an alternate work schedule (9/80, 4/10 or 12-hours), your used vacation is recorded 
on an hourly basis and charged against your vacation accrual according to your 
regularly-scheduled workweek. For example, if an employee on a 4/10 work schedule takes 
vacation on a scheduled workday, ten hours of vacation will be recorded for that day. 

Illness While on Vacation 
If you should become sick or disabled while on vacation, you may request that your vacation be 
changed to sick leave for those days you were sick. However, you must submit satisfactory 
medical evidence to your supervisor within ten working days of your return to work. 

Service Anniversary Days 
You receive an additional five service anniversary days (40 hours) in the year in which you 
complete 25 years of service and in each fifth calendar year thereafter. You cannot defer service 
anniversary days to the next year; any service anniversary days not used during the year will be 
forfeited. Thus, you are encouraged to use your service anniversary days in the year in which you 
receive them. 

To qualify for service anniversary days, you must: 

• Be on the active payroll (including paid sick leave, vacation, Workers’ Compensation of less 
than 880 cumulative hours in a calendar year, or leave of absence with pay), and 

• Work in the year that service anniversary days are awarded.   

Your service anniversary days will be available to you in the year in which you meet the service 
requirements provided you have worked one day in that year. 

If you terminate prior to the year in which you would have received service anniversary days, you 
are not eligible for cash payment of prorated service anniversary days. 

Service anniversary days do not apply to your maximum vacation allowance. 

Part-Time Employees 
If you are a part-time employee on January 1 of the year in which you will qualify to receive 
service anniversary days, you are eligible for a portion of the days as follows: 

• You will receive one service anniversary day for each year you worked on a full-time basis 
(including paid sick leave, vacation, Workers’ Compensation of less than 880 cumulative hours 
in a calendar year, and leaves of absence with pay) in the previous five years, and  

• In any year you worked part-time, you will earn 1/12 of one day for every 173.33 hours 
worked. 
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How to Schedule or Defer Your Vacation 
Scheduling Your Vacation 
Vacation must be scheduled in advance, when possible, and approved by your supervisor.  Your 
supervisor will make every effort to accommodate your request but there may be a time when, 
based on work demands, you may be asked to reschedule your vacation plans. 

Management employees may take vacation in half- or full-day increments only. Management 
employees cannot record vacation in less than half-day increments, except to supplement their 
holiday hours if working an alternate work schedule. 

Administrative & Technical employees may take vacation in one-hour increments. 

When Management or Administrative & Technical employees take vacation, service anniversary 
days will be deducted first (if applicable) followed by  current and deferred vacation.  

Deferring Your Vacation 
You are encouraged to take vacation each year in order to maintain your physical and emotional 
health. Nevertheless, there may be times when it is necessary for you to defer some of your 
vacation days to the following year. 

Unused vacation and floating holidays will be automatically deferred; however, the total amount 
of vacation accrual (current and deferred) you may have on record at any time is limited to two 
times your current annual accrual rate.  (For 2006 and 2007 only, this limit was temporarily 
increased to three times your current annual accrual rate.) If, at any time, your deferred and 
current vacation accrual exceeds your total maximum vacation allowance, excess hours will be 
paid out to you each pay period as you earn them until your deferred amount and current vacation 
is below the maximum vacation allowance. (See EXCESS VACATION PAYOUT in this section).  

Service anniversary days (see SERVICE ANNIVERSARY DAYS in this section) cannot be deferred and, 
therefore, will not count towards the maximum vacation allowance in the year awarded. 

To avoid a payout of your vacation, you should make sure that your deferred and current vacation, 
when combined, will not be in excess of your total maximum vacation allowance.  

Work In-Lieu of Vacation 
If you are requested to forego any part of your vacation for the convenience of your employer, you 
will be able to defer the vacation hours which do not exceed the maximum number of hours that 
may be deferred, as described above. 

Excess Vacation Payout 
If your vacation balance exceeds the maximum vacation allowance, you will receive payment of 
any excess vacation during the pay period in which the excess vacation is earned. The excess 
vacation payout will be calculated using your current rate of pay, less tax withholdings.  This will 
continue to happen until your total vacation balance drops below the maximum vacation 
allowance (three times your annual allowance in 2006 & 2007 and two times in 2008 and 
thereafter). 
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Vacation Pay Upon Termination 
If you terminate employment with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (including resignation, 
retirement or death) or are severed, you will be paid any accrued but unused vacation including 
any deferred or service anniversary days.   

Vacation pay is computed at the base rate of pay applicable to your regular position at the time 
you terminate.  For vacation payout purposes, fractional hours will be rounded to the next highest 
full hour. 

Return to Work 
If you terminate and are later re-employed, you do not receive vacation credit for prior service. 
Vacation will be earned in the same manner as for new employees.  
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PG&E Corporation Paid Time Off (PTO) 

Summary 
The Paid Time Off (PTO) program combines vacation and sick time into an annual bank of paid 
days off called PTO Days.  You may draw on your PTO Days for time away from work for any 
reason. 

If you are an employee of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, you participate in the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company Vacation Program.  See PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY VACATION PROGRAM in 
this section of the Handbook. 

Eligibility 
You are eligible for PTO if you are an employee of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support 
Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  If you work fewer than forty (40) 
hours per week, your PTO will be prorated based upon your standard (i.e., regularly scheduled) 
work hours. 

Your years of service will be recognized from your date of hire at any PG&E Corporation affiliated 
company provided you transfer directly from a subsidiary company to PG&E Corporation, PG&E 
Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc., with no break in 
service. 

Earning PTO 
In general, you earn PTO Days based on your length of service.  Regardless of the month in which 
you are hired, you will begin accruing your annual allotment at the time of hire. 

All paid time away from work is treated as PTO Days with the exception of Vacation Buy days, 
holidays, jury/witness duty, bereavement or military leave, short-term disability, long-term 
disability and Workers’ Compensation, unless the terms of the leave of absence specify 
otherwise.  You may request leave without pay for situations in which you would like to maintain a 
balance of PTO Days.  Approval of unpaid leave is at the discretion of your supervisor. 

If you are an active Management employee paid on a monthly basis, you will earn 1/365th of your 
annual PTO allotment for every calendar day.  If you are a part-time, salaried employee, your PTO 
earned will be prorated based on your scheduled Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) percentage – not the 
actual hours you work.  For example, if you are an 80% FTE salaried employee (scheduled to work 
32 hours per week), you will earn 80% of the full-time annual allotment.   

If you are an active Administrative or Technical employee paid on a bi-weekly basis, you will earn 
a portion of your annual allotment of PTO for each straight-time hour paid, including time worked, 
company holiday time and paid time off taken (PTO, Floating Holiday, Vacation Buy). 

The Earned Annual PTO table illustrates the number of PTO hours you may earn per year based on 
the number of years of service you will complete that year. 
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EARNED ANNUAL PTO 

IF YOUR SERVICE 
ANNIVERSARY YEAR IS 

NUMBER OF PTO DAYS 
(HOURS) YOU EARN 

TOTAL MAXIMUM VACATION 
ALLOWANCE 

Up to 1 Year Up to 15 days (120 hours) N/A 
1 - 3 Years 15 days / 120 hours 30 days / 240 hours 
4 - 8 Years 20 days / 160 hours 40 days / 320 hours 
9 - 18 Years 25 days / 200 hours 50 days / 400 hours 
19 - 28 Years 30 days / 240 hours 60 days / 480 hours 

29 or more Years 35 days / 280 hours 70 days / 560 hours 

Service Anniversary “Splash” Award 
You will also receive an additional, one-time “splash” of days for achieving certain years-of-service 
milestones as follows: 

• 5 days (40 hours) in the year of a 25th service anniversary, and  

• 5 days (40 hours) in each 5th calendar year thereafter. 

You must work in the year you qualify for the Service Anniversary “Splash Days” to receive the 
award.  “Splash Days” cannot be carried over to future calendar years; they will be forfeited if not 
used during the anniversary year. 

Part-time employees will receive a prorated “splash” award based on their Full-Time Equivalent 
percentage. 

Transfers Between PG&E Corporation and Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company 
If you transfer from Pacific Gas and Electric Company to PG&E Corporation, your years of service 
will be recognized in determining your annual PTO accrual rate.  Any unused vacation, floating 
holiday and/or in-lieu holiday balances will be transferred.  Your unused sick leave balances will 
be transferred to a Frozen Sick Leave Bank for your use under certain circumstances (see 
COORDINATING PTO DAYS WITH SHORT-TERM DISABILITY AND THE FROZEN SICK LEAVE BANK). 

When you transfer, floating holiday and in-lieu holiday balances will be transferred in-kind, and 
vacation balances will be converted to PTO.   

If you transfer from PG&E Corporation to Pacific Gas and Electric Company, your years of service 
will be recognized in determining your annual vacation rate.  Any unused PTO will be transferred 
and converted to vacation, and unused floating holiday and in-lieu holiday balances will be 
transferred in-kind.  If you have a Frozen Sick Leave Bank, the balance will be transferred and 
converted to sick leave. 
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PG&E Corporation Paid Time Off (PTO) 

Scheduling Time Off 
• While you may not be able to anticipate PTO Days needed for sudden emergencies or 
illnesses, you should schedule time off for relaxation or personal business as far in advance as 
possible. All PTO Day requests are subject to approval by your supervisor based upon operating 
needs.  You can only use PTO Days you have earned. 

• For sudden emergencies or illnesses, you should notify your supervisor or other designated 
staff member of your time off as soon as possible. 

• Management (exempt) employees must use their PTO Days in full-day or half-day increments.  
Time should be recorded as follows: 

 Regular schedule:  Full-day = 8 hours; half-day = 4 hours 
 Part-time schedule:  Full day = hours regularly scheduled for the day; half-day = one-half of 

the regularly scheduled hours for the day, rounded up to the nearest whole hour. 
 9/80 schedule:  Full-day = 9.0 hours; half-day = 5.0 hours 
 4/10 schedule:  Full day = 10.0 hours; half-day = 5.0 hours 

• Administrative & Technical (A&T) employees (non-exempt) may use their PTO Days in one-hour 
increments.   

Coordinating PTO Days with Short-Term Disability and the 
Frozen Sick Leave Bank 
If you are seriously ill or injured, your PTO Days can provide you with enough paid time off to 
transition you to short-term disability.  Under PG&E Corporation’s Short-Term Disability Program 
(STD), you are provided with income replacement equal to 66 2/3% of your base salary (up to a 
maximum weekly benefit of $2,564) beginning on the first day of injury or of a hospital stay or on 
the eighth calendar day of sickness.  For information on PG&E Corporation’s Short-Term Disability 
Program (STD), see DISABILITY PLANS FOR EMPLOYEES OF PG&E CORPORATION in the DISABILITY BENEFITS 
section of this Handbook. 

If you have a balance in the frozen Sick Leave Bank, you may draw on your frozen sick days in 
increments of 2.67 hours to supplement the benefits provided under the STD Program.  The 
combination of the STD Program benefit and the 2.67 hours of time you draw from your frozen 
Sick Leave Bank provides 100% income replacement.  You may also draw on your frozen Sick 
Leave Bank if you have exhausted all of your PTO Days and are out ill.  In this case, you may draw 
up to 5 days (40 hours) from your frozen Sick Leave Bank. 
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Deferring Paid Time Off and Unused In-Lieu of Holidays and 
Floating Holidays 
Your total PTO balance includes both the amount accrued each month (current balance) and the 
amount carried forward from previous years including any unused In-Lieu of Holidays and Floating 
Holidays (deferred balance).   

Unused PTO days, floating holidays and in-lieu of holidays will be deferred automatically to the 
next year; however, the total amount of PTO allowance you may have on record at any time is 
limited to two times your current annual allowance.  The maximum PTO allowance is not prorated 
for part-time employees.  Each pay period, when PTO awards are made, if the addition of the new 
award amount will result in your total PTO balance exceeding your maximum PTO allowance, you 
will automatically be paid out for the excess accrual so that your total PTO allowance does not 
exceed the maximum allowed.  You will not, however, forfeit PTO Days that you have already 
earned.  

Selling Paid Time Off 
You may request to sell up to one-half of your annual allotment of PTO Days once a year between 
February 1 and October 31 as follows:  

YEARS OF SERVICE SELLBACK OF PTO DAYS 
(BASED ON A FULL-TIME SCHEDULE) 

0 – 3 7.5 days (60 hours) 
4 – 8 10.0 days (80 hours) 

9 – 18 12.5 days (100 hours) 
19 – 28 15.0 days (120 hours) 

29 or more 17.5 days (140 hours) 

Payouts will be calculated using your base pay rate in effect on the date the payout request is 
processed and will be included in your next regular pay statement, less applicable tax 
withholdings.  PTO Day payouts are not eligible for employee or employer contributions under the 
PG&E Corporation Retirement Savings Plan. 

You may request to sell some of your PTO Days by completing the PTO Sellback form, available 
from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet.  

PTO Pay Upon Termination 
If you terminate employment with PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates (including 
resignation, retirement or death) or are severed, you will be paid any accrued but unused PTO 
including any deferred or service anniversary hours.  PTO payout is computed using your base rate 
of pay at the time you terminate. 
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Paid Holidays 

Eligibility 
You are eligible to receive holiday pay after completing one day of employment. In general, you 
must be on a “paid” status to be eligible for holiday pay (for example, actively working or on sick 
leave, vacation or PTO, or time off with permission with pay).   

The Company28 recognizes ten public holidays and three floating holidays a year with pay. The ten 
recognized holidays are: 

New Year’s Day------------------------------------------------------January 1 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day ----------------------------------Third Monday in January 

Presidents’ Day------------------------------------------------------Third Monday in February 

Memorial Day --------------------------------------------------------Last Monday in May 

Independence Day ------------------------------------------------July 4 

Labor Day ---------------------------------------------------------------First Monday in September 

Veterans’ Day---------------------------------------------------------November 11 

Thanksgiving Day --------------------------------------------------Fourth Thursday in November 

Friday after Thanksgiving-------------------------------------Friday after Thanksgiving 

Christmas Day -------------------------------------------------------December 25 

Part-time employees are eligible to receive prorated Paid Holiday based on your work schedule.  
For example, if you are scheduled to work 30 hours a week you will receive six hours (75%) of 
Paid Holiday immediately prior to the Company holiday.  If you are regularly scheduled to work 
eight hours on the Company holiday, you must supplement your six hours of Paid Holiday with two 
vacation hours to make your pay whole.  The three floating holidays are to be used on days on 
which employees are scheduled to work. 

Interns are eligible for holidays if the holiday falls on their regularly-scheduled workday.   

                                                      
28 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and their 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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When a Holiday Falls on a Weekend or Non-Workday 
When a holiday falls on a Sunday, it is generally observed on the following Monday. 

If a holiday falls on a non-workday other than Sunday, full-time employees will be allocated eight 
paid holiday hours immediately before the holiday has occurred (PG&E Corporation employees 
receive an “in lieu of” day). These paid holiday hours will be automatically used the next time the 
employee takes a day off. If the paid holiday hours are not used in the current year, they may be 
deferred to the following year.  

Management employees working shifts in 24-hour/seven-day-a-week operations will also be 
allocated eight paid holiday hours.  

If you are a part-time employee, you will receive a prorated Paid Holiday based on your work 
schedule.  These Paid Holidays will be automatically used the next time you take a day off.  If the 
Paid Holidays are not used in the current year, they may be deferred to the following year.   

Work Performed on a Holiday 
Management Employees — If you are required to work on a holiday, and you are not covered by 
the overtime policies for Management employees, you will be allocated 8 hours of Paid Holiday. 
Check with your supervisor to find out if the overtime policy applies to you.  Part-time employees 
will be allocated a prorated paid holiday based on work schedule. 

Administrative & Technical Employees — If you work on a holiday (regardless of whether it is on a 
normal workday or regular day off), you will be paid at the overtime rate for the time worked on 
the holiday. You will also be allocated 8 hours of Paid Holiday.  Part-time employees will be 
allocated a prorated paid holiday based on work schedule. 
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Floating Holidays 
You will automatically be allocated 24 hours of floating holiday time on January 1 of each year in 
which you have worked (including years in which you receive pay while on sick leave, vacation or 
PTO, Workers’ Compensation of less than 880 cumulative hours in a calendar year, unpaid leave 
of absence of less than 176 hours in a calendar year, or a paid leave of absence).  

Unused floating holiday hours will convert to deferred vacation or PTO in January of the following 
calendar year provided that your deferred and current vacation or PTO, when combined, does not 
exceed your total maximum allowance.  For employees who participate in the Vacation Program, 
refer to DEFERRING YOUR VACATION under PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY VACATION PROGRAM.  For 
employees who participate in the PTO program, refer to DEFERRING PAID TIME OFF and UNUSED 
IN-LIEU HOLIDAYS AND FLOATING HOLIDAYS under PG&E CORPORATION PAID TIME OFF (PTO). 

Part-time Employees 
If you are a part-time employee, you may use floating holiday hours on days that you are regularly 
scheduled to work. However, you may only use floating holiday hours for the number of hours you 
are scheduled to work on that day. For example, if you work four hours a day and five days a 
week, you may only use four floating holiday hours, not eight hours. If you work eight hours a day 
and three days a week, in order to receive floating holiday pay, you must take the floating holiday 
on a day you are scheduled to work, and you will receive eight hours of floating holiday pay. 

Unused Floating Holiday Pay Upon Termination 
If you terminate employment with the Company, you will be paid for all unused floating holiday 
hours at your base rate of pay at the time of your termination.    
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Vacation Buy Days 
Under the Vacation Buy Policy, you may buy up to five extra vacation days, called Vacation Buy 
Days (VB Days), when you are first hired or initially eligible and each year during the Open 
Enrollment period.  Employees who are eligible for either the Vacation or PTO program are eligible 
to purchase VB Days.  These VB Days must be purchased with pre-tax salary dollars and in 
eight-hour increments.   

VB Days can be used at any time.  You do not have to use up your vacation or PTO time (current, 
deferred or service anniversary hours) before you use your VB Days.  The use of VB Days is subject 
to supervisory approval and observance of all the regular guidelines for time off.   

The cost of a VB Day when you are first hired or initially eligible: 

• is based on your base salary as of your date of hire or date of initial eligibility, for an eight-hour 
workday, and  

• will not change even if you receive a salary increase during the period between your election to 
purchase and the end of the calendar year. 

The cost to purchase VB Days is spread out evenly over the full months remaining in the 
calendar year with an equal pre-tax salary deduction taken each month (second paycheck of 
each month for A&T employees).   

The cost of a VB Day during Open Enrollment: 

• is based on your September 30 base salary, for an eight-hour workday, in the year you make 
your Open Enrollment elections, and  

• will not change even if you receive a salary increase during the period between your election to 
purchase VB Days and your actual usage of the VB Days. 

The cost to purchase VB Days is spread out over 12 months with an equal pre-tax salary 
deduction taken each month (second paycheck of each month for A&T employees).   

VB Days can be used at any time.  You do not have to use up your vacation or PTO time (current, 
deferred or service anniversary hours) before you use your VB Days.  The use of VB Days is subject 
to supervisory approval and observance of all the regular guidelines for time off.   

Limitations 
VB Days must be taken in four hour increments, and used by December 31.  VB Days cannot be 
deferred.  If you are unable to use your VB Days within the same calendar year, any remaining 
hours will automatically be paid out in your January paycheck of the next year at the same rate at 
which they were purchased. 
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Vacation Buy Days Upon Termination 
If you terminate employment, retire, transfer to a bargaining unit position mid-year or otherwise 
cease to be in a Management or Administrative & Technical position and you: 

• have unused VB Days that have been fully funded, you will be reimbursed for any unused VB 
Days. VB Days will be paid out to you at the same rate of pay at which they were originally 
purchased. 

• have used VB Days that have not been fully funded, you will be responsible for paying the value 
of those unfunded VB Days.  You will be billed for the value of the unfunded VB Days at the 
same rate of pay as their purchase price.  If payment is not made, the balance owed will be 
sent to a collection agency. 
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Other Time Off 

Jury Duty 
The Company29 recognizes jury duty as an important civic duty. You are eligible for time off with 
pay if you have completed six consecutive months of service.  If you are called for jury duty; and 
you are: 

• a full-time employee, you will be granted the necessary time off with pay, or 

• a part-time employee, you will be granted time off with pay for the number of hours you are 
scheduled to work during the basic workday and work week.  

If you have not completed six months of continuous service you may be granted time off without 
pay or you may elect to use your accrued vacation or Paid Time Off (PTO). 

You must: 

• advise your supervisor on the workday following receipt of notice that you are required to 
report for jury duty service and you may be required to provide receipt of such notice to your 
supervisor,  

• report to work on non-court days and may be required to provide updates on the trial 
schedules and court appearances, and  

• return to work if the dismissal from court occurs on your regular workday and the time allows 
you to work two hours or more before the conclusion of your regular work schedule. 

                                                      
29 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and their 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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Funerals 
You may be granted time off with pay, up to a maximum of three days, for the actual time needed 
to attend the funeral of a member of your immediate family. You are eligible for time off with pay 
if you have completed six consecutive months of service.  An “immediate family member” is 
defined as: 

• your spouse or registered domestic partner; 

• your child (including step-children, children of your registered domestic partner, foster children, 
legally adopted children, or children for whom you have been appointed legal guardianship); 

• your parent (including foster parents, step-parents, parents-in-law, or parents of your registered 
domestic partner); 

• your brother or sister (including half- and step-brothers and sisters); 

• your grandparent or grandparent-in-law, or those of your registered domestic partner; 

• your grandchild; 

• your son-in-law or daughter-in-law; 

• your uncle or aunt; or 

• a person who was a member of your immediate household at the time of his or her death. 

You may use vacation, Paid Time Off, floating holiday, or Vacation Buy Days, if applicable, to 
extend your funeral leave beyond the three days provided for above, or request personal time off 
without pay for the time needed. 

You may also request up to one full day off to attend the funeral of any other person to whom you 
may be reasonably deemed to owe respect.  

If you have not completed six months of continuous service you may be granted time off without 
pay or you may elect to use your vacation, Paid Time Off, floating holiday hours or Vacation Buy 
Days, if applicable. 

Adoption 
You may request up to one full day off with pay, if necessary, for court appearances in connection 
with each child adoption proceeding. You are eligible for time off with pay if you have completed 
six consecutive months of service.  If you are a part-time employee, you may be granted time off 
with pay for the number of hours you are scheduled to work on that day.  

If you have not completed six months of continuous service, you may be granted time off without 
pay or you may elect to use your unused accrued vacation or PTO, floating holidays or Vacation 
Buy Days, if applicable. 

The Company also makes available unpaid personal leaves of absence for time off related to the 
adoption, including time for child bonding, and provides an adoption assistance benefit of up to 
$2,000 for each child you adopt to help pay for adoption-related expenses. See PERSONAL LEAVES 
OF ABSENCE under LEAVES OF ABSENCE in this section, and ADOPTION EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM 
in the WORK/LIFE BENEFITS section for more information. 
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Voting 
You are entitled to paid time off for up to two hours to vote in primary and general elections. To 
minimize the disruption to Company operations, you will be allowed to take the time off either at 
the beginning or the end of your workday, whichever takes less time away from your job. 

Family School Partnership Act (FSPA) 
The Family School Partnership Act (FSPA) allows eligible employees to take time off from work to 
participate in school activities for their children who are in grades kindergarten through twelve or 
attending a licensed day care facility.  To be eligible, you must be a parent, guardian or 
grandparent who has custody of a child enrolled in a California public or private school, 
kindergarten through grade twelve, or licensed child day care facility. 

You may take off a maximum of eight hours per month, up to a maximum of 40 hours in a 
calendar year. To accommodate employees who work an alternate work schedule, additional 
hours over the monthly maximum may be allowed.  Part-time employees are allowed prorated 
hours based on their work schedules. 

You must use paid time off (vacation, PTO, floating holidays or Vacation Buy Days) before using 
any unpaid time and must request the time off from your supervisor at least two days in advance. 
The Company may require verification of participation in the school activities. If both parents work 
for the Company, both may take time off provided that appropriate notice is given. 

Victims of Domestic Violence Act (VDVA) 
If you are a victim of domestic violence, you may take paid or unpaid time off under the Victims of 
Domestic Violence Act (VDVA) to seek medical attention, obtain services or psychological 
counseling, or participate in safety planning related to domestic violence.  Paid VDVA time off 
may be charged in hourly increments.   

You must inform your supervisor at least five days in advance of the need to take time off to 
attend to any of the qualifying events under VDVA.  You must also provide qualified certification 
prior to taking time off.   

For unforeseeable qualifying events, you must notify your supervisor at the beginning of a 
workday, or with as much advance notice as possible, of the need to take time off to attend to 
any of the qualifying events under VDVA.  In addition, you must provide qualified certification to 
your supervisor within five days after taking VDVA time off. 

You may elect to use paid sick leave, family sick leave (for care of an eligible family member), 
vacation, PTO, floating holidays, or Vacation Buy Days for eligible VDVA absences. 
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Qualifying Events 
The events that qualify you to take VDVA time off include: 

• seeking medical attention for injuries caused by domestic violence; 

• obtaining services from a domestic violence shelter, program or rape crisis center as a result 
of domestic violence; 

• obtaining psychological counseling related to an experience of domestic violence; or 

• participating in safety planning and taking other actions to increase safety from future 
domestic violence, including temporary or permanent relocation. 

Qualified Certification 
The information that satisfies the qualified certification requirements includes: 

• a police report indicating that you were a victim of domestic violence; 

• a court order protecting or separating you from the perpetrator of an act of domestic violence; 

• other evidence from the court or prosecuting attorney that you appeared in court; or 

• documentation from a medical professional, domestic violence advocate, health care provider 
or counselor that you were undergoing treatment for physical or mental injuries or abuse 
resulting in victimization from an act of domestic violence. 

If applicable, paid or unpaid time off under VDVA may count toward your Family and Medical 
Leave Act (FMLA) and California Family Rights Act (CFRA) entitlement (e.g., time off to seek 
medical attention or psychological counseling if it meets the federal FMLA and state CFRA 
“Serious Health Condition” criteria).  However, VDVA time off does not extend the maximum 
period of leave that you may be entitled to under FMLA and CFRA. 

Victims of Crime Act (VCA) 
If you or your immediate family member is a victim of a violent or serious crime including theft or 
embezzlement, you are eligible for paid or unpaid time off with job protection to appear in court 
as a witness or to attend any judicial proceeding related to that crime under the Victims of Crime 
Act (VCA). 

An “immediate family member” is defined as (for the purposes of this law): 

• your spouse or registered domestic partner; 

• your child (step-children, children of your registered domestic partner, foster children, legally 
adopted children or children whom you have been appointed legal guardian); 

• your brother or sister (including half- and step-brothers and sisters); 

• your parent (including step-mother or step-father); and 

You must inform your supervisor at least five days in advance or as soon as you become aware of 
the need to take time off under VCA, unless the advance notice is not feasible.  You must provide 
qualified certification to your supervisor prior to taking time off.   
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For unforeseeable qualifying events, you must notify your supervisor of the need to take time off 
under VCA at the beginning of a workday, or with as much advance notice as possible.  You must 
provide qualified certification to your supervisor within five days after taking time off. 

You may elect to use vacation, Paid Time Off (PTO), floating holidays or Vacation Buy Days, if 
applicable, for eligible VCA absences.   

Qualified Certification 
You must provide your supervisor with written notification of each scheduled proceeding and/or 
evidence from the court or prosecuting attorney that you or your eligible immediate family 
member appeared in court. 

Leaves of Absence 
The Leave of Absence policy enables you to take unpaid time off for medical reasons, childcare, 
military duty, or other personal situations that are urgent and substantial.  In addition, for certain 
types of leaves of absence, you may be able to elect to use vacation, Paid Time Off (PTO), floating 
holidays or Vacation Buy Days, if applicable.  Because most of our employees reside or work in 
the State of California, this LEAVES OF ABSENCE section refers to California laws, when applicable.  If 
a different state law applies, given an employee’s state of residence or work location, the 
Company will comply with that state’s requirements.  

The following information is a summary only.  You can access more information from the Plans, 
Policies & Forms > Time Off & Leaves of Absence  section of the PG&E HR intranet or by 
contacting the Leave Management Team at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  

Types of Leave 
There are three types of leaves at the Company:  Medical, Personal, and Military. Each type of 
leave has specific provisions regarding the conditions under which it may be granted. In addition, 
each type of leave may affect your benefits, employment status or other issues. 

Some of the leaves are legally-mandated by federal and/or state laws, such as the Family and 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA), the California Family Rights Act (CFRA), the Pregnancy Disability Leave 
Act (PDL), Family Sick Leave (FSL), the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA), and the 
Uniformed Services Employment and Re-Employment Rights Act (USERRA). These leaves carry 
certain restrictions, employee eligibility criteria, limitations and obligations. 

The different types of leaves which may be authorized are listed on the following page. Each type 
of leave is further explained in this section. 
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Medical Leaves of Absence 

• FMLA/CFRA Medical Leave — a paid, or unpaid, leave which is taken due to your own “serious 
health condition,” as defined and provided for by the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) 
and/or the California Family Rights Act (CFRA).  You must exhaust all of your paid sick leave 
prior to taking any unpaid FMLA/CFRA medical leave with the exception of FMLA medical 
leave due to pregnancy disability.   Unpaid FMLA/CRA medical leave runs concurrently with a 
Company Medical Leave of Absence. 

• PDL Medical Leave – a paid, or unpaid, leave which is taken, if medically necessary, for a 
disability on account of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions. 

• Company Medical Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken due to your own illness, injury off 
the job, or pregnancy.  You must have completed six months of continuous service and exhaust 
all of your sick leave prior to applying for a Company Medical Leave, with the exception of a 
Pregnancy Disability Leave (PDL).  

If you are eligible to participate in PG&E Corporation’s Disability programs, you are eligible for 
a Company Medical Leave at the time you qualify to receive benefits under the Disability 
programs. 

Personal Leaves of Absence 

• FMLA/CFRA Family Care Leave — a paid, or unpaid, leave which is taken to care for a spouse 
or registered domestic partner, parent, or child (including the child of a registered domestic 
partner) with a serious health condition; to bond with a newborn child; or for the placement of 
an adopted or foster child, as defined and provided for by the Family and Medical Leave Act 
(FMLA) and/or the California Family Rights Act (CFRA). 

• Company Child Care Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken to bond with a newborn child, or 
for the placement of an adopted or foster child. 

• Educational Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken to pursue education which is related to 
Company needs through an accredited institution. 

• Political Service Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken to pursue certain types of political 
service. 

• Other Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken for any other urgent or substantial personal 
reasons. 

Military Leaves of Absence 

• Military Leave — an unpaid leave which is taken for certain types of military service. 

• Emergency Active Military Leave – a leave with pay supplements that may apply when an 
employee is required to provide emergency military service. 

• Spouses of Deployed Military Personnel— Allows the spouse of a deployed service member to 
take up to 10 days of unpaid leave while the service member is on leave from a military 
deployment. 
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FMLA/CFRA Leave 
Eligibility 
You are eligible for FMLA/CFRA Leave if you meet all of the following criteria: 

• You have worked for the Company for at least 12 months (cumulative); 

• You have worked 1250 hours in the last 12 months; and 

• You have not exhausted the 12 weeks of FMLA/CFRA entitlement in a rolling 12-month period, 
as described under FMLA/CFRA LEAVE ENTITLEMENT in this section. 

A period of absence for military service counts as time worked toward your eligibility for leave 
under FMLA.   

If you are a Hiring Hall employee who has met the above criteria, you are eligible for family and 
medical leave under FMLA/CFRA. 

Entitlement 
Every rolling 12-month period, you may be eligible for up to a total of 12 weeks of FMLA/CFRA 
leave time for the following reasons: 

• For the birth of a child, or to bond with a newborn, newly-adopted, or newly-placed foster child 
(leave must be taken within 12 months of the birth, adoption or foster placement); 

• To care for a spouse, registered domestic partner, parent or child (including the child of a 
registered domestic partner) with a serious health condition; and/or 

• For your own “serious health condition,”30 as defined by the laws. 

When you take time off for any of the FMLA/CFRA reasons listed above (excluding pregnancy), 
the time off is “subtracted” from your 12-week entitlement during that 12-month period. 
Qualifying for an FMLA/CFRA leave is dependent upon how much total FMLA/CFRA leave time 
you have already taken in the last 12 months for any of these combined reasons. 

• If you have not taken any FMLA/CFRA leave time in the last 12 months for bonding with a 
newborn, newly-adopted or newly-placed foster child; the care of a spouse, registered domestic 
partner, parent or child (including the child of a registered domestic partner) with a serious 
health condition; or for your own serious health condition (other than pregnancy), you may 
apply for up to 12 weeks of FMLA/CFRA leave for any of the reasons listed above. 

• If you have taken less than 12 weeks of FMLA/CFRA leave in the last 12 months for any of the 
reasons listed above, you may apply for the balance of your 12-week FMLA/CFRA leave. 

                                                      
30 Under California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA), employees who are disabled 

due to pregnancy are eligible for up to four months of pregnancy disability leave in a 12-
month period, if medically necessary as determined by a physician, regardless of any other 
FMLA/CFRA leave they have already taken during that 12-month period. 
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• If you have already taken your full 12 weeks of FMLA/CFRA leave in the last 12 months, you 
are not entitled under FMLA/CFRA to take further FMLA/CFRA leave for the reasons listed 
above. However, you may be eligible for a medical or personal leave under the 
Company-provided leaves (see MEDICAL LEAVES OF ABSENCE and PERSONAL LEAVES OF ABSENCE). 

• If you take a leave for medical or personal reasons which meet the requirements and 
definitions of FMLA/CFRA, your leave will be counted against your 12-week FMLA/CFRA 
entitlement. 

Medical Leaves of Absence 
You may request an FMLA/CFRA Medical Leave (see below) as provided for by the Family and 
Medical Leave Act and/or California Family Rights Act if you have a “serious health condition,” as 
defined by the laws. Alternatively, a Company Medical Leave of Absence without pay may be 
granted to eligible employees who have completed six continuous months of service and are 
unable to work for more than ten consecutive workdays due to illness or injury off the job.  Unpaid 
FMLA/CFRA medical leave runs concurrently with a Company Medical Leave of Absence.  

You can access more information from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Time Off & Leaves of 
Absence  section of the PG&E HR intranet or by contacting the Leave Management Team at 
Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357).  

FMLA/CFRA Medical Leave 
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the California Family Rights Act (CFRA) require 
employers to grant eligible employees up to 12 weeks of paid or unpaid leave in a rolling 
twelve-month period for specified medical reasons. However, there are certain restrictions, 
employee eligibility criteria and limitations for this type of leave. See FMLA/CFRA LEAVE ELIGIBILITY 
and FMLA/CFRA LEAVE ENTITLEMENT for more information about eligibility and entitlement 
limitations. 

Pursuant to the FMLA and CFRA laws, if you are an eligible employee and you are unable to work 
for more than three consecutive calendar days due to your own “serious health condition,” you 
may take up to 12 weeks of unpaid FMLA/CFRA leave in a rolling 12-month period. If the leave is 
taken due to pregnancy disability, you are entitled to up to four months of medical leave while 
disabled due to pregnancy, pursuant to California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act. This 
four-month leave is separate from any child care leave which is available pursuant to the FMLA or 
CFRA laws and/or Company leave policies.   

A Request for Leave of Absence form and Health Care Provider Certification must be submitted 
for approval. Thirty days’ written advance notice is required when the leave is “foreseeable.”  

The Company may require a second and third opinion for recertification of your own serious 
health condition. When released to return to work, you may generally return to your former or an 
equivalent position and work location. 
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Pregnancy Disability Leave (PDL) 
The Pregnancy Disability Leave Act requires the Company to provide employees up to four months 
or 88 work days of paid or unpaid, job-protected leave, if medically necessary, for a disability on 
account of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions. Medical certification of disability 
is required.  You may elect to substitute any available paid sick leave, vacation, floating holidays 
or Vacation Buy Days (PTO for employees of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support 
Services, Inc., and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.).  If no paid time off is available, you 
must apply for unpaid Company Medical Leave. 

A Request for Leave of Absence form and Health Care Provider Certification must be submitted 
for approval. Thirty days’ written advance notice is required when the leave is “foreseeable.” 

PDL runs concurrently with FMLA for pregnancy related disability or consecutively with 
FMLA/CFRA for child-bonding purposes, if you remain disabled due to pregnancy and have not 
exhausted your FMLA/CFRA entitlement.  When released to return to work, you may generally 
return to your former or an equivalent position and work location. 

Company Medical Leave 
After completing six months of continuous service, you may be eligible for a Company Medical 
Leave.  For a Company Medical Leave which is not an FMLA/CFRA leave, a physician’s statement 
defining the medical situation and the estimated length of disability is required on the Request 
for Leave of Absence form.  You must exhaust all of your sick leave prior to applying for a 
Company Medical Leave, with the exception of a Pregnancy Disability Leave.   

If you are eligible to participate in PG&E Corporation’s Disability programs, you are eligible for a 
Company Medical Leave at the time you qualify to receive benefits under the Disability programs. 

The leave ends when you are released to return to work or qualify for Long-Term Disability 
benefits. The maximum length of a medical leave, including extensions, is one year in 
combination with all other leaves, excluding a military leave or an educational leave. 

You may be required to be examined by a panel physician prior to your return to work. When 
released to return to work, you may generally return to your former or an equivalent position and 
work location. 

The Request for Leave of Absence form and Health Care Provider Certification must be submitted 
to the Leave Management Team for approval. 
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Personal Leaves of Absence 
FMLA/CFRA Family Care Leave 
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the California Family Rights Act (CFRA) require 
employers to grant eligible employees up to 12 weeks of paid or unpaid leave each year for 
specified family-related reasons. However, there are certain restrictions, employee eligibility 
criteria and limitations for this type of leave.  You can access more information from the Plans, 
Policies & Forms > Time Off & Leaves of Absence  section of the PG&E HR intranet or by 
contacting the Leave Management Team at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357).  

The two types of FMLA/CFRA Family Care Leave are described below. See FMLA/CFRA LEAVE 
ELIGIBILITY and FMLA/CFRA LEAVE ENTITLEMENT for more information about eligibility and 
entitlement limitations. 

Leave to Bond with a Newborn, Newly-Adopted or Newly-Placed Foster Child 
If you need time off to bond with a newborn child, a newly-adopted child or a newly-placed foster 
child (including the newborn child, a newly-adopted child or a newly-placed foster child of a 
registered domestic partner), you may request up to 12 weeks of paid or unpaid FMLA/CFRA 
leave, to be completed within one year of the child’s birth, adoption or foster placement.  You may 
take leave intermittently or a reduced leave schedule for the birth, adoption, or foster placement 
of a child, if agreed to by your supervisor. A return to your former or equivalent position and 
location is generally guaranteed. 

Leave to Care for a Spouse, Registered Domestic Partner, Parent or Child with a Serious 
Health Condition 
If you need time off to care for a spouse, registered domestic partner, parent or child (including 
the child of a registered domestic partner) with a serious health condition, you may be eligible to 
take up to 12 weeks of paid or unpaid FMLA/CFRA leave in a 12-month period. Appropriate 
medical certification must be provided. A return to your former or equivalent position and work 
location is generally guaranteed. 

Company Child Care Leave 
Under the Company’s policy, once you have completed six months of continuous service, you may 
request a Company Child Care Leave for up to six consecutive months if you need time off to bond 
with a newborn child, a newly-adopted child, or a newly-placed foster child (including the newborn 
child, a newly-adopted child or a newly-placed foster child of a registered domestic partner).  This 
leave must be taken and completed within three years following the birth, adoption or foster 
placement of your child, with a return to your former or equivalent position and work location 
generally guaranteed. If you extend your Company Child Care Leave beyond six consecutive 
months, you may return to work provided a vacancy in your position and headquarters, or a lower 
position  in your headquarters exists. If a vacancy of this kind does not exist, then your 
employment with the Company will be terminated. If you take a Company Child Care Leave while 
you still have a remaining entitlement to FMLA/CFRA leave, the first part of your leave will be 
counted against your FMLA/CFRA entitlement, until your entitlement is exhausted. 
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Educational Leave 
After completing six months of continuous service, you may request an unpaid leave for 
educational pursuits related to Company needs through an accredited institution. 

The approval of the leave is based on the merit of the request, your length of service and your 
performance. The Company may refuse to grant the leave if the request would cause undue 
hardship to the Company’s operation.  

The leave, if approved, is issued for the estimated time needed. The maximum length of the leave 
is 24 months. Your previous position (or equivalent) is guaranteed only if you return to work within 
six weeks of the date on which the leave began. 

You may work part-time outside of the Company while you are on an educational leave. During 
holiday and vacation breaks, you may return to work at the Company. 

Political Service Leave  
After completing six months of continuous service, you may request a political service leave under 
the following circumstances:  

1. if you are elected or appointed to a political or non-political position with a governmental 
agency which requires full-time participation, or 

2. if you engage in a political campaign on a full-time basis. 

The approval of the leave is based on the merit of the request, your length of service and your 
performance. The Company may refuse to grant the leave if the request would cause undue 
hardship to the Company’s operation. 

The leave, if approved, is issued for the estimated time needed. The maximum length of the leave 
is 12 months.  Your previous position (or equivalent) is guaranteed only if you return to work 
within six weeks of the date on which the leave began. 

Other Personal Leave 
After completing six months of continuous service, you may request a leave for up to 12 months if 
you have any other urgent or substantial personal reasons not already discussed in this section. 
Return to your previous position (or equivalent) is guaranteed only if you return to work within six 
weeks of the date on which your leave began. 

The approval of the leave is based on the merit of the request, your length of service, your 
performance, and the Company’s business needs.  The Company may refuse to grant the leave if 
the request would cause undue hardship to the Company’s operation. 
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Military Leave of Absence 
A Military Leave of Absence will be granted to eligible employees for up to five years for service in 
the uniformed services, which includes duty on a voluntary or involuntary basis. 

Duty means: 

• active duty; 

• active duty for training; 

• initial active duty for training; 

• inactive duty training; 

• full-time National Guard duty; or 

• time needed for examination to determine fitness for duty. 

Uniformed services means: 

• the Armed Services; 

• the Army National Guard when engaged in active duty training; 

• the Air National Guard when engaged in active duty training; 

• full-time National Guard duty; 

• the commissioned corps of the Public Health Service; or 

• any other category of persons designated by the President in times of war or emergency. 

Advance verbal and/or written notice to your supervisor, including a copy of the orders, is 
required. 

If you have completed at least six months of continuous service, you will receive a pay 
supplement for up to 17 workdays per year for reserve and active duty.  To receive a pay 
supplement, you must provide a copy of the military statement of earnings and certified expense 
statement related to the annual training to the Payroll Department within one month of your 
return to work.  If you have not completed six months of continuous service and you are 
participating in reserve training, you may take time off without pay. 

Re-Employment Rights 
If you receive an honorable discharge from a uniformed service, you are entitled to 
re-employment rights and benefits provided that: 

• advance written or verbal notice is given to the Company; 

• cumulative length of all military service leave from the Company does not exceed five years; 
and 

• documentation and timing requirements are met. 

Contact the Leave Management Team for more information regarding your re-employment rights 
after a Military Leave of Absence. 
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Emergency Active Military Leave of Absence 
The Emergency Active Military Leave policy was enacted to reduce the adverse financial impact 
on employees activated for military duty in the time of a national emergency.  The policy allows 
regular status employees to receive pay supplements that are equivalent to their base pay minus 
taxable wages received from the military and extended medical, dental and vision coverage for 
themselves and their eligible dependents.  The policy was implemented for employees required to 
provide military service under the terms of Executive Order 13223 of September 14, 2001, 
Declaration of National Emergency by Reason of Certain Terrorist Attacks (and its amendments).  

Spouses of Deployed Military Personnel 
A leave policy for employees who are spouses of deployed military personnel was enacted by the 
California State Legislature in 2007 as a provision of the Military and Veterans Code.  The policy 
allows the spouse of a deployed military member to take up to 10 days of unpaid leave while the 
service member is on leave from a military deployment.  The military member must be deployed 
as a result of a military conflict.   

A military member means a member of: 

• the Armed Forces of the United States, 

• the National Guard, or  

• the Reserves. 

PG&E is extending this policy to employees who are registered domestic partners of deployed 
military members. 

To qualify for this leave, you must work at least a 20-hour per week schedule.  Your leave must be 
taken concurrently with the leave of the service member. You must notify your supervisor of your 
intent to take this leave within two days of receiving official notice of your military spouse/ 
domestic partner’s leave and must submit written documentation of their leave orders.   
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Benefit Coverages While on Leave 
The chart below summarizes how your benefits are affected while you are on an unpaid leave of 
absence. 

BENEFIT COVERAGE FOR EACH LEAVE TYPE 
EMPLOYEE 
BENEFITS MEDICAL PERSONAL MILITARY 

MEDICAL PLAN 
(including 
prescription 
drug, mental 
health, and 
substance 
abuse benefits) 

Continues up to 12 
months. 

Continues for first 3 
calendar months, after 
which employee must 
pay full premium to 
continue coverage. 

Continues for first 3 
calendar months, after 
which employee must 
pay full premium to 
continue coverage. 
May continue for 21 
months (total of 24 
months). 

Emergency Military:  
Continues for duration 
of leave 

DENTAL PLAN Continues for duration of leave. Continues for 24 months. 
Emergency Military:  

Continues for duration 
of leave 

VISION PLAN Continues for duration of leave. Continue for 24 months. 
Emergency Military:  

Continues for duration 
of leave 

GROUP LIFE 
INSURANCE & 
LTD 

Continues.  Missed premiums will be 
recovered via payroll deductions. 

Continues for up to 12 
months.  Missed premiums 
will be recovered via 
payroll deductions. 

VACATION BUY 
DAYS (VB DAYS) 

Employee contributions for VB days will end.  At the end of the year, any 
funded but unused VB Days will be automatically paid out in January of 
the next year at the rate of pay at which they were originally purchased. 
Any used but unfunded VB Days will be billed for the value at the same 
rate of pay at which they were originally purchased.  If payment is not 
made, the balance owed will be sent to a collection agency. 

HEALTH CARE 
REIMBURSEMENT 
ACCOUNT 
(HCRA) 

Cancelled unless employee agrees to pay the full cost on an after-tax 
basis. Please refer to MORE ABOUT REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS in the 
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS section for complete details. 
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BENEFIT COVERAGE FOR EACH LEAVE TYPE 
EMPLOYEE 
BENEFITS MEDICAL PERSONAL MILITARY 

DEPENDENT 
CARE 
REIMBURSEMENT 
ACCOUNT 
(DCRA) 

Cancelled.  Please refer to MORE ABOUT REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS in the 
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS section for complete details. 

VACATION/PTO Additional time does not accrue if leave is over 176 cumulative hours 
in the calendar year. 

HOLIDAYS Not entitled to holiday pay. 

SICK LEAVE Full-Time Employees: 
Earned if employee works in the calendar year. 

Part-Time Employees:   
A prorated amount of sick leave is earned if employee works in the 
calendar year. 

RETIREMENT 
PLAN 

Full-Time Employees: 
Continues; time on leave is credited as Company service. 

Part-Time Employees: 
Prorated credited service is earned if employee works in the calendar 
year. 

RETIREMENT 
SAVINGS PLAN 

Contributions suspended; time on leave is 
credited as Company service. 

Contributions suspended; 
time on leave is credited 
as Company service.  May 
make up contributions 
and receive Company 
matching contributions 
upon return to work. 

EMPLOYEE RATES 
(Pacific Gas and 
Electric 
Company 
employees only) 

Continues. 

STATE DISABILITY 
INSURANCE (SDI) 

Continues in accordance with State provisions. 

For more information on how a leave of absence affects your benefits, see FLEX PLAN BENEFITS 
WHILE ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD in the FLEX PLAN section. 
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Sick Leave & Disability for Employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

Sick Leave & Disability for 
Employees of Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company 
In general, all full-time and part-time employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company31 are 
eligible for the sick leave and disability plans described in this section. Interns, contract and 
agency workers and hiring hall employees are not eligible for the benefits described in this 
section. 

These provisions do not apply to employees of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support 
Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  Employees of PG&E Corporation, 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. and PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc
refer to DISABILITY PLANS FOR EMPLOYEES OF PG&E CORPORATION in th

. should 
is section and PG&E 

CORPORATION PAID TIME OFF (PTO) program in the TIME OFF section. 

Summary 
As a full-time or part-time Management or Administrative & Technical employee, you are eligible 

erent types of plans: 

of the plans is described 
briefly here; complete details of each plan follow later in this section. 

LEGISLATED PLANS SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS 

for disability coverage under three diff

• Company-sponsored plans, 

• Legislated plans, and 

• Plans for Supplemental Benefits. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company offers you these benefits when you are unable to work due to 
illness or disability for either a short-term or long-term duration.  Each 

THE PACIFIC GAS AND 
ELECTRIC  COMPANY PLANS 
Sick Leave 
Long-Term Disability (LTD) 

Cal bility 

Workers’ Compensation 

Sup fits for 
Industrial Injury 

ifornia State Disa
Insurance (SDI) 

plemental Bene

                                                      
31 Throughout this Sick Leave & Disability for Employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” refers to Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company.   
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• Sick Leave — Provides continuation of your full salary for periods of illness or non-work-related 
injury based on annual sick leave awards and how much unused sick leave you have 
accumulated from past years. 

• Long-Term Disability (LTD) – Provides you with income replacement if you become disabled 
because of an accident or a long-term illness and you are unable to work.  This benefit, when 
combined with certain other sources of income that may be payable after the disability occurs, 
will be equal to either 50% or 66-2/3% of your basic monthly pay. 

There are three different plans under which you may qualify for LTD benefits, depending on 
when you become eligible for LTD benefits and/or when the onset of your disability begins or 
began.  Detailed information is provided in this section for each of these plans: 

 Plan I:  For employees who became eligible for LTD benefits prior to January 1, 2000. 
 Plan II:  For employees who became eligible for LTD benefits on or after January 1, 2000, 

and the onset of your disability was prior to June 1, 2003. 
 Plan III:  For employees whose onset of disability is on or after June 1, 2003.   

• Legislated Plans – benefits paid in compliance with federal and state law: 
 California State Disability Insurance (SDI) – The State of California pays a temporary 

income benefit for non-occupational illness or injury. 
 Workers’ Compensation – The Company pays benefits for industrial injuries. 

• Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury — Pays a supplemental benefit, above and beyond 
the temporary or vocational rehabilitation disability income, if you are injured on the job and 
are entitled to Workers’ Compensation benefits. 

Eligibility 
In general, full-time and part-time Management and Administrative & Technical employees are 
eligible for the Sick Leave Program and disability plans described in this section. 

As a full-time employee, you are eligible for the Sick Leave Program on your first day at work. As a 
part-time employee, you are eligible for a prorated share of sick leave benefits on your first day of 
work based on your work schedule. 

You are automatically covered by the Long-Term Disability (LTD) Plan on the first day of the month 
following your date of hire. If you work in California, you must enroll in the California State 
Disability Insurance (SDI) Plan when you are hired.  

You are not eligible for the Sick Leave Program or disability benefits if you are an intern, a 
contract or agency worker, or a hiring hall employee.  (Special provisions may apply for those 
interns hired prior to January 1, 2003 and San Francisco headquartered interns hired on or before 
February 7, 2007.) 

All employees are eligible for Workers Compensation benefits upon hire.  Contract and agency 
employees are generally not eligible for coverage through Pacific Gas and Electric Company, but 
are covered by their contracting agency.  
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Enrollment 
You are automatically covered by all of the sick leave and disability coverages described in this 
section for which you are eligible. 

Cost of Coverage 
The Company pays the full cost of the Sick Leave Program, the Long-Term Disability Plan, 
Workers’ Compensation and the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan. You pay for the 
cost of coverage for State Disability Insurance (SDI) through payroll deductions on an after-tax 
basis. 

Sick Leave 
The Sick Leave Program provides continued pay when you are temporarily unable to work 
because of a health care appointment, an illness or a non-work-related injury. The length of time 
you can receive sick leave pay depends on how long you have worked for Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company and how much sick leave you have used during that time.  

Earning Sick Leave 
Full-Time Employees 
The maximum amount of sick leave for which you are eligible depends upon your length of 
service with the Company.  Sick leave accrual is based on the number of calendar years the 
employee has continuously worked, not credited service. 

During Your First Ten Years of Service 
Full-time employees are eligible for 80 hours (ten days) of sick leave, with pay, immediately upon 
employment. Thereafter, you will receive an annual allowance of current sick leave on each 
January 1 or on the first day you return to work each year. During your first ten years of service, 
you are credited annually with 80 hours (ten days) of current sick leave. 

You can carry over sick leave credits for up to eight years. The maximum sick leave accumulation 
during your first ten years of service is 640 hours (80 hours times eight years).  This is in addition 
to your 80 hours of current sick leave. 

After Ten Years of Service 
In the year in which you complete ten years of service, you can qualify for an additional 160 hours 
(20 days) of sick leave. These additional hours are available only if you need them. To qualify for 
this additional sick leave, you must have accumulated at least 320 hours (40 days) of unused 
sick leave during the previous eight years. Eligibility is calculated by totaling your cumulative sick 
leave allowance less sick leave taken — up to a maximum of 80 hours (ten days) per year — for 
the previous eight years. 

These additional 160 hours (20 days) are not carried over from year to year; however, they will be 
renewed on the first day of each succeeding calendar year provided you are at work, on paid sick 
leave, vacation, Workers’ Compensation or on a leave of absence with pay on the last working day 
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of the year. Employees who do not qualify in their tenth year have an opportunity to qualify each 
year thereafter under the above formula. 

The maximum number of sick leave hours allowable for eligible employees who have between ten 
and 20 years of service is 880 hours (including 640 hours of accumulated sick leave, 160 
additional hours and 80 hours of current sick leave). 

After 20 Years of Service 
In the year in which you complete 20 years of service, you can qualify for 160 more hours (20 
days) of sick leave credit, in addition to the current allowance of 80 hours (ten days) and the 160 
additional hours (20 days) for employees with ten or more years of service. These additional hours 
are only available if you need them. 

To qualify for this additional sick leave, you must have qualified for the additional sick leave 
available to employees who attain ten years of service.   

These additional 160 hours (20 days) are not carried over from year to year; however, they will be 
renewed on the first day of each succeeding calendar year provided you are at work, on paid sick 
leave, vacation, Workers’ Compensation or on a leave of absence with pay on the last working day 
of the year. Employees who do not qualify in their twentieth year have an opportunity to qualify 
each year thereafter under the above formula. 

The maximum number of sick leave hours allowable for eligible employees with 20 or more years 
of service is 1,040 hours (including 640 hours of accumulated sick leave allowance, 320 
additional hours and 80 hours of current sick leave). 

Part-Time Employees 
The maximum amount of sick leave for which you are eligible depends upon your length of 
service with the Company.  Sick leave is based on the number of calendar years the employee 
has continuously worked, not credited service. 

During Your First Ten Years of Service 
Current sick leave is awarded on your first day of work and at the beginning of every calendar year 
thereafter. 

The amount of sick leave a part-time employee receives is prorated based on the number of 
actual hours the employee worked in the previous year compared to 2,080 work hours. Actual 
hours worked include paid sick leave, vacation, Workers’ Compensation of less than 880 
cumulative hours in a calendar year, and leaves of absence with pay.  

For a new employee, the first sick leave award will be prorated, based on the employee’s 
part-time schedule. Future years’ allotments will be prorated based on the number of hours the 
employee actually worked in the previous year. 

Employees who change from full-time to part-time status during the year keep their accumulated 
sick leave. On the following January 1st, they are awarded their annual sick leave on a prorated 
basis. 

You can carry over sick leave credits for up to eight years. 
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Here is an example of how sick leave is prorated for part-time employees: 

Carol is hired on 1/1/07 and works 20 hours per week. She is provided 40 hours of sick leave 
upon hire, based on her part-time schedule.  For the year 2007, she works 1,040 straight-time 
(ST) hours. Carol’s sick leave allotment for 2008 will be: 
 1,040 ST hours worked 
 2,080 work hours per year x 80 hours = 40 hours 

 (ratio)  (full-time allotment)  (Carol’s 2008 sick leave allotment) 

 

Here is an example of how sick leave is calculated for employees who switch from full-time to 
part-time status: 

Mark is a full-time employee who received 80 hours of sick leave effective 1/1/07 and 
changed to part-time status working 20 hours per week effective 7/1/07. Mark is entitled to 
keep the 80 hours of sick leave he already has for the rest of 2007. However, his sick leave 
allowance for 2008 will be based on the ratio of straight-time hours he worked in 2007 
compared to 2,080 hours. The hours he worked in 2007 are: 
1040 ST hours worked (40 hrs x 26 weeks) + 520 ST hours worked (20 hrs x 26 weeks) = 1,560 hours
Therefore, Mark’s sick leave allowance for 2008 will be: 
 1,560 hours worked 
 2,080 work hours per year x 80 hours = 60 hours 

 (ratio)  (full-time allotment)  (Mark’s 2008 sick leave allotment) 

 

After Ten Years of Service 
Part-time employees qualify for a proration of the additional sick leave hours that full-time 
employees are eligible to receive. Eligibility for additional sick leave is determined by subtracting 
sick leave used (up to a maximum of the total allotment per year) from sick leave allotted during 
each of the eight years prior to attaining ten years of service. If the remainder is more than half of 
the sick leave allotted, the employee is eligible for additional sick leave hours. 

Awards of additional sick leave for part-time employees are prorated based on the ratio of 
months of prorated service accrued in the previous eight calendar years to the full-time equivalent 
of 96 months. This ratio is then multiplied by 160 hours to determine the amount of additional 
sick leave to be awarded. 
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Here is an example of how additional sick leave after ten years is calculated for part-time 
employees: 

Lucy worked 20 hours per week from 1/1/99 to 12/31/06. Therefore, from 1/1/00 to 1/1/07, 
Lucy had been allotted 40 hours of sick leave per year x 8 years (sick leave credits can be 
carried over for up to 8 years), which equals 320 hours of sick pay. Lucy used a total of 120 
hours of sick pay over the past 8 years (and no more than 40 hours in any given year), 
leaving 200 of the original 320 hours. Since 200 hours is more than one-half of 320, she 
qualifies for the additional hours. 
The number of hours to which Lucy is entitled is determined by the following formula: 
Number of Months of Prorated Service  = 6 months/year x 8 years = 48 months 
    Earned for the Last Eight Years 

 48 months x 160 hours =  80 additional hours 
 96 months 
 (ratio)   (full-time allotment)  (Lucy’s additional sick leave) 

 

After 20 Years of Service 
Part-time employees are eligible for additional sick leave after 20 years of service. 

To qualify for this additional sick leave, you must have qualified for the additional sick leave 
available to employees who attain ten years of service.   The same formula is used to calculate 
additional sick leave after 20 years as the one used to calculate additional sick leave after ten 
years, except that the last eight years prior to the employee’s 20 years of service are used in the 
calculations. 

Family Sick Leave 
The Family Sick Leave law allows a full-time or part-time employee to use up to 50% of his/her 
current paid sick time allowance per year to attend to an ill child, spouse/domestic partner or 
parent.  The paid sick time must be available in order to be used.  For example, a full-time 
employee who receives 80 hours of current paid sick time annually is allowed to use up to 40 
hours of the 80 hours of paid sick time in the calendar year to attend to family illnesses as long 
as a total of 40 hours of sick time is available. 

All standard conditions which currently govern sick leave usage by employees will apply to paid 
Family Sick Leave.  The use of Family Sick Leave does not extend the maximum period of leave to 
which the employee may be entitled under the California Family Rights Act (CFRA) or the Family 
and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). 

In compliance with the San Francisco Paid Sick Leave Ordinance, employees who are 
headquartered in the city or county of San Francisco may use up to 72 hours of their current sick 
leave balance to aid or care for a family member when that person is ill, injured, or receiving 
medical care, treatment or diagnosis.  This ordinance also has an expanded definition of eligible 
family member that includes legal guardian or ward, sibling, grandparent, grandchild, or any 
“designated person”.  An employee who does not have a spouse or registered domestic partner 
may register with Pacific Gas and Electric Company the name of any person who is not otherwise 
eligible as a family member as a “designated person”. 
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Using Sick Leave 
Time is charged against your sick leave accumulation when you miss work because of an illness, 
a non-work-related injury, a health care appointment, or when you attend to the illness of an 
eligible family member.  Sick leave time is reported in increments of 15 minutes or more, but the 
sick time charged against your sick leave accumulation may vary: 

• For all Administrative & Technical employees:  Personal sick leave accounts are charged when 
employees use one hour or more of sick leave. 

• For all Management employees:  Personal sick leave accounts are charged when employees 
use four hours or more of sick leave. Management employees who work for any part of the day 
and then take sick leave will receive pay for the full day, regardless of whether the employee 
has sufficient sick leave to cover the full day. 

Employees working part-time or on alternate work schedules will be charged with the same 
number of sick leave hours as the hours they are scheduled to work on the day sick leave is 
taken. 

Employees who become sick or disabled while on vacation may request vacation days to be 
changed to sick leave by submitting satisfactory medical evidence to their supervisor within ten 
working days of returning to work. 

If you receive sick leave pay for time off which is later determined to have resulted from an 
industrial injury (for example, if you have a delayed or disputed claim), the sick leave charged for 
your absence may be restored up to an equivalent sum of Workers’ Compensation benefits due. 

If a holiday falls on a workday while you are receiving sick leave benefits, the day will be reported 
as a holiday and not as a sick leave day. 

The Company may request a note from your doctor or other certification of illness or injury. The 
Company expects all employees to use sick leave only as necessary and reserves the right to take 
disciplinary action against any employee who abuses sick leave benefits. If an employee falsifies 
a sick leave claim, all sick leave payments related to the falsified claim must be repaid. If these 
offenses continue, the Company may cancel all or any part of current or cumulative sick leave 
credits and treat the offense as it would any other violation of a condition of employment. 

Terminated Employees 
Sick leave is not payable upon termination from employment, unless you fall under one of the 
following categories: 

• Employees who go on Long-Term Disability as a result of an accepted Workers’ Compensation 
claim. These employees’ sick leave balances remain on the books until termination. 
(Termination is defined as resignation, retirement or death.) Then, upon termination from 
Long-Term Disability, these employees are paid for their unused sick leave at the rate of pay 
on the last day worked.  

• Employees who terminate employment from the Workers’ Compensation payroll. These 
employees will be paid for their unused sick leave at the rate of pay on the last day worked. 
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• Employees who terminate and who are later rehired do not receive sick leave credit for prior 
service.  Sick leave will be earned in the same manner as for new employees. 
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The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and Long-Term 
Disability Plan, the terms of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Group Life Insurance 
and Long-Term Disability Plan, the documents which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the 
Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan, and the applicable  life insurance policy  govern the 
operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan and comprise the Plan document.  If 
a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or documents, the plan 
documents shall govern the operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan.  
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Group Life 
Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the 
terms of the plan documents, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to 
establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, the insurer has the authority to construe and interpret the terms of the life insurance policy, the 
certificate of insurance or other similar documents which describe the terms and conditions of the life 
insurance policy.  Nothing in the plan documents or any other communication or document is intended 
to provide any individual with a substantive right to life insurance benefits that is not provided for in the life 
insurance policy. 
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Long-Term Disability (LTD) Plan 

Summary 
As a full-time or part-time Management or Administrative & Technical employee of Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company32, you are automatically eligible for coverage under the Company’s 
Long-Term Disability (LTD) Plan.  

The LTD Plan provides you with a steady source of income if you become disabled because of an 
accident or a long-term illness. This benefit, when combined with certain other sources of income 
that may be payable after the disability occurs, will be equal to 50% or 66-2/3% of your basic 
monthly pay. 

There are three different plans under which you may qualify for LTD benefits, depending on when 
you become eligible for LTD benefits and/or when your disability begins. 

Plan I 
If you became eligible for LTD benefits prior to January 1, 2000, your LTD benefits will be provided 
according to the provisions of Plan I. This Plan provides monthly income equal to 50% of your 
basic monthly rate of pay.  Benefits begin after the benefit waiting period of six cumulative 
months of disability.  Benefits may continue for a period of time based on your length of credited 
service at the time you became disabled.  Detailed information on Plan I is available in this 
section. 

                                                      
32 Throughout this Long-Term Disability (LTD) Plan section, reference to “Company” refers to 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company.   
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The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and Long-Term 
Disability Plan, the terms of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Group Life Insurance 
and Long-Term Disability Plan, the documents which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the 
Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan, and the applicable  life insurance policy  govern the 
operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan and comprise the Plan document.  If 
a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or documents, the plan 
documents shall govern the operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan.  
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Group Life 
Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the 
terms of the plan documents, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to 
establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, the insurer has the authority to construe and interpret the terms of the life insurance policy, the 
certificate of insurance or other similar documents which describe the terms and conditions of the life 
insurance policy.  Nothing in the plan documents or any other communication or document is intended 
to provide any individual with a substantive right to life insurance benefits that is not provided for in the life 
insurance policy. 
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Plan II 
If you became eligible for LTD benefits on or after January 1, 2000, and the onset of your 
disability was prior to June 1, 2003, your LTD benefits will be provided according to the provisions 
of Plan II. 
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This Plan provides monthly income equal to 66-2/3% of your basic monthly rate of pay. Benefits 
begin after the benefit waiting period of six cumulative months of disability.   

Your LTD benefit continues until age 65, provided that you continue to meet the qualifying criteria 
and your disability is not covered under the mental/nervous provisions explained later in this 
section under Plan II.  

Plan III 
If your onset of disability begins on or after June 1, 2003, your LTD benefits will be provided 
according to the provisions of Plan III.  This Plan provides monthly income equal to 66-2/3% of 
your basic monthly rate of pay.  Benefits begin after the benefit waiting period of five consecutive 
months of disability.  Your LTD benefit continues until age 65 provided that you continue to meet 
the qualifying criteria and you are receiving a Social Security Disability benefit.  Detailed 
information on Plan III is provided in this section under Plan III. 

Eligibility 
As a full-time or part-time Management or Administrative & Technical employee, you are 
automatically eligible for coverage under the Company’s Long-Term Disability (LTD) Plan.  

You are not eligible for LTD coverage if you are an intern, contract or agency employee. 

How Disability Is Determined 
In general, you will be considered “disabled” if an illness or injury keeps you from performing the 
normal duties of your job and the Company is unable to place you in a job suited to your reduced 
work capabilities. 

To be considered for LTD benefits, you must be off work due to a disability for the benefit waiting 
period and initiate the LTD process by calling, the third-party LTD administrator: 

• Assurant Employee Benefits Company (Assurant) at1-800-743-7488 (through February 2008) 

• Disability Management Alternatives (DMA) a member of LCG LewisCo Group at 
1-866-369-7582 (beginning March 1, 2008)  

Depending on the nature of your disability (industrial or non-industrial), you must submit the 
necessary forms along with any required medical records to Disability Management Alternatives 
(DMA) before you can be approved for LTD benefits.  When you contact DMA they will advise you 
of any timing requirements for applying for benefits. 

Your application and medical certification of your disability will be reviewed for approval or denial 
of LTD benefits, within 45 days of receipt of your written LTD claim and medical evidence. If, due 
to insufficient information, a determination cannot be made within 45 days, DMA may request up 
to two additional 30-day extensions. See the CLAIMS AND APPEALS section of Disability Benefits for 
additional information. 

You may be asked to undergo a physical examination by a panel doctor in order to verify your 
disability. While on LTD, you may also be required to undergo an examination once every six 
months during the first two years of your disability and not more than annually thereafter. 
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Benefit Waiting Period 
You must satisfy the Benefit Waiting Period before you become eligible to receive monthly LTD 
benefits.  The Benefit Waiting Period is the time you are away from work due to your disability.  
The Benefit Waiting Period for: 

• Plan I and Plan II is the cumulative total of six months, and 

• Plan III is five consecutive months. 

Benefits for Recurrent Disabilities 
If you go back to work and become disabled again within 180 calendar days because of the same 
condition, your second disability will be counted as part of the first. This means that you will not 
have to satisfy a new Benefit Waiting Period for benefits to begin. The duration and the amount of 
your benefit will be based on when you first became disabled. 

Return to Work Program 
Employees who have been approved for LTD and who are not qualified for Social Security 
Disability Insurance benefits or otherwise waived from participation must fully comply with the 
Company’s Return to Work (RTW) Program.  The provisions of the RTW Program require that 
within 90 days of being put on notice to participate you must: 

• consult with a RTW Staffing Consultant to identify positions you are capable of performing, and  

• provide your physician with the job function analysis of each position identified, and  

• obtain a written assessment from your treating physician of those positions identified by you 
and a RTW Staffing Consultant, and return the physician’s written assessment to a RTW 
Staffing Consultant. 

Within 45 days after the date of the treating physician’s assessment, you must: 

• apply for positions through the JOBS posting system that are consistent with the treating 
physician’s written assessment, and 

• schedule and take all qualifying tests required for the position(s) for which you have applied 
through the JOBS posting system.  You must schedule and retake any tests that you failed 
within 45 days of becoming eligible to retest, and 

• actively post for any union-represented positions that you have elected to pursue that are 
consistent with the treating physician’s written assessment, and 

• accept an assignment to any position for which you are qualified. 

Failure to comply with the RTW Program obligations within the specified time periods will result 
in the termination of Long-Term Disability benefits and your employment. 
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If You Are Placed in Another Position 
If you are determined disabled for purposes of the LTD Plan, the Company will try to place you in 
a position in the highest available position suited to your reduced capabilities. The position must 
have a wage rate which produces a take-home pay, after taxes, which is at least equal to your LTD 
benefits. 

If you are placed in a position with a lower basic pay  rate than your previous position and you 
later become unable to perform these new duties solely because of your original disability, the 
basic monthly rate used in determining your LTD benefit will be the basic monthly rate on the last 
day you worked in your previous position or the basic monthly rate of your current position, 
whichever is greater. 

What the LTD Plan Does Not Cover 
LTD benefits will not be paid if your disability results from: 

• A condition involving the abuse of alcohol or a controlled substance, as defined by state or 
federal law. However, benefits will be paid if, as a consequence of your substance abuse, you 
are suffering from an illness or injury that would otherwise qualify for benefits.  For example, 
cirrhosis of the liver which may result from alcoholism is a covered condition. 

• Employment with an employer other than the Company, its domestic subsidiaries or affiliated 
companies, as may be designated. 

• Commission of a crime. 

• Attempted suicide. 

What Happens to Your Other Benefits While You Are 
Disabled 
Health Care Benefits. The Company continues your current health care benefits (medical, dental 
and vision plans).  You are responsible for any required premium payments as specified in the 
applicable healthcare plan.  When you become eligible for Medicare (Parts A and B), Medicare will 
be the first payer of medical claims and the Company’s plan(s) will be the second payer of 
medical claims.  The Company will reimburse you for the monthly Medicare Part B base premium 
amount.  You should not sign up for Medicare Part D (prescription drugs) outside of Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company’s enrollment process.  See COORDINATION WITH MEDICARE COVERAGE under 
MORE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE BENEFITS – COORDINATION OF BENEFITS in the HEALTH CARE BENEFITS 
section of this Handbook. 

Life Insurance. Your life insurance coverage continues at no cost to you for as long as you qualify 
for LTD benefits..

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan and PG&E Corporation Retirement Savings 
Plan. The period for which you are entitled to receive LTD benefits counts as “credited service” 
under the benefit plans. 
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For additional information about your benefits while on LTD, see: 

• The Retirement Income Plan section and  

• FLEX PLAN BENEFITS WHILE ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD in the FLEX PLAN section 

Plan I:  LTD Benefits for Employees Who Became Eligible 
for LTD Prior to January 1, 2000 
Eligibility 
You are automatically enrolled as a member of the Group Life Insurance Plan.  LTD Plan I benefits 
are provided to you at no additional cost. 

How Much the Plan Pays 
LTD Plan I, combined with other benefits, provides you an income equal to 50% of your basic 
monthly rate of pay. 

Your “basic monthly rate of pay” means your regular pay and excludes overtime, premium pay, 
bonuses, upgrades or other pay, on the date you become disabled. 

Benefits for employees who attain part-time status on or after January 1, 1991, are prorated 
based on the ratio of actual straight-time hours worked in the previous calendar year to the 
full-time hourly equivalent (2,080 hours per calendar year), rounded to the nearest month. 

Employees who attained part-time status before January 1, 1991, are eligible for LTD Plan I 
benefits based on the average of their previous six-months’ straight-time rate of basic pay. 

If You Become Eligible for LTD Benefits at Age 61 or Older 
If you become eligible for LTD Plan I benefits at age 61 or older, you may continue to receive LTD 
Plan I benefits for up to five years, as long as you continue to qualify for LTD Plan I benefits. 
However, if you stay on LTD Plan I past age 65, the amount of your benefit will be recalculated as 
follows: 

• If you had 20 years or more of credited service at the time your disability began, your monthly 
LTD Plan I benefit will be reduced to 40% of your monthly rate of pay at the time of your 
disability. Your LTD Plan I benefit will be further reduced by 40% of your age-65 Social Security 
retirement benefit and 100% of any payments received from the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company Retirement Plan, if applicable. 

• If you had less than 20 years of credited service at the time your disability began, your monthly 
LTD Plan I benefit will be reduced to 30% of your monthly rate of pay at the time of your 
disability. Your LTD Plan I benefit will be further reduced by 30% of your age-65 Social Security 
retirement benefit and 100% of any payments received from the Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company Retirement Plan, if applicable. 
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Coordination of Benefits 
Your benefits under the LTD Plan I will be coordinated with (reduced by) other benefits which you 
may be entitled to receive, including but not limited to: 

• California State Disability Insurance (SDI). 

• The Company’s Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and any other Workers’ 
Compensation benefits. 

• Any other disability benefits payable by an employer, including those payable under 
government laws financially supported by an employer. 

• 50% of your primary Social Security disability benefit, including any back-pay awards. 

• 100% of any payments received from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 

• Life pensions paid under the Workers’ Compensation Act for injuries occurring on or after July 
1, 1977 (you are entitled to a life pension if you have received a disability rating of 70% or 
greater). 

• 30% or 40% of your Social Security retirement benefit (depending on your credited service at 
the time your disability began) on your normal retirement date if you are qualified to continue 
LTD Plan I benefits. 

For purposes of calculating your LTD Plan I benefit, it is assumed that you qualify for Social 
Security disability benefits unless your claim is rejected twice by the Social Security 
Administration. (You must apply for Social Security disability benefits a second time if your claim 
is denied the first time.) 

Here is an example of how the coordination of benefits provision works: 

Sandra has become disabled and has a monthly salary of $5,000. The LTD Plan I assures 
Sandra of a monthly income of $2,500 (50% of $5,000) from all sources. If she is eligible for 
Social Security disability benefits of $1,400 a month, her benefit from LTD Plan I will be: 
 

LTD monthly income $2,500 
Less SDI payments (1 month) -$ 1,440 
(maximum benefit — 52 weeks) 
Less 50% of monthly Social Security benefit - $700
Sandra’s monthly benefit from the LTD Plan $360  

 
When the California State Disability Insurance payments stop after 52 weeks, Sandra’s 
benefit from the LTD Plan I will increase to $1,800 ($2,500 minus $700 Social Security offset). 
This LTD Plan I benefit of $1,800, combined with her Social Security benefit of $1,400, provides 
her with a total monthly income of $3,200. 
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While on LTD, adjustments to your monthly LTD benefit will be made any time coordinating 
benefits cease or begin, regardless of any previous awards or denials you have received.  
Therefore, you must provide the third-party administrator with a copy of any disability benefit 
denials or award notifications that you receive from Social Security, the State of California 
Employment Development Department (EDD) or other disability benefit sources, as it will affect 
your LTD benefit payments.  These adjustments are made on a retroactive basis.  For example, if 
you were denied Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits and later received a 
retroactive award for these benefits, your LTD benefit would be adjusted retroactively.  You must 
reimburse the Company for any state disability benefits, SSDI benefits or other coordinating 
benefit payments which result in an overpayment of LTD benefits.  If you had an estimated offset 
for coordinating benefits which are denied, the Company will reimburse you for adjustments 
made which result in an underpayment in LTD benefits. 

You are obligated to promptly refund to the Company any overpayment made to you as 
determined by the Claims Administrator for any reason, including, but not limited to, any changes 
made to any estimated or actual offsets used in determining the LTD Plan I benefit.  Failure to 
comply within the specified time limits will result in your overpayment balance being immediately 
referred to a collection agency. 

Maximum LTD Benefit Period 
The maximum duration of your LTD Plan I benefit depends on the length of your credited service 
as defined under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 

YOUR LENGTH OF CREDITED 
SERVICE – AS OF THE DATE OF 
DISABILITY 

LTD BENEFITS ARE PAYABLE UP TO 

LESS THAN 5 YEARS 5 years 

AT LEAST 5 YEARS BUT LESS THAN 
15 YEARS 

A period of time equal to your length of credited service 
(unless you reach normal retirement age under the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan) 

15 YEARS OR MORE Normal retirement age as defined under the Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company Retirement Plan 

Employees who become eligible for LTD Plan I benefits at age 61 or older should refer to IF YOU 
BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR LTD PLAN I BENEFITS AT AGE 61 OR OLDER for information regarding their 
maximum LTD Plan I benefit period. 
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When LTD Benefits End 
LTD Plan I benefits will end on the earliest of the following events: 

• You recover from your disability and are medically released to return to work. 

• You refuse a position at the Company which has duties equal to your reduced work 
capabilities. 

• You start earning income from some other form of work that is equal to more than 50% of 
your monthly salary on the last day you worked prior to becoming disabled. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the verification of earnings requirement. 

• You reach normal retirement age under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan 
(unless LTD eligibility begins at age 61 or older; see IF YOU BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR LTD PLAN I 
BENEFITS AT AGE 61 OR OLDER). 

• You are no longer eligible for LTD Plan I benefits because you reach the maximum benefit 
period (see MAXIMUM LTD PLAN I BENEFIT PERIOD). 

• You do not follow your physician’s recommended treatment program. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the medical certification requirement. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the Company’s Return to Work program. 

• You are terminated or leave the Company. 

• You return to work at the Company as a hiring hall employee. 

• You die.
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Plan II:  LTD Benefits for Employees Who Became Eligible 
for LTD On or After January 1, 2000 and Whose Onset of 
Disability Was Prior to June 1, 2003 
Eligibility 
You are automatically eligible for LTD coverage. LTD Plan II benefits are provided to you at no 
additional cost. 

How Much the Plan Pays 
LTD Plan II, combined with other benefits, provides you an income equal to 66-2/3% of your basic 
monthly rate of pay. 

Your “basic monthly rate of pay” means your regular pay and excludes overtime, premium pay, 
bonuses, upgrades or other pay on the date you become disabled. 

Benefits for employees who attain part-time status on or after January 1, 1991, are prorated 
based on the ratio of actual straight-time hours worked in the previous calendar year to the 
full-time hourly equivalent (2,080 hours per calendar year), rounded to the nearest month. 

Employees who attained part-time status before January 1, 1991, are eligible for LTD Plan II 
benefits based on the average of their previous six-months’ straight-time rate of basic pay. 

If You Become Eligible for LTD Benefits at Age 61 or Older 
If you become eligible for LTD Plan II benefits at age 61 or older, you may continue to receive LTD 
Plan II benefits for up to five years, as long as you continue to qualify for LTD Plan II benefits. 
However, if you stay on LTD Plan II past age 65, the amount of your benefit will be reduced by 
100% of your Social Security retirement benefit and 100% of any payments received from the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan, if applicable. 

Coordination of Benefits 
Your benefits under the LTD Plan II will be coordinated with (reduced by) other benefits which you 
may be entitled to receive, including but not limited to: 

• California State Disability Insurance (SDI). 

• The Company’s Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and any other Workers’ 
Compensation benefits. 

• Any other disability benefits payable by an employer, including those payable under 
government laws financially supported by an employer. 

• 100% of your primary Social Security disability benefit, including any back-pay awards. 

• 100% of any payments received from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 

• Life pensions paid under the Workers’ Compensation Act for injuries occurring on or after July 
1, 1977 (you are entitled to a life pension if you have received a disability rating of 70% or 
greater). 
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• 100% of your Social Security retirement benefit on your normal retirement date if you are 
qualified to continue LTD Plan II benefits. 

For purposes of calculating your LTD Plan II benefit, it is assumed that you qualify for Social 
Security disability benefits unless your claim is rejected twice by the Social Security 
Administration. (You must apply for Social Security disability benefits a second time if your claim 
is denied the first time.) 

Here is an example of how the coordination of benefits provision works: 

Sandra has become disabled and has a monthly salary of $7,800. The LTD Plan II assures 
Sandra of a monthly income of $5,200 — 66-2/3% of $7,800 — from all sources. If she is eligible 
for Social Security disability benefits of $1,400 a month, her LTD benefit from the LTD Plan II will 
be: 
 

LTD monthly income  $5,200 
Less SDI payments (1 month) - $3,600 
(maximum benefit — 52 weeks) 
Less 100% of monthly Social Security benefit  - $1,400 
Sandra’s monthly benefit from the LTD Plan  $200 

 
When the SDI payments stop after 52 weeks, Sandra’s benefit from the Company’s LTD Plan II 
will increase to $3,800 ($5,200 minus $1,400 for Social Security offset). This LTD benefit of $3,800, 
combined with her Social Security benefit of $1,400, provides her with a total monthly income 
of $5,200.  

While on LTD, adjustments to your monthly LTD benefit will be made any time coordinating 
benefits cease or begin, regardless of any previous awards or denials you have received.  
Therefore, you must provide the third-party administrator with a copy of any disability benefit 
denials or award notifications that you receive from Social Security, the State of California 
Employment Development Department (EDD) or other disability benefit sources, as it will affect 
your LTD benefit payments.  These adjustments are made on a retroactive basis.  For example, if 
you were denied Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits and later received a 
retroactive award for these benefits, your LTD benefit would be adjusted retroactively.  You must 
reimburse the Company for any state disability benefits, SSDI benefits or other coordinating 
benefit payments which result in an overpayment of LTD benefits.  If you had an estimated offset 
for coordinating benefits which are denied, the Company will reimburse you for adjustments 
made which result in an underpayment in LTD benefits. 

You are obligated to promptly refund to the Company any overpayment made to you as 
determined by the Claims Administrator for any reason, including, but not limited to, any 
changes made to any estimated or actual offsets used determining the LTD Plan II benefit.  
Failure to comply within the specified time limits will result in your overpayment balance being 
immediately referred to a collection agency. 
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Maximum LTD Benefit Period 
The maximum duration of your LTD Plan II benefit will be to age 65, unless your disability is a 
mental/nervous disability and is subject to the two-year limit described below.  You may not 
continue to receive LTD Plan II benefits beyond age 65 unless you became eligible for LTD Plan II 
benefits at age 61 or older.  In such a case, you would be entitled to a maximum LTD Plan II 
benefit period of five years.   

Two-Year Limit on Mental/Nervous Disabilities 
In general, LTD Plan II benefits for mental/nervous disabilities are subject to a two-year maximum 
benefit period.  The two-year limit will not apply if your disability is due to a severe mental 
disorder including schizophrenia, dementia, organic brain syndromes, delirium, amnesia 
syndromes or organic delusional or hallucinogenic syndromes.  If you are awarded Social Security 
disability benefits prior to the end of the two-year limit, your LTD Plan II benefit may continue up 
to your normal retirement date as long as you continue to qualify for LTD Plan II benefits.  If you 
are hospitalized or institutionalized on the date your two-year limit expires, your LTD Plan II 
benefit will continue for the duration of the stay, but not to exceed your normal retirement date. 

When LTD Benefits End 
LTD Plan II benefits will end on the earliest of the following events: 

• You recover from your disability and are medically released to return to work. 

• You refuse a position at the Company which has duties equal to your reduced work 
capabilities. 

• You start earning income from some other form of work that is equal to more than 33-1/3% of 
your monthly salary on the last day you worked prior to becoming disabled. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the verification of earnings requirement.  

• You reach normal retirement age under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement 
Plan, or your LTD Plan II eligibility began at age 61 or older and your five-year maximum has 
expired. 

• You reach the two-year limit to which some mental/nervous disabilities are subject. 

• You do not follow your physician’s recommended treatment program. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the medical certification requirement. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the Company’s Return to Work program. 

• You are terminated or leave the Company. 

• You return to work at the Company as a hiring hall employee. 

• You die.
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Plan III:  LTD Benefits for Employees Whose Onset of 
Disability Is On or After June 1, 2003 
Eligibility 
You are automatically eligible for LTD coverage. LTD Plan III benefits are provided to you at no 
additional cost. 

How Much the Plan Pays 
LTD Plan III, combined with other benefits, provides you an income equal to 66-2/3% of your 
basic monthly rate of pay. 

Your “basic monthly rate of pay” means your regular pay excluding overtime, premium pay, 
bonuses, upgrades or other pay, on the date you become disabled. 

Benefits for employees who attain part-time status on or after January 1, 1991, are prorated 
based on the ratio of actual straight-time hours worked in the previous calendar year to the 
full-time hourly equivalent (2,080 hours per calendar year), rounded to the nearest month. 

Employees who attained part-time status before January 1, 1991, are eligible for LTD Plan III 
benefits based on the average of their previous six-months’ straight-time rate of basic pay. 

Coordination of Benefits 
Your benefits under the LTD Plan III will be coordinated with other benefits which you may be 
entitled to receive, including but not limited to: 

• California State Disability Insurance (SDI). 

• The Company’s Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and any other Workers’ 
Compensation benefits. 

• Any other disability benefits payable by an employer, including those payable under 
government laws financially supported by an employer. 

• 100% of your primary and family Social Security disability benefit, including any back-pay 
awards. 

• 100% of any payments received from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 

• Life pensions paid under the Workers’ Compensation Act for injuries occurring on or after July 
1, 1977 (you are entitled to a life pension if you have received a disability rating of 70% or 
greater). 

• 100% of your Social Security retirement benefit on your normal retirement date if you are 
qualified to continue LTD Plan III benefits. 
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Here is an example of how the coordination of benefits provision works: 

Sandra has become disabled and has a monthly salary of $7,800. The LTD Plan III assures 
Sandra of a monthly income of $5,200 — 66-2/3% of $7,800 — from all sources. If she is eligible 
for Social Security disability benefits of $1,400 a month, her LTD benefit from the LTD Plan III will 
be: 

LTD monthly income  $5,200 
Less SDI payments (1 month) - $3,600 
(maximum benefit — 52 weeks) 
Less 100% of monthly Social Security benefit  - $1,400 
Sandra’s monthly benefit from the LTD Plan  $200 

When the SDI payments stop after 52 weeks, Sandra’s benefit from the Company’s LTD Plan III 
will increase to $3,800 ($5,200 minus $1,400 for Social Security offset). This LTD benefit of $3,800, 
combined with her Social Security benefit of $1,400, provides her with a total monthly income 
of $5,200.  

While on LTD, adjustments to your monthly LTD benefit will be made any time coordinating 
benefits cease or begin, regardless of any previous awards or denials you have received.  
Therefore, you must provide the third-party administrator with a copy of any disability benefit 
denials or award notifications that you receive from Social Security, the State of California 
Employment Development Department (EDD) or other disability benefit sources, as it will affect 
your LTD benefit payments.  These adjustments are made on a retroactive basis.  For example, if 
you were denied Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits and later received a 
retroactive award for these benefits, your LTD benefit would be adjusted retroactively.  You must 
reimburse the Company for any state disability benefits, SSDI benefits or other coordinating 
benefit payments which result in an overpayment of LTD benefits.  If you had an estimated offset 
for coordinating benefits which are denied, the Company will reimburse you for adjustments 
made which result in an underpayment in LTD benefits. 

You are obligated to promptly refund to the Company any overpayment made to you as 
determined by the Claims Administrator for any reason, including, but not limited to, any 
changes made to any estimated or actual offsets used in determining the LTD Plan III benefit.  If 
an overpayment in LTD Plan III benefits occur due to a Social Security Disability benefit award, 
you have 30 days to repay the overpaid amount.  If you do not repay the Company within 30 
days, your LTD benefit will stop until the full overpayment is recouped.  Failure to comply within 
the specified time limits will result in your overpayment balance being immediately referred to a 
collection agency. 

Maximum LTD Benefit Period 
Under Plan III, the maximum duration of your LTD Plan III benefit is as follows:  

• If you are not receiving a Social Security Disability benefit at the end of two years of LTD 
eligibility, your LTD Plan III benefit will stop and your employment will be terminated at that 
time. 

• If you are receiving a Social Security Disability benefit at the end of two years of LTD eligibility, 
the maximum duration of your LTD Plan III benefit will be to age 65. 
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• If you are age 63 or older when you become eligible for a LTD Plan III benefit, the maximum 
duration of your LTD Plan III benefit will be two years. 

Extension of LTD Plan III Benefits Beyond Two Years 
If the Company’s third-party Social Security Disability Insurance advocate is representing your 
interest in applying for Social Security Disability benefits and if you have not received a final 
Social Security Disability ruling within 24 months of the initial receipt of LTD benefits through no 
fault of your own, as determined by the advocate, you may receive a monthly extension of up to 
an additional 36 months of LTD benefits or until you reach age 65, whichever happens first.  You 
must fully cooperate with the advocate and must defer the processing of your Social Security 
application to the discretion of the advocate.  If Social Security Disability benefits have not been 
awarded at the end of the extension, your LTD benefits and employment will be terminated. 

If you have been terminated from LTD and employment with PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, and are later awarded Social Security Disability benefits retroactive to the period in 
which you were receiving LTD benefits, your LTD benefits and employment will be reinstated 
retroactive to the original date that LTD benefits ended.  

When LTD Benefits End 
LTD Plan III benefits will end on the earliest of the following events: 

• You recover from your disability and are medically released to return to work. 

• You refuse a position in another job position at the Company which has duties equal to your 
reduced work capabilities. 

• You start earning income from some other form of work that is equal to more than 33-1/3% of 
your monthly salary on the last day you worked prior to becoming disabled. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the verification of earnings requirement. 

• You reach normal retirement age under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement 
Plan. 

• You reach the two-year limit and do not have a Social Security Disability benefit. 

• You reach the two-year limit because you were age 63 or older when you became eligible for 
LTD Plan III benefits. 

• You do not follow your physician’s recommended treatment program. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the medical certification requirement. 

• You do not comply with the provisions of the Company’s Return to Work Program. 

• You are terminated or leave the Company. 

• You return to work at the Company as a hiring hall employee. 

• You die. 
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Claims and Appeals – Plans I, II, and III 
Claims 
If you have applied for LTD benefits, you will receive a ruling from the third party administrator 
within 45 days following the administrator’s receipt of your claim and evidence of medical 
disability that precludes you from performing the normal duties of your job.   

If you submit a claim that is incomplete, or does not include the required medical evidence, you 
will be notified that an extension is needed and the additional information necessary to make a 
decision on your claim.  The third-party LTD administrator will provide this notice not more than 
45 days after receipt of your claim.  You will have 45 days to provide the medical evidence and/or 
other information necessary for the third-party administrator to make a decision.  The third-party 
LTD administrator will make a decision on the claim within 30 days after receipt of this 
information or within 30 days after the expiration of your 45-day deadline to provide the 
information, whichever is earlier. 

Once a full and complete claim has been submitted, the third-party administrator may, due to 
matters beyond the Plan’s control, extend its review of your claim for up to two additional 30-day 
periods if additional information is still needed – for example, additional medical information to 
support your claim.  You must be notified before the end of the initial 45-day period, or second 
45-day period in the case of incomplete claims, if an initial extension of up to 30 days is required 
and told why the extension is necessary and when the third-party administrator expects to render 
its decision.  If an additional 30-day extension period is required, you must be notified before the 
end of the first 30-day extension period and told why the second extension is necessary and when 
the third-party administrator expects to render its decision. 

If you have been denied a benefit, in whole or in part, by the third-party administrator, your written 
denial from the third-party administrator will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; and 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; and 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for you to obtain approval of 
your claim, and why the information or material is necessary; and 

• a description of the Plan’s review procedures and the limits applicable to such procedures, 
including a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA 
following an adverse decision on appeal. 

In addition, if your denial is based on the third-party administrator’s internal regulations, 
guidelines, protocols, or any similar criterion, you will be notified accordingly and, upon request, 
provided with a copy of the applicable regulation, guideline, protocol or other similar criterion, 
free of charge.   
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Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with the third-party administrator’s decision, you or your authorized 
representative may submit a written appeal to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), 
stating the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all supporting documentation.  Please note:  
Your further appeal to EBAC must be received by EBAC within 180 days of your receipt of the 
denial of your claim by the third-party administrator.   

Send your appeal to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may present the 
pertinent facts and other information in any words that you believe will further your appeal.  You 
may also request, free of charge, reasonable access to, and copies of, all documents, records and 
other information relevant to your claims. 

The EBAC review will take into account all comments, documents, records and other information 
that you submit with your appeal, regardless of whether such information was submitted or 
considered in the initial claim decision.  EBAC may require a hearing or any other investigative 
procedures it deems necessary to assist it in its determination.  Please note, however, that it is 
the obligation of the Plan Administrator to administer the Plan fairly, consistently, and in 
accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within a reasonable period of time, but not more than 45 
days after EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to special circumstances, EBAC requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 45 days.  If an extension of time is required, EBAC will 
notify you within the initial 45 days of why the extension is necessary and when EBAC expects to 
render its decision. 

If your appeal is denied, you will be provided with: 

• the specific reason(s) for denial of the appeal;  

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based;  

• notification that you may receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable access to, and 
copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to you claim for benefits; and 

• a description of any voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Plan and your right to obtain 
the information about such procedures, and a statement of your right to bring an action under 
section 502(a) of ERISA.  

In addition, if your denial is based on EBAC’s internal regulations, guidelines, protocols, or any 
similar criterion, you will be notified accordingly and, upon request, provided with a copy of the 
applicable regulation, guideline, protocol or other similar criterion, free of charge. 

If your denial is based on a disagreement with respect to medical opinions as to whether you are 
or are not disabled within the meaning of the Long-Term Disability Plan, your case will be 
submitted to an impartial physician for determination.  The Company will supply you with a list of 
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more than two qualified physicians in the field.  You select the physician you want to perform the 
examination.  The Company pays the costs for the examination and report. 

ERISA Information 
Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Term Life and Long-Term Disability 
Plan are entitled to certain rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    
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If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 

Administrative Information About the Plan 

NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF EMPLOYER 

The Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan is sponsored 
by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

EMPLOYER 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the Plan 
sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

PLAN NAME The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Term Life and 
Long-Term Disability Plan 
 

PLAN NUMBER 503 
 

PLAN TYPE Income replacement – long-term disability 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
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PLAN 
ADMINISTRATORS 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 
c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

PLAN TRUSTEE, 
INSURANCE ISSUER 
OR THIRD PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Third Party Administrator:  
Through February 2008 

Assurant Employee Benefits Company 
P.O. Box 419744 
Kansas City, MO 64141-6744 

Beginning March 1, 2008 
Disability Management Alternatives (DMA) 
9 Farm Springs Road, First Floor 
Farmington, CT 06032 

Trustee: 
Mellon Bank 
One Mellon Center 
500 Grant Street, Room 1315 
Pittsburg, PA 15258-0001 
 

DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, and 
making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions that may 
be necessary for administration of the Plan.  The Plan Administrator 
has the discretionary authority to interpret, construe, and define the 
terms of the Plan.  
 

AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable claims 
and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the Plan 
Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

OTHER 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories: 
welfare plans and pension plans. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Term Life and Long-Term 
Disability Plan is a “welfare” plan. 
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FUNDING Long-Term Disability:  
The Long-Term Disability benefit provided under the Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company Group Term Life and Long-Term Disability 
Plan is self-insured.  Long-Term Disability benefits are paid from a 
trust to which the Company makes contributions. 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Pacific Gas and electric Company Group Life and Long-Term Disability Plan or 
the termination of the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date 
the Plan was changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or 
benefit coverage, or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such 
change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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The PG&E Corporation Disability Plan document and the most recent group short and long-term disability 
insurance policy or policies contain the detailed provisions of the Plan.  If a conflict exists between these 
plan documents and the portions of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to the PG&E 
Corporation Disability Plan or any other communications or documents, the terms of these plan 
documents shall govern the operation of the Plan. 
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the PG&E Corporation 
Disability Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Plan, to 
resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or 
desirable for the administration of the Plan.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the insurer has the authority 
to construe and interpret the terms of the insurance policy, the certificate of insurance or other similar 
documents which describe the terms and conditions of the disability insurance policy or policies.  Nothing 
in the plan documents or any other communication or document is intended to provide any individual 
with a substantive right to short or long-term disability benefits that are not provided for in the short and 
long-term disability insurance policy or policies. 
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Corporation 
Summary 
PG&E Corporation sponsors a disability plan that provides employees of PG&E Corporation, PG&E 
Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc. with income 
replacement benefits during both short-term and long-term disabilities.  The disability programs 
work together with state and federally required programs to provide you with a steady source of 
income.  The programs include: 

• Short-Term Disability (STD) – STD program benefits are insured by Standard Insurance 
Company (“The Standard”).  Benefits are paid as of the: 

 First day of a hospitalization or injury (see HOSPITALIZATION under IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS), or 
 8th consecutive day of an illness. 

PG&E Corporation pays the full cost for the STD program. 

• Sick Leave Bank – Some or all of your accumulated Sick Pay was placed in a frozen Sick 
Leave Bank if you: 

 Were previously covered by a PG&E Corporation Sick Pay and Vacation Pay program that 
transitioned into a Paid Time Off (PTO) program, or 

 Transferred from Pacific Gas and Electric Company to PG&E Corporation or one of its 
covered affiliates.
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If you have a balance in the Sick Leave Bank, you may use sick pay to supplement Short-Term 
Disability Payments.  The combination of the STD program benefits and the sick leave hours 
you may draw from your Sick Leave Bank provides up to 100 percent income replacement 
during periods of short-term disability.  See PG&E CORPORATION’S PAID TIME OFF (PTO) policy 
included in the TIME OFF section of this Handbook for additional information.  

• Long-Term Disability (LTD) – LTD program benefits are insured by Standard Insurance 
Company (“The Standard”).  Benefits are paid after 6 months of a disability.  PG&E Corporation 
pays the full cost for the LTD program.  

• State and Federally Required Programs: 
 California State Disability Insurance (SDI) — The State of California pays a temporary 

income benefit for non-occupational illness or injury.   Your cost to participate in the 
program is deducted from your paycheck. 

 Workers’ Compensation — Workers’ Compensation benefits are self-insured by PG&E 
Corporation.  Benefits are paid for work-related injuries or illnesses.  PG&E Corporation 
pays the full cost for Workers’ Compensation Benefits.  See the WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 
section of this Handbook. 

 Social Security Disability Benefits (SSDB) – Disabled employees may be eligible for 
benefits after 5 months of a severe disability.  Both you and PG&E Corporation contribute 
toward the cost of SSDB. 

For information on how PG&E Corporation’s Disability Programs work with these State and 
Federally required programs, see HOW BENEFITS ARE CALCULATED – BENEFIT OFFSETS under HOW 
THE DISABILITY PROGRAM WORKS. 

This DISABILITY PLANS FOR EMPLOYEES OF PG&E CORPORATION section only describes the insured STD 
and LTD benefits provided by PG&E Corporation.  For information about: 

• Sick Leave Bank – review PG&E Corporation’s Paid Time Off policy included in the TIME OFF 
section. 

• California State Disability Insurance program – contact the Employment Development 
Department (EDD) department that administers the disability program.  

• Workers’ Compensation – contact the Workers’ Compensation section of the Safety, Health 
and Claims department at Pacific Gas and Electric Company.  See the WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 
section of this Handbook. 

• Social Security Benefits – contact the nearest office of the Social Security Administration or 
call their toll free number 1-800-772-1213. 
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Eligibility 
You are eligible for the STD and LTD programs immediately if you are a full-time or part-time 
employee of PG&E Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation 
Support Services II, Inc.  The STD and LTD programs do not cover family members.   

You are not eligible for the STD program or the LTD program if you are:  

• A contract or agency employee. 

• An employee of any PG&E Corporation subsidiary or affiliated company whose participation 
has not been approved by PG&E Corporation’s Board of Directors. 

• A full-time member of the armed forces of any country.  

Participation 
If you meet the eligibility requirements, you are automatically a participant in the STD and LTD 
programs.  You do not need to complete an enrollment form but you must be actively at work for 
your participation to begin.  See ACTIVELY AT WORK for additional information.   

Actively at Work 
You must be actively at work on the day you become eligible for participation in the STD and LTD 
programs.  For the purpose of the STD and LTD programs, Actively at Work means: 

• For new hires – You report to your work location and work your normal scheduled hours. 

• For employees who become eligible for the Disability Plan due to a transfer from a non-eligible 
position to an eligible position – You report to work on your first day of becoming an eligible 
employee and work your normal scheduled hours unless you are absent because: 

 That day is a company paid holiday or a paid time off day. 
 That day is a non-scheduled work day. 
 You are on an approved leave of absence for reasons other than (1) a medical leave due to 

your own illness or injury, (2) a lay-off, or (3) transitional leave, and you worked on the day 
before the absence. 

When Participation Ends 
Your active participation ends on the earlier of the day your employment terminates or the day 
you no longer meet the eligibility requirements. 

Help is a Phone Call Away 
If you have any questions about the Disability Plan, call the Claims Administrator at:  The 
Standard, 1-800-368-2859. 
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Summary of Benefits 
The following is a high level summary of some of the key provisions of the STD and LTD programs.  
Detailed information is included under HOW THE DISABILITY PROGRAM WORKS. 

PROVISION STD LTD 
BENEFIT WAITING 
PERIOD 
(“ELIMINATION 
PERIOD”) 

No waiting period for disabilities 
caused by an injury or upon 
hospitalization 

7 consecutive days for an illness 

180 consecutive days of 
disability that precludes you from 
working 

BENEFIT AMOUNT Based on weekly base earnings Based on monthly base earnings 

PERCENTAGE OF PAY 66 2/3% 66 2/3% 

MAXIMUM BENEFIT33 $2,564/week $11,111/month 

MINIMUM BENEFIT $15 $100 

MAXIMUM BENEFIT 
PERIOD 
(EARLIER OF) 

End of disability End of disability 
26 weeks of disability (180 days) Age 65 or after, depending on 

your age when the disability 
began 

24 months for disabilities due to 
Mental Illness or Alcohol or 
Drug Abuse 

How The Disability Program Works 
The STD program and the LTD program are designed to provide you with a level of income 
replacement during periods of disability.   

The amount of benefit is based on your Pre-Disability Earnings and benefits from other sources, 
called benefit offsets.  A description of PRE-DISABILITY EARNING AND BENEFIT OFFSETS is included in 
HOW BENEFITS ARE CALCULATED. 

The length of time you receive disability benefits is based on the cause of the disability and the 
age when the disability begins. 

The Standard insures the STD and LTD programs and also determines if you are disabled and 
eligible to receive benefits.  To receive disability benefits, you must meet all of the policies’ 
requirements. 

                                                      
33 Maximum benefit provided through insured STD and LTD programs.  Additional benefits may 

be payable through the PG&E Corporation Supplemental Disability Plan. 
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The following information should help you understand the requirements and how the STD and LTD 
programs work.  There are four major provisions that you need to understand about the STD and 
LTD programs.  They are: 

• Who is eligible to receive disability benefits. 

• What “disability” means. 

• How your benefits are calculated. 

• How long you may receive benefits. 

Who is Eligible to Receive Disability Benefits 
First, you must meet PG&E Corporation’s definition of eligible employee for STD or LTD coverage 
(see ELIGIBILITY above).  You are eligible to receive STD benefits if you meet the policy’s definition 
of disability, and the disability is not subject to a policy exclusion or limitation.  You are eligible to 
receive LTD benefits if you meet the policy’s definition of disability as long as the disability is not 
due to a pre-existing condition, or subject to a policy exclusion or limitation.   

Pre-Existing Condition 
The LTD program has a pre-existing condition provision.  A pre-existing condition does not affect 
your eligibility to received STD program benefits. 

A pre-existing condition is an illness or injury that was diagnosed or treated within three (3) 
months before the date you become eligible for coverage under the disability Plan or the prior 
LTD benefit program.  If you have a pre-existing condition that causes or contributes to your 
disability, your eligibility to receive LTD program benefits for that condition is based on when your 
disability begins.  If you become disabled: 

• During the first 12 months that you are a participant in the LTD program, you will not be 
eligible to receive LTD program benefits, even if you meet the program’s definition of disability. 

• After the first 12 months that you are a participant in the LTD program, you will be eligible to 
receive LTD program benefits, if you meet the program’s definition of disability. 

Special Transition Provision 
If you transfer from Pacific Gas and Electric Company to PG&E Corporation or one of its covered 
affiliates, the Continuity of Coverage provision may apply.  Such provisions may allow you to 
qualify for benefits that would otherwise be denied because of a pre-existing condition.    
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What “Disability” Means 
Disability – Short-Term 
The definition of disability (or disabled) for the Short-Term Disability program, is: 

• Due to an illness or injury, you are not able to perform all of the material and substantial 
duties of your occupation. 

Disability – Long-term 
The definition of disability (or disabled) for the Long-term Disability program, is: 

• Due to an illness or injury, you are not able to perform all of the material and substantial 
duties of: 

 Your occupation, during the Benefit Waiting Period and the 24 month benefit payment 
period following the Benefit Waiting Period, or  

 Your occupation at PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates or any other 
occupation which, through training, education, experience, age and physical and mental 
capacity, you can reasonably be expected to do after the 24 month payment period. 

In other words, you will be considered disabled if you cannot do your occupation during the first 
30 months of disability (6 month waiting period plus 24 months of payment) or any comparable 
occupation, whether or not for PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates, after that period.   

Partial Disability 
The programs also recognize a partial disability.   

The definition of partial disability (or partially disabled) for STD is: 

• You are Partially Disabled when you work and as result of your disability you are unable to earn 
at least 80%of your Predisability Earnings. 

The definition of partial disability (or partially disabled) for LTD is:  

• During the first 30 months you are Partially Disabled when you work in your own occupation 
but as a result of your disability you are unable to earn at least 80% of your Indexed 
Predisability Earnings. 

• After 30 months, you are Partially Disabled when you work in an occupation but as a result of 
your disability you are unable to earn at least 80% of your Indexed Predisability Earnings in 
that occupation or any other occupation which, through training, education, experience, age 
and physical or mental capacity, you can reasonably be expected to perform.   
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How Benefits are Calculated 
The calculation for the STD program and LTD program is: 

Your Pre-Disability 
Earnings 

x – 66 2/3% The Benefit Offsets 

STD program benefits are paid weekly.  The maximum insured STD program benefit is $2,564 per 
week.  If a payment is for a period of less than a full week, you will receive 1/5th of the weekly 
amount for each day you are entitled to receive a benefit payment. 

LTD program benefits are paid monthly.  The maximum insured LTD program benefit is $11,111 
per month.  If a payment is for a period of less than a full month, you will receive a prorated 
monthly benefit for each day you are entitled to receive a benefit payment. 

If your STD or LTD benefit is limited by the maximum insured benefit, you may be eligible for 
additional benefits through the PG&E Corporation Supplemental Disability Plan. 

Percentage of Pre-Disability Earnings 
The 66 2/3% of Pre-Disability Earnings is the program’s income replacement goal when 
combined with other income replacement benefits.  

Pre-Disability Earnings 
Pre-Disability Earnings are the amount of pay you actually receive during the week (for STD) or 
month (for LTD) immediately before the date your disability begins.  Pre-Disability Earnings do not 
include bonuses, commissions, overtime pay and extra compensation.   

For example, if your annual rate of pay is $40,000, and you are a full time employee: 

Your weekly Pre-Disability Earnings for STD benefits would be: 

÷ $40,000 52 Weeks = $769.23 

Your monthly Pre-Disability Earnings for LTD benefits would be: 

÷ = $40,000 12 Months $3,333.34 
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Benefit Offsets 
The goal of the STD and LTD programs is to replace 66 2/3% of your Pre-Disability Earnings, when 
combined with all other disability and retirement benefits.  To accomplish that goal, both 
programs offset (which means reduce) the amount of benefits they pay by the amount you 
receive or are entitled to receive from other sources.  The benefit offsets are: 

BENEFIT OFFSETS 

SHORT-TERM DISABILITY PROGRAM LONG-TERM DISABILITY PROGRAM 

Disability benefits under the United States 
Social Security Act are not deductible under 
the Short-Term Disability Program. 

All disability and/or retirement benefits under 
the United States Social Security Act, the 
Canada Pension Plan, the Quebec Pension 
Plan, or any similar program or act (for you 
and amounts for your family members). 

All benefits paid under Workers’ Compensation law or any other act or law of like intent . 
All benefits from any other governmental program or coverage required or provided by 
statute such as state disability insurance or programs that replace state disability insurance (for 
you and amounts for your family members). 
Any work earnings, or frozen sick leave, that, 
when added to your STD benefit, exceed your 
Predisability Earnings. 

• For the first 12 months you work while LTD 
benefits are payable, any work earnings 
that when added to your LTD benefit 
exceed your Predisability Earnings. 

• After 12 months, your work earnings will 
not be deducted from your LTD benefit.  
Instead, they will be used to calculate 
your LTD Proportionate Benefit. 

All disability benefits from any other plan or 
program sponsored by PG&E Corporation 
(excluding sick leave paid from your frozen 
sick leave bank except as provided above). 

All disability or retirement benefits from any 
other plan or program sponsored by PG&E 
Corporation. 

Other Information About Benefit Offsets 
For purposes of calculating your STD or LTD benefit: 

• After the first deduction for each of your benefits from other sources, your monthly benefit will 
not be further reduced due to any cost of living increases paid by the other source.  This 
provision does not apply to increases received from any form of employment.   

• If you receive benefits from any other source which are paid in a lump sum, the benefit will be 
prorated on a monthly basis over the time period for which the sum would be payable. 
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Disability Benefits 
Here is an example of how STD and LTD benefits are calculated:   

In this example, Mary earns $40,000/year, which is $769.23/week, or $3,333.33/month.  Mary 
receives $423.13/week or $1,833.33/month in state disability. 

 BENEFIT 
AMOUNT 

Mary’s weekly STD benefit would be:  
$769.23 x .6667 = – $423.13 = $512.85 $89.72 

Mary’s monthly LTD benefit would be:  
$3,333.33 x .6667 = – = $2,223.33 $1,833.33 $389.00 

Partial Disability Benefit – STD Program 
To qualify for partial disability benefits you must meet all of the following requirements:  

• You returned to work, whether or not for PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates, but 
your earnings are less than 80% of your Pre-Disability Earnings. 

• You submit proof of your partial disability acceptable to The Standard. 

• You are under the regular care of a physician. 

If you meet the requirements for a partial disability you will receive a STD benefit equal to 66 
2/3% of your Pre-Disability Earnings less any offsets, including a portion of any work earnings you 
receive while partially disabled.  

Example: 
Mary earned $40,000/year or $769.23/week before she became disabled.  She received 
$423.13 a week from her state disability insurance program and $89.72 per week in regular STD 
benefits for a total of $512.85.   
Mary returns to work on a part time basis and earns 40% of her Pre-Disability Earnings, $307.70.  
Because Mary returned to work on a part time basis, her state disability insurance program 
benefit may be reduced; however, because her part-time earnings plus her weekly SDI 
benefit are still less than her weekly earnings of $769.23, she will continue to receive her full 
weekly SDI benefit of:  $423.13 
 
Mary’s regular weekly STD benefit is: $38.40 
($769.23 x .6667 (benefit %) = $512.85 – $423.13 (SDI benefit) - $51.32 (work earnings offset) = 
$38.40) 
Mary’s work earnings offset is: $51.32 
($512.85 + $307.70 (work earnings) = $820.55 – $769.23 (predisability earnings) = $51.32) 
 
Mary will receive $38.40 in partial disability benefits, $423.13 in state disability benefits, and her 
work earnings of $307.70 for a total of $769.23. 
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Partial Disability Benefit – LTD Program 
To qualify for partial disability benefits you must meet all of the following requirements: 

• You must satisfy the LTD program’s Benefit Waiting Period. 

• You are employed and are unable to earn at least 80% or more of your Pre-Disability Earnings 
due to your disability. 

• If the partial disability is due to an injury, the injury must have happened while you are covered 
by this Plan. 

• You submit proof of your partial disability acceptable to The Standard. 

• You are under the regular care of a physician. 

If you meet the requirements for a partial disability, you will receive LTD benefits equal to the 
following: 

• During the first 12 months, you will receive a monthly benefit equal to your Pre-Disability 
Earnings times 66 2/3%.  This amount will be reduced if your earnings plus your disability 
benefit are greater than your Pre-Disability Earnings.  If that is the case, your disability benefits 
will be reduced so that the combination of disability benefits plus your work earnings equal 
your Pre-Disability Earnings. 

• After the first 12 months, your work earnings will not be deducted from your LTD Benefit, 
instead they will be used to calculate your Proportionate Benefit as follows: 

 Determine your LTD Benefit by multiplying your Pre-Disability Earnings by 66 2/3%; 
 Multiply your LTD Benefit by your Loss of Earnings (your Indexed Predisability Earnings 

minus your Work Earnings); then 
 Divide the result by your Indexed Predisability Earnings. 

 

Example: 
Mary earned $40,000/year or $3,333.33/month before she became disabled.  She received 
$1,833.33 a month from her state disability program and $389.00 per month in regular LTD 
benefits for a total of $2,222.33.   
Mary returns to work on a part time basis and earns 40% of her Pre-Disability Earnings, $1,333.33.  
Because Mary returned to work on a part time basis, her state disability insurance program 
benefit may be reduced; however, because her part-time earnings plus her monthly SDI 
benefit are still less than her monthly earnings of $3,333.33 she will continue to receive her full 
monthly SDI benefit of $1,833.33. 
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For the first 12 months of benefits after Mary’s return to partial employment, her LTD benefit will 
be her Pre-Disability Earnings multiplied by the Benefit Percent, without any reductions from 
earnings unless her monthly benefit plus work earnings exceed 100% of the Pre-Disability 
Earnings.  In that instance they would be reduced to 100%. 
(1)  Mary’s disability income before she returns to partial employment $2,222.33
(2)  Plus Mary’s earnings from partial employment $1,333.33
(3)  Total of (1) and (2) $3,555.66
(4)  Subtract Mary’s Pre-Disability Earnings of $3,333.33,  -$3,333.33
(5)  If (4) is less than (3) subtract (4) from (3); if (4) is equal to or more than (3), 
enter zero – this is the amount of Mary’s partial employment earnings that will 
be used to offset Mary’s disability income benefit before she returned to 
partial employment 

$222.33

(6)  Enter Mary’s disability income before she returned to partial 
employment (1) 

$2,222.33

(7)  Subtract Mary’s earnings offset (5) -$222.33
(8)  Subtract Mary’s monthly state disability benefit -$1,833.33
(9)  Total (6), (7), and (8) – this is Mary’s partial disability benefit $166.67
For the first 12 months, Mary will receive $166.67 in partial disability benefits, $1,833.33 in state 
disability, and her work earnings of $1,333.33 for a total of $3,333.33. 

 

After the first 12 months, state disability benefits end and Mary’s benefit would be calculated 
as follows: 
(1)  Mary’s pre-disability earning $3,333.33
(2)  Subtract Mary’s earnings from partial employment -$1,333.33
(3)  Total of (1) and (2) $2,000.00
(4)  Multiply (3) by Mary’s disability benefit before partial employment (#1) 
from the first example) 

$4,444,660.00

(5) Divide (4) by (1) $ 1,333.40
(6)  Subtract Mary’s benefit offsets -$0.00

$1,333.40(7)  This is Mary’s disability benefit after the first 12 months of partial 
employment 
After the first 12 months of partial employment, Mary would receive $1,333.40 in partial 
disability benefits, nothing in state disability because benefits are only paid for 52 weeks, and 
her work earnings of $1,333.33 for a total of $2,666.73. 
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How Long Benefits Are Paid 
STD and LTD benefits are paid until the earliest of: 

• When you no longer meet the definitions and requirements of a disability or partial disability.  
See WHAT ‘DISABILITY’ MEANS and PARTIAL DISABILITY BENEFITS for additional information.   

• The date you die. 

• If you are partially disabled, the date your current earnings are greater than 80%34 of your
Pre-Disability Earnings. 

 

• The end of your Maximum Benefit Period (See MAXIMUM BENEFIT PERIODS for additional 
information). 

Maximum Benefit Periods 
Short-Term Disability 
The Maximum Benefit Period for STD benefits is:  

• 26 weeks of disability if your disability was caused by an injury or if you were hospitalized on 
the day your disability began. 

• 25 weeks of disability if your disability is caused by an illness and you were not hospitalized on 
the day your disability began. 

Long-term Disability 
The Maximum Benefit Period for LTD benefits is based on your age when the disability begins, as 
shown in the following chart: 
 

AGE WHEN DISABILITY 
BEGINS 

LTD MAXIMUM BENEFIT PERIOD 

LESS THAN AGE 61 To the greater of: 
Your Social Security Normal Retirement Age (see SOCIAL 

SECURITY NORMAL RETIREMENT AGE chart) 
Age 65 
But not less than 60 months (5 years) 

61 AND OVER 60 months (5 years) 

                                                      
34 If Standard determines that your earnings vary substantially from month to month, Standard may 
determine your earnings by averaging your earnings over the most recent three-month period. 
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Your Social Security Normal Retirement Age is based on the year of your birth, as follows: 
 

YEAR OF BIRTH SOCIAL SECURITY NORMAL RETIREMENT AGE 
BEFORE 1938 65 

1938 65 and 2 months 

1939 65 and 4 months 

1940 65 and 6 months 

1941 65 and 8 months 

1942 65 and 10 months 

1943-1954 66 

1955 66 and 2 months 

1956 66 and 4 months 

1957 66 and 6 months 

1958 66 and 8 months 

1959 66 and 10 months 

1960 AND AFTER 67 

 

Mental Illness and Alcohol or Drug Abuse 
If your disability is caused by a mental disorder or from alcohol or drug abuse the LTD benefit 
payment period will not exceed 24 months.  However, if you are in a hospital or institution at the 
end of the 24 month period, you will continue to receive the monthly LTD benefit during your 
period of confinement.  Benefits will not be paid beyond the Maximum Benefit Period. 
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What You Must Do to Receive Benefits 
To be eligible to receive disability benefits you must: 

• Meet the definition of disability specified by the provisions of the applicable insurance policy 

• Be under the regular care of a physician and  

• You or a family member must notify the Claims Administrator.  

See CLAIMS & APPEALS INFORMATION for additional information. 

If your claim is approved, you may be asked from time to time to submit supplemental 
information supporting your ongoing disability.  You must supply this information to continue to 
be eligible to receive benefits. 

The cost, if any, of submitting information regarding your claim is your responsibility. 

Important Things You Should Know About the Disability 
Program 

Definitions 
Elimination Period 
The Elimination Period is the period of consecutive days between the day you become disabled 
and the time benefits begin – it is a benefit waiting period.  During the elimination period for STD 
benefits, you may use PTO but you cannot use any accumulated sick pay, if available, from the 
frozen Sick Leave Bank.  

During the LTD Elimination Period, if you cease to be disabled for 30 days or less but cannot 
continue to work, due to your disability, only the days you are disabled (not the period while you 
returned to work or were capable of working) will count toward your Elimination Period. 

Hospitalization 
For the purpose of STD benefits hospitalization means being formally admitted to a hospital for 
in-patient treatment.  The hospital admission must be at least four hours.  Hospital means a 
legally operated hospital providing full-time medical care and treatment under the direction of a 
full-time staff of licensed physicians.  Rest homes, nursing homes, convalescent homes, homes 
for the aged, and facilities primarily affording custodial, educational, or rehabilitative care are not 
Hospitals. 

Injury and Illness 
Injury means an injury to the body.   

Illness means a physical disease, pregnancy, or mental disorder. 
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Medical Examinations 
If you file a claim for benefits or if you are receiving benefits, the Claims Administrator, at its 
expense, has the right to have you examined by a physician or vocational expert of its choice.  
This right may be used as often as is reasonably required.  If you do not agree to an examination, 
your eligibility for benefits will end. 

Successive Periods of Disability 
If you receive disability benefits under this STD or LTD program, return to work, and then become 
disabled again due to the same or a related cause(s) as your prior disability, you may qualify for a 
successive period of disability.  If you qualify for a successive period of disability, it will be treated 
as part of your prior disability, and benefits will begin immediately – you will not be required to 
meet a new Elimination Period. 

To qualify for a successive period of disability, you must have: 

• Received STD benefits immediately before you ceased to be Disabled (returned to work in your 
own occupation at PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates) for a period of less than 
30 days, 

• Received LTD benefits immediately before you ceased to be Disabled (returned to work in your 
own occupation at PG&E Corporation or one of its covered affiliates) for a period of less than 
180 days, and 

If you cease to be Disabled (return to work) for a period of time that is longer than those 
described above, any future disability will be considered new and you will be required to meet a 
new Elimination Period. 

Survivor Benefits 
The LTD program includes a survivor benefit if: 

• You die while receiving monthly LTD benefits, and 

• Your disability continued for 180 or more consecutive days. 

The amount of the survivor benefit is six (6) times your gross monthly benefit.  Your gross monthly 
benefit means the benefit you received without any reduction for other income, including 
employment.  However, if an overpayment exists on your claim, the survivor benefit will first be 
applied to that overpayment.   

Survivor benefits will be paid in a lump sum and in the following order: 

• To your surviving spouse or domestic partner who is recognized as such under California state 
law. 

• To your unmarried children under the age of 25 in equal shares. 

• To your surviving spouse or domestic partner’s unmarried children under the age of 25. 

• To any person providing care and support to any person listed above.  

• To your estate. 
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Taxability of Benefits 
The STD and LTD benefits, including survivor benefits, are taxable income because the premium 
is paid by PG&E Corporation.  You may instruct the Claims Administrator to withhold federal and 
state taxes and, each year, you will be sent an IRS Form 1099 reporting the amount you received 
and the amount of taxes withheld.  

Limitations and Exclusions 
Disabilities Not Covered 
The STD or LTD programs will not cover any disability due to: 

• War, declared or undeclared, or any act of war. 

• Intentionally self-inflicted injuries, while sane or insane. 

• Pre-existing conditions (For the LTD program only.  See a description of pre-existing conditions 
in HOW THE DISABILITY PROGRAM WORKS). 

• Committing or attempting to commit an assault or felony, or actively participating in a violent 
disorder or riot.  Actively participating does not include being at the scene of a violent disorder 
or riot while performing your official duties. 

• Loss of your professional license, occupational license or certification. 

Late Claims 
You must furnish proof that you are disabled and eligible for benefits within 90 days after the end 
of the Benefit Waiting Period.  If you cannot do so, you must furnish proof as soon as reasonably 
possible, but not later than one year after that 90-day period.  If proof is filed outside these time 
limits, your claim will be denied.  These limits will not apply while you lack legal capacity. 

Claims & Appeals Information 

Filing a Claim for Benefits 
To receive a claim form, contact:  

PG&E Benefits Service Center at 1-800-788-2363 

Once your claim form is completed, send it to the address below or fax it to 1-800-378-6053. 

Standard Insurance Company 
PO Box 2800 
Portland OR 97208-2800 
Phone 1-800-368-2859   

Standard Insurance Company is the Claims Administrator for the disability programs. 
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You will be notified if your claim for disability benefits is approved or denied as soon as is 
reasonably possible, but no later than 45 days from the date your claim is received.  This 45-day 
period may be extended for up to 30 days, if the Claims Administrator:  

• Determines the extension is necessary because of matters beyond their control (such as 
missing medical information), and  

• Notifies you, before the end of the 45-day period, why the extension is needed, and the 
expected decision date.   

If, before the end of the first 30-day extension, the Claims Administrator determines, due to 
matters beyond their control, a decision cannot be made within the extension period, the 
determination period may be extended for up to an additional 30 days.  You will be notified 
before the end of the first 30-day extension period why the additional extension is needed and the 
expected decision date. 

The notice of extension will explain: 

• The standard on which benefit entitlement is based. 

• The unresolved issues that prevent a claim decision. 

• The additional information that is needed in order to reach a claims decision.  You will have 45 
days to provide the additional information. 

The claim determination time frames begin when a claim is filed, without regard to whether all 
the information necessary to make a claim determination is included.  If an extension is 
necessary because you fail to submit necessary information, the days from the date the Claims 
Administrator sends you the extension notice until you respond to the request for additional 
information are not counted as part of the claim determination period. 

If the Claims Administrator does not approve your claim, you will receive a written notice.  The 
written notice of denial will include: 

• The specific reason or reasons for denial with reference to those specific Plan provisions on 
which the denial is based, 

• A description of any additional material or information necessary to support the claim and an 
explanation of why that material or information is necessary, 

• A description of the Plan's appeal procedures and time frames, including a statement of the 
claimant's right to bring a civil action under 501(a) of ERISA following an adverse decision on 
appeal, and 

• If applicable, any internal rule, guideline, or other similar criterion relied upon in making the 
adverse decision, or a statement that such a rule, guideline, or other similar criterion was 
relied upon. 

If the Claims Administrator does not approve your claim, you, or your authorized representative, 
may appeal the denied claim within 180 days after you receive the notice of denial.  See APPEALS. 
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Appeals 
If you believe you are not receiving a benefit to which you may be entitled under the provisions of 
the Plan or the STD or LTD benefit program, there are avenues for you to submit appeals.  For 
appeals relating to your eligibility to participate in the Disability Plan or  the STD or LTD benefit 
program, or the denial of a disability benefit, in whole or in part, you should follow the following 
process: 

Eligibility & Benefit Determination Appeals 
The Claims Administrator has full discretionary authority to determine eligibility for insurance and 
participation.  It is the obligation of the Claims Administrator to administer the Plan fairly, 
consistently, and in accordance with the Plan provisions.   Accordingly, a determination on your 
claim will be made on the basis of Plan provisions. 

The Claims Administrator is responsible for determining covered benefits under the disability 
programs and making all decisions regarding the appeal of all adverse benefit determinations.  
Decisions made by the Claims Administrator are final.  PG&E Corporation does not review these 
appeals. 

If your claim for a benefit is denied, in whole or in part, or if you disagree with the amount of 
benefit you receive, although not required, you or your authorized representative, may appeal the 
denied claim within 180 days after you receive the Claims Administrator‘s notice of denial by 
following the process described below.   

You have the right to: 

• Submit to the Claims Administrator for review, written comments, documents, records and 
other information relating to your claim. 

• Request, free of charge, reasonable access to and copies of all non-privileged documents, 
records and other information relevant to your claim. 

• A review that takes into account all comments, documents, records, and other information 
submitted by you, without regard to whether such information was submitted or considered in 
the initial claim decision. 

• A review that does not afford deference to the initial adverse decision and which is conducted 
neither by the individual who made the adverse decision nor that person's subordinate. 

• If the appeal involves an adverse decision based on medical judgment, a review of your claim 
by a qualified health care professional who was neither consulted in connection with the 
adverse decision nor the subordinate of any such individual. 

• The identification of medical or vocational experts, if any, consulted in connection with the 
claim denial, without regard to whether the advice was relied upon in making the decision. 

The Claims Administrator will make a full and fair review of your appeal and may require 
additional documents as it deems necessary in making such a review.  A final decision on review 
will be made within a reasonable period of time but not later than 45 days following receipt of the 
written request for review unless the Claims Administrator determines that special circumstances 
require an extension.  In such case, a written extension notice will be sent to you before the end of 
the initial 45-day period.  The extension notice will indicate the special circumstances and the 
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date by which they expect to render the appeal decision.  The extension cannot exceed a period of 
45 days from the end of the initial period. 

The appeal time frames begin when an appeal is filed, without regard to whether all the 
information necessary to make an appeal decision accompanies the filing. 

If an extension is necessary because you failed to submit necessary information, the days from 
the date the Claims Administrator sends you the extension notice until you respond to the request 
for additional information are not counted as part of the appeal determination period. 

The Claims Administrator‘s notice of denial will include: 

• The specific reason or reasons for denial with reference to those Plan provisions on which the 
denial is based. 

• A statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of all non-privileged documents, records, and other information relevant 
to your claim. 

• A statement of your right to bring an action under Section 502(a) of ERISA. 

• If applicable, any internal rule, guideline, or other similar criterion relied upon in making the 
adverse decision, or a statement that such a rule, guideline, or other similar criterion was 
relied upon. 

The Plan does not provide voluntary alternative dispute resolution options.  However, you may 
contact your local U.S. Department of Labor Office and your State insurance regulatory agency for 
assistance. 

Legal Actions 
If you continue to be dissatisfied with the Claims Administrator’s decision, you have the right to 
bring legal action against the Claims Administrator but you or your authorized representative 
cannot start any legal action: 

• Until 60 days after proof of claim has been given, nor 

• More than three years after the time proof of a claim is required. 

You may also contact the California Department of Insurance (Department).  The Department 
should only be contacted after you and the Claims Administrator have failed to produce a 
satisfactory solution to the problem. 

Department of Insurance 
Consumer Communications Bureau 
300 South Spring Street – South Tower 
Los Angeles, California 90013 

Toll Free Hotline:  1-800-927-4357 
Local Telephone Number:  213-897-5621 
Fax:  213-736-2562 
Office Hours:  8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. PST 
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Conversion to an Individual Policy 
The Disability Plan does not offer a conversion privilege. 

Benefits While Receiving STD or LTD Benefits 
If you are approved to receive benefits under the PG&E Corporation sponsored Short-Term 
Disability (STD) or Long-term Disability (LTD) programs, PG&E Corporation will continue your 
medical (including prescription drug and mental health and substance abuse), dental, vision, EAP, 
and life insurance benefits during the entire period you receive STD or LTD benefits.  You are 
responsible for any required premium payments as specified in the applicable health care plan. 

Payment of Benefits 
STD benefits will be paid to you at the end of each week you qualify for them.  STD benefits 
remaining unpaid at your death will be paid to your estate. 

LTD benefits will be paid to you at the end of each month you qualify for them.  LTD benefits 
remaining unpaid at your death will be paid to the person(s) receiving the survivors benefit. If no 
survivors benefit is paid, the unpaid LTD benefits will be paid to your estate. 

Rights of Recovery 
If a benefit overpayment happens, you will be required to reimburse the Claims Administrator or 
the Claims Administrator has the right to reduce future benefit payments until the overpayment 
has been repaid.  The Claims Administrator also has the right to recover overpayment directly 
from you or your estate.  

Subrogation 
When your injury appears to be someone else’s fault, benefits will not be paid unless you or your 
legal representative agree: 

• To repay the Claims Administrator for benefits to the extent they are for losses for which 
compensation is paid to you by or on behalf of the person at fault. 

• To execute and give the insured plan claim administrator any instruments needed to secure 
the rights under the item above. 

In addition, when the Claims Administrator has paid benefits to you or on your behalf, they will be 
subrogated to all rights of recovery that you have against the person at fault.  These subrogation 
rights will extend only to recovery of the amount the Claims Administrator has paid.  You must 
execute and deliver any instruments needed and do whatever else is necessary to secure those 
rights to the Claims Administrator. 
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ERISA Information 

Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the PG&E Corporation Disability Plan are entitled to certain rights and protections 
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA provides that all 
plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    
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If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration.  

Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND ADDRESS 
OF EMPLOYER 

The PG&E Corporation Disability Plan is sponsored by: 
PG&E Corporation 
One Market Street, Spear Tower, Suite 4500 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

EMPLOYER 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the Plan 
sponsor: 

PG&E Corporation:    94-3234914 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc. 
 

PLAN NAME PG&E Corporation Disability Plan 
 

PLAN NUMBER 503 
 

PLAN TYPE Income replacement – short and long-term disability 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
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PLAN 
ADMINISTRATORS 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 
c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

PLAN TRUSTEE, 
INSURANCE ISSUER 
AND/OR THIRD 
PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Insurance Issuer: 
Standard Insurance Company 
PO Box 2800 
Portland OR 97208-2800 
Phone 1-800-368-2859 
 

DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, and 
making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions that may 
be necessary for administration of the Plan.  The Plan Administrator 
has the discretionary authority to interpret, construe, and define the 
terms of the Plan. 
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the insurer has the authority to 
construe and interpret the terms of the insurance policy, the 
certificate of insurance or other similar documents which describe the 
terms and conditions of the disability insurance policy or policies.  
Nothing in the plan documents or any other communication or 
document is intended to provide any individual with a substantive 
right to short or long-term disability benefits that are not provided for 
in the short and long-term disability insurance policy or policies. 
 

AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable claims 
and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the Plan 
Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary
PG&E Corporation  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 

OTHER 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories:  
welfare plans and pension plans. 

Your PG&E Corporation Disability Plan is a “welfare” plan. 
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FUNDING The PG&E Corporation Disability Plan is insured by Standard Insurance 
Company.  Standard Insurance Company (not PG&E Corporation) is 
responsible for paying benefits.  PG&E Corporation pays all premium 
costs. 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the PG&E Corporation Disability Plan or the termination of the Plan will not affect 
the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was changed or ended, but such 
change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, or higher levels of employee 
contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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Workers’ Compensation 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section) are self-insured under state law to provide Workers’ 
Compensation benefits for employee injury or illness which arises out of and occurs in the course 
of work. The Workers’ Compensation program provides you with partial income replacement in 
the form of disability benefits and medical treatment. In the event of a work-related death, the 
program provides your dependents with death and burial benefits. The Workers’ Compensation 
program is administered by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Safety, Health and Claims 
Department. 

You should note that the Company is not responsible for Workers’ Compensation benefits for any 
injury or illness that results from your voluntary participation in any off-duty recreational, social or 
athletic activity that is not part of your work-related duties. 

Contractors and agency workers are not entitled to the Company’s Worker’s Compensation 
benefits. 

Procedures in the Event of an Industrial Injury or Illness 
The Company’s extensive safety program helps you to avoid injury. However, in the event of an 
industrial injury or illness, you will be provided with all medical care that is reasonably required to 
cure or relieve the effects of the injury or illness. Every reasonable effort will be made to minimize 
the extent and duration of your injury or illness and to continue the appropriate medical care.  In 
addition, you will be provided ongoing contact with the Company’s Workers’ Compensation 
Representatives, timely referrals to medical and rehabilitation specialists, as reasonably 
necessary, and additional other benefits which exceed the requirements of state law. 

Every industrial injury or illness must be reported to your supervisor as soon as possible.  

Personal Physician Treatment Request Form 
If a Personal Physician Treatment Request Form (Form #62-4068) is on file prior to the industrial 
injury or illness, you may be treated by your own physician instead of a doctor in the Medical 
Provider Network (MPN). 

• Due to changes in workers’ compensation law regarding pre-designation of a personal 
physician, the current Request Form is effective 4/19/04. 

• The Company will honor old Request forms on file, unless your previous designation was a 
chiropractor or acupuncturist.  In such cases, you should complete a new Request form 
pre-designating a regular physician who is not a chiropractor or acupuncturist.   

• If you wish to submit a new Request form, or make changes to an existing form, a new form 
should be completed to document those changes. 

• Hiring Hall employees are not entitled to pre-designate a personal physician. 
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Definition of Personal Physician 
If you have a Personal Physician Treatment Request Form on file prior to the date of injury or 
illness, you have the right to be treated by that physician from the date of injury or illness.   

A personal physician must meet all of the following conditions: 

• The physician is your regular physician and surgeon, licensed pursuant to Chapter 5 
(commencing with Section 2000) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code. 

• The physician is your primary care physician and has previously directed your medical 
treatment, and retains your medical records, including your medical history. "Personal 
physician" includes a medical group, if the medical group is a single corporation or partnership 
composed of licensed doctors of medicine or osteopathy, that operates an integrated 
multi-specialty medical group providing comprehensive medical services predominantly for 
non-occupational illnesses and injuries.  

Medical Provider Network (Panel of Physicians) 
The Company has partnered with Anthem Blue Cross, a national managed-care company, to 
develop the PG&E/Anthem Blue Cross Medical Provider Network (MPN).  

WORK-RELATED INJURY OR ILLNESS - In an emergency, go to the nearest emergency medical 
facility and, as soon as possible, contact the Safety, Health and Claims Helpline (Helpline) at 
1-415-973-8700 (outside) or Company number 8-223-8700, and select Option 2.  

For non-emergency situations, you may use either the Network link below, or contact your 
Workers’ Compensation Representative (WCR) for a referral to a MPN provider for initial 
treatment. If you are temporarily working outside the MPN service area you may get treatment 
from a doctor of your choice. The Network link is a partial listing of the MPN, developed to assist 
in the initial referral to an appropriate provider.  

If you would like to review, receive, or access the complete MPN provider directory, you can: 

• visit the MPN website at www.pge.com/mpn, or  

• call Anthem Blue Cross at 1-866-700-2168.   

If you have difficulty getting an appointment or need any assistance in locating a MPN provider 
you may contact your WCR or the Claims Helpline at 1-415-973-8700 (outside) or Company 
number 8-223-8700, and select Option 2.  
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The plan document for the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan, the terms of this Summary of 
Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan, and the 
documents which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial 
Injury Plan  govern the operation of the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and comprise the 
Plan document.  If a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or 
documents, these plan documents shall govern the operation of the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial 
Injury.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Supplemental 
Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of 
the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are 
necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  
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Eligibility 
The Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan is designed to provide employees of Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company35 with supplemental income benefits — above your Workers’ 
Compensation disability income — if you sustain an injury or illness on the job and are entitled to 
temporary or vocational rehabilitation disability benefits.  

You are not eligible for benefits from the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan if you 
are an intern, a contract or agency worker, a hiring hall employee, or an employee of PG&E 
Corporation, PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc., or PG&E Corporation Support Services II, 
Inc. 

When Benefits Begin 
Benefits can begin on the first lost workday after an injury or illness occurs. Plan benefits can 
continue as long as you are entitled to workers’ compensation temporary or vocational 
rehabilitation disability benefits, or within the limits prescribed by law. 

Benefits from the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan are not automatic. To apply for 
benefits, you must complete and sign the “Request and Application for Permanent Disability 
Advances Paid as Supplemental Benefits” form. 

If your disability turns out to be permanent, Supplemental Benefits paid during your absence from 
work will be deducted from any permanent disability benefits you are entitled to receive under 
Workers’ Compensation. For injuries or illnesses occurring on or after January 1, 1991, the sum of 

                                                      
35 Company, in this Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan section, means Pacific Gas 

and Electric Company only. 
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The plan document for the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan, the terms of this Summary of 
Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan, and the 
documents which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial 
Injury Plan  govern the operation of the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and comprise the 
Plan document.  If a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or 
documents, these plan documents shall govern the operation of the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial 
Injury.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Supplemental 
Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of 
the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are 
necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  
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How Much the Plan Pays 

Management Employees 
Combined with other disability benefits, the Plan assures you of an income equal to: 

• 50% of your basic wage rate for the days you are absent from work due to your work-related 
injury/illness – applicable to the period July 1, 1994, through June 30, 2002 (no change at the 
183rd day); or 

• 75% of your basic wage rate for the days you are absent from work due to your work-related 
injury/illness – applicable to the period on or after July 1, 2002 (no change at the 183rd day). 

Your “basic wage rate” means your regular pay and excludes overtime, premium pay, bonuses or 
other pay. In calculating your benefit amount, the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan 
will deduct any payments you are entitled to under the Workers’ Compensation and Insurance 
Chapters of the California Labor Code or the State Disability Insurance plan. 

Administrative and Technical Employees  
Combined with other disability benefits, the Plan assures you of an income equal to: 

• 75% of your basic weekly wage rate for injuries/illnesses occurring on or after January 1, 2000 
(no change at the 183rd day); 

• 85% of your basic weekly wage rate for the first 182 days you are absent from work, and 
66-2/3% of your basic weekly wage rate starting on the 183rd day you are absent from work 
for injuries/illnesses occurring on or after January 1, 1991, through December 31, 1999; or 

• 85% of your basic weekly wage rate for the first 182 days you are absent from work, and 75% 
of your basic weekly wage rate starting on the 183rd day you are absent from work for 
injuries/illnesses occurring on or after January 1, 1983, through December 31, 1990. 

Your “basic weekly wage rate” means your regular pay and excludes overtime, premium pay, 
bonuses or other pay. In calculating your benefit amount, the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial 
Injury Plan will deduct any payments you are entitled to under the Workers’ Compensation and 
Insurance Chapters of the California Labor Code or the State Disability Insurance plan. 
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When Benefits End 
Your benefits from the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan will end on the earliest of 
the following events: 

• You are released to return to your usual and customary job. 

• You refuse an offer of light duty work at the Company. 

• You refuse work with the Company under a rehabilitation plan. 

• You accept a job outside of the Company. 

• You are medically and vocationally rehabilitated. 

• Your Temporary Disability benefits end, due to the two year time limit. 

• Your employment status is terminated for any reason. 

• You transfer to the Long-Term Disability payroll. 

• You retire. 

• You die. 

Returning to Work 
If you are disabled, the Company will make every effort to help you return to work as soon as you 
are able. Depending on your medical condition and the availability of appropriate jobs, the 
Company may ask you to perform light duties temporarily, until you are released to full duties 
and/or your medical condition reaches a “permanent and stationary” status. Your condition will 
be considered “permanent and stationary” when your physician reports that your medical 
condition has reached maximum medical improvement or has been stabilized for a reasonable 
period of time. While on light duty, you will be paid at the rate of pay for your regular position. 
Your treating physician must approve the light duty and will help the Company decide when you 
can resume your regular duties.   
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Claims and Appeals 

Claims 
Benefits from the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan are not automatic. To apply for 
benefits, you must complete and sign the “Request and Application for Permanent Disability 
Advances Paid as Supplemental Benefits” form that you will receive from Safety, Health and 
Claims upon becoming disabled due to an industrial injury.  

Appeals 
If you believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be entitled, you may appeal the 
claim to the Safety, Health and Claims Department within 60 days after you receive the denial by 
writing to the following address: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Safety, Health and Claims Department, B23H  
Plan Administrator Appeals 
Attention:  Manager, Workers’ Compensation Section 
P.O. Box 7779 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7779 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.   You may also 
request, free of charge, access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other information 
relevant to your claim for benefits.  The review will take into account all comments, documents, 
records and other information submitted by you relating to your claim, without regard to whether 
such information was submitted or considered at the initial benefit determination. Please note, 
however, that it is the obligation of the Safety, Health and Claims Department to administer the 
Plan fairly, consistently, and in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If the Plan Administrator denies your claim, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for a participant or 
beneficiary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is 
necessary; 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of the participant's or beneficiary's right to bring a civil action under section 
502(a) of ERISA following an adverse benefit determination on review. 

The Safety, Health and Claims Department must respond to you within 60 days of receipt of your 
appeal unless, due to special circumstances, the Safety, Health and Claims Department requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 
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If you are not satisfied with the Safety, Health and Claims Department’s decision, you may then 
submit a written appeal to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), the final adjudicator 
in the appeals process, within 60 days of receiving a denial from the Safety, Health and Claims 
Department, stating the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all documentation and any 
additional information to support your appeal.  

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Safety, Health and Claims Department, B23H 
EBAC Appeals 
Attention:  Manager, Workers’ Compensation Section 
P.O. Box 7779 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7779 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within 60 days of EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, 
due to special circumstances, EBAC requires additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

ERISA Information 
Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan are entitled to certain rights 
and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA 
provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Safety, Health and Claims 
Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 
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Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration.  
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Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND 

ADDRESS OF 
EMPLOYER 

The Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan is sponsored by: 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

Safety, Health, and Claims Department 
P.O. Box 7779 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7779 

 
EMPLOYER 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the 
Plan sponsors: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
 

PLAN NAME The Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan 
 

PLAN NUMBER 501 
 

PLAN TYPE Income Replacement 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR
S 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 

c/o Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Safety, Health, and Claims 
Department 
P.O. Box 7779 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7779 
(415) 973-8700 

 
CLAIMS 

ADMINISTRATOR 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Safety, Health, and Claims Department 

P.O. Box 7779 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7779 
(415) 973-8700 

 
DISCRETIONARY 

AUTHORITY 
The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 

administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, 
and making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions 
that may be necessary for administration of the Plan.  The Plan 
Administrator has the discretionary authority to interpret, 
construe, and define the terms of the Plan. 
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AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF 
LEGAL PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable 
claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the 
Plan Administrator.  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
OTHER 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories:  
welfare plans and pension plans. 

The Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan is a “welfare” plan. 
 

FUNDING The Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan is self-insured.  This 
means the Company pays the actual cost of the benefit claims 
directly from the Company’s general assets, after the claims are 
incurred.   

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Supplemental Benefits for Industrial Injury Plan or the termination of the Plan 
will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was changed or 
ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, or higher 
levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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Section G 

The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and Long Term 
Disability Plan, the terms of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Group Life Insurance 
and Long Term Disability Plan, the documents which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the 
Group Life Insurance and Long Term Disability Plan, and the applicable  life insurance policy  govern the 
operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long Term Disability Plan and comprise the Plan document.  If 
a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or documents, the plan 
documents shall govern the operation of the Group Life Insurance and Long Term Disability Plan.  
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Group Life 
Insurance and Long Term Disability Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the 
terms of the plan documents, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to 
establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the administration of the Plan.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, the insurer has the authority to construe and interpret the terms of the life insurance policy, the 
certificate of insurance or other similar documents which describe the terms and conditions of the life 
insurance policy.  Nothing in the plan documents or any other communication or document is intended 
to provide any individual with a substantive right to life insurance benefits that is not provided for in the life 
insurance policy. 
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Life and Accident Insurance 
Plans 

Summary 
The Company36 offers Basic and Supplemental term life and Business Travel Accident insurance 
coverage to help you provide financial security for your loved ones in the event of your death or 
serious injury.  Additionally, you may be eligible for accidental death and dismemberment 
coverage and continued life insurance coverage when you retire.   

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is both the Claims Administrator and insurer of the life and 
accidental death and dismemberment benefits.  Life Insurance Company of North America (LINA) 
is both Claims Administrator and insurer of the business travel accident benefit. 

Cost of Coverage 
The Company pays the full cost for the first $10,000 of your Group Life Insurance Plan coverage. 
You pay for any life insurance coverage you elect over $10,000. The cost for additional coverage 
depends on your age. You should refer to your personalized Enrollment Worksheet for current 
rates. The Company offers both smoker and non-smoker rates. 

In addition to the cost for the first $10,000 of your Group Life Insurance Plan coverage, the 
Company currently pays the full cost of the following: 

• Life Insurance at retirement,  

• Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance, and  

• Business Travel Insurance. 

                                                      
36 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the programs or policies. 
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Group Life Insurance 

Eligibility 
You are eligible to participate in the life insurance plan if you are a full-time or part-time 
Management or Administrative & Technical employee of the Company. You are not eligible for 
this life insurance plan if you are a contract, agency worker, hiring hall employee, or retired 
employee.   

Officers, employees in Professional & Leadership III and above and attorneys in Band 45 and 
above should also refer to ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT INSURANCE in this section of the 
Handbook. 

Enrollment 
You are eligible for the life insurance coverage described in this section on the first day of the 
month following receipt of your elections, provided you complete an enrollment form within 31 
days of your date of hire.  For example, if you were hired on February 1 as a Management 
employee, and you return a completed form on February 15, you would be eligible for life 
insurance, above the Company provided Basic Life, on March 1.   

If you do not enroll when initially eligible, you will be assigned Basic Life Insurance coverage in 
the amount of $10,000. You must be actively at work on or after the effective date of your 
enrollment for coverage changes to take effect (e.g., if you are on sick leave or a leave of absence 
without pay, any changes to your life insurance coverage will not take effect until you return to 
work. 

Amount of Coverage 
The amount of life insurance you need may depend on several factors, including your age, family 
status and other financial resources. The Company automatically provides you with $10,000 in 
Basic Life Insurance coverage. You may also purchase additional life insurance coverage using 
before tax salary deductions when you are first hired, during annual Open Enrollment periods or 
when you experience an eligible change in status.   

The Group Life Insurance Plan offers you several levels of life insurance coverage from which to 
choose, as follows: 
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LIFE INSURANCE:  COVERAGE LEVELS 

Basic — Coverage of $10,000. 

Standard — Coverage of $50,000. 

Life 1 — Coverage equal to 1 times your annual pay. 

Life 2 — Coverage equal to 2 times your annual pay. 

Life 3 — Coverage equal to 3 times your annual pay. 

Life 4 — Coverage equal to 4 times your annual pay. 

The coverage amounts under Standard, Life 1, Life 2, Life 3 and Life 4 include the $10,000 of 
Company-provided coverage. 

Your “annual pay” means your annualized base rate of pay and does not include overtime or any 
other special compensation. If your annual pay is not a multiple of $1,000, your insurance 
amount will be rounded to the next higher $1,000. 

Usually, your coverage level options for each calendar year are based on your annualized pay as 
of September 30 of the previous year. However, because the open enrollment period can vary in 
some years, other dates may be used. Your Open Enrollment materials will advise you if another 
date is used. 

How Your Benefit Is Paid 
Life insurance benefits are typically paid to your beneficiary in a single payment.  Installment 
payments may be available.  For information on installment payments, call Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company at 1-888-878-8490. 

Your Beneficiary 
Your beneficiary is the person or persons to whom a benefit will be paid in the event of your 
death. Your beneficiary can be anyone you choose, and you can name more than one beneficiary.  
In addition, you may name a trust, charity or estate. 

If a benefit is payable to a minor, the benefits may be paid to a Court Appointed Guardian of 
Person and Property of the Minor's Estate, or deposited into a MetLife interest-bearing account 
that becomes accessible to the minor when the minor reaches age 18. Before naming a minor as 
your beneficiary, we suggest that you consult with your legal advisor. 

Designating or Changing Your Beneficiary 
To establish, change or review your beneficiary designations, you can visit Metropolitan Life 
MyBenefits Web site at www.metlife.com/mybenefits.   

If you have any questions or need online assistance, contact Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company at 1-888-878-8490, or click on the “Contact a Life Benefits Specialist” link to send an 
email to Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s Life recordkeeping unit.   
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If you do not have access to the internet, you can contact Metropolitan Life Insurance Company by 
phone at the number above, and request a paper beneficiary form to be sent to you for 
completion. 

It is important that you always keep your beneficiary designations up to date.  This is your 
responsibility.  You may change your beneficiary designations at any time.  Beneficiary 
designations and changes are effective on the date they are accepted by Metropolitan Life’s 
MyBenefits Beneficiary Management Web site.  Paper designations and changes are effective on 
the date you sign the notice.  Any beneficiary designation or change will not affect any payment 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company makes or actions it takes before the notice of designation 
or change is submitted and processed.  

More than One Beneficiary 
If you designate more than one person as your beneficiary, each will share in the benefits equally, 
unless you have designated specific percentages for each beneficiary. 

Death of a Beneficiary 
A person’s rights as a beneficiary end if that person dies: 

• before your death occurs; or 

• at the same time your death occurs; or 

• within 24 hours of your death. 

The share for that person will be divided among the surviving persons you have named as 
beneficiary, unless you have chosen otherwise.   

No Beneficiary at Your Death 
If no beneficiary should survive you, your benefit will be paid to the first survivor(s) in this order: 

• your spouse; 

• your children (including any illegitimate or legally-adopted children; however, this does not 
include step-children); 

• your parents; or 

• your brothers and sisters (including half-brothers and half-sisters). 

Please note that your registered domestic partner is not automatically your life insurance 
beneficiary.  If you want your registered domestic partner to receive all or part of your life 
insurance proceeds, you must designate your registered domestic partner as your beneficiary. 

Changing the Level of Your Coverage 
Annual Open Enrollment Period 
During the Open Enrollment period, you can increase or decrease the amount of your life 
insurance coverage.  If you are not actively at work on January 1, the one level change will not 
become effective until you return to active work. “Actively at work” means you are performing all 
of the duties that pertain to your work at the place where it is normally done or where it is 
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required to be done by your employer.  Note:  If you increase your life insurance during Open 
Enrollment, you must physically be at work for a least one day in the new year to be covered at 
the higher amount. 

If you elect to increase your Group Life Insurance Plan coverage by one level (for example, from 
Life 1 to Life 2), the increase is automatically approved by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 
and your cost of coverage will be based on the one-level increase. If you currently have Basic Life 
and you wish to increase your coverage by one level, your next level of coverage will be the lower 
of Standard Life or Life 1. If you currently have Standard Life and you wish to increase your 
coverage by one level, your next level of coverage will be Life 2, regardless of your annual salary.  

If you elect to increase your coverage by two levels or more (for instance, from Life 1 to Life 3), 
you will be required to submit evidence of good health to Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
for approval. See EVIDENCE OF GOOD HEALTH below for more details. 

If you fail to submit evidence of good health, your coverage will only increase by one level.  

Evidence of Good Health 
Any increase in life insurance by two or more levels (for example from Basic ($10,000) to Life 2, 
or from Life 1 to Life 3) requires approval by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.  If you elect an 
amount of coverage that requires approval, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company will send you a 
Statement of Health form which you will need to complete and return.  Your election will be 
initially processed with a one-level increase only, pending approval by Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, before any further level increase(s) will be made.   

If Metropolitan Life Insurance Company requires a physical examination in order to make its 
determination, the examination will be at your own expense. After Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company receives complete information from you and your doctor (if required), you will receive 
notification of their decision to approve or deny your request.  If you fail to submit evidence of 
good health, your coverage will only increase by one level.  

Approval or Refusal 
Once MetLife receives the completed form, they will notify you that they are either increasing your 
coverage to the level you requested, effective on the approval date or denying your request.  

Your life insurance coverage cost will change the first of the month following approval to reflect 
the increased contribution.  

If your request is denied, your coverage will remain at the lower one-level increase amount.   

Mid-Year Changes in Status 
You can change your coverage level between Open Enrollment periods only if you have an eligible 
change in status event.  See MID-YEAR RE-ENROLLMENT – CHANGE IN STATUS under ENROLLMENT in the 
FLEX PLAN section of this Handbook.   If you change your coverage level due to an eligible change 
in status event, your new coverage level will become effective the first of the month after the 
receipt of your elections provided your notification is within 31 days of the change in status event. 
As previously explained, if you are not actively at work on the day your change in coverage is to 
become effective, the change will not become effective until you return to active work. 

You may increase your life insurance one level only or decrease it as many levels as you wish. Any 
mid-year change resulting from a change in status event will change your cost.  
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Imputed Income from Your Life Insurance Coverage 
The value of your group life insurance over $50,000 (as determined by IRS tables) is includible as 
additional income on your W-2 as imputed income. This “imputed income” is based on your age 
at rates set by the IRS.  Imputed income is calculated each month and is automatically included 
in the wages shown on your pay statement as well as your annual W-2 form.  

The formula for calculating imputed income is as follows: 

 

(Total Amount of 
Coverage - $50,000) 

$1,000 

Monthly rate from IRC 
Section 79 Table for employee’s age 

 
= 

Monthly  
Imputed 
Income 

x 

Here’s an example of how imputed income is calculated: 

A 45-year-old employee earns $44,000 a year and chooses life insurance coverage of two 
times his/her annual salary ($88,000). Therefore, he/she must pay imputed income tax on the 
value of his/her life insurance in excess of $50,000, or $38,000 ($88,000 minus $50,000). 
In this example, the calculation would be as follows: 
 ($88,000 - $50,000) X $0.15  = $5.70 per month 
           $1,000 
This employee will have approximately $5.70 in imputed income reported on his/her pay 
statement and the annual amount reported on his/her W-2 form.  

To help you calculate your imputed income, if any, you can access a copy of the Imputed Income 
Worksheet online from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Human Resources Forms section of the 
PG&E HR intranet or by calling the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, 
externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

Leaves of Absence 
If you are on a Company-approved leave of absence, your Group Life Insurance coverage will 
remain in effect for the duration of the leave as long as you remit any required premium 
payments.  See FLEX PLAN BENEFITS WHILE ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR LTD in the FLEX PLAN section. 

If You Become Disabled 
While you qualify for benefits from the Long-Term Disability Plan, your Group Life Insurance Plan 
coverage will continue at no cost to you. 

When Coverage Ends 
Your Group Life Insurance Plan coverage ends: 

• Thirty-one days after your retirement date; 

• At the end of the month in which your employment ends (other than retirement); or 

• If the Group Life Insurance Plan is terminated by the Company or the carrier. 
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If You Retire 
After you reach age 55, if you retire from PG&E Corporation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or 
one of its covered affiliates, you may be eligible for postretirement life insurance.  For more 
information, you can access a copy of the Summary of Benefits Handbook for Retirees online 
from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents section of the PG&E HR intranet or 
request a copy by sending an email at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or your can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 

You may also apply to convert the remainder of your group life insurance coverage to an 
individual policy within 31 days of the date on which coverage ends, as described below. 

Converting Your Group Life Insurance Coverage to an 
Individual Policy 
If you terminate, retire from the Company, or you are no longer eligible for Management and 
Administrative & Technical benefits, you have the option of converting your Group Life Insurance 
Plan coverage to an individual insurance policy within 31 days after your coverage ends, without 
having to furnish evidence of good health. This option is called the “conversion privilege.” 

The new policy will become effective immediately upon approval by Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, as long as you have paid the first premium. To apply for an individual policy, contact 
your local Metropolitan Life Insurance agent at 1-800-MET-LIFE (638-5433). 

If you do not apply to convert your life insurance to an individual policy and you die within the 
31-day conversion period, your beneficiaries will be entitled to receive life insurance proceeds for 
the full amount of coverage which was in effect on your last day of employment. 

More Information About Life Insurance 
Accelerated Benefit Option (ABO) 
An early cash payment option, called the Accelerated Benefit Option (ABO), is included under the 
Group Life Insurance Plan. This cash payment option allows an employee who is terminally ill and 
expected to die within six months or less to receive a portion of his or her life insurance coverage. 
You must have at least $10,000 in life insurance coverage to qualify for this option.  

The following points briefly outline some of the provisions of the Accelerated Benefit Option 
(ABO): 

• Benefits provide a cash payout of up to 50% of life insurance coverage. 

• This is a one-time election option. 

• The minimum cash payout is $5,000 and the maximum is $250,000. 

• The balance of life insurance coverage is “frozen” and paid out to the designated beneficiary at 
the time of the employee’s death. 

• The “frozen” coverage may be eligible for a cash payout through a viatical assignment option. 
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• All decisions made by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company to grant or deny this benefit are 
final. 

• Exclusions:  
 You are not eligible for the ABO if you have assigned your life insurance coverage (see 

ASSIGNMENT OF BENEFITS for additional information), or 
 The amount of your benefit is less than $10,000. 

For further information about the ABO option, please call Metropolitan Life Insurance Company at 
1-888-878-8490. 
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Assignment of Benefits 
You have the right to assign your life insurance benefits to someone else as a gift or as a viatical 
assignment, but only when a viatical assignment is allowed by state law.  This means you can 
transfer or assign all rights, title, interest and ownership, both for the present and future which 
includes: 

• the right to make any contributions required to keep the benefits in force, 

• the privilege of obtaining an individual policy of life insurance (conversion), and  

• the right to designate or change the beneficiary designation. 

Assignment of benefits is a complicated financial and legal matter.  If you are considering an 
assignment, please contact Metropolitan Life Insurance Company at 1-888-878-8490 for 
additional information. 

Viatical Assignment 
An option for terminally ill employees is to sell their life insurance for cash to viatical settlement 
companies that buy life insurance policies.  Viatical settlement companies offer different levels of 
cash payment options and the criteria for qualifying varies from one company to another.  You 
must contact a viatical settlement company directly to obtain information regarding its program 
options. 

For further information about the viatical option, please call Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
at 1-888-878-8490. 
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Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 

Eligibility 
If you are an officer, an employee in Professional and Leadership III and above or an attorney in 
Band 45 and above (collectively referred to as AD&D eligible employees) of the Company, you are 
automatically covered on the first day of the month following your date of hire or promotion to an 
AD&D eligible position for Company-paid Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 
(AD&D).  In addition, non-employee members of the Board of Directors of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company or PG&E Corporation, or of a participating employer, are eligible on the first day of the 
month following the date they become a member of the Board of Directors.   

Amount of Coverage 
The amount of Company-paid Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance (AD&D) is 
$250,000. 

You may also elect Accidental Death and Dismemberment coverage for your spouse or domestic 
partner in the amount of $25,000, $50,000, $75,000, $100,000 or $125,000.   

Enrollment changes are allowed during scheduled open enrollment periods, and benefit coverage 
continuation during periods of an approved leave of absence in accordance with the same rules 
as life insurance. 

How Your Benefit is Paid 
AD&D benefits are paid for covered losses if: 

• You are injured in an accident that happens when your AD&D coverage is in effect, or  

• Your covered dependent is injured in an accident that happens when AD&D coverage is in 
effect for them; and 

• The accident is the sole cause of injury, and that injury is the sole cause of the covered loss, 
and 

• The covered loss occurs not more than 90 days after the date of the accident. 
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The amount of AD&D benefit payment is based on the level of coverage you elect and the type of 
loss that results from an accident, as follows: 

COVERED LOSS BENEFIT AMOUNT 
LIFE Full Amount 

ONE HAND 
One-half of the Full Amount 

ONE FOOT 

MORE THAN ONE OF THE ABOVE IN ANY ONE 
ACCIDENT 

Full amount 

THE THUMB AND INDEX FINGER OF THE SAME HAND One quarter of the Full Amount 

Beneficiary Designation 
For AD&D coverage, there is a separate beneficiary form.  If you have questions or would like to 
request an AD&D Designation of Beneficiary Form, you may contact Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company at 1-888-878-8490 and a form will be sent to you for completion. 

It is important that you always keep your beneficiary designations up to date.  This is your 
responsibility.  You may change your beneficiary designations at any time.  Paper designations 
and changes are effective on the date you sign the notice.  Any beneficiary designation or change 
will not affect any payment Metropolitan Life Insurance Company makes or actions it takes 
before the notice of designation or change is received and processed. 

Please note that your registered domestic partner is not automatically your AD&D insurance 
beneficiary.  If you want your registered domestic partner to receive all or part of your life 
insurance proceeds, you must designate your registered domestic partner as your beneficiary 

Post Retirement AD&D 
After you reach age 55, if you retire from PG&E Corporation, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or 
one of its covered affiliates, you may be eligible for postretirement AD&D insurance.  For more 
information, you can access a copy of the Summary of Benefits Handbook for Retirees online 
from the Plans, Policies & Forms > Benefit Plan Documents section of the PG&E HR intranet or 
request a copy by sending an email at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or your can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363. 
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Group Life Insurance and AD&D Claims and Appeals 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is the Claims Administrator.  To report a death or 
dismemberment and file a claim for benefits under the Group Life Insurance Plan for life 
insurance benefits or file a claim for AD&D benefits, you or your beneficiary should contact 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company at 1-888-878-8490 to request a claim form.  You or your 
beneficiary should also contact the Benefits Service Center to notify the Company of your loss or 
death.  You or your beneficiary must follow the instructions on the claim form carefully and 
answer all questions completely to help expedite the processing of your claim.  The completed 
claim form and any other required materials should be returned to the address on the form.   

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company is solely responsible for determining whether the life or 
AD&D benefit is payable at the initial claim level and at the appeal level. If you have been denied 
a benefit, you may submit an appeal to Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. The procedures 
governing initial claims and appeals are further described below.  

Determinations relating to eligibility under the Group Life Insurance Plan or AD&D Plan are made 
by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company at the initial claim level and by the Employee Benefits 
Appeals Committee (EBAC) at the appeal level.  If you have been denied benefits based on length 
of service, status, or membership in the Group Life Insurance or AD&D Plans by Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, you may submit an appeal. The procedures governing length of service, 
status, or membership claims and appeals are further described below. 

Claims Relating to Payment or Denial of a Benefit or 
Benefit Level  
If your initial claim relating to the payment or denial of a Group Life Insurance Plan benefit has 
been denied by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Insurance Company, you will receive written 
notice of the denial within 90 days of receipt of the initial claim unless, due to special 
circumstances, an additional 90 days is required.  Such notification will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary from a participant or 
beneficiary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is 
necessary; 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of the participant's or beneficiary's right to bring a civil action under section 
502(a) of ERISA following an adverse benefit determination on review. 
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Appeals 
If your initial claim relating to the payment or denial of a benefit has been denied by Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company, you may submit a written appeal to Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company.  The appeal should be sent to Group Insurance Claims Review at the address of the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company office which processed your claim. Your appeal to 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company must be received within 60 days of your receipt of notice 
that your claim has been denied by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.  You may also 
request, free of charge, access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other information 
relevant to your claim for benefits.  The review of your appeal by Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company will take into account all comments, documents, records and other information 
submitted by you relating to your claim, without regard to whether such information was 
submitted or considered at the initial benefit determination. 

If Metropolitan Life Insurance Company denies your appeal, you will receive a written response 
which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits;  

• an explanation of any voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Plan and your right to obtain 
information about such procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring an action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

You will receive a final ruling from Metropolitan Life Insurance Company within 60 days of 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to special 
circumstances, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company requires additional time to respond, up to 
another 60 days. 

Claims Relating to Service, Status, or Membership  
If you have a claim relating to your length of service, status, or membership in the Group Life 
Insurance Plan that has been denied by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, you will receive 
written notice of the denial within 90 days of receipt of the initial claim unless, due to special 
circumstances, an additional 90 days is required.  Such notification will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for a participant or 
beneficiary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is 
necessary; 
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• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of the participant's or beneficiary's right to bring a civil action under section 
502(a) of ERISA following an adverse benefit determination on review.  

Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with Metropolitan Life Insurance Company’s decision regarding your length 
of service, status or membership in the Plan, you may submit a written appeal to the Employee 
Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC).  

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
EBAC Appeals  
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

Your appeal to EBAC must be received within 90 days of your receipt of the denial of your claim 
by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.  You may also 
request, free of charge, access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other information 
relevant to your claim for benefits.  The review of your appeal will take into account all comments, 
documents, records and other information submitted by you relating to your claim, without regard 
to whether such information was submitted or considered at the initial benefit determination.  
Please note, however, that it is the obligation of EBAC to administer the Plan fairly, consistently, 
and in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits;  

• an explanation of any voluntary appeal procedures and your right to obtain information about 
such procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring an action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within 60 days of EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, 
due to special circumstances, EBAC requires additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 
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Important Notices 
The following Important Notices and information is supplied based on various statement 
requirements and is listed in alphabetical order by state. 

California Residents 
To obtain additional information, or to make a complaint, contact Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company at: 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
200 Park Avenue  
New York, NY 10166 
ATTN:  Corporate Consumer Relations Department 

1-800-275-4638 

If, after contacting Metropolitan Life Insurance Company regarding a complaint, you feel that a 
satisfactory resolution has not been reached, you may file a complaint with the California 
Department of Insurance: 

California Department of Insurance 
300 South Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

1-800-927-4357 (within California) 

1-213-897-8921 (outside California) 

Maryland Residents 
The group life insurance policy providing coverage under this policy was issued in a jurisdiction 
other than Maryland and may not provide all of the benefits required by Maryland law. 
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The terms of this Summary of Benefits Handbook pertaining to the PG&E Corporation Business Travel 
Insurance Plan and the most recent business travel insurance policy contain the detailed provisions of the 
Plan.  If a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other communications or documents, 
the terms of these plan documents shall govern the operation of the Plan.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Plan and has the 
discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or 
discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the 
administration of the Plan.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the insurer has the authority to construe and 
interpret the terms of the insurance policy, the certificate of insurance or other similar documents which 
describe the terms and conditions of the business travel insurance policy.  Nothing in the plan documents 
or any other communication or document is intended to provide any individual with a substantive right to 
business travel insurance benefits that are not provided for in the business travel insurance policy. 
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Business Travel Insurance (BTI) 
Business Travel Insurance (BTI) pays a benefit if you die or become dismembered as the result of 
a covered accident. This benefit is paid in addition to any benefit payable from the Group Life 
Insurance Plan.  

PG&E Corporation has entered into an insurance contract with the Life Insurance Company of 
North America (LINA) that provides for LINA to assume full responsibility and liability for the 
determination and payment of benefits.  LINA insures the benefits described in this section of the 
handbook.  LINA funds all benefits due under the Plan. 

Business Travel Insurance covers you from the day you are hired. Your spouse or registered 
domestic partner is covered if authorized by the Company to accompany you, at the Company’s 
expense, on a business trip.  

Eligibility 
You are eligible for BTI coverage if you are a full-time or part-time Management and 
Administrative & Technical employee of Pacific Gas and Electric company, PG&E Corporation or 
and of its covered affiliates (referred to collectively as “Company” in this section). You are not 
eligible for Business Travel Insurance coverage benefit if you are temporary, a summer hire, a 
summer technical intern, or a contract, agency, leased, hiring hall employee or retired employee.     

For Management Employees 
Business Travel Insurance provides you with extra protection while you are traveling on Company 
business by any means or commuting to or from work on public transportation, subject to a few 
limitations. 

For Administrative & Technical Employees 
Business Travel Insurance provides you with extra protection while you are using public 
transportation to travel on Company business or commute to or from work, subject to a few 
limitations. 
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Amount of Coverage 
Your Business Travel Insurance benefit is equal to three times your annual pay, with a minimum 
of $125,000 and a maximum of $1,000,000 if you are a full-time employee.  There is no 
minimum benefit if you are a part-time employee.  “Annual pay” means 12 times your monthly 
base pay at the time of the accident.  Base pay includes night work incentive pay, but does not 
include bonuses, overtime or commissions. 

If your spouse or registered domestic partner is authorized by the Company to accompany you on 
a business trip at the Company’s expense, he or she is covered for $125,000, subject to a few 
limitations.  Please refer to LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS for further details. 

Please note:  The BTI eligibility rules for domestic partners are slightly different than those for the 
health care plans.  Please contact the PG&E Corporation Insurance Department at 415-267-7242 
for details on domestic partner coverage. 

How Business Travel Insurance Works 
Your BTI coverage begins at the actual start of a trip, whether you leave from your office, your 
home or another location, whichever occurs last.  BTI coverage ends when you return to your 
home or your office, whichever occurs first.  

If you travel to another city and you remain there or are expected to remain there for more than 
60 days, for the purpose of this Plan, a change in your permanent work location will be 
considered to have occurred.  

For Management Employees 
The full benefit is payable in addition to your Group Life Insurance Plan benefit if you die as the 
result of a covered accident that happens while you are traveling on Company business by any 
means or commuting to or from work on public transportation. To be covered while commuting to 
or from work, you must be boarding, riding on, or alighting from a public conveyance that is 
licensed to carry passengers for hire. 

For Administrative & Technical Employees 
The full benefit is payable in addition to your Group Life Insurance Plan benefit if you die as the 
result of a covered accident that happens while you are using public transportation to travel on 
Company business or commute to or from work.  To be covered while commuting to or from work, 
you must be boarding, riding on, or alighting from a public conveyance that is licensed to carry 
passengers for hire. 
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BTI Benefits 
Business Travel Insurance will pay a benefit if, within 365 days of a covered accident, your injuries 
result in one of the covered losses listed in the chart below.  The amount payable depends on the 
extent of your injuries, as outlined below.   

“Loss” with respect to: 

• hands or feet, means actual severance through or above the wrist or ankle joint; 

• eyesight, means complete and irrecoverable loss of sight; or 

• thumb and index finger, means the actual and complete severance through or above the 
metacarpophalangeal joints. 

 

COVERED LOSS BENEFIT AMOUNT 
LIFE 100% 

MULTIPLE LOSS INVOLVING BOTH HANDS, BOTH FEET, THE SIGHT IN 
BOTH EYES, OR ANY COMBINATION OF FOOT, HAND AND SIGHT 
LOSS 

100% 

LOSS OF ONE HAND, ONE FOOT, OR SIGHT IN ONE EYE 50% 

LOSS OF A THUMB AND INDEX FINGER OF THE SAME HAND 25% 

If you suffer more than one loss from an accident, LINA will only pay for the loss with the larger 
benefit.  

If several employees are involved in a single air travel accident, BTI will limit the total benefit paid 
to $5,000,000.  If the total benefit that would otherwise be payable exceeds that total, the BTI 
benefit is prorated.  There is no combined limitation for surface travel. 

The amount of benefit you or your spouse/domestic partner is entitled to receive is reduced if the 
loss occurs after age 69, as follows: 

AGE ON DATE OF LOSS AMOUNT OF BENEFIT 
70-74 65% 
75-79 45% 
80-84 30% 

85 and Older 15% 

 

For example, if you are age 71 on the date of a covered loss, you will receive 65% of the benefit 
you would have been entitled to receive if you were age 69. 
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Exposure and Disappearance 
The Plan also covers loss resulting from unavoidable exposure to the elements and arising out of 
covered hazards.  

If, within one year after the disappearance, stranding, sinking or wrecking of a vehicle in which 
you were an occupant, your body is not found, you will be presumed, subject to all other provisions 
and conditions of this insurance, to have suffered loss of life. 

Your Beneficiary 
Any benefit that is due as a result of a loss other than your death will be paid to you. Unless you 
specify otherwise, the beneficiary of the BTI death benefit is the same beneficiary designated for 
the Group Life Insurance Plan.  Please refer to YOUR BENEFICIARY under GROUP LIFE INSURANCE in this 
section of this Handbook.  You may designate a specific beneficiary for this BTI plan by requesting 
a Beneficiary Designation from the PG&E Corporation Insurance Department at 415-267-7242.  If 
you do not designate a beneficiary, death benefits will be paid to your estate.  

Benefits are paid in a lump sum unless you (for losses other than your death), or your beneficiary 
(after your death), choose installment payments from one of the settlement options offered by 
LINA at the time payment is due. 

Limitations and Exclusions 
The payment for all losses resulting from a single accident cannot be more than your individual 
coverage.  For example, if an insured person receives a BTI benefit payment because of the 
accidental loss of a limb and later dies because of the same accident, the maximum benefit 
payable for both losses cannot be more than the total amount of that person’s coverage. 

Business Travel Insurance does not pay benefits for any loss related to: 

• intentionally self-inflicted injuries, suicide or attempted suicide, regardless of whether you are 
sane or insane; 

• war or acts of war, whether declared or not declared; 

• an accident that happens while you are serving on full-time active duty in any armed forces of 
any country or international authority; 

• illness, disease, pregnancy, childbirth, miscarriage, or any bacterial infection other than a 
bacterial infection of a wound sustained in a covered accident; or 

• travel in any vehicle or device for navigation beyond the Earth’s atmosphere. 

There are also a few limitations that apply to air travel, including boarding and deplaning an 
aircraft.  In general, you are covered only as a passenger for air travel.  Specifically, BTI does not 
cover air travel that occurs: 

• in an aircraft that does not have a valid certificate of airworthiness or is flown by someone 
without a valid license; or 

• while an aircraft is being used for any test or experimental purpose; or 
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• while you are operating an aircraft, learning to operate an aircraft, or serving as a member of 
the crew; or 

• while an aircraft is being operated by, for, or under the direction of any military authority, 
unless it is a transport-type aircraft operated by the Military Airlift Command (MAC) of the 
United States or a similar air transport service of any other country; or 

• in an aircraft being used for specific activities not directly related to transportation including 
but not limited to fire fighting; pipeline or power line inspection; aerial photography or 
exploration; or any operation that requires a special permit from the FAA, even if it is granted 
(this does not apply if the permit is required only because of the territory flown over or landed 
on); or 

• in an aircraft which is owned or operated by or on behalf of the Company or any of its 
subsidiary or affiliated companies, a Company employee (or an employee of any of its 
subsidiary or affiliated companies), or any member of his or her household. 

A separate policy with the same limits provides coverage, with a few limitations, for employees 
traveling on Company-owned, Company-leased, or Company-operated aircraft. 

For further information, please call the PG&E Corporation Insurance Department at 
415-267-7242. 

Claims Information 
When you are reasonably sure that you are eligible to receive benefits under this Plan, please 
contact the PG&E Corporation Insurance Department at 415-267-7242.  A LINA claim form will 
be sent to you along with claim submittal information (all claims submitted to LINA must be on 
forms provided by LINA). 

Complete the claim form according to directions and return it to the PG&E Corporation Insurance 
Department, One Market, Spear Tower, Suite 2400, San Francisco, CA 94105.  If applicable, a 
certified copy of the insured’s death certificate must be included with the completed form. 

From the date your notice of claim is received, LINA has 90 days in which to review the claim to 
determine whether or not benefits are payable in accordance with the terms and provisions of the 
BTI plan.  Under special circumstances, LINA may require an extension of this 90-day period in 
which case you will receive written notice from LINA, prior to the end of the initial 90 days, 
informing you of the need for an extension.  This extension period allows LINA an additional 90 
days to review your claim.  

During this period, LINA may require a medical examination, at its own expense, or additional 
information in order to make a determination on your claim.  If additional information is required, 
you will receive a request, in writing, specifying the nature of the information needed and an 
explanation as to why it is needed.  If a medical examination is necessary, you will be given the 
time of appointment and the doctor's name and location.  It is important to keep any 
appointments made, since rescheduling exams will delay the claim process. 

In the case of an accidental death, LINA may require that an autopsy be performed.  The autopsy 
will be at LINA’s expense and only if it is allowed by law. 

If you are not notified of the claim status within 90 days and you have not been notified that the 
extension period has been applied, you may request a review of your claim by following the 
procedure outlined under CLAIMS REVIEW PROCEDURE. 
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Once your claim has been approved, you will receive the appropriate benefit from the Life 
Insurance Company of North America (LINA).   

If your claim for benefits is denied in whole or in part, you will receive written notice of such denial 
within the 90-day period stated above (or 180 days if the extension period is required). 

Each written notice of denial will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a specific reference to the provision(s) of the BTI Plan upon which the denial is based; and 

• a notice of your right to have the denial reviewed by LINA. 

Claims Review Procedure 
If you receive a written notice of denial, you or your duly authorized representative may request a 
review of the claim by giving written notice to LINA.  This request for a review must be made to 
LINA within 60 days of the receipt of denial.  If the request is not made within 60 days, you will be 
deemed to have waived your right to a review by LINA. 

Once LINA receives a request for a review, a prompt review of the claim must take place.  You or 
your authorized representative have the right to review documents that might have a bearing on 
the claim, including the documents which establish and control the Plan, and to submit issues 
and comments that you feel might affect the outcome of the review. 

Upon completion of a full and complete review, LINA will notify you in writing of the results, citing 
plan provisions that control the decision.  LINA has 60 days to notify you of its decision unless 
special circumstances require an extension of time.  If an extension is required, LINA shall notify 
you of the need for an extension before the end of the initial 60-day period for completing the 
review procedure.  This means that LINA will have an additional 60 days to notify you of the 
decision on your denied claim. 

LINA is the final authority for approving or denying a claim. 

Legal Actions 
No legal action can be brought until after 60 days following the date written proof of loss is given 
to LINA.  No action can be brought after three years (five years in Kansas and six years in South 
Carolina) from the date written proof is required. 
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ERISA Information 

Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the PG&E Corporation Business Travel Accident Insurance Plan and Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan are entitled to certain 
rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). 
ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    
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If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 

Administrative Information About the Plans 
NAME AND 

ADDRESS OF 
EMPLOYER 

The PG&E Corporation Business Travel Insurance Plan is sponsored 
by: 

PG&E Corporation 
One Market Street, Spear Tower, Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA  94105 

 
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and 

Long-Term Disability Plan is sponsored by: 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
EMPLOYER 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the 
Plan sponsors: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company: 94-0742640 
PG&E Corporation: 94-3234914 

 
PARTICIPATING 

EMPLOYERS 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  

 
PLAN NAME PG&E Corporation Business Travel Accident Insurance Plan (BTI) 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and 
Long-term Disability Plan (Life and AD&D Benefits) 
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PLAN NUMBER Business Travel Accident:    502 
Group Life and AD&D:    503 

 
PLAN TYPE Group life and accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D) 

insurance 
 

PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR
S 

The Plan Administrator for the Plans is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation  

c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
PLAN TRUSTEE, 

INSURANCE 
ISSUER AND/OR 
THIRD PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Business Travel Accident Insurance Issuer: 
Life Insurance Company of North America 

Two Liberty Place 
1601 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19192-2235 

 
Life and AD&D Insurance: 

Insurance Issuer: 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 

425 Market Street, Suite 970 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2230 

Trustee: 
Mellon Bank 

One Mellon Center 
500 Grant Street, Room 1315 
Pittsburg, PA 15258-0001 

 
DISCRETIONARY 

AUTHORITY 
The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 

administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, 
and making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions 
that may be necessary for administration of the Plan.  The Plan 
Administrator has the discretionary authority to interpret, 
construe, and define the terms of the Plan.  
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ERISA Information 

AGENT FOR THE 
SERVICE OF 
LEGAL PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable 
claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on the 
Plan Administrator.   

For the Business Travel Accident, service should be directed to: 
Linda Y.H. Cheng 

Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
PG&E Corporation  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
For the Group Life and AD&D, service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
OTHER 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories:  
welfare plans and pension plans. 

Your PG&E Corporation Business Travel Accident Insurance Plan and 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and 
Long-term Disability Plan are “welfare” plans. 

 
FUNDING The Business Travel Insurance benefit is fully insured through Life 

Insurance Company of North America (LICNA).  The premiums 
are paid by the Company, and all benefits are paid by the Life 
Insurance Company of North America.   

The Group Life & AD&D benefits are fully insured through MetLife.  
The Basic life insurance premiums and administrative expenses 
are paid for by the Company.  Group Life Insurance premiums 
are paid from a trust to which the Company makes contributions.  
The trustee is Mellon Bank. 
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Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change in the PG&E Corporation Business Travel Accident Insurance Plan or the Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company Group Life Insurance and Long-Term Disability Plan or the termination of 
the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was 
changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, 
or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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Section H 

The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan contains the detailed 
provisions of the Plan.  If a conflict exists between this Plan document and the portions of this Summary of 
Benefit Handbook or any other communications or documents, the terms of the Plan document shall 
govern the operation of the Plan. 
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator and has the discretionary 
authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or discrepancies 
between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the administration of the 
Plan.  
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RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS 

Retirement Income Plans 
Summary 
The Company37 offers two benefit plans that help you plan and save for your financial security 
after your retirement:  

• The Retirement Plan 

• The Retirement Savings Plan 

The Retirement Plan38 is a “defined benefit” plan, which means eligible participants receive a 
fixed monthly retirement benefit that is based on a defined formula.  A detailed summary 
description of the PG&E Retirement Plan is included in this section. 

                                                     

The Retirement Savings Plan39, sometimes referred to as the 401(k) plan, is a “defined 
contribution” plan, which means eligible participants receive a benefit based on contributions 
made to the Plan.  A participant’s benefit varies with the amount of personal and Company 
contributions made to the Plan as well as investment gains and losses on these contributions.  
Please refer to RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN in this section of the Handbook.  Summary information 
about the Retirement Savings Plan (RSP) is also included in a separate Summary Plan 
Description (SPD):  The PG&E Corporation Retirement Savings Plan Summary Plan Description.   

The Company also makes contributions based on your salary towards your future Social Security 
retirement benefits.  These contributions are in addition to the deductions for social security taxes 
taken out of your paycheck. 

You should plan carefully for your financial security after you retire.  In addition to Social Security 
and the two retirement income plans available through the Company, your individual savings are 
a vital component in ensuring the lifestyle you desire when you retire.  You may want to consult 
with a financial planner to develop an individual savings plan that is most appropriate for your 
future needs. 

 

 
37 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the Plan. 

38 Officially known as the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan. 
39 Officially known as the PG&E Corporation Retirement Savings Plan. 
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Retirement Plan 

Summary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Retirement Plan provides eligible participants with a fixed 
monthly benefit that offers a source of steady income during their retirement. It’s important for 
you to understand how the Plan works and what kind of income you can expect from it so that 
you can begin planning for your retirement years now. Your own savings, plus the benefits 
available to you from the Retirement Plan and Social Security, all contribute to your future 
financial status. 

Ready to Retire? 

Request a Retirement Package in writing at least 90 days before the date on which you want to 
retire. Your completed paperwork must be received by the Benefits Service Center at least 30 
days prior to your retirement date.  If you have questions about initiating your retirement request, 
you can send an email to the Benefits Service Center at hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, 
or you can contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 
415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 1-800-788-2363.  See PAYMENT OPTIONS for more 
information. 

Be sure to notify your supervisor of your retirement so your last paycheck will be processed in a 
timely manner. 

Plan Highlights 
When you retire, the Retirement Plan will pay you a monthly income based on your years and 
months of credited service and your pay. You may also elect a pension payment option which will 
continue payments to your spouse or another named beneficiary after your death.   

Some other Retirement Plan highlights include:  

• Participation in the Retirement Plan begins on your first day with the Company; there is no 
waiting period to begin earning a benefit.  See ELIGIBILITY and CREDITED SERVICE for important 
information regarding employees of PG&E Corporation and its designated subsidiaries. 

• You have a vested right to these benefits at age 55 or after five years of service with the 
Company. 

• Your pension is based on your final 36 months of salary and years of credited service. 

• You may retire as early as age 55 and qualify for reduced Retirement Plan benefits. 

• If you retire before age 65 and have at least 35 years of credited service, there will be no 
reduction in your monthly pension benefit for early retirement. 

• Once you begin receiving your pension benefits, any elections you have made with respect to 
those benefits are irrevocable.  

• If you die while you are employed, the Retirement Plan may provide a pension for your spouse. 
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Retirement Plan 

Eligibility 
You are eligible to participate in the Retirement Plan if you are employed by: 

• Pacific Gas and Electric Company or any other company, association or credit union 
designated by the Board of Directors of Pacific Gas and Electric Company or any subsidiary or 
affiliate of PG&E Corporation designated by the Chief Executive Officer of PG&E Corporation to 
participate in the Retirement Plan.  

• PG&E Corporation or its designated subsidiaries on or after April 1, 2007, or were a direct 
transfer from Pacific Gas and Electric Company to PG&E Corporation (or one of its covered 
affiliates) before April 1, 2007.  See CREDITED SERVICE in this section for important information 
on how your benefit is calculated. 

Participation in the Retirement Plan is automatic.  You begin accumulating service credit for 
Retirement Plan benefits based on your eligibility date in the Plan.  Generally, this means you 
earn service credit beginning on your first day at work.  See CREDITED SERVICE in this section for 
important information on how your benefit is affected. 

You are not eligible to participate in the Retirement Plan if you are a contract or agency worker, or 
a hiring hall employee. 

Estimates of Your Retirement Benefit 
You have a right to know the amount of your vested monthly benefit in the PG&E Retirement 
Plan.  To assist you in determining your accrued benefit, you may use the Pension Estimator that 
is located in the Plans, Policies & Forms > Pension & 401(k) section of the PG&E HR intranet to 
calculate your estimated monthly benefit based on information and assumptions that you enter.   

You may also request a pension estimate based on varying pension commencement dates (and 
available joint pension options) by sending an email to the Benefits Service Center at 
hrbenefitsquestions@exchange.pge.com, or you can contact the Benefits Service Center at 
Company extension 8-223—4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or toll-free at 
1-800-788-2363.  If you are seriously considering retirement in the near future, you should be 
sure to notify the Benefits Service Center in writing at least 90 days before your proposed 
retirement date. 

Pension estimates – whether performed by you or by the Benefits Service Center – are not 
binding and are subject to final review of payroll and employment data, as well as applicable Plan 
provisions.  If a mistake is made, you will be paid the correct amount, even if that amount is less 
than the estimated amount.
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Retirement Plan 

How the Retirement Plan Works 
How Benefits Are Determined 
Benefits under the Retirement Plan are based on a formula that assumes you will retire at age 
65. You may, of course, continue working beyond age 65. The actual amount you receive from the 
Retirement Plan will vary depending on when you choose to retire, your age when benefits begin, 
your average basic monthly salary for your final 36 months of service, and your length of credited 
service.  See YOUR RETIREMENT BENEFIT for additional information. 

When Benefits Are Payable 
You must submit a Retirement application to the Plan Administrator in order to commence your 
Retirement Benefit. 

Benefits from the Retirement Plan are available under each of the following circumstances: 

Normal Retirement 
Normal retirement refers to retirement at age 65. Your normal retirement date is the first day of 
the month after your 65th birthday. 

Early Retirement 
Early retirement refers to retirement between the ages of 55 and 65. You can elect early 
retirement as of the first day of any month after your 55th birthday. There is no minimum service 
requirement for early retirement. The shorter your service, the less you will receive from the 
Retirement Plan. 

Please note that if you delay the commencement of payments from the Retirement Plan, your 
pension benefit payments may increase.  Refer to EARLY RETIREMENT in this section for more 
details.  You should consider consulting a financial advisor before electing commencement of 
your payments. 

Deferred Retirement 
Deferred retirement refers to retirement beyond your normal retirement date. If you work past 
your normal retirement date, you will continue to accrue credited service toward your pension 
benefit from the Retirement Plan.  You may elect to begin payment of your pension benefit will 
begin when you actually retire.  However, you must begin receiving benefits from the Retirement 
Plan no later than April 1 of the calendar year after you reach age 70-1/2. 

See MINIMUM DISTRIBUTIONS for additional information. 

Death Benefit 
If you are at least age 55 or have five or more years of credited service and you die while a 
participant in the Retirement Plan, your spouse is entitled to a benefit from the Retirement Plan 
(refer to SURVIVING SPOUSE’S PENSION in this section). 
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Termination Before Age 55 
If you leave the Company before age 55 with at least five years of credited service under the 
Retirement Plan, you are entitled to a future benefit from the Retirement Plan. You may elect to 
receive your Retirement Plan benefit starting any time after reaching age 55.  Please note that if 
you are subject to reductions for early retirement and choose to delay the commencement of 
payments from the Retirement Plan, your pension benefit payments may increase.  As a 
participant who terminated employment before age 55 with a vested benefit from the Retirement 
Plan, you are NOT considered a retiree of the Company and thus are ineligible for any other 
benefits that may be applicable to participants who are retirees as defined under the provisions of 
the Retirement Plan.  However, your Retirement Plan benefit payments must begin no later than 
April 1 of the year after you reach age 70-1/2.  See MINIMUM DISTRIBUTIONS for additional 
information. 

Minimum Distributions 
Federal law imposes a minimum benefit amount that you must receive each year.  This 
requirement typically applies if your first benefit payment begins after your normal retirement 
age.  The purpose of the law is to make sure individuals entitled to receive a benefit actually 
receive it during their lifetime. 

If you are subject to the minimum distribution requirements, the Plan Administrator will calculate 
the amount of the distribution that will satisfy the minimum distribution requirement for the 
Retirement Plan.  If you participate in other plans, including any personal IRAs, the minimum 
distribution requirements for those plans or retirement accounts must be satisfied independently 
of the requirements for this Plan. 

Your Retirement Benefit 
Basic Pension Benefit Formula 
Your monthly benefit from the Retirement Plan is based on the following formula: 

Average 
Basic 

Monthly 
Salary 

x 
Your Years 

and Months 
of Credited 

Service 

x 1.7% = 
Basic 

Monthly 
Pension 
Benefit 

The following chart illustrates the calculation of benefits for a hypothetical employee age 65 who 
retires on July 1, 2008, with 30 years of credited service. The terms “average basic monthly 
salary” and “credited service” are defined after the chart. 
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YEAR NUMBER 
OF 

MONTHS 

 MONTHLY 
SALARY 

  

2005 6 x $4,500 = $ 27,000 

2006 12 x $4,700 =  56,400 

2007 12 x $4,900 =  58,800 

2008 6 x $5,100 =  30,600 

               $172,800/36 (mos.) = $4,800 
average basic monthly salary for 
final 36 consecutive months of 
service 

 

$4,800 x 30 years x 1.7% = $2,448 
(Average Basic 
Monthly Salary)  (Years/Months of 

Credited Service)    (Basic Monthly Pension 
Benefit) 

Average Basic Monthly Salary 
Your “average basic monthly salary” is defined as the average of your basic monthly salary for 
your final 36 consecutive months of service. “Monthly salary” is your monthly rate of pay adjusted 
to reflect nuclear premium payments, if any, but excluding payments from the Long-Term 
Disability Plan and all other bonuses, premiums, special allowances, overtime pay, or any other 
payments.  Your monthly rate of pay is not prorated if you work a part-time schedule; the full time 
equivalent rate of pay is used for benefit calculation purposes.  In addition, under Internal 
Revenue Code §401(a)(17), your annual salary which is taken into account under the Retirement 
Plan may not exceed a specific amount that is adjusted for inflation each year. 

• If you retire as of January 1, 2008 — your average basic monthly salary is calculated by using 
the average of your basic monthly pay for the period beginning January 1, 2005, up through 
December 31, 2007. 

• If you retire with less than 36 consecutive months of service — your average basic monthly 
salary is calculated by using your basic monthly pay for your consecutive months of service 
before your retirement date. 

• If you retire from Long-Term Disability (LTD) — your average basic monthly salary is the greater 
of: 

1. the average for the final 36 consecutive months of active service (or the basic monthly 
salary for the last month of active service for those receiving LTD benefits on  
January 1, 1988, or earlier), or 

2. your LTD benefit for the month before your retirement date. 
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Credited Service 
Eligibility for Credited Service 
Generally, all eligible employees begin to earn service credit under the Plan upon employment.  

All employees of PG&E Corporation or its designated subsidiaries hired on or after April 1, 2007, 
will begin accruing credited service on their hire date.  Employees who transferred to PG&E 
Corporation or a covered affiliate from the Utility prior to April 1, 2007 continued accruing service 
as an employee of PG&E Corporation or the covered affiliates.  Employees who did not transfer 
from the Utility and were directly hired by PG&E Corporation before April 1, 2007, began accruing 
credited service under the Plan on April 1, 2007. 

Credited Service After 1975 
You are given service credit for all periods of continuous employment with the Company, including 
periods when: 

• you are on an authorized leave; 

• you are ill or injured and entitled to benefits from Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Sick 
Leave Plan, Long-Term Disability Plan, Workers Compensation, or the Supplemental Benefits 
for Industrial Injury Plan; PG&E Corporation’s Disability Plans or State Disability Insurance 
Plan; 

• you are in the military or merchant-marine service (as long as your re-employment rights are 
protected by law); 

• you are laid off for lack of work for less than 12 continuous months and had less than five 
years of credited service; or 

• you are laid off for lack of work for less than 24 continuous months and had more than five 
years of credited service. 

Your credited service will end as of the earliest date on which you quit, retire, are discharged, or 
die. In addition, your credited service will end as of the first anniversary of the start of any period 
during which you are absent for any other reason and not earning credited service. 

Credited Service Before 1976 
Credited service prior to January 1, 1976, is calculated under the terms of the Retirement Plan in 
effect at that time. That is, if you joined the Retirement Plan when you first became eligible and 
were a regular employee who had completed one year of service, your credited service started 
with your employment date. If you did not join when you were first eligible and you did not take 
advantage of the one-time opportunity to “buy back” time in 1981, your credited service started 
with the date you joined the Retirement Plan. 

Credited Service for Part-Time or Intermittent Employees After 1990 
All credited service after December 31, 1990, which is earned while you are a part-time or 
intermittent employee, will be prorated based on the ratio of actual straight-time hours worked in 
the calendar year to the full-time equivalent hours (2080).  Special rules may apply if you became 
a part-time employee prior to 1991 and have continuous part-time service since that time.  All 
service as a part-time or intermittent employee prior to January 1, 1991, will be considered 
full-time service. 
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A representative of the Benefits Service Center can help you calculate your total service credits 
under these rules.  For information about how breaks in service affect Retirement Plan benefits, 
see BREAKS IN SERVICE. 

Credited Service Upon Re-Employment 
If you stop working for the Company and are later rehired, you may be eligible to receive credit for 
your past service. Whether your past service is counted depends upon the following: 

1. the amount of credited service you had before you left the Company; 

2. how much time passed before you were rehired; 

3. when your termination and rehire took place; and 

4. if you were a member of the Retirement Plan before 1972, whether or not you withdrew 
your contributions to the Retirement Plan. 

Generally, you will not have a break in service if you return to work within 12 months after your 
service ends.  In this case, your service will be considered continuous and will include the time you 
were not working for the Company.  However, calculation of a break in service may be determined 
under different rules, depending on when the break occurred.  See BREAKS IN SERVICE in this 
section for important information on credited service. 

Breaks in Service Beginning: 
If you do not meet the following requirements, your service before the break is not included in 
calculating credited service for the Retirement Plan. 

On or After January 1, 1989 
If you had five or more years of credited service, your credited service before the break will be 
counted. If you had less than five years of credited service, your years of credited service will be 
counted if the period of the break was less than your credited service before the break. 

On or After January 1, 1985, But Before January 1, 1989 
If you had ten or more years of credited service, your credited service before the break will be 
counted. If you had less than ten years of credited service, your credited service before the break 
will not be counted if the period of break in service was equal to or exceeded the greater of: 

• five years, or 

• the period of credited service before your break in service. 
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On or After January 1, 1976, But Before January 1, 1985 
If you had ten or more years of credited service, your credited service before the break will be 
counted. If you had less than ten years of credited service, your years of credited service before 
the break will be counted if the period of the break was less than your credited service before the 
break. 

In addition, the restoration of your past service credits may depend on whether or not you 
withdrew your contributions to the Retirement Plan when you left the Company. 

• If you had ten or more years of credited service and you withdrew your contributions, you will 
still get credit for your past service, but your pension will be reduced to take the withdrawal 
into consideration. 

• If you had less than ten years of credited service and you withdrew your contributions, you 
must repay these contributions, plus interest, within two years of your re-employment to 
receive credit for your past service. If you do not repay the withdrawal amount, plus interest, 
you will lose credit for this service. 

Before January 1, 1976 
A “five-five-five” rule was in effect before January 1, 1976. Under this rule, upon either your death 
or retirement, your past service is counted if you: 

• had at least five years of prior credited service,  

• were rehired within five years of the date that your service ended, and  

• worked at least five years after you were rehired.  

Early Retirement 
You can elect to retire on the first day of any month after your 55th birthday and before your 
normal retirement date.  You must contact the Benefits Service Center in writing at least 90 days 
before the date on which you want to retire.  If you elect early retirement, your monthly pension 
benefit may be reduced to reflect the longer period of time you are likely to be receiving a 
pension. The amount of this reduction will depend on your years of service and your age when 
benefits begin, as shown in the chart below. 

These reductions assume that your pension starts on the first of the month after your birthday. If 
you leave the Company or retire early but delay receiving pension payments, the reduction 
percentage will depend on your age when pension benefits actually start.  As such, your monthly 
pension benefit may increase with delayed commencement of your pension payments.   
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For example, if you retire at age 55 with 20 years of service: 

PAYMENT 
COMMENCEMENT: 

SINGLE LIFE ANNUITY 
PAYABLE ON YOUR 

NORMAL RETIREMENT 
DATE (AGE 65 ) 

REDUCTION 
PERCENTAGE 
(PER CHART) 

PENSION BENEFIT 
AMOUNT AS A SINGLE 

LIFE ANNUITY 

$1,000 per month 26% 
$740 per month 
$1,000-($1,000 X .26) = $740 

AGE 55 

DELAYED TO AGE 60 $1,000 per month 6% 
$940 per month 
$1,000-($1,000 X .06) = $940 

DELAYED TO AGE 62 $1,000 per month 0% $1,000 per month 

DELAYED TO AGE 65 0% $1,000 per month $1,000 per month 

 

REDUCTION PERCENTAGE 

REDUCTION IN YOUR PENSION IF YOUR CREDITED SERVICE IS… 
AGE Less Than 

15 Years 
15 to 24 

Years 
25 to 29 

Years 
30 to 34  

Years 
35 Years or 

More 
64 3% — — — — 
63 6% — — — — 
62 9% — — — — 
61 12% 3% 3% — — 
60 15% 6% 6% — — 
59 18% 10% 9% 6% — 
58 21% 14% 12% 9% — 
57 24% 18% 15% 12% — 
56 27% 22% 18% 15% — 
55 30% 26% 21% 18% — 

Note:  Reduction factors are based on age in years and months prior to your normal retirement 
age (age 65). Although only ages as of your birth date are shown on this chart, the reduction 
factors change with each month worked after age 55.  

For example, if an employee with less than 15 years of service retired at age 55, the reduction 
factor would be 30%. Each month worked past 55 will decrease the reduction factor. For 
example, at age 55 years and four months, the reduction factor would be 29%, etc. 
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Deferred Retirement 
You have the right to continue working past your normal retirement age (age 65) as long as you 
are able to perform the full responsibilities of your position. 

• You will continue to accrue service credit toward your pension benefit from the Retirement 
Plan if you decide to work beyond your normal retirement date, but you cannot begin receiving 
benefits as long as you are still working. See WHEN BENEFITS ARE PAYABLE under HOW THE 
RETIREMENT PLAN WORKS for additional information.   

• You may apply to begin your pension benefit when you actually retire.  However, you must 
begin receiving benefits from the Retirement Plan no later than April 1 of the calendar year 
after you reach age 70-1/2.   

See MINIMUM DISTRIBUTIONS for additional information. 

If You Leave the Company Before You Are Eligible to Retire 
If you leave the Company with at least five years of credited service but before the first day of the 
month after your 55th birthday, you have a vested pension benefit from the Retirement Plan.  
This means that you are guaranteed a pension benefit from the Retirement Plan when you reach 
retirement age. You can elect to begin receiving your pension benefit from the Retirement Plan at 
any time on or after the first day of the month following your 55th birthday.  Your pension benefit 
will be calculated the same as for normal retirement and reduced, if applicable, using the 
appropriate early retirement reduction factor. You may also elect either a 50% marital pension or 
some other form of joint pension, as described in this section. 

If you leave the Company but delay receiving pension payments, the reduction percentage will 
depend on your age when pension benefits actually start.  As such, your monthly pension benefit 
may increase if you choose to delay commencement of your pension payments (refer to above 
example under EARLY RETIREMENT).  However, benefit payments must begin no later than April 1 of 
the year after you reach age 70-1/2. It is your responsibility to notify the Benefits Service Center 
in writing at least 90 days prior to the date on which you want your vested pension benefits to 
become payable. 

See OTHER RETIREMENT BENEFIT PROVISIONS in this section for important information on payment 
provisions. 

If You Transfer To or From a Union Classification 
Under the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan, different benefit provisions apply to 
union-represented employees (Part 2 of the Retirement Plan) than apply to non-union 
represented management and administrative & technical employees (covered under Part 1 of the 
Retirement Plan.)  If you transfer to a union classification or if you have transferred from a- union 
classification and you have accrued credited service under both Part I and Part 2 of the Plan, your 
pension benefit will be the larger of: 

• The amount resulting from calculating all credited service under the new classification, or 

• The benefit amount for credited service calculated in a union classification added to the 
amount calculated under a non-union position.  The amount for each portion of the benefit will 
be calculated using all the benefit provisions and reduction factors applicable to the part of the 
Plan in which credited service was earned – including but not limited to factors for age, early 
retirement, joint pension, martial pension, and the election of an alternative spouse’s pension. 
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Payment Options 
There are a number of Retirement Plan joint payment options from which you may choose when 
you retire.  Your elections are made on your Application for Retirement.  To help you make the 
best decision for your needs, the Benefits Service Center will provide you with an estimate of the 
pension amounts you would receive each month under the various payment options available 
from the Retirement Plan. 

In order to comply with IRS Reg. 1.417(e)-1(b)(3) and to allow for administrative processing, your 
completed Application for Retirement and supporting documents must be returned to the 
Benefits Service Center at least 30 days in advance of your first pension check.  If your completed 
paperwork is not received on time (at least 30 days before your requested retirement date), your 
pension benefit will be recalculated to start the first of the month following the end of the 30-day 
period.  For example, if your requested retirement date is May 1, 2008, and your completed 
paperwork is received on April 10, 2008, your new retirement date will be recalculated for June 1, 
2008.  The Retirement Plan does not allow retroactive payments.   

Married Employees 
50% Marital Pension 
If you are married at the time you retire or at the time you begin receiving payments from the 
Retirement Plan, federal law requires that you be paid a “50% marital pension” unless you and 
your spouse elect otherwise on your Application for Retirement. A marital pension provides you 
with a monthly benefit for your life and continued payments to your spouse equal to one-half of 
your pension amount if you die before your spouse. 

Under a marital pension, your pension benefit will be calculated according to the Retirement Plan 
formula and then reduced by an actuarial factor. This reduction is necessary because payments 
are guaranteed for two people and are likely to be paid for a longer period of time. The amount of 
the reduction is determined by an actuarial factor based on your age and the age of your spouse 
on your pension commencement date.   

Here’s an example: 

Example of 50% Marital Pension 
Married employee is age 65; spouse is age 62 
Basic monthly pension is $2448 
Employee elects a marital pension (50%) 

Because the spouse is younger, the spouse is expected to live longer. It’s also likely that 
payments would be made over a longer period of time since pension benefits under this 
option will continue throughout the spouse’s lifetime and not end with the pensioner’s 
death. So the monthly pension is reduced, in this case, using a factor of .947. 

.947 x $2448 = $2318.26 
In other words, the reduced monthly pension is $2318.26. In the event that the pensioner dies 
first, the spouse would receive a lifetime continuing income of half this amount, or $1,159.13 
per month. 

$2318.26 x 50% = $1159.13 
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Other Joint Pensions 
Instead of a 50% marital pension, you may elect a joint pension with your spouse of either more 
(75% or 100%) or less (25%). However, if you elect continued payments of less than 50% for your 
spouse, both you and your spouse must sign the Application for Retirement, and your spouse’s 
signature must be witnessed by a Notary Public.  Like the 50% marital pension, your pension 
benefit will be calculated according to the Retirement Plan formula and then reduced based on 
the applicable actuarial factor. 

Special Joint Pension (“Pop-Up”) 
You may also elect a “special joint pension” which will allow your reduced monthly pension to 
increase or “pop up” to the full amount, as if you had never elected a joint pension, if your spouse 
dies before you. However, your basic monthly pension benefit amount will be further reduced to 
reflect this additional benefit. 

Unreduced Pension 
Alternatively, you may elect to receive your pension in an unreduced amount and not provide any 
payments to your spouse after your death, as long as your spouse consents in writing to this 
election. If you choose to provide no continuing pension for your spouse, both you and your 
spouse must sign the Application for Retirement, and your spouse’s signature must be witnessed 
by a Notary Public. 

Non-Spouse Joint Pension 
As a married employee, you also have the option to designate anyone other than your spouse as 
your “joint pensioner.”  However, if you elect this option, both you and your spouse must sign the 
Application for Retirement, and your spouse’s signature must be witnessed by a Notary Public. 

Your own pension benefit will be reduced so that up to 100% of this reduced amount can be 
continued to your joint pensioner in the event of your death. The amount your pension is reduced 
depends on your age and the age of your joint pensioner, as well as the percentage of your 
pension benefit that you elect to be continued to your joint pensioner. 

Unmarried Employees 
If you are unmarried at the time you retire or at the time you begin receiving payments from the 
Retirement Plan, you will automatically receive the full amount of your pension, with no provision 
for continuing payments to a survivor, unless you elect otherwise in writing. 

Non-Spouse Joint Pension 
If you want to provide a continuing pension to someone in the event of your death, you may elect 
a “joint pension.” You may designate anyone as your “joint pensioner.” Your own pension benefit 
will be reduced so that up to 100% of this reduced amount can be continued to your joint 
pensioner in the event of your death. The amount your pension is reduced depends on your age 
and the age of your joint pensioner, as well as the percentage of your pension benefit that you 
elect to be continued to your joint pensioner. 
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Special Joint Pension (“Pop-Up”) 
You may also elect a “special joint pension” which will allow your reduced monthly pension to 
increase or “pop up” to the full amount, as if you had never elected a joint pension, if your joint 
pensioner dies before you. However, your basic monthly pension benefit amount will be further 
reduced to reflect this additional benefit. 

Changing Your Election 
Once you elect a payment option, you may change your election up to 30 days before your 
retirement date. If you change your election less than 30 days prior to your scheduled retirement 
date, your pension commencement date may be delayed until the first day of the following 
month.  You will not be entitled to any retroactive payments.   

Once your pension payments begin, your elections are irrevocable.  For instance, if you are 
receiving a pension benefit and your spouse dies before you do, your pension amount will not be 
increased unless you elected the special joint pension with your spouse. Your joint pension may 
not be transferred to another person. 

Different rules apply if you elect a marital or joint pension and either you or your spouse or your 
joint pensioner dies before Retirement Plan payments begin.  If your spouse or joint pensioner 
dies before your payments begin, the election you made on your Application for Retirement will 
be ineffective and you will receive an unreduced pension benefit.   If you die before your 
retirement date, any joint election you made will be cancelled and no joint pension benefits will 
be payable other than a Surviving Spouse’s Pension benefit, as described on the following pages. 

Surviving Spouse’s Pension 
The Retirement Plan may provide a pension benefit for your spouse in the event that you die while 
you are employed by the Company. If eligible, the amount of your Surviving Spouse’s Pension 
benefit will depend on your age and employment status at the time of your death. 

If you elect a 50% marital pension or some other form of joint pension with your spouse, and you 
die within 30 days after your retirement date, your spouse will receive the greater of the 
marital/joint pension you have elected or the Surviving Spouse’s Pension. 

The Surviving Spouse’s Pension is not applicable to unmarried employees, including unmarried 
employees with domestic partners, or to former employees with a vested pension benefit. 

Spouse’s Pension A 
If you are an employee earning credited service under the Retirement Plan and 

• you are age 55 or older when you die, or 

• your age plus years of credited service total to 70 or more, 

your surviving spouse is entitled to a pension benefit equal to 50% of the basic pension you would 
have received had you elected retirement as of the first day of the month after your death. There 
is no reduction for early retirement. However, pension benefits will be reduced if your spouse is 
more than ten years younger than you. Your spouse’s pension benefit will be reduced by 1/20 of 
one percent for each full month that your spouse is more than ten years younger than you. 
However, the total reduction cannot result in a smaller pension benefit than what your spouse 
would have received under a 50% marital pension with applicable early retirement reductions. 
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The Spouse’s Pension A is payable on the first day of the month after your death and continues 
for the life of your surviving spouse. 

Spouse’s Pension B 
If you have at least five years of credited service when you die, and if your surviving spouse does 
not qualify for Spouse’s Pension A, your spouse will be entitled to a pension benefit calculated 
under the formula for Spouse’s Pension B, as outlined below. 

For an Active Employee Who Dies Before Age 55  
Your surviving spouse will be entitled to a 50% marital pension. This benefit will be calculated as 
if you had terminated employment on the date of your death. 

Your spouse can elect to begin receiving this benefit on the first day of the month after you would 
have reached age 55. 

For a Former Employee Who Dies Before Age 55 
Your surviving spouse’s benefit will be calculated as if you had survived until age 55 and elected a 
50% marital pension.  Your spouse can elect to begin receiving this benefit on the first day of the 
month after you would have reached age 55. 

For a Former Employee Who Dies at Age 55 or Older 
Provided you have not yet begun receiving pension payments from the Plan, your surviving 
spouse’s benefit will be equal to the 50% marital pension that would have been payable to your 
spouse.  The benefit is effective the first day of the month following the month in which you die. 

Other Retirement Benefit Provisions 
Mandatory Distributions 
If you have a vested benefit from the Retirement Plan and the lump sum present value of your 
pension benefit is less than $5,000 as of the date you leave the Company or retire, you may elect 
to receive a single cash payment shortly after your employment ends or elect to roll over the 
distribution to a tax-deferred plan. You will receive a written explanation about rollover options 
prior to receiving your distribution from the Retirement Plan. 

If you do not make an election and the lump sum present value of your pension benefit is: 

• Less than $1,000, you will receive a single cash payment shortly after your employment ends. 

• Greater than $1,000 but less than $5,000, the Plan Administrator will pay the distribution in a 
direct rollover to an individual retirement account selected by the Plan Administrator. 
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Past Employee Contributions to the Retirement Plan 
This provision applies only to employees who were employed before 1973. If you made 
contributions to the Retirement Plan and have a vested benefit, you have the option at your 
retirement or termination of employment to withdraw these contributions, plus interest, or leave 
them in the Retirement Plan. 

• If you leave your contributions in the Retirement Plan, you will receive the full pension to which 
you are entitled. 

• If you withdraw your contributions, the pension you receive will be reduced by the actuarial 
value of the contributions withdrawn. 

 

Please note that although the Retirement Plan rules allow you to withdraw an amount equal to 
your contributions plus accrued interest, tax laws no longer allow you to consider the portion of 
the refund equal to your contributions as non-taxable. Be sure you are aware of the tax 
implications before you request a refund of contributions from the Retirement Plan; you may wish 
to consult a tax advisor before doing so. 

Other Important Plan Information 
In addition to the benefit provisions explained in this summary, there are also a number of 
administrative matters you should know about. Some of these matters are described briefly in the 
following section. 

Loss or Reduction of Benefits 
There are certain circumstances under which your Retirement Plan benefits may be lost or 
reduced. These circumstances include the following: 

• If you terminate employment with the Company prior to age 55 and before earning five years 
of credited service, you will lose your right to receive Retirement Plan benefits. 

• If you elect to receive your Retirement Plan benefits in the form of a basic (unreduced) 
pension, Retirement Plan payments will stop at your death. A continuing pension will not be 
paid to your spouse or any other person after your death. 

• If your spouse qualifies for a surviving spouse’s pension, you should be aware that the amount 
of this benefit will be reduced if your spouse is more than ten years younger than you. 

• If you contributed to the Retirement Plan before 1973 and withdrew your contributions and 
interest when your employment terminated, any annuity or pension to which you are entitled 
will be reduced. 
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In the Case of Divorce 
Under current California law, certain Company-provided employee benefits which you earn while 
married are community property and, thus, can be divided between you and your ex-spouse by 
court order in a divorce proceeding. 

The Retirement Plan is a pension plan which is governed by the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). Under ERISA, Retirement Plan benefits may not be divided between 
the parties in a divorce except through a Qualified Domestic Relations Order (QDRO). 

A QDRO is a judgment, decree or order which relates to the provision of child support, alimony or 
marital property rights to an alternate payee (including a spouse, former spouse, child or other 
dependents). It creates or recognizes the existence of an alternate payee’s rights. The QDRO also 
assigns to an alternate payee the right to receive all or a portion of the benefits payable to a 
participant under a plan. 

For detailed information regarding how divorce affects your Retirement Plan benefits, a copy of “A 
Guide To Benefits At PG&E” Divorce Manual, or a sample QDRO, you can visit the Plans, Policies & 
Forms > Life Changes section of the HR intranet or you can call the Benefits Service Center at 
Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or 
1-800-788-2363. 

Retirement Plan Funding 
Since 1973, the Company has paid the full cost of benefits provided under the Retirement Plan. 
The Company funds the Plan by paying contributions into a trust fund which was established to 
invest these contributions for Retirement Plan benefits. The amount of each year’s contribution to 
the trust is determined by the Employee Benefit Committee based upon the advice of the 
Retirement Plan’s actuary and in accordance with various laws and regulations which govern 
contributions to retirement plans. 

Company contributions are paid to either insurance companies or to bank trustees for investment 
and safekeeping. In addition, investment advisors have and may be appointed by the Employee 
Benefit Committee to direct the investment of the contributions paid to the bank trustees. 

The following bank trustee is employed to invest or act as the custodian of the Retirement Plan 
assets as of the date of this Handbook: 

Bank Trustee: 
Mellon Trust  
One Mellon Center, 500 Grant Street  
Pittsburgh, PA15258 

For a current listing of the insurance companies and investment managers employed to invest or 
act as custodians of the Retirement Plan assets, please call the Benefits Service Center at 
Company extension 8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-2363) or 
1-800-788-2363. 

Retirement Plan Termination 
The Company pays premiums to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) to insure 
certain benefits under the Retirement Plan if that plan should terminate.  The PBGC is a non-profit 
corporation established by federal law.  Generally, if a plan should terminate, the PBGC 
guarantees most vested normal retirement benefits, as well as certain disability and survivor 
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pensions.  The PBGC does not guarantee all types of benefits under covered plans, and the 
benefit protection is subject to certain limitations. 

Basically, the PBGC insures vested benefits at the level in effect when the Plan terminates. 
However, if benefits have been increased in the five years immediately before the Plan 
terminates, certain restrictions may apply to the amounts guaranteed. In addition, there is a 
ceiling on the monthly amount guaranteed by the PBGC, this ceiling is adjusted periodically. 

For more information on PBGC insurance protection and limitations, please refer to the PBGC 
website at www.pbgc.gov . 

Inquiries to the PBGC should be addressed to: 

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) 
PO Box 151750 
Alexandria, VA 22315-1750 

The PBGC may also be reached by calling 1-800-400-7242 or 1-202-326-4000. 

Or you may contact: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
 

Phone:  Company extension 8-223-4357 
  External numbers 1-415-973-4357 or 1-800-788-2363 
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Claims and Appeals 
Claims 
To receive a benefit from the Plan, you generally must complete an Application for Retirement 
and any additional information needed to process your request and withhold taxes.  If your 
request for a benefit is denied, in whole or in part, you have the right to appeal that decision. 

Appeals 
If you believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be entitled under the provisions of 
the Retirement Plan, you may appeal your claim to the Plan Administrator within at least 60 days 
following receipt of a notification of an adverse benefit determination by writing to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Plan Administrator Appeals 
1850 Gateway Boulevard 
Concord, CA 94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records, and other information relating to your claim.  You may also 
request, free of charge, access to, or copies of, all documents, records, and other information 
relevant to your claim for benefits.  The review will take into account all comments, documents, 
records, and other information submitted by you relating to your claim, without regard to whether 
such information was submitted or considered at the initial benefit determination. Please note, 
however, that it is the obligation of the Plan Administrator to administer the Plan fairly, 
consistently, and in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will receive written notice of the denial within 
90 days of receipt of the initial claim unless, due to special circumstances, an additional 90 days 
is required.  Such notification will set forth: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provisions which apply to the denial; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for a participant or 
beneficiary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is 
necessary; 

• a description of the Plan’s review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of the participant’s or beneficiary’s right to bring a civil action under section 
502(a) of ERISA following an adverse benefit determination on review. 

If you are not satisfied with the Benefit Department’s decision, you may then submit a written 
appeal for review (within 60 days of receiving the Benefits Department’s notice of denial) to the 
Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), the final adjudicator in the appeals process, stating 
the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all documentation and any additional information to 
support your appeal. 
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Send your appeal to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
EBAC Appeals 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard 
Concord, CA 94520 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within 60 days of EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, 
due to special circumstances, EBAC requires additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 
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Retirement Savings Plan 
Detailed information about the Retirement Savings Plan (RSP) is included in a separate Summary 
Plan Description (SPD):  The PG&E Corporation Retirement Savings Plan Summary Plan 
Description.  The recordkeeper for the Plan, Fidelity Investments, will send you a copy of the 
Plan’s SPD when you first become eligible to participate in the Plan.  You may request a copy at 
any time by calling and speaking with a Fidelity Participant Services Representative at:  
1-877-PGE-401K (1-877-743-4015). 

Financial Engines® 
When you participate in the RSP, PG&E also provides you access to Financial Engines® at no cost 
to you.  Financial Engines® is an online investment advice tool that is accessible through the 
Fidelity website (www.401k.com) or directly at www.financialengines.com.  Financial Engines® 
can help you make informed investment decisions among the different investment options 
provided in the RSP and provide comprehensive financial advice based on your investment goals.  
Your RSP account balances are pre-loaded into Financial Engines® for your convenience.  All of 
the advice is independent, objective and customized to your life and your investments.  

Financial Engines® is a registered trademark of Financial Engines, Inc. All advisory services are 
provided by Financial Engines Advisors L.L.C., a federally registered investment adviser. Financial 
Engines is not affiliated with Fidelity Investments Institutional Services Company, Inc., or PG&E 
Corporation, or their respective affiliates. Financial Engines is solely responsible for the 
information and services it provides. Fidelity and PG&E Corporation disclaim any liability arising 
from your use of this information. 
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ERISA Information 

Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan entitled to certain rights 
and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). ERISA 
provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

• Obtain a statement telling you whether you have a right to receive a pension at normal 
retirement age (age 65) and if so, what your benefits would be at normal retirement age if you 
stop working under the Plan now. 

If you do not have a right to a pension, the statement will tell you how many more years you 
have to work to get a right to a pension.  This statement must be requested in writing and is 
not required to be given more than once every twelve (12) months.  The Plan must provide the 
statement free of charge. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate the Plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
Plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a pension benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to know why 
this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, and to 
appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
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the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 

Administrative Information About the Plan 
NAME AND 

ADDRESS OF 
EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan is 
sponsored by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
EMPLOYER 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to the 
Plan sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:    94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  

 
PLAN NAME The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan 

 
PLAN NUMBER 001 
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PLAN TYPE Pension:  Defined Benefit 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 

PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR 

The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 

c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
PLAN TRUSTEE, 

INSURANCE ISSUER 
AND/OR THIRD 
PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR 

Plan Trustee:   
Mellon Bank 

One Mellon Center 
500 Grant Street, room 1315 
Pittsburg, PA 15258-0001 

See RETIREMENT PLAN FUNDING in this RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS section for 
more information. 

 
DISCRETIONARY 

AUTHORITY 
The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 

administration of the Plan which includes maintaining records, 
and making rules, computations, interpretations and decisions 
that may be necessary for administration of the Plan.  The Plan 
Administrator has the discretionary authority to interpret, 
construe, and define the terms of the Plan.  

 
AGENT FOR THE 

SERVICE OF LEGAL 
PROCESS 

If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the applicable 
claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may be served on 
the Plan Administrator.  Process may also be served on the Plan 
Trustee (see PLAN TRUSTEE, INSURANCE ISSUER AND/OR THIRD PARTY 
ADMINISTRATOR for address).  Service should be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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OTHER 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad categories:  
welfare plans and pension plans. 

There are two types of “pension” plans. A “defined benefit” plan 
calculates your pension by using a formula; the amount of your 
benefit depends upon your pay and your credited service with 
the Company and A “defined contribution” plan provides an 
individual account for each participant; the amount you 
receive as a benefit depends upon the amount contributed to 
your account and the investment performance of the 
contributions.  

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan is a defined 
benefit “pension” plan.  

 
FUNDING The Retirement Plan has been an employer paid plan since 1973. 

The amount of each year’s Company contribution is 
determined by the Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) based 
upon the advice of the Retirement Plan’s actuary and in 
accordance with various laws and regulations which govern 
contributions to retirement plans. Company contributions are 
paid to bank trustees for safekeeping. Investment managers 
are appointed by EBC to direct the investment of the 
contributions paid to bank trustees. 

Bank trustees, insurance companies and investment managers 
are currently employed to invest or act as custodians of 
Retirement Plan assets (see RETIREMENT PLAN FUNDING in this 
RETIREMENT INCOME PLANS section for more information). 

The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
For added security, the Company pays premiums to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
(PBGC) to insure certain benefits under the Retirement Plan if that plan should terminate. 
Generally, if a plan should terminate, the PBGC guarantees most vested normal retirement 
benefits, as well as certain disability and survivor pensions. The PBGC does not guarantee all 
types of benefits under covered plans, and the benefit protection is subject to certain limitations. 

Basically, the PBGC insures vested benefits at the level in effect when the Plan terminates. 
However, if benefits have been increased in the five years immediately before the Plan 
terminates, certain restrictions may apply to the amounts guaranteed. In addition, there is a 
ceiling on the monthly amount guaranteed by the PBGC. 
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For more details about PBGC insurance, contact: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
245 Market Street, N2P 
P.O. Box 770000 
San Francisco, CA 94177 

Company extension 223-2363 
External numbers 1-415-973-2363 or 1-800-788-2363 

or 

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 
Insurance Operations Department 
P.O. Box 19153 
Washington, DC 20036-9153 

1-800-400-7242 
www.pbgc.gov 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserve the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan or the termination of the 
Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was changed 
or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, or higher 
levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or 
insolvent, or upon complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision 
by a successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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Work/Life Benefits 
Summary 
This section covers work/life benefits that are available to eligible employees of the Company40.  
Eligible employees are defined in the description of each program.  These benefits include: 

• Adoption Assistance Reimbursement Program 

• Commuter Transit Program 

• Employee Discount 

• Legal Solutions (ValueOptions) 

• The PG&E Children’s Center 

• Tuition Refund Program 

• Work Life Program (ValueOptions) 

• Work Force Management Plan 

 

 

 

                                                      
40 Throughout this section of the Handbook, reference to “Company” means Pacific Gas and 

Electric Company.  Reference to “Company” also means, PG&E Corporation and its 
designated subsidiaries, but only to the extent that their employees meet the eligibility 
requirements of the Plan. 
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Adoption Expense Reimbursement Program 

Description 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section), offers the Adoption Expense Reimbursement program.  
The PG&E Adoption Expense Reimbursement Program provides employees up to $2,000 for 
reimbursement of eligible expenses related to the adoption of children under the age of 18, 
including stepchildren.  There is no limit on the number of adoptions eligible for reimbursement 
per employee.  However, if both parents are Company employees, only one employee can apply 
for reimbursement for any single adoption.  In addition, if one parent is a Company employee and 
his/her spouse/domestic partner works for a different employer who also offers an adoption 
expense program, the programs will be coordinated so that the combined reimbursement from 
both employers will not exceed 100% of the total allowable expenses incurred. 

Eligibility 
All employees who have completed six months of employment and who are on active payroll or 
are on an approved leave of absence when the adoption is made final are eligible to participate in 
the Adoption Expense Reimbursement Program.  The Adoption Expense Reimbursement 
Application must be submitted within one year of the date of the final order. 

You and your spouse/domestic partners and dependents are not eligible for the Adoption Expense 
Reimbursement Program if you are an intern, a contract or agency worker, a hiring hall employee, 
or a retired employee. 

What the Program Covers 
Eligible expenses include legal, court, adoption agency and placement fees, medical expenses for 
the adopted child which are not covered by a medical plan, and transportation expenses 
associated with picking up the child.  Eligible expenses for the income tax credit may differ (see 
below). 

Income Tax Credit 
You may be able to take advantage of both an income tax credit and the Adoption Expense 
Reimbursement Program for qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred by you in connection 
with the adoption of an eligible child.  However, you may not claim both an income tax credit and 
a reimbursement for the same expense.  Qualified adoption expenses generally include adoption 
fees, court costs, attorney’s fees, and traveling expenses.  

Check with your tax advisor for more details.  
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How to Apply 
Before submitting your Adoption Expense Reimbursement Application, you may want to consult 
with your tax advisor to determine how to take maximum advantage of both the tax credit and the 
reimbursement program. 

You can access a copy of the Adoption Expense Reimbursement Application online from the 
Plans, Policies & Forms> Human Resources Forms section of the PG&E HR intranet or you can 
contact the Benefits Service Center at Company extension 8-223-2363, externally at 
1-415-973-HELP (1-415-973-2363) or toll free at 1-800-788-2363.   

Completed applications should be sent via Company mail to:  Adoption Expense Reimbursement 
Program; 1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor; Concord, CA 94520. 

Claim Reimbursement 
Once your application has been received and approved, your application will be processed within 
four weeks.  The amount of your reimbursement will be reflected in your regular paycheck.  
Current laws require that adoption benefits in the form of cash assistance are subject to the state 
and federal income tax regulations. 

Claims and Appeals 
Claims 
If you have a claim regarding a reimbursement relating to expenses, fees or other claims relating 
to the Adoption Expense Reimbursement Program, you can file a claim for benefits to the 
Benefits Department by writing to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Plan Administrator Claims 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written claim for benefits; you may submit 
written comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.  Please note, 
however, that it is the obligation of the Benefits Department to administer the Plan consistently in 
accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will receive a written response which will 
include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a description of any additional material or information, if any, that is necessary for you to 
perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is necessary; and 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures. 
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The Benefits Department will respond to you within a reasonable period of time, but not more 
than 60 days after the Benefits Department’s receipt of your claim unless, due to special 
circumstances, the Benefits Department requires additional time to respond, up to another 60 
days. If an extension of time is required, the Benefits Department will notify you within the initial 
60 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when the Benefits Department 
expects to render its decision. 

Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with the Benefits Department’s decision, you may submit a written appeal 
to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), stating the reasons for your appeal and 
enclosing all supporting documentation. Please note:  Your appeal to EBAC must be received by 
EBAC within 90 days of your receipt of notice that your claim has been denied by the Plan 
Administrator.   

Send your appeal to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department  
EBAC Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA  94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.  You may also 
request, free of charge, reasonable access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other 
information relevant to your claim for benefits.  The EBAC review of your appeal will take into 
account all comments, documents, records and other information submitted by you relating to 
your claim, without regard to whether such information was submitted or considered at the initial 
benefit determination.  

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within a reasonable period of time, but not more than 60 
days after EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to special circumstances, EBAC requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. If an extension of time is required, EBAC will 
notify you within the initial 60 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when 
EBAC expects to render its decision. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• an explanation of any voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Plan and your right to obtain 
information about such procedures.  
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Commuter Transit Program 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section), offers its employees the opportunity to purchase transit 
passes and pay for certain parking expenses with pre-tax contributions through the Commuter 
Transit Program.  The program is under the management of payroll and is administered by a third 
party, ADP, Inc.  For additional information about the program you can contact ADP, Inc. at 
1-800-654-6695.  Information is also available from the Payroll Department and on their website 
http://www/payroll/Default.htm. 

The Commuter Transit Program is a Company practice and is not subject to employee benefits 
regulations including, but not limited to, ERISA. 

Eligibility 
All employees of the Company except temporary employees, summer hires, summer technical 
interns, or a contract, agency, leased or retired employees are eligible to participate in the 
Commuter Transit Program.  In order to participate, you must enroll online.  To enroll online go to 
the ADP website:  www.flexdirect.adp.com to register.  Once you register you will see a link to a 
site specifically intended for PG&E participants. 

Benefits 
You must elect to participate or change your participation no later than the fifth calendar day of 
any month in order to receive transit benefits for the following month.  The options you elect will 
remain the same from month to month unless you elect a change.  Once you enroll, your elections 
will not change unless you make changes. 

Based on IRS regulations, the maximum pre-tax contributions you may make each month toward 
the cost of eligible transit expenses are: 

• Mass Transit  $105 

• Parking   $200 

These limits may be updated periodically by the IRS. 

Eligible transit expenses include the costs for: 

• BART tickets, 

• Muni Fast Pass, 

• Passes, vouchers, or tickets for other subways, metros, buses, trains or ferries, 

• Vanpooling in a qualified commuter highway vehicle, 

• Parking at or near your company work location, and 

• Parking at or near a location where you board a transit system. 

http://www/payroll/Default.htm
http://www.flexdirect.adp.com
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Employee Discount  
Pacific Gas and Electric Company offers its employees a 25% discount on Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company-supplied electricity and gas for an employee’s primary residence (domestic use only). 

The Employee Discount is a Pacific Gas and Electric Company practice and is not subject to 
employee benefits regulations including, but not limited to, ERISA.  

Eligibility 
You are eligible for this discount if you are an employee of Pacific Gas and Electric Company and 
you have completed six months of continuous service. 

In order to receive this benefit you must: 

• live within the Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s service territory, and 

• have the service in your name at your primary residence. 

You are also eligible for this discount if you are a qualified pensioner of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company.  You are a qualified pensioner if you started collecting your pension payment from the 
Retirement Plan immediately upon retirement from the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.  

You are not eligible for benefits if you are a temporary employee, summer hire, summer technical 
intern, contract employee, agency employee, or leased employee.  You are also not eligible if you 
are an employee of:  

• any subsidiary of Pacific Gas and Electric Company; 

• any affiliated company; or 

• PG&E Corporation or any affiliated company of PG&E Corporation. 

Requesting the Discount and Change of Residence 
You must call the Contact Center at 1-800-743-5000 to: 

• Request the discount for the first time, or 

• Transfer the discount to a new location. 

 

It is your responsibility to contact the Contact Center.  The employee rate is not automatic. 
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Legal Solutions (ValueOptions) 

Description 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates, (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section) offers the Legal Solutions program through 
ValueOptions (VO).  Legal Solutions is a special type of legal service, available to you for times 
when you are anxious about any decision or situation where legal rights and duties appear to be 
involved, and you do not have a lawyer or you are fearful or reluctant to consult a lawyer due to 
cost or uncertainty about whether a lawyer can help. 

Legal Solutions provides quick access to basic information about the law and legal procedures. 

Eligibility 
Legal Solutions is available to all Company employees, their spouses/domestic partners and 
eligible dependents. 

You and your spouse/domestic partner and dependents are not eligible for this benefit if you are 
an intern, a contract or agency worker, a hiring hall employee, or a retired employee. 

How to Use Legal Solutions 
When you call the toll-free number shown below, a counselor will assess your needs and connect 
you directly with a lawyer for basic legal information and advice. 

The attorney will do the following: 

• Evaluate your situation, 

• Explain the law and your legal rights, 

• Explain legal language or procedures, and/or 

• Discuss options for resolving the problem. 

You can speak with an attorney on a same-day/next-day basis, Monday through Friday, during 
normal business hours. In an emergency, lawyers are available 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. 

Your initial call to Legal Solutions is free of charge to you. 

Call Legal Solutions at the following number:  1-888-445-4436 
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Exclusions 
The VO-referred attorneys cannot provide legal services for these four matters: 

• Employment Issues — Potential legal disputes between employees and employers. 

• Corporate Law — Advice on any business or commercial enterprise belonging to you, your 
spouse or domestic partner. 

• Second Opinions — Advice on how another attorney is handling a legal matter for you. 

• Third-Party Advice — Advice on a question involving someone other than you, your 
spouse/domestic partner, or dependents. 

Cost 
After your initial call to Legal Solutions, if further legal services are needed, you can be referred to 
an attorney in private practice in your area who handles your kind of legal problem. The attorney 
will provide an initial half-hour, face-to-face consultation at no cost to you. If legal representation 
is needed beyond the half-hour and you decide to hire the lawyer for further services, the lawyer 
will charge fees that are discounted 25% from the usual hourly rate. 
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PG&E Children’s Center 

The provisions of this Summary of Benefits Handbook and any subsequent modifications to this Handbook 
which pertain to the Children’s Center Program comprise the Plan document and govern the operations 
of the Children’s Center Program.  If a conflict exists between these plan documents and any other 
communications or documents, these plan documents shall govern the operation of the Program.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Plan and has the 
discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Plan, to resolve any conflicts or 
discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or desirable for the 
administration of the Plan.  
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The PG&E Children’s Center 

Description 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates, (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section), offers the PG&E Children’s Center.  The Children’s 
Center, located at 77 Beale Street in San Francisco, provides day care for children ranging from 
six weeks to five years of age.  The Children’s Center is managed by an external vendor, Bright 
Horizons Family Solutions. 

Eligibility 
The Children’s Center is open for use by children of all Management and Administrative & 
Technical employees who have a regularly scheduled work week of at least 32 hours and who 
work in the San Francisco General Office complex and surrounding offices.  

You are not eligible for the Children’s Center benefit if you are an intern, a contract or agency 
worker, a hiring hall employee, or a retired employee. 

Enrollment 
If you are eligible to use the Children’s Center, call the Center at 1-415-972-5535, for an 
application. Send your completed application via Company mail to the Center’s Assistant Director, 
77 Beale Street, 2nd Floor, San Francisco. Once your application is received, it will be included in 
the enrollment lottery list, which is used to award vacant spaces in the Center, as described 
below. 

The Lottery System 
A lottery is held as soon as possible after a space for a particular age level becomes available at 
the Center. Spaces become available when pre-school age children leave the Center to attend 
kindergarten or when a family decides to withdraw their child(ren) for other reasons.  Additional 
openings are also created throughout the year as children progress and are transitioned into a 
different age group.
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PG&E Children’s Center 

How Space is Allocated 
The allocation of spaces is based on the percentage of employees in each employee category 
(Management, Administrative & Technical, IBEW Bargaining Unit and ESC Bargaining Unit) who 
work in downtown San Francisco. Spaces are non-transferable and cannot be shared.  To ensure 
parity, the lottery draws are pulled in the following order:  

1. The out-of-parity employee categories; 

2. The sibling list; then 

3. The general application list. 

Claims and Appeals 
Claims and Appeals Relating to Disenrollment 
Claims 
If you have a claim involving disenrollment of a child in the Children’s Center, your first step as a 
parent or guardian is to submit a written claim in a letter within ten days of receipt of the Center 
Director’s notice to withdraw the child from the Center. Please send your claim letter to:  

Bright Horizons 
Divisional Vice President 
880 Apollo Street, Suite 315 
El Segundo, CA 90245 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written claim. Within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of your claim, Bright Horizons will send you a written decision. 

If Bright Horizons denies your claim, you will be provided with: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for you to perfect the claim 
and an explanation of why such material or information is necessary; 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA following an 
adverse benefit determination on review. 
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Appeals 
If Bright Horizons denies your claim, you may submit a written appeal to the Plan Administrator, 
stating the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all supporting documentation. Your appeal to 
the Plan Administrator must be received within 60 days of your receipt of notice that your claim 
has been denied by Bright Horizons.   

Send your appeal to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Plan Administrator Appeals 
1850 Gateway Blvd.,7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.   You may also 
request, free of charge, reasonable access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other 
information relevant to your claim for benefits.  The Benefits Department’s review of your appeal 
will take into account all comments, documents, records and other information submitted by you 
relating to your claim, without regard to whether such information was submitted or considered in 
the initial benefit determination. Please note, however, that it is the obligation of the Benefits 
Department to administer the Plan consistently in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If your appeal is denied, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits;  

• an explanation of any voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Plan and your right to obtain 
information about such procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

You will receive a final ruling from the Benefits Department within a reasonable period of time, 
but not more than 60 days after the Benefits Department’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to 
special circumstances, the Benefits Department requires additional time to respond, up to 
another 60 days.  If an extension of time is required, the Benefits Department will notify you 
within the initial 60 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when the 
Benefits Department expects to render its decision. 
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Claims and Appeals Relating to Enrollment, Fees or Other Claims 
Claims 
If you have a claim relating to enrollment, fees or other claims relating to the Children’s Center, 
you can file a claim for benefits to the Plan Administrator by writing to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
Plan Administrator Claims 
1850 Gateway Blvd, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

No special form or format is required in submitting a written claim for benefits; you may submit 
written comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.   Please 
note, however, that it is the obligation of the Benefits Department to administer the Plan 
consistently in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If the Benefits Department denies your claim, you will receive a written response which will 
include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for you to perfect the claim 
and an explanation of why such material or information is necessary; 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA following an 
adverse benefit determination on review. 

The Benefits Department will respond to you within a reasonable period of time, but not more 
than 90 days after the Benefits Department’s receipt of your claim unless, due to special 
circumstances, the Benefits Department requires additional time to respond, up to another 90 
days. If an extension of time is required, the Benefits Department will notify you within the initial 
90 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when the Benefits Department 
expects to render its decision. 

Appeals 
If you are not satisfied with the Benefits Department’s decision, you may submit a written appeal 
to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), stating the reasons for your appeal and 
enclosing all supporting documentation. Please note:  Your appeal to EBAC must be received by 
EBAC within 60 days of your receipt of notice that your claim has been denied by the Plan 
Administrator.   

Send your appeal to:  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
EBAC Appeals  
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 
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No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.  You may also 
request, free of charge, reasonable access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other 
information relevant to your claim for benefits.  The EBAC review of your appeal will take into 
account all comments, documents, records and other information submitted by you relating to 
your claim, without regard to whether such information was submitted or considered at the initial 
benefit determination.  

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within a reasonable period of time, but not more than 60 
days after EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, due to special circumstances, EBAC requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. If an extension of time is required, EBAC will 
notify you within the initial 60 days of the special circumstances requiring the extension and when 
EBAC expects to render its decision. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 

• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

ERISA Information 
Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participants in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Children’s Center Program are entitled to 
certain rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA). ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 
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Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   

If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 
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Administrative Information About the Plan 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF 
EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Children’s Center 
Program is sponsored by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
EMPLOYER 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to 
the Plan sponsor: 

 Pacific Gas and Electric Company: 94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
PG&E Corporation 
PG&E Corporation Support Services, Inc. 
PG&E Corporation Support Services II, Inc.  

 
PLAN NAME The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Children’s Center 

Program 
 

PLAN NUMBER 540 
 

PLAN TYPE Child Day Care Services 
 

PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN ADMINISTRATORS The ERISA Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 

c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Benefits Department 
1850 Gateway Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

 
PLAN TRUSTEE, INSURANCE 

ISSUER AND/OR THIRD 
PARTY ADMINISTRATOR 

Third Party Administrator: 
Bright Horizons Family Solutions 

880 Apollo Street, Suite 315 
El Segundo, CA 90245 
(415) 972-5535 
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DISCRETIONARY 
AUTHORITY 

The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 
administration of the Plan which includes maintaining 
records, and making rules, computations, interpretations 
and decisions that may be necessary for administration of 
the Plan.  The Plan Administrator has the discretionary 
authority to interpret, construe, and define the terms of 
the Plan.  

 
AGENT FOR THE SERVICE 

OF LEGAL PROCESS 
If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the 

applicable claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may 
be served on the Plan Administrator.  Service should be 
directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate 
Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE 

INFORMATION 
ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad 

categories:  welfare plans and pension plans.  
Your Pacific Gas and Electric Company Children’s Center 

Program is a “welfare” plan. 
 

FUNDING The Children’s Center Program expenses are paid by the 
Company.  The Company pays a portion of the actual 
costs of the benefits and administrative fees directly from 
the Company’s general assets.  Participants pay the 
remaining costs of the benefits and administrative fees. 

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason. Or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 

Any change to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Children’s Center Program or the termination 
of the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the Plan was 
changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit coverage, 
or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates a plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be also terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or 
upon complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan.  
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Tuition Refund Plan 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates, (referred to 
collectively as “Company” in this section) offers the Tuition Refund Plan.  The Tuition Refund Plan 
allows you the opportunity to enroll in approved courses. These approved courses are designed to 
assist you in performing your current duties in the most productive manner possible and to help 
enable you to assume new duties in the future.  

The Tuition Refund Plan is a Company practice and is not subject to employee benefits 
regulations including, but not limited to, ERISA.   

Eligibility 
Full-time employees on the active payroll are eligible to utilize the Tuition Refund Program. 
Part-time employees on the active payroll are eligible for a prorated portion of the applicable 
calendar year limit based upon their scheduled percentage of full-time equivalent work hours. 
Eligibility must be maintained throughout the duration of the course(s). 

You are not eligible for Tuition Refund Program benefits if you are a temporary employee, 
summer hire, a summer technical intern, a contract, agency, or leased employee, a hiring hall 
employee, or a retired employee. 

Tuition Refund Application 
Applications for enrollment are available online at the Plans, Policies & Forms > Life Changes 
section of the HR intranet or you can call the Benefits Service Center at company extension 
8-223-4357, externally at 415-973-HELP (415-973-4357) or 1-800-788-2363.  

Your application must be submitted and approved before you enroll in the course. 

If you use the on-line application process, your application automatically routes to the HR 
Learning Services upon supervisor approval.  

If you use the paper process, your completed application, including your supervisor’s signature, 
must be sent to: 

Company mail:  1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor, Concord 

U.S. Mail:  1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor, Concord, CA 94520 

If you prefer, you may fax your completed application to the Tuition Refund Plan Office at: 

1-925-459-7331 

Contact Information 
If you have questions about your eligibility to participate in the Tuition Refund Plan or about your 
application, payment in advance, textbook reimbursement, or employee records, you should 
contact the Tuition Refund Plan Office.  The contact information is: 

Tuition Refund Helpline: 1-925-270-2775 

Email:    PGETuition@pge.com
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Course Approval Criteria 
The course you take must meet the following criteria in order to be considered eligible for the 
refund: 

• It must add to your effectiveness in your job or will lead you to acquire qualifications for 
positions to which you could reasonable expect to advance. 

• It must contribute to your overall development. 

In addition, courses must be accredited/approved by one of the following: 

• Western Association of Schools and Colleges or one of its regional counterparts; 

• State Department of Education; 

• State Private Post-Secondary Education Institution; or 

• Distance Education Training Council. 

Contact the Tuition Refund Plan Hotline at 1-925-270-2775 for more information.  

Tuition Costs Covered 
You are eligible for a refund of 100% of covered costs which include the following: 

• Tuition • Registration fees 
• Laboratory fees • Textbooks  

To receive a refund, eligibility must be maintained throughout the duration of the course(s). 

Tuition Costs Not Covered 
Listed below are the costs that are not covered: 

• Food • Materials, supplies and equipment 

• Lodging • Transportation 

• Examination fees (e.g., GMAT, SAT, PE) • Parking 

What the Plan Will Pay 
The payment is limited to: 

• $8,000 per calendar year for Engineering, Computer Sciences, Environmental Sciences, and 
Business courses or degree programs, English as a Second Language (ESL) courses, and 
foreign language courses for languages which are reflective of our customer base; or  

• $3,000 per calendar year for all other job- or career-related courses or degree programs.  
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In no case can payments for a calendar year exceed $8,000. Payments are applied to a given 
calendar year limit based on the start date of the course.  Annual tuition limits are prorated for 
part-time employees. 

Payments in one calendar year of more than $5,250 that are for career-related courses or a 
degree program are taxable wages, subject to federal, state, FICA and wage benefit taxes.  
Payments for job-related courses, regardless of the amount, are not considered taxable income. 

Payment in Advance 
About one week after your application is approved, you will receive a Tuition Voucher.  Instead of 
paying your tuition and fees at the time of registration, you can give the registrar or cashier your 
voucher.  The school will bill PG&E for your approved tuition and fees. 

Textbook costs are reimbursed after successful course completion. Proof of purchase must be 
submitted for all textbooks. 

Upon Completion of Course 
Proof of successful completion is required to maintain eligibility for payment.  

The requirements are: 

• A grade of “C” or better 
• For non-graded courses, a certificate of successful completion or a letter to that effect from 

the institution 

• A grade of “C” or better must be maintained for each course of an extended correspondence 
study program. 

This proof should be sent to: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Tuition Refund Plan Office 
1850 Gateway Blvd., 7th Floor 
Concord, CA 94520 

Reimbursement of Payments Made in Advance 
You must reimburse the Company the amount of payment made in advance. 

Reimbursement is due at the time of unsuccessful completion of courses/programs or where a 
passing grade or proof of satisfactory completion is not provided within 120 days of the end of 
the course/program. If you fail to repay the Company within the required time periods, your 
participation in the Tuition Refund Program will be suspended for two years and the amount you 
owe will be deducted from your paycheck. 
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Work Life Referral Program 

Summary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and PG&E Corporation and its covered affiliates, (referred to 
collectively as the “Company” in this section), offers the Work Life Referral Program.  The Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company-sponsored Work Life Referral program, administered by ValueOptions 
(VO), provides information and assistance in locating quality child care or elder care services 
locally and nationwide.  In addition, other Work-Life Balance resources are available. 

Eligibility 
The Work Life program is available to all Company employees and their dependents. 

You are not eligible for this program if you are an intern, a contract or agency worker, a hiring hall 
employee or a retired employee. 

What the Program Provides 
Some of the Work Life services provided include: 

• Telephone counseling to help identify the type of dependent care assistance you need; 

• Printed educational materials to guide you in making appropriate dependent care decisions; 

• Referrals to state-licensed family home day care centers, child care centers, nursery schools, 
private and public schools, and college and vocational schools; and 

• Referrals to nationwide resources on housing, health care, insurance, aging, and financial 
information for elderly parents. 

 

Call the following number to access Work Life services:   1-888-445-4436 
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The plan document for The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force Management Plan, the terms 
of this Summary of Benefits Handbook which pertain to the Workforce Transition Plan, and the documents 
which are Summaries of Material Modifications to the Workforce Transition Plan, govern the operation of 
the Work Force Management Plan and comprise the Plan document.  If a conflict exists between these 
plan documents and any other communications or documents, these plan documents shall govern the 
operation of the Work Force Management Plan.   
The Employee Benefit Committee of PG&E Corporation is the Plan Administrator of the Work Force 
Management Plan and has the discretionary authority to interpret and construe the terms of the Plan, to 
resolve any conflicts or discrepancies between documents and to establish rules which are necessary or 
desirable for the administration of the Plan.  
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Description 
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Work Force Management Plan, also referred to as the 
Work Force Transition Plan, is available to its employees as a financial transition to eligible 
employees whose work has been eliminated and who are not offered other suitable work in the 
organization. Payment of Plan benefits is dependent upon the signing of a Severance Agreement 
and Release. 

Eligibility 
You are eligible for benefits under the Plan if you: 

• Are an active regular full-time or regular part-time Professional and Leadership (PL1 and PL2) 
or Administrative & Technical employee of Pacific Gas and Electric Company;  

• Are on active payroll and have at least six months of continuous service as of the last day on 
the active payroll;  

• Received written documentation that your position has been eliminated as a result of business 
initiatives; 

• Have not been terminated for cause from Pacific Gas and Electric Company; and 

• Have not accepted another position with Pacific Gas and Electric Company, an affiliate of the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or PG&E Corporation; 

You are not eligible for benefits if you:  are receiving Long-term Disability Plan benefits from 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, do not accept a Severance Agreement and Release within the 
time period established by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, or you terminate employment or 
your employment is terminated by Pacific Gas and Electric Company for any reason not 
associated with this Plan or Plan enhancements in effect at that point in time.
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You are not eligible for benefits if you are a temporary employee, summer hire, summer technical 
intern, contract employee, agency employee, or leased employee.  You are also not eligible if you 
are an employee of:  

• Any subsidiary of Pacific Gas and Electric Company; 

• Any affiliated company; or 

• PG&E Corporation or any affiliated company of PG&E Corporation. 

Plan Administration 
The Talent Management Director is the Plan administrator and is responsible for the overall 
administration of the Plan. Based on Pacific Gas and Electric Company needs, the Plan may be 
amended, suspended or terminated at any time. 

For additional information, you can visit the Plans, Policies & Forms > Job Changes section of the 
HR intranet. 

Plan Benefits 
The Plan provides: 
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• Three weeks of base pay41 per year of service with a minimum of 12 weeks and a maximum 
of 78 week

• A lump sum bonus payment of $9,000.  You can use this bonus payment to offset the cost of 
COBRA (health care benefits continuation) and continued life insurance through conversion 
coverage. 

• Outplacement Assistance. 

• Career Management Services. 

• A 45-day or 60-day redeployment period (depending on whether the elimination of the position 
falls under the provisions of the Worker Adjustment Notification Act). 

Also refer to benefits provided through our EAP program. 

 
41 Pro-rated if you are a part-time employee. 
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Transitional Leave of Absence42

If you are age 52 or older when you are eligible to receive severance benefits, you will have the 
option to convert your severance payment to a fully paid or a 50% paid transitional leave of 
absence.  The length of the leave depends on the amount of severance benefits, excluding the 
lump sum bonus payment. For example, if you meet the eligibility requirements and you had 20 
years of service, your severance payment would be: 

3 X 20 = 60 weeks of pay 

If you elect to convert to a fully paid leave, your leave will last for 60 weeks.  If you elect to 
convert to a 50% paid leave, your leave will last for 120 weeks. 

If you elect to convert to a paid transitional leave (full or 50%): 

• You will be treated like all other employees who are on a paid leave except you will not be 
eligible for any incentives (such as Short-Term Incentive Plan awards) during the leave. 

• You are considered a Pacific Gas and Electric Company employee and, while on leave, cannot 
work in any other capacity for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, its affiliates, contractors, or 
hiring hall. 

• You will not receive the lump sum transitional bonus. 

• You may not exhaust any accrued time-off (PTO or Vacation and Floating Holidays) in 
connection with the leave (instead, you will be paid for all such time following your leave). 

• If you elect the 50% leave option, you will: 
 Accrue half of the service (for benefit plans that recognize service) you would have accrued 

had you elected a full leave; and 
 Receive medical, dental and vision benefits at the same rate as employees on part-time, 

regular status; your FlexDollar allocation will be reduced to 50 percent part-time allotment 
and, for eligible employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, no sick leave bonus 
FlexDollars will be allocated. 

• If you elect the full pay leave option, you will receive medical, dental, and vision benefits at the 
same rate as employee on full-time, regular status for plan purposes. 

• You may elect to cancel your medical, dental or vision coverage consistent with then current 
plan provisions. 

• You will be terminated as either a “quit” or a “retiree” following the leave, as appropriate. 

                                                      
42 This Leave option expires 12/31/08. 
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Educational Leave of Absence 
In lieu of receiving severance pay, you may elect to take an educational leave of absence, for up 
to a maximum of two years or 114 weeks at 50% of your base pay provided the leave is not 
longer than the equivalent of 75% of your severance amount.  The remaining 25% of the 
severance amount is used to offset benefit provisions during the leave period.   

For example:  If you have 60 full weeks of severance pay, at 50% that extends to 120 weeks.  The 
longest period that you can stay on an educational leave is 90 weeks. 

60 X 2 (at 50% usage, that doubles the time) = 120 weeks 

120 weeks X 75% (maximum) = 90 educational leave of absence weeks at 50% pay 

If you elect to take an educational leave of absence: 

• You will be treated like all other employees who are on a paid leave except you will not be 
eligible for any incentives (such as Short-Term Incentive Plan awards) during the leave. 

• You are considered a Pacific Gas and Electric Company employee and, while on leave, cannot 
work in any other capacity for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, its affiliates, contractors, or 
hiring hall. 

• You will not receive the lump sum transitional bonus. 

• You must provide proof of enrollment and meet all eligibility requirements. 

• You may not exhaust any accrued time-off (PTO or Vacation and Floating Holidays) in 
connection with the leave (instead, you will be paid for all such time following your leave). 

• You may continue your internal job search while you are on leave. 

• You may not engage in full-time employment while you are on leave. 

• At the end of the leave: 
 You will not be entitled to receive any severance benefits; and  
 You will be terminated as either a “quit” or a “retiree” following the leave, as appropriate. 

• For benefit plans that recognize service, you will accrue half of the service you would have 
accrued had you elected a full leave. 

• You will receive medical, dental and vision benefits at the same rate as employees on 
part-time, regular status; your FlexDollar allocation will be reduced to 50 percent part-time 
allotment and, for eligible employees of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, no sick leave bonus 
FlexDollars will be allocated. 

• You may elect to cancel your medical, dental or vision coverage consistent with then current 
plan provisions. 
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Payment of Benefits 
Benefits will be paid, based on your election, in either: 

• One lump sum, or  

• Two equal lump sums; one in the current year and one in January of the following year. 

Payment Upon Death, Disability, or Leave of Absence 
If you die prior to the specified termination date – forty-five (45) days after the date you are 
initially notified that you will be laid off – payment will be made under the Plan to your surviving 
spouse, or, if you do not have a surviving spouse, to your estate. 

If you are on an educational or personal leave that is not protected by law, you are not eligible for 
any payment or benefits under this Plan unless you return to your regular position during the first 
six weeks of your leave and you are subsequently placed in the redeployment program.  If you are 
on a legally protected leave, you must return to work and the end of the protected leave period 
and subsequently be placed in the redeployment program. 

Repayment of Benefits 
If you are rehired or hired by an affiliate of Pacific Gas and Electric Company or PG&E 
Corporation, you will be required to repay a prorated amount of your severance payment as 
follows: 

1. Divide the amount of your gross salary at the time of severance, converted to a monthly rate, 
into the total gross severance amount.  This is the number of months of severance pay you 
received. 

2. Divide the net severance by the total months of severance in Step 1.  This is the net monthly 
severance payment received. 

3. Subtract the number of months you were off the payroll from the months of severance pay in 
Step 1.  This is the number of months of severance to be repaid. 

4. Multiply the number of months in Step 3 by the monthly net severance in Step 2 to get the 
prorated amount to be repaid. 

Appeals 
If you believe you have been denied a benefit to which you may be entitled, you may appeal the 
claim to the Plan Administrator within 60 days after you receive the denial by writing to the 
following address: 

PG&E Corporation 
Talent Management Department 
Plan Administrator Appeals 
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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No special form or format is required in submitting a written appeal; you may submit written 
comments, documents, records and other information relating to your claim.   You may also 
request, free of charge, access to, or copies of, all documents, records and other information 
relevant to your claim for benefits.  The review will take into account all comments, documents, 
records and other information submitted by you relating to your claim, without regard to whether 
such information was submitted or considered at the initial benefit determination. Please note, 
however, that it is the obligation of the Plan Administrator to administer the Plan fairly, 
consistently, and in accordance with the provisions of the Plan. 

If the Talent Management Department denies your claim, you will receive a written response 
which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the Plan provision(s) which apply to the denial; 

• a description of any additional material or information necessary for a participant or 
beneficiary to perfect the claim and an explanation of why such material or information is 
necessary; 

• a description of the Plan's review procedures and the time limits applicable to such 
procedures; and 

• a statement of the participant's or beneficiary's right to bring a civil action under section 
502(a) of ERISA following an adverse benefit determination on review. 

The Talent Management Department must respond to you within 60 days of receipt of your 
appeal unless, due to special circumstances, the Talent Management Department requires 
additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 

If you are not satisfied with the Talent Management Department’s decision, you may then submit 
a written appeal to the Employee Benefit Appeals Committee (EBAC), the final adjudicator in the 
appeals process, within 60 days of receiving a denial from the Talent Management Department, 
stating the reasons for your appeal and enclosing all documentation and any additional 
information to support your appeal.  

Send your appeal to:  

PG&E Corporation 
Talent Management Department 
EBAC Appeals 
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

You will receive a final ruling from EBAC within 60 days of EBAC’s receipt of your appeal unless, 
due to special circumstances, EBAC requires additional time to respond, up to another 60 days. 

If EBAC denies your appeal, you will receive a written response which will include: 

• the specific reason(s) for the denial of the claim; 

• a reference to the specific Plan provision(s) on which the denial is based; 
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• a statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable 
access to, and copies of, all documents, records and other information relevant to your claim 
for benefits; and  

• a statement of your right to bring a civil action under section 502(a) of ERISA. 

ERISA Information 
Your Rights Under ERISA 
Participant in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force Management Plan are entitled to 
certain rights and protections under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA). ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled to: 

• Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office, and at other specified locations, 
such as worksites and union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including insurance 
contracts and collective bargaining unit agreements, and a copy of the latest annual report 
(Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and available at the 
Public Disclosure Room of the Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration. 

• Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator, copies of documents governing the 
operation of the Plan, including insurance contracts and collective bargaining agreements, and 
copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) and updated summary plan description.  
The administrator may make a reasonable charge for the copies.  You may also review all 
official plan documents, during normal business hours, in the Benefits Department.  

• Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual financial report.  The Plan Administrator is required 
by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this summary annual report. 

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries 
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA imposes duties upon the people who are 
responsible for the operation of the employee benefit plan.  The people who operate your plan, 
called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you and other 
plan participants and beneficiaries. 

No one, including your employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you or otherwise 
discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising 
your rights under ERISA. 

Enforce Your Rights 
If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you have a right to 
know why this was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, 
and to appeal any denial, all within certain time schedules. 

Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the above rights.  For instance, if you 
request a copy of plan documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and do not receive 
them within 30 days, you may file suit in a federal court.  In such a case, the court may require 
the Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you up to $110 a day until you receive 
the materials, unless the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the 
administrator.   
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If you have a claim for benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part, you may file suit in 
a state or federal court.  In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision, or lack thereof, 
concerning the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a medical child support order, you 
may file suit in federal court.    

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s money, or if you are discriminated 
against for asserting your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or 
you may file suit in a federal court.  The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal 
fees.  If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and 
fees.  If you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, if it finds your claim is 
frivolous. 

Assistance with Your Questions 
If you have questions about your plan, you should contact the Plan Administrator.  If you have any 
questions about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or if you need assistance in 
obtaining documents from the Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office of the 
Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, listed in your telephone 
directory, or the Division of Technical Assistance and Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Washington, DC 20210.  
You may also obtain certain publications about your rights and responsibilities under ERISA by 
calling the publications hotline of the Employee Benefits Security Administration. 

Administrative Information About the Plan 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF 
EMPLOYER 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force 
Management Plan is sponsored by: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Talent Management Department 
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
EMPLOYER 

IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

The Internal Revenue Service has assigned this ID number to 
the Plan sponsor: 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company:  94-0742640 
 

PARTICIPATING 
EMPLOYERS 

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

PLAN NAME The Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force 
Management Plan 

 
PLAN NUMBER 538 

 
PLAN TYPE Severance benefits 
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PLAN YEAR 1/1 – 12/31 
 

PLAN ADMINISTRATORS The Plan Administrator for the Plan is: 
The Employee Benefit Committee (EBC) of PG&E Corporation 

c/o Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Talent Management Department 
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 
DISCRETIONARY 

AUTHORITY 
The Plan Administrator has oversight responsibility for the 

administration of the Plan which includes maintaining 
records, and making rules, computations, interpretations 
and decisions that may be necessary for administration of 
the Plan.  The Plan Administrator has the discretionary 
authority to interpret, construe, and define the terms of the 
Plan.  

 
AGENT FOR THE SERVICE 

OF LEGAL PROCESS 
If you wish to take legal action after exhausting the 

applicable claims and appeals procedures, a lawsuit may 
be served on the ERISA Plan Administrator.  Service should 
be directed to: 

Linda Y.H. Cheng 
Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate 
Secretary 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company  
One Market, Spear Tower 
Suite 2400 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
INFORMATION 

ERISA divides employee benefit plans into two broad 
categories: welfare plans and pension plans. 

Your Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force 
Management Plan is a “welfare” plan. 

 
FUNDING The Company is the administrator and pays the actual costs 

of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force 
Management Plan directly from the Company’s general 
assets, as the costs are incurred.   

Plan Amendment and Termination 
The Company, acting through its authorized representatives, reserves the right to amend or 
terminate the Plan at any time and for any reason, or suspend contributions to the Plan, in whole 
or in part, at any time. 
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WORK/LIFE BENEFITS 

Work Force Management Plan  

Any change to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Work Force Management Plan or the 
termination of the Plan will not affect the benefits payable to plan members before the date the 
Plan was changed or ended, but such change may result in reduced levels of benefits or benefit 
coverage, or higher levels of employee contributions, after the effective date of any such change. 

In the event that the Company terminates the Plan for any reason without replacing it, you will be 
given notice.  

The Plan may be terminated by judicial action if the Company is bankrupt or insolvent, or upon 
complete dissolution, merger, consolidation or reorganization without provision by a 
successor-company for continuation of the Plan. 
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